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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Mu1tnomah County (Portland, Oregon and environs) District Attorney's 
High Impact Project consists of a largely autonomous unit of five deputy 
district attorneys. The unit was established to prosecute three "impact 
crime" categories of concern to the community: 1) Armed Robbery (Robbery 
I, a Class A Felony); 2) Burglary in a dwelling (a subsection of Burglary 
I, Class A Felonies); and 3) Receiving Stolen Property (Theft I, Class 
C Felony I subsection "fencing"). The overall goal is to deter the commis
sion of these· crimes by obtaining a high rate of conviction and incarcera
tion in cases hand1ed.by the unit. To achieve this end, the unit has sought 
to: 

Ca) improve the quality of prosecution with the strategy 
of "vertical staffing" Le. I assigning each case to a 
single deputy district attorney who prosecutes from 
the investigatory screening stage through disposition; 

(b) provide swift and complete prosecution of impact 
crimes while attempting to stay within the statutory 
maximum of 60 days allowed from arrest to trial; and 

(c) reduce the incidence of negotiated pleas, or p1ea
bargaining. 

The unit has been widely publicized and identified as a "no plea-bargaining" 
uni t. A1 though 1imi ted restrictioIE.on bargaining are observed, i. e ., no 
reduction of the original, primary target crime charged, plea bargaining 
is permitted when it involves: 

• dismissal of anci11iary charge~ which are·flot target crimes; 

• dismissal of pending cases or cases under investigation 
by the District Attorney; 

• negotiations regarding possible sentencing recommendations 
to the judge; 

• negotiations regarding exchanges of information, e~g., 
identification of a "fence," for more lenient charging 
or sentencing; 

• bargains struck because the case deteriorates over the 
course of prosecution; and 
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• exemptions made because the .District Attorney or his 
Deputy identify "special considerations" e.g., 
sensitivity to ~~usual political or social circumstances 
affecting the case. 

In short the unit attempts to address, in a systematic way, one of the 
most fundamental problems of prosecutors: how to focus law enforcement, 
investigatory and prosecutorial resources so that a conviction will be 
obtained without forcing the prosecutor to sacrifice me quality and 
weight of the case during plea bargaining. 

The Multnomah District Attorney High Impact Unit was visited from April 
25 through April 27, 1976, by L. Scott Harshbarger, chief, Public Pro
tection Bureau, Department of the Attorney General, Massachusetts. During 
the on-site review the operations of the project were examined along with 
case files, and records. Both project personnal and representatives of 
the District Attorney's Office, the Public Defender's Office, the Judiciary 
and the City and CO~lty Police were interviewed. 

This validation report incorporates information from the following sources: 

• the exemplary project application; 

• a preliminary evaluation prepared by the Oregon Law 
Enforcement Committee (the State Planning Agency) 

• an evaluation prepared by Rand as part of a 
performance measures o study-for the National Institute 

• the 1974 Annual Report of the Multnomah County District 
Attorney's Office. 

1.1 Project Development 

The Multnomah County District Attorney's Office has the responsibility for 
the prosecution of criminal offenses--misdemeanor, juvenile and felony--oc
curing both in the City of Portland and in the County. It deals directly 
with two independent police forces, both City and County. The District 
Attorney, a former state senator, was elected to office in 0.1972 and is 
just completing his first term. He expects to run un-opposed in the 1976 
election. 

The court system in Multnomah County is two-tiered, consisting of a Dis
trict Court level with original jurisdiction over only misdemeanors. The 
District Court holds initial complaint arraignments and preliminary hearings 
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on felony matters. In Oregon there is an absolute right of trial de novo 
in the Circuit Court on all misdemeanors. Felonies are ultimately tried 
in the jury trial level court, the Circuit Court. Cases reach the Circuit 
Cotrrt by one of three routes: 1) preliminary heating followed by a Grand 
Jury Action;· 2) preliminary hearing followed by Information of. the District 
Attorney; 3) direct presentment to the Grand Jury by the District Attorney. 
In the Multnomah court system, no case may be initiated unless upon the 
complaint of the District Attorney. As a result, neither a citizen nor 
the police may initiate criminal proceedings in the absence of' an "issuing" 
by the District Attorney. 

The DA's High Impact Unit was conceived early in 1973 and became,.operational 
in December of the same year. When the City of Portland's Police Bureau 
received a "High Impact" project grant from LEAA, the District Attorney's 
Office, already overburdened, perceived that there would be an influx 
of arrests for the designated target crimes. Therefore, the District Attorney 
determined that it was essential that the office plan carefully.-:and move' 
closer to a professional private law office model~-tighter management, lower 
caseloads and better quality prosec~tion--in order to handle the new case-
load e:fific::ient:.ly. ~his 'required developing closer ties to police, particularly 
the, Portland PoliCfLBureau Decectives.'* The District Attorney was especially 
concerned about the "plea-bargaining" practices of his office. He was 
aware that this area was potentially open for abuse if case loads increased 
as anticipated. Moreover, he feared strong repercussions from both the 
public and the police if these new anti-crime ,efforts were not supported with 
effective prosecution. 

In short, the Dist:dct Attorney endeavored to profes:sionalize the office 
of the local prosecutor, expand its traditional role and re-define its 
function in response.- to the prosecution of high impact crimes. The no 
plea-bargaining approach was intended to insure the successful conviction 
of impact crime defendants and was meant to restore a degree of public 
confidence in the prosecutor's ability to handle impact cases. 

1.2 Project Organization 

As Figure 1 illustrates, the District Attorney's Office is organized by 
units, generally coinciding with the functions of the District Ci~cuit 
Court Systems. There were 52 Deputy District Attorneys as of January 1, 
1976, in addition to the District Attorney and his Chief Deputy. The 
division of labor is split so that different attorneys work with a case 

* Care was exercised to insure that duplication would be avoided with 
the functions of the legal adidsor assigned to the Portland Bureau Strike 
Force. The Deputy District Attorneys were advised not to give Strike ForCe 
polics legal advice, but to confine their attention to the evidentiary 
quality of the case. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART - DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE Figure 1 
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as it moves from one stage in the prosecution to another. The introduc
tion of the DA's High Impact Unit represented a dramatic departure from 
'§his notion of sp~cialized prosecut.o.rial assignments to the l!vertical staf
fing" strategy of assigning a single attorney who handles a case from 
investigation through ~rial. 

The District Attorney's High Impact Crime Uhit currently consists of a 
Unit Leader, four deputy district attorneys, a legal clerk, (a clerk/typist) 
a legal assistant and two legal stenographers. The original High Impact 
Unit staff consisted of six attorneys--three district court attorneys and 
three circuit court attorneys--drawn from the regular staff of District 
Attorney's Office. The three Circuit Court attorneys each had about one 
and a: half years of experience, and were the most experienced attorneys 
in the District Attorney's Office. The three District Court Attorneys 
had had no previous jury trial experience. The original staffing concept 
operated on the notion that the Circuit Court Attorneys would rotate 
annually and the District Court Attorneys would rotate every six months 
back into the regular staffs of the DA's office. This rotation policy 
was adopted in order to use the High Impact Project (with its lower case
loads and close staff supervision) as a training ground. Moreover, pro~ 
ject planners believed that rotation would stimulate the adoption of 
vertical staffing and "no plea bargaining" tactics in the regular divi
sions of the DA's office. 

The Unit Leader elects all project staff, with approval from the DA, 
from other units within the DA's office. The Unit staff are perceived 
somewha t as an "eli te" group wi thin the DA' s office because: 1) they 
are freed entirely from other responsibilities in the'DA's office; ,2) 
they have an independent "issuing" capability and utilize the vertical 
staffing approach, both which are viewed as "luxu~ies"; 3) the office is 
physically autonomous in location and operates virtually as anindepen
dent firm and 4) the ideology of "no bargaining" is seen as freedom to 
act aggressively and totally under control in the preparation and prose
cution of target cases. 

The unit did not begin to take cases until two months after formal grant 
award. The earlier months were used to develop procedures which the 

, l.1ni t believes' are responsible for a large measure of its success. These 
included: 

• a policy of staff accessibility (on a 24-hour basis) to 
the police for advice and information; 

• 

maintaining regular contact with police and witnesses on 
each C3ase and keeping them:.informed and appropriately 
involved; 

the review of all arrests for karget area offenses with 
police before issuing; 
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• maintaining continuity of counsel by the issuing 
attorney throughout all stages of processing; 

• establishing a procedure requiring a written statement from 
the Deputy District Attorney concerning the: reasons 
for not issuing a' complaint, .wi th copies being sent 
to the police and investigatory departments involvedt 

The second aspect of the project's start-up activities involved training 
staff attorneys, supppor"t staff, and the police High Impact Cri~e ·.staff. 
Regular seminars on investigatory and trial techniques and tactics were 
held for new attorneys by the Unit Leader. Support staff received training 
in office policies, procedures, and certain legal administrative tasks 
which would expedite the paper processing and smooth the operational 
aspects of the project. Both formal and informal training sessions were 
held for the police who·~ould be dealing with unit Attorneys on a daily 
basis. 

The second funding cycle \September 1975) of the Unit resulted in a reduc
tion in the number of attorneys to four and the staff to three. A de
crease in the number of trials--attr£buted by the project to a recognition 
that impact project cases are solid, and likely to end in conviction--pre
cipitated the general decrease in workload, and hence staff. The decrease 
in workload is also attributable to a shift in the prior focus of the 
police departments on the use of crime-specific units to the current 
strategy of "neighborhood policing" teams. This shift reduced the number 
of plainclothes police available for target crimes investigation. The 
changing focus in the police department coincides with the winding down 
of federal funds for "High Impact Projects" and the increase in federal 
funds available for neighborhood policing. As of June 30 I 19~)6 the 
Unit will again be reduced in size to 3 attorneys and 2 support staff 
because of budget cuts and smaller 9aseloaas~ However, the District 
Attorney is committed to the continuation of the project on local funds, 
and is currently contemplating modifying the. selective prosecution of 
impact crim~s to the prosecution of "career criminals." If such a new 
project is fiormulated and funded, the District Attorney expects to dis
band the Unit and transfer project staff directly to a career criminal
type program. * 

In addition to staff eut-bac~s, the Unit has currently limited its fo~al 
training sessions for police and attorneys .and has curtailed its 24-hour 

. accessibility policy. Formal training has been limited since the police 
involved with the project are fewer in number an~ officers formerly 
trained are now familiar with the project. Training for attorneys has 
also been curtailed since the attorneys now'being rotated into the unit 
al.l have Circuit Court experience. 

* An overview of the career criminal program can be found intheAbt 
Associates Inc~ validation report on the Bronx Major Offenders Bureau, 
p. 24~ May, 1976. 
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1.3 Intake and Caseload 

Each morning when the computerized court docket (of arrests made the day 
before) arrives at the DA's office, the DA's High Impact Unit legal clerk 
reviews arrests which have been listed by the Portland or Multnomah County 
Police as one of the target crimes. The docket reflects data on arrests 
made the preceeding day and scheduled for arrilignment. Under Oregon Law, 
a defendant must be arraigned within 24 hours. In selected instances, the 
legal clerk may call the appropriate police department to obtain additional 
information for establishing if the stated offense on the docket is.a 
target crime that may be appropriate for the Unit. The legal cler~'s in
quirY. to police is relatively simple. Robbery I cases mu~t be Armed Rob-.. _->- . -'-' . , , 

bery; Burglary I must be in a dwelling and Theft I crimes are limited to 
"fences." If the case is determined to be a target crime, the police 
are asked to come to the DA I,S office (which is located two blocks away) 
to discuss with the Deputy District Attorney on-duty whether a complaint 
will be issued. If a case should slip through the early morning review 
procedure and accidently be sent to the regular sections of the DA':s 
office, it will be referred back to the Unit the same day by the regular 
office clerk on-duty. 

Once a case is referred to the DAis High Impact Unit, it automatically be
comes a "case" for statistical purposes, even if it subsequently is not 
prosecuted or issued. The deputy district attorney on-duty--a rotating 
assignment~-reviews the case with the police and either: 

1. "issues" a complaint for a target crime; 

2. "declines":::toiissue the complaint for reasons which must 
be stated in writing (e-;9'., no crime, settlement, etc.); 

3. "returns, for further investigation" to the police with 
specific instructions for completing the case*; or 

4. "issues for trial unit," a procedure whereby the Deputy DA 
may issue a complaint for a non-target crime to be -: 
handled by the regular office. 

A fifth alternative route for a small percentage of impact crime cases in
vol ves direct presents to the Grand Jury. Since these cases go directly 
from the investigatory stage to Grand Jury presents, they are technically 
not considered Unit cases because of the lack of "review" at the intake 
lev.el. 

If a cC'~';Plaint does not "issue," the police are given written explanation:: 

* This procedure may result in the double counting of cases. When 
the case returns after additional investigation, and a complaint is issued, 
it is considered as a new cas~. The unit est.imates that roughly 50% of 
these cases returned for investigation re-appear and are issued, although 
no data exist' to document this estimate. 
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of the reasons for the action taken. Copies of the decision go to both 
the DA's Office and the Police Supervisors. The Deputy DA who makes the 
issuing decision must appear the same day at the 2 p.m. "arraignment in 
the District Court:. The same Deputy DA will then handle the case through 
disposition. Cases are scheduled for a preliminary hearing at the. time 
of arraignment. 

Other than the requirement that the crime involved be a target offense, 
there are no other written criteria for the deputy. district attorney on
duty to use in making the initial issuing decision. With experienced 
attorneys, there is no direct supervision or review of those decisions, 
absent some retrospective review which mi.ght result from a complaint from , 
the police to the Unit Leader. The decisions of newer attorneys are 
llperiodically reviewed.~' The Unit considers itself demanding about the 
evidence, and insi~ts on good investigations as the key to quality 
cases. Since the attorney issuing must subsequently handle the case, 
each case can be readily traced to the attorney assigned, thereby impro
ving the rrnit~_Leader' s ability to supervise all aspects of case handling. 

The Unit's supervision of police investigations is, and always has been, 
limited to guidance on re-investigation and to insisting upon a generally 
high threshho1d of evidence prior to issuing than normally expected.* The 
level of involvement with police investigations was clearly more intense 
at the outset of the project and had declined as the police adapted to 
more. rigorous investigation requirements, were "trained" to prepare better 
case investigations and make better arrests, and a mutual credibility be-. 
tween prosecutors and police developed. 0 

In 1975, the District Attorney issued 9251 complaints; did not issue com-
o plaints on 3094 matters; and directly presented 622 cases::to o::the Grand 
Jury: a total of 13,320 matters. Of these nearly 10,000 complaints, 1955 
were for felony crimes, as were almost all of the 622 direct presents. 
These figures exclude the 257 Impact Proje€t cases. Added together, the 
number of felony complaints handled by the Multnomah County District Attor
ney during 1975 was 2834, 9% of which were Unit cases. 

Table I breaks:down 998 cases which were considered by the DAIs High Impact 
Unit. (Le., reviewed by a deputy district attorney during screening/intake) 
during the 21 months between December 1973 and October 1975. Roughly 
half of these were subsequently either referred to another trial unit, 
returned to the police, or declined based on insufficient case merit. Ex
cepting the 85 cases which were directly presented to the Grand Jury, 411 

* The Unit believes that approximately 10% of its caseload consists 
of cases "under investigation." Roughly half of these cases become "direct 
presents" when the police investigation is concluded. In most instances, 
the unit role is limited to general legal advice rather than direct super
vision of the investigation. 
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TABLE I 

HIGH IMPACT UNIT CASES CONSIDERED 

December 1973 - October 1975 

No. Percentages 

(> 

;..,-

i" 

Cases Issued for Trial Units 

Cases Declined 

Cas~s Returned for Further 
Investigation 

Cases Issued for Impact Unit 

Direct Presents 

TOTAL 

130 

215 

157 

411 (See Table II) 

85 

998 

TABLE II 

UNIT DISPOSITION OF CASES BY CHANGE 

>, 
'tl I .jJ 

Cl.l Cl.l !-I 0 .-I ::s til 0 ::s .jJ s::: .,.., 
!-I'tl til .jJ Cl.l ~ .,.., 

~ ::s 
.j.J Cl.l .,.., 0'1 .j.J ~ C!J 

.-I = 'tl !-I 'tl s::: 0'1 .-I 
.j.J.-I til Cl.l ~ Cl.l ~ !-I .,.., .j.J 

0''''' .,.., .-I..s::: .-I ::s ~ ::s 0 
Z.Q Cl ~ CJ ~ tIlc:Q C!J Z 

Armed .. Robbery *- -::- 104 1 34 7 
(Class A, Ro1:lbery I) . 

; 

Burglary in a Dwe1~ 
132 6 41 1 - -ling (Class A, Burg::: .-

lary I) 
.. 

Receiving Stolen - - 18 0 ::5 1 Property (Class C, 
Theft I) 

TOTALS 10 42 254 7 80 9 

I 

(3%) (10%) (62%) (2%) Trials 

* Information on disposition 
by crime category not 
ava.ilab1e 

9 

24% 

':," .. :; "'~ .... 

13% 

22% 

16% 

41% 

9% 

>, ...... 
.jJ ~ 
.-I.jJ .,.., .,.., 
.::l s::: 
C!J ~ 

til 
.jJ s::: 
OH z ....... 

3 

6 

0 

9 

149 (41%) 

186 (52%) 

24 ( 7%) 

= 411 



(40%) of the cases reviewed were "issued" as impact cases. Table II ill
ustrates the crime category and disposition of these cases.. As is noted, 
62% of all cases were disposed of by a plea to the original charge. If 
the. cases which wElre dismissed or not true billed by the Grand Jtiryare 
Bubtracted from the tqtal number of cases disposed, the DA's High 
ImpaCt Unit obtained a plea to the original charge in 71% of the cases. 
The Unit handles an estimated 2~4 cases per year. With five full-time 
attorneys; each attorney assigned to the Un".i:t is handling approximately 
47 cases per year, or roughly one per week. 

1.4 Case Processing 

Once the case issues, no special priority is accorded it by the court 
system, (e.g., special bail considerations or trial scheduling) nor 
is it demanded by staff attorneys: The chart on the following page des
cribes each step in the processing of a case through the Circuit Courts. 
It is important to make note of the fact that in 1970 the Oregon legis
lature passed a statute (ops 136.290) stipulating that ' •. "a defendant 
cannot be held for more than 60 days if he has not been brought to trial 
by t.l>at time and if he has not approved the delay. II Since the statute 
was enacted, the existing backlog of untried cases has virtually been 
eliminated and an average time of 57 days between arrest and trial has 
been reported for the Multnomah County Circuit Courts. The unit asserts 
that its capacity to engage in intensive case preparation yet stirl move 
cases from arrest to trial and disposition at least as quickly as other 
matters in the DAis office, is almost exclusively a function of the 
vertical staffing. This permits rapid movement once a case is prepared 
because no time is lost in the re-assignment to, and re-preparation by, 
anothE:;!r a:ttorney. 

Cases can be terminated with one of four types of dispositions: diversion, 
dismissal, guilty or acquittal. The later two dispositions are either ~ 
obtained by plea, by submission of the transcript of the, preliminary hearing 
(i. e., a Grand Jury finding of a true bill), by court trial, or by jury 
trial. In lOOst instances the.:Uni t insists on a s.trict policy of no' reduc
tion of the original or primary charge as part of a plea bargain or agree
ment. Since most of the cases of ,the unit are Class A felonies (Armed 
Robbery or Burglary in a dwelling), the target offense is'generally the 
major and most serious charge against the defendant .• , The Unit policy is 
to make its case for,~trial or disposition on the major charge, not on a 
reduced version of it. The Unit maintains that its dispositiona,l recommen
dation will not change, regardless of wh.ether there is ultimatelY. a plea 
or trial. This policy does not mean the project eschews concessions on 
subsidiary charges arising out of the same transaction, or agreement not 
to prosecute 9ther pending or outstanding cases against a defendant, or 
agreements to make certain s'entencingrecommendations on a plea or make 
concessions on the original charge in those few cases'where a concession 
will II turn "another major offender (e. g _, a "fence II). The Unit does main
t:a,inf however, that its policy~-however 'limi ted it may be as to strictures on 
bargaining--does not permit "giving away the shop" f(ji~d_llegitimate reasons, 
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e.g., poor preparation, entering pleas by defendants to offenses they did 
not commit, or lesser offenses when the more serious one is provable, in 
.return for substantial concessions .• 

The Unit Attorneys and the District. Attorney maintain this "nd plea bar
gaining" approach has importarlt benefits to the criminal justice system , 
and the public: 

• it provides the symbolic element needed to capture public 
support and victim and witness confidence in the system, 
to catch the "bad guys." 

• it calls direct attention to a very controversial practice 
which should be made explicit if it is truly an essential 
element of a justice syst'em."and which is in need of reform; 

• it stimulates better case preparation, more contact between 
the DA, police, and witnesses/victims, and the development 
of solid, quality cases y 

• it clearly shifts the presumption from "bargain" as the 
initial response to "no bargain," thereby forcing the pro
secution and defense to develop some sense of standards 
regarding the status of the defendant and the obligations' 
of the office of the prosecutor. 

The next section explores the Unit's ability to accomplish its objectives 
and discusses the project in relation to each of the five exemplary project 
selection criteria. 
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2. 0 EXE~LARY P ReJECT CRITERIA 

2.1 Measurability 

The Oregon _.Law Enforcement Council conducted a preliminary evaluation of the Dis
trict Attorney High Impact Program covering the period from November 1973 to 
June 1974, which was available for preparation of this validation report. A 
final evaluation extending this period to S'eptember 1975 has been prepared in 
draft form but was not available for this report. In addition Multnomah Cotinty 
was included in a multijurisdictional study conducted by the Rand Corporation. 
Most of the information for this report was drawn from lOO-case samples drawn 
from records processed in 1973 (before most project activity) and in 1974. This 
report was available only in draft form, and findings may be subject to revision. 
Final publication is expected later this year.* Data for 1975 are drawn from 
tabulations prepared by the project. 

The degree to which the District Attorney High Impact Project meets the cri
teria for designation as an exemplary project is discussed in this section. 

Because the High Impact Program represents a coordinated design of approaches 
from a number of functional areas in addition to prosecution, it is not always 
possible to distinguish measures which might reflect the effects of the Dis-. 
trict Attorney's portion of the project from those of police or court effects. 
Portions of this section can therefore only be interpreted as descriptive of the 
entire ensemble of· which the no plea bargaining project is but a part. 

The project outcome goals described in the original grant application may be sum
marized in three categories: 

* 

I. Increasing the probability of conviction and sentencing on 
the most serious allegation 

,. 
o. • ** 

a) Reduce the number of negotiated pleas to 15% or fewer; 

b) InCrease the frequency of guilty pleas to the charge; 

c) Reduce dismissal for lack of evidence; 

d) Increase number of convicts sentenced to prison. 

Rand Document number 1917-DOJ and R 191B-DOJ: Measurinq Performance of 
Prosecution, Defense and Courts (DRAFT). Hereafter cited as "Rand Study. I.' 

Recall that this refers to negotiation on only the most serious charge. 
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II. Improve prevention.and apprehension 

a) Increase apprehension of fences and professional 
burglars; 

b) Produce a deterrent and recidivism effect detectable 
in overall police statistics. 

III. Keep court delay from increasing by more than 10 days over 
1973 levels. 

The only kind of comparison which seems at all possible, given the application 
of the prc)gram to all target offenses is that between 1973 (the year before 
the program) and later years. A randomized experiment could have beenimple
mentedfor the first group of objectives, but was not considered by the project. 
Had a random sample of defendants been prosecuted in the traditional (negotiated 
plea) m.mner, it would have been possible to compare their plea and conviction 
rates to those obtained for experimental defendants, thereby obtaining a reli
able measure df the impact of alternative prosecution strategies uncontaminated 
by the. concomitant system changes which always lend ambiguity to year-to-year 
compar.'isons. Since our data are restricted to 1973-74 contrasts, every finding 
must be tempered by the knowledge that what is being tested is not only the ef
fect of the District Attorney's program but of all the other changes that took 
place between those two years as well. 

For two of the outcomes -- 15% negotiated pleas, and a maximum 10-day increase in 
court delay -- the goal statement is absolute rather than comparative~ Since 
these two goals refer to system performance characteristics, and are thus uni
lat:erally. controllable by the system, they can be viewed as constraints, rather 
th,an objectives, so that their evaluation can be reduced to a (subjective) de-. 
termination of whether the goals are within acceptable limits and an (objective) 
d€!termination of whether they have been met. 

2.2 Goal Achievement 

I. ;J:ncreasing the probability of convict; on and sen·tencing on 
the most serious charge. 

A. Reduce the number of negotiated pleas to 15% or.fewer. 

Figure 1 shows the flow of cases resolved in 1975.* Fewer than five percent 
of all guilty pleas came as a result of negotiation on the most serious charge • 
. Other forms of negotiation were not proscribed by the project, and in some cases 

* Source: Project statistics. 
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co'ntinued unabated or at an even higher level. Table 1 shows the mean number 
of first degree charges brought in robbery and burglary (target plus non~target) 
cases in 1973 and 1974. 

Table 1. + Number of Charges 

Robbery. defendants (number of cases) 

mean number of first degree charges 
standard deviation 
(total charges per defendant) 

Burglary defendants (number of cases) 

mean number of first degree charges 
standard deviation 
(total charges per defendant) 

+ Source: Rand study appendix 

1973 

(83) 

L.34 
.83 

1.51 

(S8) 

1.11 
.38 

1.32 

1974 

(78) 

1.05 
.36 

1.13 

(82) 

1.02 
.22 

1.14 

The decrease in first degree felony charges is significant (at the .05 level) in 
both crimes, suggesting that the chief effect of the program has been to change 
the form, rather than the amount of plea bargaining. The Rand report presents 
tabulations of the numbers of defendants entering various kinds of negotiated 
pleas (Table 2) and the number of pleas obtained in various negotiation contexts 
(Table 2a). These tables indicate two general facts about the changed plea ne
gotiation rules: 

1. Although bargains on, the most serious charge were less fre
quent in 1974 than in 1973, other forms of negotiation in
creased somewhat. The net effect was still a lower rate of 
pleas with any form of negotiation. 

2. Changes in comparable directions but with sometimes smaller 
magnitude were observed in the non-target crime of burglaries 
not in dwellings, indicating that there were tendencies to 
seek more straight pleas to the original charge outside the 
project as well as inside. 

Table 2b summarizes the data in Table 2a, except that the base for percentages 
is all dispositions, ra~erthan all guilty pleas. It shows that the net change 
is not in the number of bargains reached, but rather in the balance between cases 
with no plea at all and cases with to,tally unnegotiated plea.s. 
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Type of Bargain 

Charge Reduced 

Count Reduced 

Sentence 

Drop Other Case 

* 

Table 2 

* Percent of Defendants Entering Bargains 

Robbery Burglary 

1973 1974 1973 

25% 5% 41% 

8% 3% 11% 

9% 8% 14% 

22% 19% 30% 

Source: Rand study appendix. 
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. Type of Plea 

No Plea Bargains of any Kind 

Straight Pleas with Other 
Plea Bargain Types 

• Sentence Agreement 

• Drop Other Cases 

• Both of the Above 

Plea to at Least One Count of 
Most Serious Charge with 
Other chargesLCounts 
Reduced 

Plea to Lesser Charges 

• With no Additional 
Plea Bargain Types 

• With Sentence Agreement 
.and/or drop other cases 

All guilty pleas (N) 

Perc::.entof dispositions with 
gciilty.pleas 
: :A\,,>', 

~ '.~-. 

Table 2a 

* Percent of Guilty Pleas Entered Pursuant to Negotiation 

Robbery Burglary in Dwef~ings Burglary not in Dwellings 

1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 

5% 43% 11% 30% 5% 27% 

0% 11% 5% 28% 0% 0% 

18% 28% 9% 22% 5% 20% 

0% 6% 2% 2% 0% 0% co 
~ 

18% 6% 6% 2% 5% 0% 

13% 4% 16% 8% 21% 20% 

46% 2% 41% 8% 64% 33% 

100% (39) 100%(53) 100%(44) 100%(36) 100%(19) 100%(16) 

-.. ' 
41% 61% 69% 82% 58% 50% 
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Table 2h 

Percent of Cases with Pleas 

Rob~ Burglary in Dwellings 

1973 .' 1974 1973 1974 

No Bargain 2% 26% 8% 25% 

Bargain 39% 34% 61% 57% 

No Plea 57% 39% 31% 18% 

Total (N) 100%(95) 100% (87) 100%(64) 100%(44) 

B. Increase the frequency of guilty pleas to i~e charge. 

Since the prosecutor routinely reduced §harges'as an inducement to plead guilty 
in 1973, only a small percentage (8% of burglary, 0% of robbery) were able to 
plead to their original charge under the earlier syste!m. In that same year 
78% of the burglary cases and 75% of robbery cases res:ulted in pleas .tonego
tiated charges. In 1974 the number pleading to the original charge had risen 
to 65% for burglary and 53% for robbery. * Table 3 shows the total number of ." __ _ 
convictions by plea of guilty in the period cover~d by the preliminary eval
uation. Neither singly nor in combination do these data indicate a s<tatistically 
significant improvement in the fraction of arraignments leading to conviction 
on a plea of guilty. 

C •. Reduce dismissal for lack of evidence. 

The total number of cases dismissed for any cause during the Impact program has 
been small (see figure 1 for 1975's rate), with the result that the fraction dis
missed for lack of evidence is even smaller. In the first 8 months of program 
operation 6 burglary and 8 robbery cases, out of 52 and 51 cases, respectiv:ely, 
were dismissed for any reason.** This total dismissal rate does not differ sig
nigicantly from that in non"'impact robbery and burglary cases. No comparison 
of reasons for dismissal seems possible with the data available. 

* Figures based on eight months (November through following June) as re
ported in Tables 9 and 10 of SPA evaluation. 

soUrce: OLEC preliminary evaluation. 
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Table 3 

1973 1974 

Robbery Guilty Plea 12(75%) 29(57%) 

Not Guilty Plea 4 22 

Total Prosecuted 16 51 

Burglary in Dwelling Guilty Plea 34(86%) 34(65%) 

Not Guilty Plea 6 18 

Total Prosecuted 40 52 

*, 
Source: OLEC evaluation 
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D. Increase sen·tencing to prison. 

Table 4 shows the rate of incarceration of those who plead guilty to two impact 
and one non-impact offense in 1973 and 1974. There is a dramatic and statis
tically significant (.~05 level) increase in the incarceration rate for both 
target crimes. There is an equally dramatic and significant increase for 
burglaries of property other than dwellings. Since the impact program did 
not prosecute cases in the latter category, one must entertain the possibility 
that coincident changes in sentencing behavior independent of the Impact pro
ject had at least as much to do with this change as did any of the project's 
efforts. The magnitude of the non-impact po~tion of this change serves as 
an incidental useful cautionary note in the interpretation of c·i:.:. ... er 1973-74 
comparisons. We know the years differed in many important respects. This ex
ample reminds us that not all such differences can be ascribed to the project 
being studied, and that some of the changes can materially affect the outcome 
measures being reviewed. 

Table 4+ 

Eercen·t Incarcerated 

1973 1974 

Robbery I 67% 87% 

Dwelling Burglary I 36% 67% 

Non-Dwelling Burglary I 15% 53% 

Source: Rand Study 

II~ Improve prevention and apprehension. 

Data on the offense and arrest rates do not show any evidence that the a.ltered ... 
prosecution strategy improved the situation. In Portland FBI reported robbery 
increased 28.9% from 1486 in 1973 to 1916 in 1974.* Burglary in a dwelling rose 
from 7692:to 8765 (an incJ::ease of 13.5%). The non-impact crime of burgl,ary not 
in a dwelling rose 5.4%, fro~ 4298 to 4528. 

Table 5 shows the arrest rates for all robberies and all burglaries reported 
in the City of Portland in 1973 and'1974. The change for burglaries, two-thirds 
of which are in dwellings and hence target crimes, is statistically significant, 
although small in absolute magnitude. Because of concurrent projects -- par
ticularly the police component of the high impact program -- it is not possible 

* Source: Portland Police Bureau 
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to determine whether this change represents a contribution of the prosecutor's 
offic!? 

Table 5 

Arrest Rates 

1973 1974 chi-square 

Robbery 11.0% 19.0% 2.29 

Burglary 7.3% 8.0% 4.39 

III. Keep court delay within 10 days of 1973 levels. 

Arra·,i.gnmen t 

Arraignment 

Arraignment 

+ Source: 

Table 6 

+ Median Elapsed Days 

Robbery I 

1973 1974 

to guilty plea 37 21 

to trial 35 52 

to final disposition 71 64 

Rand study 

Dwelling 

1973 
~--

33 

30 

68 

P 

N.S. 

.036 

Burglary 

1974 

31 

79 

68 

Except for cases which were tried, in which delays increased substantially in 
both offense categories, the median times were not adversely affected, and 
sometimes improved, from the pre-program year to the first year of program ex
perience. It appears that at least in cases which result in guilty pleas 
the objective of delay avoidance is met. 
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2.3 Efficiency 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, total project operating costs were 
$227,071 of which 90% was Federal and 10% locaL In the initial grant appli
cation, 84% of fUnds are for staff (8 professional, 3 clerical and steno
graphic) plus associated overhead and fringes. The two largest single direct 
cost items are office space ($25,00Q for the two years), and witness and sub-
poena fees ($20,000 for two years). . 

Unit costs for the exactly comparable budget period cannot be calculated from 
available data, since case statistics are compiled on a calendar year. basis. 
Figure 4 gave 2E?0 as the number of cases completed in 1975, for an average 
cost per resolution of $873. Fifty-four of these were not prosecuted for 
various reasons, l.eaving 206 arraignments (average cost $1100). Because prior 
years did not provide any method of separating costs of prosecuting target 
crimes from the cost of lesser offenses, whose resource demands were pre
sumably significantly lower, no direct cost comparisons are either possible 
or appropriate. 

* Source: Grant Application. 
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Replicability 

The Multnomah County District Attorney's High Impact Pr.oject has been publi
cized as a "no plea bargaining" project. If successful, the project would 
be achieving one of the. most controversial of the National Advisory Stan
dards: the Abolition of Plea Negotiation.* The arguments concerningtne 
advisability of plea bargaining practices have centered on the one hand 
on issues relat,ed to the rights of the defendant to a day in court, on 
the merits of the original criminal charge, and on the other hand, 
on the necessity of expediting the caseflow of an already overburdened 
criminal justice system. That plea bargaining is a connnon, albeit ill de-
,fined, practice is not arguable.** What is troublesome with plea bargain
ingis how fundamentally it is linked to other proceedings in the criminal 
justice system and--despite the potential effects of this,powerful:tool-
how little the practice has been governed by specific guidelines. By-and
large, plea bargaining practices are as variable as the discretion exer
cised by prosecutors in making charge decisions. Nevertheless,the Supreme 

. Court has openly sanctioned plea bargaining as a potentially desirable part 
of the prosecutorial function.*** Thus, with the relative benefits of plea 
bargaining to the overaJ.l function of the criminal justice system it is 
probably not J;ealisticto expect bargaining to stop altogether or for 
many prosecutors to adopt a "no plea" stance. 

The difficulty in assessing Multnoma1:J.' s "no plea bargaining" position is 
created by the ,project' s ~Jl!).i ted definition of plea bargaini,ng, c:pnfin~ng 

it only to instances where defel'l;'d:ants plead guilty to lesser or \'other'''' -
charges. In fact, negotiationsCi~o occur between the DA and the defense 
counsel. It would appear as if the Mul tnomah High Impact unit ~ is rather
more of a "selective prosecution" effort':than it is a structured attempt 
to eliminate the practice of plea bargaining. 

The ultimate autgority of the prosecutor to decide whether or not to bring 
criminal action has been identified as the "power of selective enforcement." 
Given the unique position and broad discretion of the prosecutor with regard 
to intake, case movement, and di~positional reconnnendations, the prosecutor 
can substantially affect police arrest and charging policies; he can affect 
who the judiciary sees and under what set of proceedings; he can determine 
who the defense counsel will represent; and he can determine how the public 
views the success or relative failure of the j.ustice system to "get criminals. II 
The MultnoT.~h Unit seeks to address the need for reform in the practice of 
plea bargaining by severely limiting prosecutorial discretion. 

* Courts, The National Advisory Commission on Standards and Goals, 
3.1 "Abolition of Plea Negotiation," pp 46-49. 

** A selected bibliography, Plea Bargaining, published by the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, LEAA, contains annotations 
on a number. of documents which explore issues and problems' related to the 
practice of plea negotiation. 

*** Sautobello V. New York, 92 Sup. ct. 495, 498 (1971) ., 
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HoW'ever, the exchanges that are made with respect to ancilliary 
charges, sentence recommendations, turning evidence, etc •. have, the effe~t: 

. of making the no plea stance somewhat illusory without bringing attention 
to the J::'eal issue--insuring protection of society from a definite class of 
career criminals. In this case , the "career criminal" is defined as per
petrators of burglaries, robberies, and "fences"; High Impact Crimes that 
are particularly subject to recidivism. By limiting the project to these 
crimes, it becomes clear that the intent is to insure that recidivists in 
these crimes are so charged to both identify them as such and to increase 
the likelihood of incarceration if convicted. The intent is not to elim
inate plea bargaining in any event, because such a project would not ben~fit 
by crime-specific limitations. 

In the application of a selective prosecution strategy there is little argu
ment that the crucial stage for predicting success is at the level of intake; 
success not only for bringing about conviction, but success for insuring 
that theappropria te target group has been reached • Although the Unit 
is focusing on a specific target--the so called "High Impact" crimes--the 
operation is lacking in any written or uniform intake procedUres which would 
permit objective evaluation or assessment by potential replicators. In 
fact, since each deputy district attorney on-duty not only screens for 
that day, but also assigns himself the cases, the intake .system sustains the 
subjective bias of the "charge" or "no charge" decision completely through 
to disposition. Since the case does not come out of the purview of the 
attorney to whom it is originally assigned, few questions are ever posed 
with regard to the validity of the initial charge decision. Thedangers 
of selective prosecution with::.:regard to the intake procedure are particu
larly acute for the first offender who, by virtue of his crime, receives 
selective treatment unlike his counterparts in other parts of the system 
who may have committed equally serious offenses.* Within this perspective 
of the potential dangers of intake, therefore, serious questions may be 
raised regarding the Unit's lack of uniform guidelines and closer super
Vl.Sl.on on case screening. Without guidelines, "selective prosecution" 
becomes a term which may readily be applied to each attorney who makes 
charge decisions each day he is "on-duty." 

The target crimes selected by the project. are crime-specific (i.e., they 
are prosecuted because of the nature of the crimes without regard to the 
criminal record or special problems of the defendant), are l,imited to areas 
of particular concern to the public and the police, and are representative 
of a traditionally large volume of offenses where recidivism appears to be 
a problem. Because of the nature of these crimes, plea bargaining could 
readily be used to dispose of a. large number of cases quickly and' with ~'-:'-~ 

* For additional discussion'of the liabilities of selective prosecution 
as they relate to the initial intake decision, see the Abt Associates Inc. 
validation report on the Bronx Major Offenders Bureau, May 1976, p. 
the chapter of Replication. 
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c!l,imi-l:ed prosecutorial :t;'e~ources. In Multnomah, the iilirust by police 
'on high impact crimes would logically raise the expectation that the dis
trict attorney would dispose of a large percentage of cases through pleas. 
The narrow focus arid the concentration of prosecutorial resources on target 
crimes is unquestionably a legitimate response to the problem. Nonetheless, 
the lack of uniform guidelines and the disregard for the defendant as a 
factor to be considered in selective prosecution, may be the equivalent 
of "shooting a cannon to kill a gnat."* The recent implementation of a 
number of Career Criminal and Major Offender-type projects highlights a 
new awareness of the need to consider the criminal history of the defendant 
as a serious criterion in case selection if the focus is on reduced pleas 
and longer sentences. 

Once in the system, the case selected for special prosecution dictates a 
relatively quick time to trial. Although Multnomah Unit cases receive 
no special review from the judiciary, the statutory 60 day limit greatly 
helps to expedite their cases and move them along quickly through the system. 

other court systems, the lack of special review by the judiciary for 
selected cases, or a system calling for equal speed with respect to arrest
to-trial time lines, would surely neutralize, if not completely negate, the 
selective prosecution approach. The task of moving cases through the system 
is also benefited in Multnomah by the fact that for any complaint to issue 
it must be issued by the DA. This permits care to be exercised over the 
police with regard to arrest practices and it substantially enhances the 
ability of the prosecutor to fill the system with "quality cases" which do 
not require a myriad of continuances and delays in preparation. The require
ment that the DA issue a complaint is not a common practice in most states. 
Other jurisdictions, therefore, may find it difficult to obtain the equiva
lent amount of control over caseflow. 

The quality of the prosecutions achieved through selective case-screening 
and processing is not only dependent on the structure of the system but 
also on the operational methods developed by the district attorney to 
effectively control and monitor caseflow. - The advan.tages of the vertical 
assignment of cases I concentration on building strong evidentiary cases. in 
cooperation with the police, and the push for quick (and successful) con
viction are self evident. However, the operational procedures of the Mult
nornah Unit are so highly dependent on the individual attorneys--lacking 
uniform policies and guidelines--that to draw clear conclusions about what 
criteria apply to the prosecutorial decisions is impossible. Nor are the 
negotiation techniques for the interactions with defendants and witnesses 
sufficiently documented to open them for fur.ther analysis or to consider .' 
transfer to other;comm~±ties. 

* One of the judges interviewed for this validation report related the 
case of a 17 year old first offender who stole plates from a church par-. 
sanage (Burglary I) who was screened into the Unit because of the nature of 
his crime, and who subsequently received a great deal of attention in order 
to obtain probation or. get the case di.srnissed without "reducing the original 
charge." 
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In sum, 'the Multnomah Dist~±ct Attorney High Impact Unit is addressing a 
problem faced by many DA's Offices--the career criminal. However, it is 
not addressing the problem by eliminating the practice of plea bargaining, 
which not only continues in other sections of the DAIs Office but which 
also continues to a degree (by most definitions) in this crime-specific 
Unit. Moreover, as an approach to the problem of the career criminal, the 
Unit may be contrasted to other selective prosecution projects which have 
developed schemes for weighing factors relative to the defendant as well 
as the crime. 

2.5 Accessibility 

The Impact Proj-ect is fully receptiv-s to review and observation by outside 
persons. The District Attorney and the Project Director are fully pre
pared to devote,their time to explanation of the project's purposes and 
impacts. T~ere is, however, a limitation in this regard because of the 
relative lack of written program and policy guidelines or manuals. The 
Project Director, in carrying a full case load in addition to his other 
responsibilities, would necessarily have to limit his availability if 
there were a substantial volume of visitor inquiries. 

The issue of future funding and the continued existence of the project, 
is open to question. As of June 30, 1976, the Project's LEAA funds will 
expire and the DA is seeking local funds for a reduced version of the 
current effort. Given this reduction, it is unlikely that the Project will 
be able to generate any more documentation than presently exists.;~ Should 
the DA obtain LEAA funds for a "major violators" project, the emphasis 
and procedures of the Unit will certainly 7hange. 
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

3.1 Strengths 

• The unit represents a laudable attempt to coordinate resources 
with law enforcement officials concentrating on the prosecution 
of high impact crimes. 

• The Unit's adoption of lateral staffing and swift case process
ing procedures insures both continuity of case handling and 
more efficient prosecution. 

• The Unit's at-tempts to limit plea bargaining call attention 
to the potential liabilities of the practice, enhancing the pub
lic credibility of the prosecutor. 

• The fraction of all cases resulting in a plea of guilty to the 
most serious charge was increased. 

3.2 Weaknesses 

• The Unit's definition of "no plea bar~Jaining" as not negotiating 
on only the most serious charge is limited and somewha-t mislead
ing. In fact, more sentence agreements and agreements to drop 
other cases and charges were entered under the project than be
fore. 

• The Unit's lack of written guidelines and procedures regarding 
both the intake, processing and negotiation of impact cases may 
result in inconsistent stc!ff practices and limits theuni t 's re
plication potential. 

• The pre-post evaluation. design does not permit one to separate 
'the actions of the program fromconconunitant changes in Port
land's general prosecution system. 
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Appendix A: Exemplary Project Submission 

Appendix B: Letters of Recommendation 

Appendix C: Preliminary Evaluation Report (No.1) by the 
Oregon Law Enforcement Council 
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. ' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

J;femorandum 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTlQE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

. . 

TO Mary Ann Beck, NILECJ DATE: Febru?lry 25,' 1976 
Exempla.ry Projects Advisory Board 

THRU J. Robert Grimes, ORO 
Acting Assistant Administrator 

FROM Bernard G. W:i.nckoski. ,(f/-; 
.j-vi.Regional. Administrator 
f Seattle Regional Office - . 

SUBJECT: Exemplary Project Recommendation, Multnomah County 
District Attorney's Office, Portland, Oregon 
74-DF-IO-Ol07 

~;C, 

Enclosed please find the appropriate materi~l in support 
of exemplary project designation for the"above-captioned 
grant. 

This proj ect has been well run and has had an exc.ellent 
record of accomplishment. 

I unhesitatingly recommend it to you as an exemplary 
project candidate~ 

Enclosure 
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,", ',GCl.vERNOR' 

WILLIAM H. YOUNG 
':Chairman 

"" " 

.- . . '. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT COUNCIL 
STATE PLANNING AGENCY 

2001 FRONT STREET N.E. • SALEM, OREGON • 97310 • Phone (503) 378 .. 4347 

Mr. Bernard G. Winckoski 
Regional Administrator 
LEAA,Seatt1eRegiona1 Office 
Federal Building 
Room 3292 
915 2nd Avenue 
Seattle, WA98174 

Dear Mr. Winckosk~: 

February 11, 1976 

R E C EJ V ED 
LEA.A - ~~(\TTI.E 

Ff: g ? 3 '~7S 
AM FM 
~t In'~1 \0,11;12!112 j 31"115\6 

We have received and enclose herewith a tabbed copy of the 
Mu1tnomah County District Attorney's Office," Portland, Ot;egon, 
Exemplary Project Reco1lllllendation' of their No P1ea-B~rgaii8-:l1g 
Unit project. 

We forward our State Planning Agency endorsement herewith as a 
worthwhile exemplary project for your review and consideration. 

If we can be of further assistance in this matter, please call. 

RDH.: AJB: ep 
,En,c1osure 
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EXEMPLARY PROJECT RECOMMENDATION 

-" - . 

MULTNOMAH COUNTY,BISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
PORTLAND" OREGON 

.' 

..... ! 

a' . 

"'~:t 
;. '--1". 

J.'. 
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"The question of guilt or innocence is not con-

teste'Q; in the overwhelming majority of criminal 

cases.· A recent estimate is that guilty pleas 

account for 90 percent of all·convictions ••• A 

substantial percentage of guilty pleas are the 

product qf negotiations between the prosecutor 

and defense counselor the accused • ~ ." 

President's Cornmissionon 
Law, Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice 

"The whole [criminal justice] system - from crim

inal code to prison release :.. must be reformed from 

a single perspective: to speed, regularize and 

rational.ize the process of law enforcement. 

TIME, June 30,·1975 
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I. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Name of the Program: 

MULTNOMAH COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY HIGH IMPACT PROGRAM 

Type of Program 

Prosecutor's No-Plea Bargaining Unit 

Area or Community Served: 

Mul tnomah County;" Oregon 

Approximate Population: 

556,667 

Administering Agency: 

Multnornah County, Oregon 
Multnomah County Courthouse 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Project Director: 

Harl Haas, District Attorney 
Room 600, Multnomah County Courthouse 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Phone: 248-3143 

Operations Director: 

Joel Grayson 
Unit Leader 
World Trade Building 
Portland, Oregon 

Phone: 248-5033 

Funding Agency and Grant Number: 
, 

Grant No. 74-DF-10-Ol07 

~~. Bernard G .Winckowski 
Regional Administrator 
LEAA, Region X 
Room 3292, Federal Building 
915 - Second Avenue 
Seatt1,e ,Washington 98174 

Phone: (206)442-1170 
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7. 

Dur.ation: 

24 Months- October 1, 1973 to September 30, 1975 

(Did not begin receiving cases until 

December, 1973) 

Project Operating Costs: 

10/01/73-
06/30/74 

07/01/74-
06/30/75 

07/01/75-
09/30/75 TOTAL 

Federal: $128,254 $204,361 $ 61,902 $394,517 

State: 

Local: 14,249 22,710 6,877 

Private: 

TOTALS: $142,503 $227,071 $ 68,779 

(a) Start-up; one-time expenditures: 

Equipment 

(b) Annual Operating Costs 

8. Evaluation Costs: 

43,836 

$438,353 

$ 14,757 

$227 , 071 

The State Planning Agency has conducted a preliminary 

evaluation of the project and will conduct a final study 

prior to the end of 1975-76. The cost of the preliminary 

effort was $7,500. It is estimated that the final report 

will cost $12,000. 

9. Continuation: 

The project ended its formal grant period on September 30, 

.. 1975. The Oregon Law Enforcement Counc;:il has awarded 

$70,000 in 1974 reallocation monies to the District Attorney's 

Office, which, coupled with a county appropriation of 

approximately $70jOOO, will assure the continuance of the 

project, as originally conceived and implemented until 

June 30, 1976. After that da.te the appropriation status of 

uncertain. 
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1. PROJECT SUMMARY: 

In October, 1973, the Multnomah County District Attorney's Office 

was awarded project funds under the City of Portland's High Impact 

program. The project was designed to accomplish the following: 

(a) Improve the quality of cases coming to trial by 

providing a team of attorneys who would remain with 

an assigned case from initial screening to disposition. 

(b) Provide swift and apPl."opriate prosecution of target 

crime cases. 

(c) Reduce the incidence of negotiated pleas in cases 

involving specific impact crimes. 

The creation of a prosecuting unit which would adhere to a no

plea bargaining policy coupled with a vertical case-processing routine 

was felt to be the prosecutor's best approach to the problem of a 

dramatically climbing rate of stranger-to-stranger crime. Portland's 

designation as one of LEAA's "Impact Cities" underscored the problem 

the community and its criminal justice system faced. 

The District Attorney's proposal conceived six project objectives 

which were considered the best index for evaluating the project's 

achievements: 

1. Maintain an "original charge" conviction rate of 85%. 

2. Maintain an "original charge:'" conviction rate 50% higher 

than the rate for the control group of prosecutions of 

similar offenses. 
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3. Maintain a rate of negotiated pleas of less than 5%. ii.-.J 

·4. Increase by 50% the rate of guilty pleas to the "original 

charge" overl972 figures for selected target offenses. 

5. Maintain a rate of cases dismissed for insufficient evi-

dence 50% lower than for the control group. 

6. Maintain an arrest-to-trial period equal to the control 

group. 
: (, 

Project Method 

J 

Each weekday morning an arrest docket arrives notify the unit's 

attorney of new cases. Shortly thereafter, representatives of the 

local police agenci~s arrive with all information known about the 

respective arrests to the unit office for review. If all necessary 

preliminary investigation has been completed, the staf.f attorney 

issues a formal complaint called an Information <;>f Felony. Later in 

the afternoon, the defendant is arraigned on this Information of 

Felony, counsel. is obtained and a date set for a preliminary hearing 

within five days of the defendant's arrest. At this point the subpoena 

clerk sends out notices to necessary witnesses to appear in advance 

shortly before the preliminary hearing. Concurrently, police investigation 

. and case preparation continue at a rapid pace. 

At the time of the preliminary hearing, the unit attorney presents 

. evidence that a crime was committed and that there was probable cause ... 

to believe that the defendant committed the crime. Upon being satisfied 

of the above, the District Court judge then binds theqase over to the 

Grand Jury or, at the unit attorney's discretion, allows the case to 

proceed directly to Circuit Court. During the maximum permissible 
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period of thirty days, the unit attorney has the opportunity to present 

witnesses to the Grand Jury including anticipateo. defense witnesses. 

Upon the return of an indictment, or if the case was sent directly to 

Circuit Court bypassing the Grand Jury, the defendant is arraigned on 

the now formal charge in Circuit Court. A date is set for a pre-trial 

conference and trial. The court seeks to set trial within sixty days 

of the defendant's initial arrest. At the pre-trial conference, the 

staff attorney, defense attorney and defendant exchange information 

for purposes of trial which includes disclosure of all the names and 

U addresses of witnesses intended to be called by either side. During 

m® 
IJ 

Q 
q' 
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this stage, many defendants elect to plead guilty to the charge. 

Those convicted by plea or trial are sentenced approximately thirty 

days thereafter. 

Between the time of conviction and sentencing, a federally-funded 

diagnostic center psychologically evaluates the defendant and completes 

a thorough investigation and background account for the court. At 

sentencing the staff attorney informs the court of any relevant facts 

in the case and makes reconunendations on sentence and asks for restitutio 

for the crime victim. If the defendant receives probation and is 

later alleged: to have violated the conditions of probation, the unit 

attorney will be present at the revocation hearing participating as an .-

advocate. Finally, the unit communicates to the parole board on all 

defendants sentenced to the state penitentiary or correctional institutio 

In summary, the staff attorney has an excellent opportunity in 

:1 the program to understand, properly prepare, and f>rosecute defendants 
.....J 
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~~~t for serious and violent crimes committed. With complete control over 

evidence gathering and witness preparation, the project has functioned 

as a su.ccessful and viable member of the criminal justice system. 

2. CRITERIA ACHIEVEMENT 

(a) Goal Achievement 

Three operating project goals were addressed when the concept 

was originally developed: the quality of cases prosecuted, delay 

between arrest and ·trial; and plea bargaining. All were considered to 

be of such significance that any proposal submitted by the District 

Attorney for the Impact program would have to incorporate them. 

Quality of Casework: Many individuals who are charged with a 

crime are not convicted because the evidence necessary for the conviction 

'\ is not available. This causes the prosecutors and the courts to spend 
. I 

valuable time and money to partially process a case that will be dis-

missed either before or at trial for insufficient or improper evidence. 

A close, .. relationship is necessary between the investigators and the 

prosecut.ors to enable cases to withstand the test of trial. The prob--

lem has generally been an economic one - lack of resources results in 

cases that neither the detective nor the prosecuting attorney have 

seen until the last minute. 

In most instances, large urban prosecutor offices process criminal 

cases much in the manner Henry Ford built his cars - by assembly line. 

Different attorneys, specializing in one stage of criminal procedure, 

handle the same case. Files are passed from one deputy to another as 

the case makes its way to disposition. This specialization and division 
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. .- of labor is necessary to meet the increase of criminal defendants. 
·r)' 
J~ Scarce resources are seemingly spared. 
~\...~ 

>fl However, the fault of this procedure comes in this Tinkers-to-

li Ever-to-Chance approach: no one will have the opportunity to take an 

R adequate look at the unique characteristics of the defendant, the 
;- ~; 

'.v 
crime, and the needs of the victim. Further, communications between 

. attorneys suffer, causing an uneven treatment of cases. 

Trial Delay: ORS 136.290 requires that a defendant cannot be 

held more than 60 days if he has not been. brought to trial by that 

fR time and if he has not approved the delay. In Multnomah County, 
~";,.\ 
~:.I 

r;?:; .. 
f':j 
C·· .. . " 

~. 
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arrest-to-trial. times have met this statutory obligation. The Impact 

project, because of its vertical case handling'procedure and no-

bargaining position, could conceivably take more time. This apprehension 

was felt to be best met by incorporating an arrest-to-trial. time as a " 
~,~~';;r 

program goal. By alerting the proj ect 's staff of this potential. 

problem and identifying it as a program goal,. the staff would be 

cognizant of the time they took to process cases. 

Plea Bargaining: The project's first task was to determine an oper": 

ating definition for what constituted "no plea bargaining." Conceptually 

any compromise between prosecutor and defendant is construed as a barga~n 

each party affording the other an advantage of some kind. The prosecutor 

will get a convic·tion. and save expensive legal time and thedefendantre-

duces both his risk and legal bill. ,A problem arises when the concept is 

U placed in the context of a program designed to eliminate it. The 

F~' nature of some of the advantages is not easily recognized or very 
U 
r~ 
o 
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0;!visible as the bargaining process is a function of individual motivations, 

values, and goals. Neither side can ever really quite know what the 

other's advantage was, making it difficult to determine precisely what 

,the bargain was. 

The problem Impact confronted was, th'en, how to interpret "no-

plea negotiations" in a manner that was uniform, consistent, amenable 

to evaluation, and comprehensive enough to envelop, most of. what is 

generally considered to be plea bargaining. After much discussion, 

all the participants agreed that the most useful definition, and the 

one most usually criticized, would be those bargains which reduce the 

criminal charge in return for a plea of guilty. 

There were several reasons for this. First, the Court's Task 

Force to the 1967 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad
~:;.. . 

!J 

" 

.}, 

ministration of Justice had stated, "The plea agreement follows several 

patterns. In its best known form it is an arrangement between the 

prosecutor and the defendant or his lawyer whereby the accused pleads 

guilty to a charge less serious than could be proven at trial." "Less 

serious" normally means a charge which statutorily carries a lower 

maximum penalty. 

Secondly, the practice of reducing the criminal charge manifests 

more real and potential abuses of the plea bargaining process than any 

other form. Some of these are: 

(a) An innocent defendant may be more inclined to accept a 

conviction of a lesser offense than asserting the right 

of trial and risking possible conviction of the original 

charge and the accompanying publicity. 
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(b) The chronic offender can take full advantage of a charge 

reduction bargain to realize excessively lenient treatment. 

(c) The defendant is not convicted on the basis of the evidence 

but on such factor!? as time, money and personnel available. 
, ' ' 

Finally, the important evaluation criteria necessitated a quantifi-

able measure by which the absence of plea negotiation coUld be val,idated~ 

Cases which were is,sued and subsequently reduced would be readily 

apparent in the progress reports. Percentages could be obtained and 

comparisons made which would be otherwise impossible or so-' complex a.s 

to make them undecipherable. 

As part cf the operating term "plea bargaining," the project was 

allowed to dismiss ancilliary charges. Prosecuting an individual on 

every count was not deemed essential to either the interest of the 

community or justice as long as ,the central criminal charge (Burglary 

I,Robbery I, Theft I) remained intact. A chronic offender's conviction, 

of the central charge was viewed as a significant achievement; to 

pursue convictions for additional criminal charges - where the sentences 

would most probably be serVedC01"lCUrrently - did not seem tobea 

rational distribution 0,£ the project I s resources. However, there were 

exceptions, particularly in cases of additional serious and violent 
)' 

offenses. 

,To assist in the definition and achievement of the above goals" 

(') certain objectives were selected as criteria for the evaluation of the' 
L.; 

unit. 
c'"' 
J" : . .>'!,.,..-

Caseload Quality 
,( . 
~) 1. Maintain an "original charge" conviction rate of 85%. 
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For the first six months of operation, the unit noted that 65% of 

all burglary cases prosecuted pled guilty to the original charge. 

This was a substantial increase over the 27% noted in comparison 

burglary cases prosecuted in the central District Attorney's Office. 

Further, 77% of the burglary cases prosecuted by the unit resulted ,in 

guilty pleas to the original charge or went to trial and were found 

guilty, contrasted to 34% original charge convictions of the comparison 

burglary cases prosecuted. In the robbery category, 53% of the case 

population prosecuted pled guilty to the original charge. Overall, 

65% pled guilty to the charge or were found guilty at trial. 50% 

of the Theft in the First Degree cases pled to the charge and an 

additional 20% were found guilty at trial. Sununarizingthe three 

"J categories, it is noted that 58% of the cases prosecuted by the unit 

have pled guilty to the original charge. This displaced 'a significant 

contrast with the 24% plea~ing to the original charge of the comparison 

offenses handled by the central District Attorney's Office. 

71% of the Impact cases were convicted to the original charge 

either at a trial or by plea. This compares favorably with 31% convicted 

in such a manner by the main office with plea bargaining accounting 

for the remaining 47% of its total conviction record. 

2. Maintain an original charge conviction rate 50% higher than 

the rate of comparison group prosecutions. 

The combined total of burglary and robbery cases handled during 

the first six months of operation as compared to offenses of Burglary 

Not in a Dwelling, Burglary in the Second Degree, and Robbery in the 
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Second Degree cases handled by the main office shows a substantiallY 

greater proportion of cases handled by the Impact unit were pled 

1'~ guil ty to the charge. 59% pled to the original charge as compared to ,tj 

t~ 
I ... , [ ., 
:::J 

24% of comparison cases. 

3. To increase by 50% the rate of guilty pleas to the original 

charge over 1972 figures for the selected target offenses. 

65% of the burglary cases handled by the unit resulted' in guilty 

pleas to the original charge as compared to 7% garnered in years 1972 

and 1973. 53% of the robbery cases handled by the unit pled guilty to 
r'0 \J the original charge during the six-month period as compared to only 

n 10% prosecuted in 1972 and 1973 by the main office. A nonsignificant 
r~ 
~~ difference in the proportion of cases pleading to the original charge 

B €9 of Theft in the First Degree as handled by the unit compared to the 

[-.'.:;'. " .: 1 
b 

cases prosecuted by the main office was noted. 

4. To maintain a rate of cases dismissed due to insufficient 

evidence 50% lower than for the com;parison offenses. 

12% of burglary cases handled by the unit resulted in dismissal 

contrasted to 15% of the comparison cases. In the robbery category, a 

Second Degree cases handled by the main office. Therefore., in this 

category, the objective was obtained~ 

Arrest-to-Trial Delay 

1. Maintain an arrest-to .... trial period equal to the comparison of-

fense cases. 
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Virtually no difference e~isted in the median number of days from 
,'., 

.... arrest to trial between comparison and unit cases; 51 days in the 

. Impact office compared to 50 days for the central office. 

In summary, there was a noticeable improvement of case quality 

. as substantiated by the preliminary evaluation statistics •. Effective 

and appropriate prosecution of target crimes was provided by the unit 

. without significant decreases in the amount of time needed ':for processing 

an Impact case. The unit was most successful in reducing negotiated 

pleas in qll categories of target crimes. 

No-Plea Bargain 

1. To maintain a rate of negotiated pleas of less 'C.han 5%. 

Only 3% of the cases prosecuted by the unit were pled pursuant to 

; bargain during the first eight project months. This favorable rate 

was below the stated objective of 5%. By comparison, 47% of. the cases 

of Burglary Not in a Dwelling, Burglary in~he Second Degree and 

... Robbery in the Second Degree, prosecuted by the central District 

Attorney's Office, were pled pursuant to bargain. 

(b) Replicability 

(I) The issue of no plea bargaining has split criminal justice 

observers.s~nce itsc"discovery" in the early twenties as the dominant 

method used by prosecutors to secure a conviction of guilty. It is an 

issue which has divided two natidI\}h commissions -'The President's 

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justiceand·the 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals -

.which were charged to put forth recommendations for reform. TIME 
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magazine recently noted plea bargaining as one of the major problems 

proposals for reform had to confront. 

That it is a problem which is ~10t indigenous to anyone juris-

diction is obvious. It functions in prosecutor's offices throughout 
n 
tj' the country without regard to local custom, tradition, or law. It is, 

r"'l 
I i 
'L'i , }. 

n 
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U, 

'in some respects, a necessary evil with which prosecutors, financially 

ill-equipped to devote the necessary time and energy to all' their 

serious cases, lean on as a method of expediting their caseload with a 

minimum amount of resources. 

The Multnomah County District Attorney's Office is no different., 

The creation of the Impact project was primarily due to the recently-

elected District Attorney's desire to minimize such practices ,if, pos- .:;. 

DC) sible, and judge the validity of the "clog-the-courts 'i argument. 

Strictly experiential at first, the unit's achievements have made it 

.[] possible to replicate the policy in other areas of the office. 

1 (2) Due to the demonstrative nature of the project, and, the re-m 
J\l~ 

:.1:1 quired evaluation studies that would detail the project t s progress, 

[1:,: Impact has routinely documented almost every facet of its operation. 
~ 

n 
,(j 

Case surnrnarieshave been keypunched by the State Planning Agency 

(aLEC), the agency responsible for evaluation, and preliminary results 

ta,bulated.. On-site records further detail the project's continued 

progress for additional validity analysis. 

(3) The key to the program's success principally revolves around 

the cornmi trnent in the District Attl?rney' s Offf¥ce and the close co,?p-era~::':<:::~' 
~ \ \ "\ _. - .. 

tion exhibited by the courts and ttl,:e Police.. \\The--off-±C:::e 's"'relianceon ' 
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the courts to avoid possible scheduling conflicts was personally 

negotiated by the District Attorney. The law enforcement agencies of 

the county, never fans of plea negotiations, were enthusiastic about 

the concept although apprehensive toward the unit's dependance upon 

investigatory support. Considerable inter-agency discussion and 

numerous training sessions helped to explain the project's goals and 

provided a sympathetic understanding of the mutual problems· which 

had to be surmounted. 

The vertical case-handling I!lethod is seen as a distinct operational 

technique central to the prosecutor's ability to maintain both quality 

and accountability. Without in-depth knowledge by the deputy, case 

weaknesses go undetected and susceptability to plea offers increase. 

; Managerial control, exercised by the District Attorney, is easier as 
r 

deputies are accountable for the entire processing of an assigned case. 

(4) The environment in which Impact operates is not radically 

different from areas of comparable size. Impact's concept. is one 

. which needs a commitment on the part of all; elements of the criminal 

justice system to ~inrnize the practice of plea bargaining. 

(c) Measurability 

The project formally ended its two-year period Septernber.30, 1975, 

~l,though it is assured of funding (block fu~a.s and local funds) until 

June 31, 1976. One preliminary evaluation, by the Oregon Law Enforcement 

Council has been conducted (attached). A final two-year validity 

study is presently being conducted and is expected in February, 1976. 

Evaluation _ ...... 
Preliminary 

.Final 

Evaluator 

OLEC 

OLEC 
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·Duration 

11/73-6/74 

11/73-9/75 

Documents 

Attached 

Due 2/76 
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(d) Efficiency 

(1) Although no formal cost/benefit analysis has been calculated, 

OLEC's preliminary evaluation indicates a strong performance vis-a-vis 
I: 

the project's stated objectives. Beyond those immediate objectives 

would have to take this into account. 

Additionally, the limiting of discretion after the original 

change has rationalized a process generally believed to be systemically 

irrational. We have not found that to be the case. Reform of plea 

bargaining practices, without an increase in arrest-to-trial time,can 

be implemented within the criminal justice system without a complete 

overhaul of the system. Rational and equitable treatment of offenders 

can be instituted without enormous expenditures of time and, energy. 

(2) It was generally felt that the project designed to abolish plea 

bargaining would have to be conducted within' the context of a specialized 

trial team using vertical case processing techniques. Thus, the 

demonstrative aspects of the project necessitated a distinct unit 

apart from the main office, which could be visible both in structure 

and results~ Other organizational structures were not seriously 

considered in view of this fact. 

(e) Accessibility 

(1) The Multnomah County District Attorney's Office welcomes additional

validity analysis, publicity, and visitation on the Impact project. 

. " 
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The project has" been a product we endeavor and offers valuable 

insights into the effectiveness of various no-plea bargaining programs. 

(2) As mentioned earlier, the project ended its Impact funding 

September 30, 1975, but will continue at full strength until June 31, 

1976, with State block funds. It is uncertain after that date what 

the County will be able to contribute, although the District Attorney 

is committed to the continuance of the project. 

3. OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 

(a) The use of a no-plea bargaining policy directed at 

armed robbers and home burglars. 

(b) The use of vertical cases processing methods without 

an increase in trial delay. 

(c) The appropriate treatment of "experienced" criminal 

offenders by not giving them the opportunity to plead 

guilty to a lesser charge, thus receiving a lighter 

sentence. 

(d) Greater Police-District Attorney cooperation in the 

investigation and prosecution of serious offenses. 

(e) Abolishes an assembly-line approach to the prosecution 

·of criminal matters. 

4. WEAKNESSES: 

The following program element is considered to be the most 

critical and potentially the most troublesome in the implementation of 

a no-plea bargaining unit. 
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Police Cooperation: Impact's goal of effective and quality-

conscious prosecution recognizes the crucial role police agencies 

have to play if the project is to succeed. Cases that would be 

prosecuted on the original charge have to be of such initial quality 

that prosecutors would not be forced to reduce the charge at a later 

stage because of absent or erroneous evidence. Good investigating 

support by the police is essential and any hesitation on the part 

of the agencies in providing that support will inhibit the project's 

success. 

To alleviate the problem, Impact conducted meetings with the 

County's law enforcement agencies to explain the purposes of the 

project and its plan of operation. Through those initial discussions, 

the police recognized their vital role in the project and concurred 

with Impact's perception of its investigatory requirements. 

It should be emphasized that this is not a problem which can be 

reduced with just an initial agreement or understanding. Police/ 

Impact cooperation and coordination is a day-to-day maintenance effort; 

staff and police officer turnover, police reorganization, and changing 

interpretation of the law demand continual communication between 

agencies. The working relationships, based upon adequate information 

a.l'ld updated training sessions with investigating officers and the 

project staff, is critical in realizing quality prosecution. 

5. DEGREE OF SUPPORT: 

The project was given wide circulation in the January, 1975, 

i.ssue of Readers Digest which characteriz.ed it as "the most ambitious 
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limit plea bargaining" in the country. Through this 

media publicity requests from acroSs the country for 

'. additional information ha;e been received. The May 12, 1975, 

issue of the Criminal Justice Newsletter reiterated the SPA evaluation 

i,fin,dings which spurred further inquiries. 
, 

Locally, the project has been given high marks by members of 
-" !:; 

.... , .the criminal justice community (letters enclosed). Cooperation by 
. '. 

police and the 'courts has undoubtedly enhanced:th~.i project's 

". ability to perform and their interest in the project's continuance 

enabled an increase in local funding commitment. 

\i 
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Cases 

Cases 

Cases 

TABLE I 

CASES CONSIDERED BY IMPACT 
DECEMBER 1973 - OCTOBER 10, 1975 

issued for ·trial units 

declined 

returned for further 
investigation. 

Cases issued for' Impact 

Direct presents 

Total cases considered 

54 

..... 

130' 

215 

157 ., 

400 

85 

987 
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TABLE II 

CASE DISPOSITION - IMPACT 
'DECEMBER 1973 - OCTOBER 10, 1975 

Not true bill 10 

Pled to charge 254 

Pled to lesser 7 

Dismissed 42 

Tried 98 

a. Guilty 80 (82%) 
b. t~ot Guilty 9 ( 9%) 
c. NGI 9 ( 9%) 

Total cases disposed 411 

55. 

3%) 

62%) 

( . 2 %') 

('10%) 

( 23%) 

(100%) 



TABLE III 

IMPACT DISPOSITIONS BY CHARGE 

Tried 

a. 

c. 

Guilty 
NGI 
Not Guilty 

'Pled to charge 

o ·il~t!~led pursuant to bargain 

Total: 

Found guilty or pled'to. 
charge 

-Robbery I Burglary 

44 48 

34 41 
-3 6 

7 1 

104 132 

1 6 

138 

S6 

I Theft I 

6 

5 
0 
1 

18 (254) 

0 
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TABLE IV 

TOTAL DISPOSITION 

Cases tried 

a. Guilty 
, , 

b. NGI 
c. 'Not Guilty-

Pled to charge 

Pled pursuant to bargain 

Subtotal: 

Found guilty or'pled to charge' 

Cases disposed 

57 

1\ 

Total 

98 

80 19%) 
9 2% ), 
9 2%) 

254 62%.) 

7 . ( 2%) 

334' 81%) 

411 (100%) 
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/' CATEGORY/ITEMS 

"Personnel: 
. Unit Leader 

DDA II 
DDA I 
Legal Assistant 
Legal Stena 
Legal Stena 
Legal Clerk 

Sub-Totals: 

Fringe Benefits:, 

, I 

DA's NO .... PLEA BARGAINING UNIT 

FINAL BUDGET 

1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1ST YEAR 

$ 19,380 
32,904 
46,476 
15.124 

8,520 
8,028 

. 7,296 

$137,728 

(Included as part of indirect costs - normally 
calculated at 22% of base wages) 

lJ c. 

hi LJ 

O·lC· .. ··'· 
:.';' .'.:.'; 
".1-

,< ... 

): 

ftC'· 
U 

Equipment: 
Tape Recorder 
Electric Typewriter 
Desks, Exec. 
Desks, Sec. 
Desks, Typists 
Chairs, Typists 
Chairs, Exec. 
Cabinets, Filing 

. ·Bookcase' . 
Chairs, Side 
Tables, Back 
Tables, Conf. 

'Rack, Coat 
Coat Trees 
IBM.p.ictation . Equipment 

II Sub-Totals: 

D. other: 
[l.~f Office Space Rental 
U ($5/sg.~ ,.ft. x 2 r 215 sq. ft.) 

~ ~ .' 

.Equip~'Main t • . 
Printing. 
Business Cards 

·Lega1F.orms 
Publications 
Telephone 

·wi tness Fees 
Training 

l.;-~i . 
l:;:~ub-Totals: 

~fe.,XIridiJ:ect Costs. 

2 
3 
6 
2 
3 
5 
6 
3 
6 

30 
6 
2 
1 
3 

58 ' . 

$ 240 
990 

1,542 
230 
413 
200 

1,212 .,-"' 

233 
399 

3,000 
1,872 

316 
75 
75 

3,960 

$ 14,757 

$ 14,400 

280 
1,200 . 

144 
1,000 

.' 

2,200 
70 

10,000 
940 

$ 30,234'. 

---~;~ .... 

$182.,719· 

2ND YEAR 

$' 20,646 
35,207 
49,729 
16,635 

9,368 
8,822 
8,035 

$148;442 

$' 11,076 

280 
.1,200 
\ .. ' ~ 
:f;:,OOO 

650 
60 

10,000 
940 

$ 25,206 '.," . 

-----.-, 

$173,648 

TOTAL 

$40,.026 
68,111' 
96,205 
31,759 

'17,888 
16,850 
15,33.1 

$286,170' 

$' 240 
990 

1,542 . 
230 
413' 

'200"'-<' 
. 1,212 

I';,. .233 

·399 
3,000.· ... ·· 
1,872 

316' 

.~~> ... ~~ 
3,960 

$ 

$ 

'560:, 
':" 

2,400 ,0; 
, - ",' 

144 
2,000 

,2,850 
130 

20,000 
1,880 

$ 

$ 

.$ 4.38,353' 
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County plea bargainil1g 'C' " 

put'to 3%' by Impaot' 
Plea bargaining in home 

~ burglary, armed robbery and 
< fencing cases was cut to 3 per 
cent last year under the feder· 
ally funded Impact prosecu-

,tion project for Multnomah' 
.' County, according to a state
_ wide group's evaluation. ' 

< The 3 per. cent rate. com~ 
I.~pares with a 76 per cent plea 
," bargaining rate for the same 
;< crimes in 1973 and a 70 per 

cent rate for 1972. 
;" The results contained in the 
,evaluation by the, Oregon 
"Law Enforcement Council 
(OlEC) were achieved by a 
six· lawyer unit within the 
Multnomah County district 
attor,ney's Office during tha 
first· six months of 1974. The 

. project .is continuing but is 
, scheduled to end in Novem-

" 

" . \ , 

pr.oject is to accept "negotiat- probably was attrlbutabfe to 
ed pleas" to reduced charges "over·allpolicy directives." 
in less than 5 per cent of the. , The report notes that whi~e 
target cases. 71 p~r cent of the cases prose-

The evaluation by aLEC, cuted by;lhehnpaCt· unit 
which administer.s OLEC ended either in conViction 'or 
funds in Oregon, 'says the pleas to the original charge, 
Impact, unit ,drastically: this figure falls short of the 
reduced 'plea bargaining pr.oject goal of'maintaining an 
while nearly doubling the "original' charge" conviction' 
number of target crimes rate of at least 85 per cent. 
prosecute~.(1l3 in 1974 com· Sti1~.' th~ report says! tile fig· 
pared with 58 for same 1973ure IS II remarkable Improve· 
period). '" ". ment" over previous years. . 
. The evaluators noted that " Eighty of 113 (71 per cent) 

the number of cases plea bar· Impact cases. reportedly 
gained in the central DA's . resulted in conviction by trial 
office decreased to 47 per or aguUty plea to the original 
cent (for selected comparison charge. There were 66 guilty 
cases), compared with 81 per 'pleas, representing 58, per 
cent in 1973 and 73 per cent cent of the totat"" ' . , 
in 1972. They s~id this decline Th~ re~or~ ~Oncl;t;I~e~ there 

, ber. 1,...----------1 
Dist. Atty. Rarl Haas said '/ 

he thinks the evaluation 

was no slgmflcant)hfference 
in . the elapsed tim~l between; 
arrest· and trial f~l\r' Impact 

shows that "better'ttlanever" 
prosecution results arepossi- i 

· ble with adequate funding. f 
The project, the only one of I' 

'. its kind in .the nation, is fun,d. 
ed by a two-year,. $437,313 
'gran,t from, .. the feder.al Law I 
Enforceme·nt Assistance I 
Administration. .. ' , i 
H~said he believes LEAA ; 

will give the project "every ; 
· consideration for continued ' 
funding from some source." . 

The Impact prosecution 
project is an, experimental 
attempt at achieving. swift" 
efficient justice by drastically" 

. reducing plea bargaining in 
"target crime" cases; Plea 
bargaining; generally, is the 

· practice 'of ~ a charge 
in. exchange fOl'a plea of guil-
ty to the less serious charge. 

A major objective of the 

defendants as compafed with 
other defendants; < . . 

The DA's Imp~tilr*c't'is' 
lone of nearly 20 funded under 
I Portl~nd's $20. million' High 
I Impact Anti·Crime Program ' 
I aimed at re!ludng burglaries 
! and streercrimes. . 
! The 'National Conference 
I on CriminaiJustice, about 
,. three ""years agQ,r,ecoqI-

I
, mended that plea bargaining 

be phased out, contendIng 
that disposition of aC~se 
should depend on the evi
dence and' on rehabilitative 
and deterrent n.eeds, not- con-
'venlenc!!.' . ~. "..... 

The OLEc,eValUatiO~notes 
that 80.6 percent of th bur· 
glary.con,Vic,tions an.d 9 '2, per 
cent of the robbery c nVic· 
tions in Portland in 1971 were, 
t,he resl,llt of pleaS to reduced . 

i charge,S;'} ',' ,;.:,,; 
~! " ~ . - . \ 

--.-'.-~. 

. ",:::"' 

·1 ., 

, 
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Getting aclefendant to plead gui~ b~reducing th~ 

, charge is a system in use all across the United Sta'tes. 
Its consequences can be alarming 

Plea Bargaining-.; 
A G-i1 aveTlli-'eat to' 

Justice 

.- By IRWIN Ross 

EARLY last year, a 19-year-old young addict held up a 5tate liquor 
-f . heroin addict. in. Por. dang, stbre, and <iuring his escape shot a 

are .. who' had' stolen. $1000 policeman ill the- neck. 'The court 
from a business firm, pleaded guilty gave '.him 40 yenrs. This time there 
to one, charge of second-degree bur- was no plea bargaining, for die case 
glary as part .of a deal with the dis-, was handled by a new ('lrogr:J.rri .inr. 

trict attorney's office. whereby two the D.A.'soffice which attempts to 
other charges were. dropped. It was hold plea bargaining to an· irre!iud-
a typical plea bargain-an agree- 'ble. minimum.' 1/ 

men,t to enter a guilty pleainreturn' Dist~ictattorney Hart Haas of 
for. some kind of consideration to Multnomah County, Oregoll(the 
the defendant..,-which saves the . city of Portland and its envirplls), 
government the time and expense .. along with a numbb~ of his col:
of a trial. The judge sentenced the. leagues around thecountry, . .baq' be::.too 
youth to five' years' probation, on come increasingly alarmed. at the 
condition that he make restitution 'dangersin rle~ batgainillg..-..,not the' 
allden-roll in a drug rehabilitation least of which j~i putting a culprit 
program. back on the .street when he should 

Whhin a matter of weeks, the be behind bars. lr:1 19(3. the pres
!) 
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.J_>' tigio~s National Adv,isory Commis~ 
I: . sionan. Criminal Justice Standards 
r , and Goals even proposed that plea 
r .... bargaining be eliminated by 19i8• 
> ···.t'e~:piosecutors.or defense counsels 

. wotildgothat far,butmapyagrce 
that the present system oftensub~ , 

,vertsj ustice and needs to bedrastical. 

i. 

lyreformed.- , 
Crushing Case Load. Plea' bar

gaining tan .. take one' 6f several 
fcirms:the reduction ofchar.ges (:IS 
from a felony to a misdemeanor), 
the dropping of charges, or ngroe
ment ona sentence recommendation 
to the judge. Though no one knows 
its, full extent, .its magnitude can be 
glimpsed in the volume of guilty 
pleas hl everybig city. According to 
a report of the National Advisory 
Commission, "In m:lny couns, more 

. than 90 'p~rcent of criminal convic, 
.' tions are based on the defendant's 

own plea. of guilty." All authorities 
agree that a large proportion of the With the relentless upsurge of cr1~e 4 

guilty picas (though by no means in the last two decades, city courts 
all of them). result from .bargains . and prosecutors' offices have been 

~ struck between defense counsel and burdened with an ever-mounting 
) prosecutor. case load. The simple fact is that 

Why plea bargain? The primary cases somehow have to be cleared. 
. motivation is, the push by both prose- And because the judicial system 
,Ctltors and judges to dispose of,c_as_e_s._'_v_ou_l~ grind to ,a hal~ if the bulk of 
, /'0 

defendants were to insist' on their 
constitutional right to :t 'trinl, the 
quickest and easiest. \'vay to dear 
those cnses is by obtaining a guilty 
plea. 

I' h~u~e." One example: the ~::ista: 
district attorney in New York who 
reduced an armed-robbery charge to 
a misdemeanor,des~)ite thef.1ct that 
the defendant h:td held a knife [0 

'thcvicti m. Someho\v, the assistailt 
district attorney had bee!'1 perslInded 
by the defense counsel's argument 
that the case was a trilling one be
cause the SlIin stolen was less than 
$100. "I hpiled when I heard of it," 
said then district attorney Richard 
H. Kuh. F.ortunately, the defend
ant had two morearmed-robbety' 
charges pending against him, which 

,Kuh made sure were not bargained 
away. 

Bad Bargains? But, in· their rush 
to dispose of cases, prosecutors.can 
end up "giving away the- court-

. The same pressure influences 
judges, who are often more I~nient. 
with defendants who plead' guilty 
than with those convicted after trial. 
Legal 'purists find thisdissrimina
tion intolerable; for no 'one .should 
be penalized for exercising his c,on: _ .' 
stitlltional"right,t6' U' t~al: yet, the 
practice occurs in many courts, and 
the cOllsequence is that an innocent 
defendant can be victimized: The 
report of the National. Advisory" 
Commission observed, "Aninno-
cent defendant might be persuaded 
that the harsher sentence he must 

61:., 
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[2. PLEA BA~GAINING-:-A GRAVE THREAT TO JUSTICE co. 

face if he is unahle to prove his inno"- crime victims. Moreover, the plea
cence at trial nicalls it is to his best bargaining system encourages prose
interf!sts, to plead guilty, despite his cutors to "over-charge" -leveling . 
inn()cence.n~ rn.or-c serious charges th(1:11 the ~rinles 

Another problem \vith plea bar- warrant-in order to enhance their 
gaining is that in the crush of a bargaining power. The system also 
big.{:ity cri"min:tI~justice system, a works very unevenly, qepending on 
defendant islikcly to see a lawyer thepredilcctions of proseclitors and 

, from the public defender's or legal- the sophistication and bargaining 
aid ·office fol' only a few minutes skill of defense counsel. This results 
before' appearing in court, With· insol11e dclendants getting off more 
stich bridcontact" the lawyer may lightly than others guilty ofthesame 
have little notion of whether the crimes. 
die!1t is guilty or not. and is quite On the Other Hand. If this were 
likely to present the plea 'barg:tin as the whole story, itw0uld be easy to 
the most desirahle altertlOltive. A sl.lr~ advocate abolishing pic::! bargaining 
vey in )972 of .WlO criminal-justice completely and enlarging- expendi
pr.actitioners in filllr states showed tures for C()urts~ judges and prosecu
that )H percent thought it prohable tors to handle .the expected increase 
that defense lawyers pressure clients in trials. But it is one of the com
into entering pleas which the.clients plexities of the subject that there arc 
reg;ml as ullsatisfactory. reasClllsfor,plea bargaining that have 

Plea bargaining also e'ncoura~es suhstantial justification. 
widespread cyriicism toward the There is. for example. the use of 
entire crimin;d-justice sy5teni •. the plea barg~in to get information. 
among defendants, th~ public and Thus, in the Watergn.te cover-up 

-,.~ __________ ....:..~.J_ .. ___ _ 

.-

14 PLEA BARGAINING-A GR,AVE THREAT' TO JUSTICE 'f-nullry f 

cases, John Dean, who had <0:0- tim had been robbed and stabbed 
operated eXlen5iv~ly with the special . to death. Though two witne5s~s tes
prosecutor, was allowed to plead' tified that the defendant had the 
guilty to a single count of ob5truct~ s'tabbirig knife in hispossession'lt 
ing j usticeal)d dcfrattding- the the time of tJie!=rime, ajllry acquit
United States-,.theother. possible ted him of intentional.murder, and 
charges against him llotheing on. the ~ccolld day of deliberations 
prcssed. T~~col1se'lucnce: hc re- was dcadlocked on thc othen:harges. 
ceived a ,olle-to~four-year , prison Deciding not to go roanother trial,. 
term, less than he might" otherwise theprosccution then worked .Otlt 

have got. Similarly,' a proseclltor anagreemcl1t for the defendant to 
may go easy on a burglar in order plead guilty to robbery, and the fel
to nab lhe "fence," against whom·" ony mtirder charge wasdropped.I I1 
a case is always harder'to make~ the end, the ,defendant received a 

The pbi bargain can also be j~lsli- sentence of up t025,years, ~nd would 
fied when a case deteriorates. For ex-. notbc eligible Cor parole until after 
ample~ a young mail stood trial" in' . serving eight y,ears ,me! fotjrmonths. 
late 5um111cr 1974 ill New York City AmbitiousReform~Whiletheoot- " 
I()f intentionalrnurder, robbery ~rid right. abolitiol1 o£pleaqurgaining.is 
felony murder (rnurder th'at oCCUrS ,,' not the answer, the practice shottld 

".irithe course' of afcloIJY). The vic- be dritstically red,ucedand hedged 
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with sOlfegtlOlrds. VarioLls reCorm ef-
forts are under w;iy. The district Olt
torney's office in Brooklyn, N.Y .• for 
ins~ante, started a Major Offensive 
Bureau (MOB) in 1972 to prosecute 
ag~n1vatedcri mes-burgIOlry,I'oh. 

. bery, rapc, assault, attempted mur~ 
cler-in an expeditious manner and 
with a tough policy on plea bar
gaining. 

Such a crOlckdown uI1<luestion-
ably results in more trials. But scat
tered experience around the country 
shows that the problem is not un
mOlnageable. When a tough policy 
on plea b;:trgOlining was initbted by 

. Cook County. lllinois. state's attor-
ney BernOlrd Carey late in 1972• 
court triOlls in.creased from TOOO in all 
of '973 to 700 in the hrst six months 
or '974-but the :ldditional load was 
reOldily accommodated by five n:ew 
criminal courtrooms and laterqy the 
part-time use of 20 civil courtrooms. 
And the nUll1ber of felony convic
tions zoomed from 50 rI in !()i3 to 
37'S in the first half of.. I974 (an an
n.ual rate of 7400). 

By far .the most ambitious effort 
to limit plea bargaining is going on 
in Ore~on's Multnomah County, 
w~ere, late in 1973, district attorney 
Haas set up a special unit or six 
deputy district attorneys to prose
cute three types or crime:-house 
burglary, armed rohberyand fencing 
-as well as any Celont murders that 
occur in the .commission of these 
crimes. ,Not onlvare the cases care· 
fully screened b~fore being accepted. 
but each case is h:lndled by (\ single 

. deputy district attorney from start 
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t? ~'~i~hJ' thereby li.miting the" pos
slbdlt1e~ of ove.tslght or sloppy 
preparatton. . 

The rule is n.oplea bargaining, 
unless a case deteriorates or unless 

. a b;urgla~, say, is willing to testify 
agall1st hiS fence. However, if more. 
thail.one charge o£ the same sort is 
pen~tn.g against a' defendant, Haas' 
IS w~lll1~g to accept a guilty plea to 

. pne tnd~ctmen.t and not to press the 
others, masInuch as the CO~lrts. are 
likely to give conctlrrent. rather than 

. consecutive sentences. 
The results of Portland's efforts 

have been impressive. In the first six 
. mOJlt1~s . of the program, the plea
negotlatlon rate was a mere 2.7 per- . 
cent, the conviction rate 90 percent; 
Yet Haas reports that there has been 
only a three-percent increase In trials. 
Why? The whole point of the new 
llllit is to dev~lop strong cases, and 
thus the defendantfrequently sees ho 
advantage irigoing to trial, even 
though he cannot make a deal for a 
reduced sentence. 

The system of' plea batgai~.ing 
grew up oV.er.a long period of time. . 
and-clearly will not b~ cut down 
overnight. Yet it is .not an iinnlUtabfe'" 
re:lt~re of our app'aratu~ ot cflrrlinal 
Justice •. Re~?rm in this area requires 
~leter~tn.atton and a measu,re of 
ImagmatlOn on the part of a prose
cuto~; als~t .each metropolitan com
mUl1Ity Will doubtless have t6 spend 
more money on courts and on the 
ldistri::t ,attorney's office. Bm. plea' 
?ar!?:t1l1tng poses a grave threat tCl 
JtlS~lCe, and limits must be placed 
on (t; 

., 
" 
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150 West Powell Blvd. 

Gresham, Oregon 

-665-3144" 

• I • • ;.- ~ ,.' / 

HarlHaas 
District Attorney for Multnomah County 
600'County Court House 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Dear~Ir • Haas: 

I . 

December 12, 1975 

Over the past two years the Investigators and Uniform Officers 
of the Gresham Police Department ha-ve had many cases involving 

. Burglary and Robbery processed through the Impact Unit of ·the 
Multn~:m1ah County District Attorneyls Office. 

On every occasion the cases were processed through the Unit 
expeditiously .with very' few lost man hours due to wa:Lting for 
appointments to see a Deputy. Dist!ict Attorney; 

The assistance given by ·the Deputies in C~'lse preparation and. 
additional follow-up was not only invaluable to insure con
vic-t;ion but also a tremendo'..l.s trainiUg tool fortho'se Police 
Officers who had occasion to deal with the Impa,ct Unit; 

The L7J.vestigators of this department found that in any legal 
question a phone call would be readily taken and ad-vise given 
by any Deputy assigned to the Unit • 

. We have been most impressed with the situation whereby the 
Deputy District Attorney who issued on any given case carried 
the case through to trial and kept the Investigat~r apprised 
of the progress of the case thr.oJ.lgh the )udicial system •. 

~
., cerel:~.' .. ~~ . .. A ~.?'. . ... 
·.··L-0~~ 

. .' .. ·w .. Slauson,' Li.eute. nant 
cting Chief of ·Police. '. , 

'i~.,·~. .~~--y::.,~ • By: ~~v-1fvE':-";r~ars 
Gresh Investigative Division 

't£~~ . . '. ?J.~~A~ .. 
L3;rry .Q:I Morgan . {/ 
Gresham Investigative Division, 
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:HE.GITY·.·.··OP;·· 

,DRTLAND .. 

.REGOf1 
,: BUREAU OF 
.. POLICE 

ILGOLDSCHMIDT 
" MAYOR 

. B:R.BAKER 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

222,S.W. PINE 
RTLAND; OR. 97204 

"., 

MEr~ORANDUM 

December 5, 1975 

TO: Harl Haas, District 'Attorney 

FROM: B.R. Baker, Chief of Police 

SUBJECT: Exemplary, Projects Program/No:-Plea Bargaining' Unit" 

The Portland Police Bureau supports the continuation of the 
IIno-plea bargaining unit ll which has operated within yo'ur 

. office for the past two years. The concept of a continu
ous one-to-one relationship between investigating officers 
and the assigned deputy district attorney, from the ,intake 
process through prosecution, has proven 'itself. 

If we may be of further assi~tance and suppott to you in 
obtaining a continuation grant under the Exemplary Pro
jects Program, please advise my office. 

BRB/dls 

B.R. BAKER 
Chief of Police 

, -,;/ 
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MULTSOMAH COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
HIGH IMPACT PROJECT 

PRELIMINARY FN ALUATION REPORT 
'(No.1) 

PREPARED BY 

STATE PLANNING AGENCY 

OF THE 

OREGON LAW ENFORCEMENT COUNCIL 

ROBERT D. HOUSER 
ADMINISTRATOR 

February, 1975 

PREPARED UNDER GRANT 74-NI-lo-0002 FROM THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE. 
OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ,AND CRl.MINAL JUSTICE, LAw ENFORCEMENTA$SIST';;' 
ANCE ADMINISTRATION ,DEPARTME4'IT OF JUSTICE. "POINTS OF VIEW OR " 

,OPINIONS STATED'IN THIS DOCUMENT ARE THOSE OF,TlmAUTHOR(S) AND 
DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT THE QFFICIALPOSITIONOR POLICIES 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF.1USTICE." ' 
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Impact Evaluation Unit 'staff responsible for the production 
of this report were: 

Yosef Yacob, J.D. 

and 

Clinton Goff, Ph.D. 
Impact Eva,luation Unit Coordinator 

We are appreciative of the cooperation and participation of 
the Multnomah County District Attorney's Impact office staff 
and the central office's administrative staff and personnel., 

Harl Ha~s, Distr~ct Attorney 

Note to the Reader: 

To facilitate the reading of this report, it is recom
mended that the Tables at the back be removed ano. placed 
at the side' for ~ase of reference • 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. During the first six months of the project's operation, 
39, percent (66 of 169] BID and Robbery I cases considered 
by the District At,torney's Impact' office were declined 
compared to 47 percent (40 of 85) of the comparison BNID, 
Burglary II, and Robbery II cases· presented to the central 
office. The difference between the. proportion of cases 
declined by the two offices is not significant. Overall, 
42. percent of these offense cases have been declined fpJ:' 

, prosecution. ,. 

2. The most frequent reason. given for declining cases by the 
District Attorney's Impact office was insufficient evidence •. 

3. The District Attorney's Imp·act office has declined asig'
nificantly lower proportion of Robbery I Cases (31%) than 
the proportion, of Robb,ery II cases considered by the cen
tral. office· (75%) • 

7. A significantly greater proportion (50%) ,of the Burgl'ary .. 
I and Robbery I cases prosecuted Qythe ImpactOf,fice pledL 

guilty to the oz:-iginal charge compared to the proportion 
(24%) of the BNID, Burglary II , and, Robbery IIcasesprd-
secuted at the central office. . 

7.2 
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7) ..... . 
8. Only three percent (3 of 113) of the cases prosecuted by 

the Impact office .~~re·'P.';ed· pursuant to bargain compared 
to 47 ;percent (21 of 451 of the cpmparison cases prosecuted 
by the central office. This difference in proportions is 

. highly significant, as well as being under the stated 
objective of maintaining a rate of negotiated pleas of 
les.s than five percent. 

9. Sixty-five pe:rcent (34 of 52} of tha Burglary ina Dwelling 
cases prosecuted by the Impact office pled to the original 
charge compared to seven percent (5 of 68) prosecuted in 
1972 and 1973 •. The difference in proportions is highly 
significant. 

A significant increase in pleas to the original charge for 
Robbery I cases prosecuted by the Impact office is found 
when compared to cases prosecuted in 1972 and 1973. In 
the Impact o.ffice, 53 percent (27 of 51}, have pled to the 
origirial charge contrasted to 10 percent (4 of 41) prosecuted 
during the previous two-year baseline. 

10. Twelve percent. of the BID cases .handled by the Impact of
fice. have been dismissed contrasted to 15 percent of the 
comparison burglary.cases. Although these proportions are 
not reliably different, the percentage of cases dismissed 

~. exceeds the stated objective. 
'.,f 
l·/ . 
/ 

Similar to the burglary offense, the proportion dismissed 
of the ·robbery cases prosecuted do not reliably differ 
between the offices. The Impact office met the objective 
on the robbery cases prosecuted. 

11. The median number of days from arrest to trial period for 
the cases prosecuted by the Impact office is 51 compared 
to 50 days f.orall felony cases tried by the central of
fice. Thus, the objective to maintain equal arrest to 
trial periods has been achieved. 
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I. Introduction 

In 1971 ,only 16 percent of the reported burglaries and 
on+y 23 per.cent of the:t:eportedrobberies in Portland were 
cleare,d by arrest . Of the 184 adults iarrested and charged - . 
for burglary, only 75 percent were convicted, and 58 
percen1;.Of'the 209 persons arrested and charged. for rob-. 
bery were. convicted. 

Most of these convictions were,the result of plea nego
tiation. In 1971, 80.6 percent of theb~glaryconvictions 
and 90.2 percent of the robbery convictions were plea nego-, . 
tiated. . ' ' . 

Because this practice is believed to reduce the deterrent 
effects of criminal sanctions, the National. Conference on 
Criminal Justice has rec;:ommended its abrogation.Ac
cording to the National Conference, the conviction of .a 
defendant should depend on the evidenc'e available and,dis
,posi tion should depend on what action would best serve . 
rehabilitative and deterrent needs, not convenience. 

The respect for criminal justice institutions is often 
'reduced by the contact that citizens have with them as 
complainants, witnesses, jurors, or defendants. Expect
ing to find careful, deliberate proceedings , they" are often 
confronted by a mass production processj with each official 
spending 9nly a short time on anyone casej with the de-' 
fendant or victims as. perplexed bystanders; and with de-
cisions based on expediency. ' 

Fur.thermore, the fact. that opportunities and techniques' 
for bargaining exist can have adverse effects upon attempts 
to rehabilitate offenders and generally decrease crime . 
rates. If, conviction on a, charge is, to be determined, in 
great part by skill of the offender in bargaining wi th the' 
cqurt,: then the concept of justice based upon facts and 
rules of evidence becomes meaningless. ' . 

Plea bargaining ,condemned' by some as expediency and lauded,' 
by others aS,an integral part of the criminal justice 
system, constitutes a. part, of this report. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report, on the District Attorney's 
project is: 

1. To provide information for assessing effectiven~ss of 
si~ months of operations. . ' 
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2. The d~greeof success in meeting project goals and 
objec.tives. 

3. To provide information for determining if proper 
modifications or redirections are required. 

Throughout this report our· objective iseo<describe tb:l.ngs 
as they are. When.the data suggests several hypotheSes, 
we examine each to the best of our ability. Although in 
a few instances we have ma,de value judgments ,we have 
largely refrained from judging how things should be or 
from attempting to decide which of various policies in 
force in the different offices is best •. These tasks will 
require considerab.le dialogue among many members. 9f thf? 
legal and political cOIn.murd ty • . This report could be one 
impetus to such a dialogue. 

Approach 

The approach. used in determining success was a study of 
conditions before and after project impelmentation 0 

In line with the evaluation component of the project, the 
following quantitative comparis,ons were made with the 
results of the pr9ject office: 

1. Data from similar offenses in 1972 and 1973. 

2. A comparison group of concurrent prosecutions in the 
main office for equivalent categorical offenses. 

In using the data, we have found it to be preferable to 
remove all pending cases for the reason the data would not 
be meaningful until these cases were complete. 

In some cases, the method f?mployed combines the measures 
obtained from more than one category in order to increase 
the sample sizeo 

The ensuing pages present the resul t$ of thefirst.six 
months of. the District Attorney project. The contribution 
of this project to the overall Impact program goalqfre
ducing burglary and stranger-to-stranger street crime in 
Portland by five.percent in two years Wi 3:1 be addressed 
in the final project evaluation report. 

There are six essential performance measures that must be 
examined to asseSs the effectiveness' of the D.A. Impact Ii 
project office. Each has its unique meaning that .cannot 
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be obtain~dfrom' the others oi' Taken together ,th,ey:1 present 
a fairly complete picture of prosecution e,ffect:iveness.;" 

, . '. 

~ ... ReJ~ctiortRate 
the police for 
ney refuses to 

- the' perc;:entage of cases preserited by 
prosecution in whicht:heDistrict. At-cor:" 
file. , " , , 

. , . ., 

2 .• Dismis'scll' Rate - the percentage of the defendants whom' 
thecourt.releases priort.o adjudicat.ion.Thedismis-' 
sal may occur in district court, 'failure of the "grand 
jury to indict, or .it may 'result from a moticm by the 
defense or prosecution in circuit court. 

3. 'P'lea'toChar<1e~Rat~e ,- the percentage of the d$fendants 
who plead guilty clscharged. 

4,. Negotiated Plea Rate' -thepercentage of the 
who plead guilty ,to any other ,charge. , ' 

5. Trial_Conviction Rate - the percentage of cases t.hat'go 
to trial and result in a'convict,ion. 

6. Overall Convicticm Rate- the percentage, of cases which 
result in guilty,ple~s to the original charge or a 
conviction at trial. 

, , 

II. Project Goals' and Objectives 

'Goals 
" 

1. Improve, ,q.uality of cases coming', to. trial by providing 
legal advice and casework assist.anceto police inves
tigators. 

, , 

2. Provide swi.ft and appropriate prosecution of target 
crimes. 

3. Reduce negotia,ted pleas in cases involving- specific 
Impact crimes. 

" Objectives 

1. Maintain an "original charge" convictj,on rate of ,85 
,percent. 

2. Maintain an "origillaicharge" cOIJviction rate o£50 
percent higher than' the +ate for the, 
of: prosecutions 6f s~milar offe!nses. 
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·Maintain a rate'of negotiated pleas of less than .5 
··percent. 

4. :Increase by 50 percent the rate of guilty pleas to the 
"original charge ll over 1972 figure~ fo;r selected target 
offenses. . • 

5. Maintain a rate of cases dismissed for. insufficient 
evidence, 50 percentlower than for the comparison 
group_ .' 

6. Maintain an arrest-to-trial period equal to the com
parison group. 

III .• EValuation Results 

A. Goal I: Improve the quality of cases. corning to trial 
by providing legal advice and casework assis.tance to 
police investigatros. 

Cases Declined - The. number of cases declined and/or 
dismissed.for lack of sufficient evidence and inade
quate investigation during the recent project period 
was compared to the 90mparable time period in 1972-73 
(Nov. 1, 1972-June 30, 1973). .In addition,. information 

was obtained on a comparison group of conc'urrent pro~' 
secutions in the main D.A. office •. 

The data on the. current Impact and comparison offenses, 
as well as the 1973 offenses are presented in'Tables 
1-5 • 

. The comparison of. the proportion of burglary in a dwel
ling cases declined between the 1974 and.1973 figures, 
45 percent and 38 percent I.' respectively, indicates .that 
the difference is not significant (X2 c.orrected = .48, 
1 df.) • 

Similarly, the test between the proportions declined 
between the current burgl'ary cases procesSled by .the 
D.A.'s Impact office (45%) ahdthe comparisonburglpry 
offenses handled by the central office (41%) indicates 
an insignificant difference (X2 corrected = .19 f Idf~ )." 

Reviewing the proportion of the, Robbery lcases aeclined 
between the comparable time periods of 1973 and 1974 
(Table 2) ,'we find that the 43 percent aeclined. in.197 3, 
is not reliably' different from-the 31 percent declined 
in the D.A.'s. Impact office (x2 corrected= .. 78, Tdf, NS). 
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However., the 7S 'percent of the current comparison 
Robbery II cases declined is significantly greater 
than the proportion declined. Of ~he Robbery .lcases , 
considered by the Impact office (X2 corrected = 8.91, 
Idf, pZ. 001) • 

Table 3 p~esentsthe number. of Theft!l cases deqlined: 
bY1:he~ D.A. 's office for campar.abletime periods in' 

,197.3 and 1974. The Fisher Exact Test indicates that the 
probability of the observed or a more'extreme' occurrence, 
is equal to ·.11. Thus, It can be.inferred,tilata1-
though they have cOIiside'redmore cases of this offense 
(IS to 7). ,the propoJ;:'tion of',cases declined is not 
reliably differ.ent, 33 percent in 1974 to 71 percent 
in 1973. . 

No;contrast is provided for this 'specific offense with 
the 'cases handled by the. main " office b.ecause a. "com- . 
parison" offense is not designated. ' 

Presented in Table 4 are the figures indicating the nUmber 
of Impact offense cases aJ?dthe ~'comparison "offense. 
cases declined ,during the first eight project months. 
The number 'of Theft 'I' cases are not included with the 
Impact offenses since a comparison offense' is not des;.. 
ignated. ' . 

The figures' indicate that 39 'percent (6(; of 169) of 
the BID and Robbery I cases considered by ,the Impact 
office were declined compared to 47 cases presented to . 
the central~ office. The dif~erence between the.propor~ 

, tion of cases declined' by the two. offices isno:tsigni
ficant (X2 corrected =.1.18 1 df) •.. Overall, 42 percent 
of these offense cases have been declinedforprosecu-
tion by. the·twooffices. . , 

TableS presents th'e specific reasons for declining 
cases by offenses for comparable time periods (November 
through June) during 1972-73 and. 1973';"74 ~. 

.' '. 

The most frequent reason given for declining a ,case by 
the D.A.' s Impact: office for the. offense cases of BID, 
Robbery I ,andThef,t I was insufficientev!dence. Of; 
the total cases declined for these'three Offenses', 49· 
percent (35 of, 71 cases) were declined for this reason~. 

I-The D.A.' sImpactproject' is focussing on Theft I 
that involve .. fencing operations .. 
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The second most frequent reason for declining cases by 
. the D.A.'s Impact office was due to discr.et.ionary re~ 
'fusal to prosecute. This reason was given. for 21 pe:z::
cent .(15 of 71) of the total cases declined. 

I . 

'J:'hemost'frequently occurring reason for d6clining a 
case in the main D .A. 'soffiee for the current com~ , 
parison offensesof~BNID, Burgl~ry II, and. Robbery II 

,appears in the "other" category. Two-thirds of the 
caSeS declined (67%) were rejected and cod~d in this 
category. i 

Cases 'Dismissed 

Table 6 presents the nllIl'lber and percent of Impact and' com~ 
parison-designated burglary offense cases dismissed during 
comparable time periods. A comparison of the burglary in . 
a. dwelling (BID) cases dismissed in 1973a~Cl 1974 indi- , 
cates. that the percentages are virtually the same, five and 
six percent, respectively: and do not differ (X2 corrected = 
.01,1 df, N.S~). 

Likewise, a comparison between the· BID cases dismissed 
(6%) and the BNID and Burglary II cases dismissed (9%) 
du'ring the first eight (8) ,months reveals aninsign~ficant 
difference (X2 corrected = .08, 1 df, N. S. )'" . . 

Similar comparisons were tested for the Robbery.land ,Rob
bery II cases dismissed by the D.A.' s office •. It is notable 
that the Impact office has considered a larger number of 
Robbery I cases during the eight month per:todcompared to 
the comparable.time during 1973-74 cases compared to 28.' 
Although they have dismissed 8 cases (11 percent), 'this is 
not significantly different from zero dismissals' of 28 ' 
cases considered during the previous time period (X2 cor
rected= 1.96,1 df, N.S.). 

A contrast between the 1974 Robbery I case dismissals 
(ll~) and the comparison Robl?eryII cases (12%) handled 
by the main officer.eveals no difference, (X2 correpted = 
.06, 1 df, N.S.). . 

Only' one (1)' of '15 Theft 'I cases' considered by the D. A.'s 
Impact office was dismissed compared to n.one of' seven 
considered,the. previous year. 

Eight percent of the combined.Impact offense cases of 
Burglary in a Dwelling and Robbery I Cases considered 
d,ismissedcontrasted to nine, (9) percent of the BNID, " 
BurglaryII, alld'Robbery.II cases consideredbythecen
tral DGA.' s'office (TableS)'. Of course, these 'similar 
propc;r:.tions 'are not, reliablydiffereIit •. , .' 
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The tables and analysis' of denials and c:tismis,sals in 
the."'previousse,ction invite severalobservat;ions.. A number 
.of factors may influence the reje.ction rates. ··Factors 
.associated with. the arresting agencies include changing 
.stanqards 'Used by the arresting agencY,andindiv'idual 
officers together with the thoroughness in building a, 
case •. Factors associated with the prosecution includes' 
the competence of the individual deputy, the toughness or 
leniency' of filing standards, the degree to which s!lper
vision andcontrol.overfilingstandards is aotually 
exer,cised. and the degree to ,which· the D •. A. 's office in ... 
fluences the arresting agencyis changing standards. In 
addition, filing standards ~aybe influenced explicitly 
or . iniplici tly by "second guessing" on tha part of the 
individual d9:puty as to how individual judgeswi,ll a.ct. 

In reviewing the denial and dismiss~l rates. fortheT,m~ . 
pact and main D.A. 's office,one finds a slightly lower , 
percentage of cases declined or dismissed for the offenses 
handled by the D.A.'s Impact office. However, of the six 
comparisons made between the offices;, only one 'is ·.are
liable difference. The ImpactD.A.'s office has declip"ad 

'a significantly 'lower proportion of Robbery I. cases (31%) 
than the proportion of Robbery II cases considered by the 
main office (75t). 

, ~-. ' 

Reviewing the propqrtion of Impact offenses{BID,Ro1:?beryI;,' 
and Theft I) cases declined or dismissed. between comparable .. 
·time period's in 1973 and 1974 reveals that none· of the six .,' 
comparisons are reliablydiffer~nt. 

Likewise, the comparison between the offenses'considered 
by the.D.A. 's Impactof'fice and those comparisonoffen$es 
presented to the central office reveal .. thatthe47 percent.· 
declined a.nd/ordisnQ.ssed 'isnot reliablydifferentf'rom 
the 56 percentrejected(\by the central office (X2col:'~. . 
rected= 1.54, 1 df,N·.S.). .•... . 

Generally speaking, thesefind:ings al:"e consisterit:"wi th . the, 
views'expressed .with personnel In' both offices of the . 

.• Multnomah County District Attorney's office. 

A key asslJInp.tion underlying theiabove ciiscussion is that 
the· rejection decision is not arbitrary; ,that ,j,.n~ general, 
the probability of dismissal' is greater on the average .' 

. for' thdsecases rejected than for those fj"led., .. There. is" 
no sound way of sCien-t±fically.testingth;is assumptiol1 ,' ", <: ' 

.witb.outtaking asampl.e of·rejectedqases, ·filing.,th~m, .• qrid.,' 
.0bserv~n9'th~·results 1." an experiment'. that hardly .~E:a~~.s2' ", • 

, jU$ti~ie~ considering the . b~rden ' i tmightplace'onthe 'd~- ....•. 
pendentsand the driminal.:.justicesYstem. '.' ].tost p~dPle . 
familiar with coprt practices'~o~ld be cdnyi;nced.ofthe 
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. validity of this assumption by simply comparing the 
characteristics of a sample of rejected and filed cases • 

. Objective 1: 

The· performance measure to maintain an "original charge'" 
conviction rate of 85 percent. 

Burglary Cases Prosecuted 

The disposition of burglary cases prosecuted during com
parable time periods from 1972-74 are presented in Table 
9. As can. be readily observed, the E'.lrglary in a Dwel
ling cases pros~cuted by the D.Ao's Impact office shows 
that .65 percent (34 of 52) have pled to the original charge. 
Thi.s compares to 27 percent (11 of 41) comparison burglary 
cases prosecuted 'in the main office. (A test of these are 
presented under Objective 2 below.) 

Overall, we find that 77 percent of the BID cases prosecuted 
by the Impact office pled to the original charge or went 
to trial and were found guilty contrasted to 34 percent 
of the comparison burglary cases prosecuted~ These dif
ferences in proportions are highly significant (X2 cor"· 
rected = 18.51,1 df, ~ (.001). 

Robbery Cases Prosecuted 

Table 10 indicates the disposition, of robbery cases pro
secuted during comparable time periods from 1972:-74. 
Fifty":'three (5'3) p~rcent of the Robbery I cases prosecuted 
by the Impact office ·pl~d to the original charge. Over
all, 65 percent either pled to the charge or were f.ound 
guilty. . 

Theft I Cases Prosecuted 

The disposition of Theft I cases prosecuted during comparable 
time periods from 1972-74 are presented in Table 11. One 
observes ti.lat 50 percent (5 of 10) pled. to the charge. and 
an additional 20 percent were found guilty of the cases 
pros~cuted in the D.A. 's Impact office., . 

It. is interesting to observe the low number of Theft I 
cases prosecuted in 1972 and 1973; one and two, respectively. 
One of the three cases went to trial and the defendant(s) 
was found guilty. 
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'Burglary I, Robbery I, and The.ft I' Cases Combined 

Inspection of the figures in Table 12 indicates that 58 
percent (66 of 113) of the c.ases prosequted by the' D.A. 's 
Impact office have, pled to the original charge. This 
contrasts with 24'percent which pled ,to the or.iginal charge 
of the 'comparison offenses handled by the central District 
Attorney's office. ,(A test of these differences is pre
sented under Obje,ctive 2\'1hich, follows below.) 

Overall, 71 percent (80 of 11,3) of the Impact cases resulted 
in a conviction through pleading to the original charge ,. 
or were found guilty at trial. This compares to 31 percent. 
(14 of 45) of the comparison cases handled by the central 
District Attorney I s office. '(A test of these differences 
is presented below as part of Objective 2 presentatione) 

Thus ,we find that although 71 percent either pled to the, 
.original charge or were convicted at trial, this rate 
falls short of the stated objective to "maintain an 
loriginal charge' conviction rate of 85 percent". 

Discussion 

This measure is the one most J,lsuallyquoted. in reference 
to a prosecutor's performance and does reflect the most 
comprehens'ive picture1 yet taken by itself it can distort. 
Selecting only the"best" cases for prosecution can easily 
inflate the overall original charge conviction rate. 

The relatively high plea. to the original charge reflects, 
the ability of the D.A.I'S Impact office to convince th,e , 
defendant that there is a high probability of his conviction 
(risk) or, at least, that theIJ'e isa' high quantity risk . 
factor., However, the high pl,ea to the charge rates may 
also reflec:t the defendant' sdesire to avoid a :I.ongerstay. 
in custody, if pleading guilty means an earlier release' 
froIIl custody'. ' ' 

. . 
The'overall original charge conviction rate in. the Impact 
office'exceeds the rate ,in the main office. However, 'the 
tables in this 'section show that few cases ,ever actucHlY 
go to trial. It is also fair to 'say that. the figllresshow' 
the trial conviction rates to be approxiIl1ate·lY,equi valent ,,' 
in both offices. Thepel:'centage of cases that actually " ' 
go to trial vary from ,20 percent in the project Office'to 
seven perqent in the main office. " This ,'cha.:tcterize~the . ,,' 
strJct control over plea negotia.tion, policy at, the project 
office., Consequently; for ail the felonies taken together, 
the tr.ial, convic.t.ion" rates in the Impact office are below 
thoseofthemain.office. The differences in these rates 

'may have little to do with performan.ce,;artCim~YIt1ete~~y· 
reflect that '''weak" ,cases are pego,tiatedih'the offi!pe ,. 
witlion+y the .strong cases making ittotrial.~J\ 
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·The results ofthis'sectibn mark a 71 percent overall con
:,victioh rate," short· of the 85 percent proje,ctec1. However, 
compared·· with the results of the central office and the 
prior years, both in cOIiviction rate a,nd total number 
prosecuted, the data 'convey a remarkable .~;mprovement. 

Objective 2: The performance to maintain an lIoriginal" 
charge conv:ictionrate of 50 percent higher than the rate 
for· the· comparison group prosecutions,. 

Burglary 

The Distri~ct Attorney's Impact office accepted for prosecu
fion a total of 52 ,cases with charges of Burglary I. 
Thirty-f9ur or 65 percent of the defendants pled guilty 
to the original charge contrasted ~o 11 of 41, or 27 per~ 
cent of the comparison cases of Burglary not in a Dwel
ling and Burglary II cases. 

--.,,-----

The chi square test (corrected for continui ty}indica,t.es~1 ' 
. that a significantly greater proportion of the Impact, 
cases'pled guilty to the original charge contrasted with 
the comparison cases '(Table 13) • 

Inspecting percentages without applying.a statistical'test 
indicates that the District Attorney's Impact office would 
have needed to achieye, a conviction rate to the original 
charge of 40.5 to me~~t the s,tated objective.' The 65 per
cent of the Burglary I cases pleading to the original 
charge exceeds the objective by 24.5 percent. 

Robbery 

Inspecting the robbery ¢ases considered by the District 
Atto~ey's Impact anddentral off,ice, we find that· 27 of 
the 51 Robbery I (53%) pled guil~y to the, original charge 
contrasted to 0 of 4 (O~) of thecQmparison Robbery II 
cases. Applying Fisher's, ExactProbabili tyTest ·to the 
values in Table 14 indicates that the probability of these 
obsel;Ved proportions is equal to .06 Q .. Although . .this is 

<"slightly larger thanthe .. OS level to be considered sta
tistically Significant, it can be considered suggestive of 
a difference in the proportions pleading guilty to the orig'-' 

:,:ina~.~ charge. ' 

"Theft I 

Fiye (5).of the, ten (10) Theft I cases prosecuted by the 
, Dist,rictAttorney' s Impact office, or 50 percent /~,:pled; 
guil'tyto the o:r.iginalcharge.. A comparison. between,' the 
District Attorney.' s Impact and cent~al .office is not feas
iblesincethel:'e· is .:not a compari Sl 0':1, . offense designated 
for this category 0,,,,;, ' 

. ;~ .,.-...... '; 
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Burglary and Robbery Combined 

By combining the Burglary I and Robb~ry I cases con
sideredby the District Attorney"s Impact office and the 
comparison offenses of BNID, Burglary II, and Robbery II 
cases handled by the main cffice, we find'a significantly 
greater proporticn cf the cases, handled by the Impact 
cffice pled ·guilty·to the original charge.,Sixty--one of 
103 Impact cases (59%) pled to. the originalcJ"arge com
pared to 11 c'f 45 (24%) of the compariscn Car;ieJ~. 'Th:e 
chi sq:uare test (corrected for continuity) computed on 
the numbers presented in Table 15 provides a.chi square 
value of 13.80, 'signi~ic~t beyond t~le .001 level. 

Objective 3: The performance measure to maintain a rate 
cf negctiated pleas of less than 5 percent. 

Burglary 

The number and percent of bu~glary cases prosecuted by the'· 
District Attcrney's office for comparable time periods 
in 1972-74 are presented in Table 9. 

The figures indicate that none of the 52 Burgla~y in a 
Dwelling cases prosecuted in the District Attorney's Im
pact .cffice were pled pursuant to bargain. This contrasts 

,with 64 percent {9 o·f 14) of the comparison burglary. cases 
prcsecuted by the main office.. Similar' figures, for 1972· 

, ," 

and 1973 indicate that 89 percent and 78 percen.t of the 
Burglary in a Dwelling cases were pled, pursuant to bar9a~/n.'7 {. 

. .:-/ 

Robbery 

The data relating to this objective for rcbbery are pre)· 
sented in Table 10. Two of the. 51 Robbery :t cases (4 per
cent) were pled pursuant to. bargain comparEd to. half (2, 
of 4) ,of the comparison., Robb~ry II.' cases, prosecuted in" 
the centralc,ffice.. '.~ 

Similarly,. the figures indicat.e that 48~and 75Pefcentof' 
the Robbery I cases were pled pursuant to barga,.i!:l;/ fcr the 
years cf 1972 and 1973, respectively. In addit'ion, a 
much smallertctal number of cases were prcsecutedbythe 
Dis~rict Attcr.n.~y' s office during the two. preceeding' time. 
perl.cds' • \\ 

Theft I 

The.infcrmation relating to. this 'o.bjective'for Thefti' 
cases is ccn,tained in Table 11. . Only one cf,jthe ten " 
Theft' ± cases prosecuted by: the District Attorney' s,Im~ 
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pac.toffice pled pursuant t.o bargain. As previously in
dicated, the project does not have an offense that serves 
as a comparison. 

Furthermore, 'in the previous two years,there were only 
three cases prosecuted and two of those pled pursuant to 
bargain. 

Burglary,Robbery, and Theft I Combined 
.. '. 

By combining t-..he BID, Rcib1?ery I, and The.ft I cases, one 
observes that. only three percent (3 of 113) of the cases 
prosecuted by the District Attorneyis Impact office were 
ple&'pursuant to.bargain during the first eight project 
months (Table 12). This compares to 47 percent (21 of 
45) of the comparison BNID, Burglary II, and Robbery II 
cases prosecuted by the central office. 

Chi square (corrected for continuity) test indicates that' 
the difference in proportions of cases pled pursuant to 
bargain is highly significant (X2 corrected = 45.04, 
1 df, P <.001) • 

Discussion 

The project according to the data received has maintained 
the rate of negotiated pleas of less than the stated 
objective of five (5) percent. This is greatly reduced 
from the preceeding two years for thesarne offense changes, 
76 and·70 percent for 1973 and 1972, respectively. Ad
ditionally, ~e absolute number of cases prosecuted for . 
these offense charges has risen from, 54 in 1972,to.58 
in 1973, to 113 during the initial eight months of the 
project. 

I,t is also observed that the percentage of cases pled 
pursuant to bargain has a,lso decreased in tht; central 
office (47% ) for the sele!cted offense cases compared to 
the figures of 81 percent in 1973 and 73 percent in 1972. 
These differences can prc.)bably be attributed to overall 
policy directives. 
'\ 
\\ 

dpjective 4: The performance ,measure to increase by 50 . 
p~ircent the rate of guilty pleas to the "original" charge 
o~ier 1972 figures for the selected target offenses. 

;, 

" 

~urglary in a Dwelling 

Although the stated objective is worded for the comparison 
wi.th the 1972 data we have combined the 1972 and 1973 
figure~ to compare with the 1974 project results. 
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. .Asp;reviously discussed, 65perceht {34 of 52) .. pled guilty 
'to the original. charge o·f the cases prosecuted in the . 
District Attorney's Impact office compared to .·seven per
csnt (5 of 68) prosecuted in 1972.and 1973 (Table 9}. 
This difference in proportions is highly significant when 
tested by chi square (Table 16) • . 

The data for this offense in 1972 indicated that two of 
i8 cases prosecuted (s~ven percent} pled to the original 
cha·rge, while three of 40 cases (eight percent) pled to 
the original charge in 1973. 

A literal interpretation of the obje<..:tive would indicate 
that the District Attorney's Impact off.ice would have met' 
the objective. if 10.5 percent of the BID cases. had pled 
to the original charge. . 

, Robbery 

A highly significant increase in pleas to the original 
charge for'the Robbery I cases prosecuted by the'District 

,Attorney's Impact office is also found when compared to 
the proportion of the cases handled in 1972 and 1973. 
Fifty-three (53) percent of the cases have pled to the 
original charge in 1974 compared to only 10 percent pro"'; 
secuted in 1972 and 1973 (Table 17) • . 

For the specific years, 0 of 16 cases pled to the origi{lal 
charge in 1973, while 4 of 25 (15 percent} pled to the. ' .. 
original charge during the comparable time period in .. 1972 • 

. Theft 1 

Although there is not a statistically significant differ
ence in the proportion of cases pleading to the original: 
charge in 1974 compared to the two baseline years of 1972 
and 1973, it is observed that five of the ten cases (50 
percent) prosecuted by, the Impact office pled to the 
original charge compared to none of the three (0 percent} 
cases prosecuted in the two previous years (Tabl~18). 
There was only one (1) case in 1972 and two (2) cases 
prosecuted in 1973 on this offens.e. 

Objective 5: The performance measure to maintain a rate 
of cases dismissed for insufficient evidence 50"percent 
lower than for the comparison offenses •. 

Burglary 

Six of the 52 (12 percent) Burglary in a.Dwel11.ng caSeS 
handled'by the District Attorney's; Impact office haVe 
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been dismissed centrasted to. six ef 41 (15 percent) BNID 
and Burglary II, comparisen cases. The prepertiens dismissed 
ef the cases presecuted de net significantly differ as 
pertrayed in Table 19. 

Accerding to. the stated ebjective, it weuld require that 
the percentage ef cases dismissed by the Impact effice 

,weuld have been enly 7.5 percent to. attain ene-half the 
percentage rate fer the cemparisen cases. 

Rebbery 

Eight ef :the 51 Rebbery I cases presecuted by the District 
Atterney's Impact effice were dismissed cemparedte two. 
(2) ef four (4) Rebbery II cases serving as the cempari'sen 
effense. Similar to. the burglary effense, the prepertiens 
dismissed ef the cases presecuted de net significantly 
differ (Table 20). Chi square cerrected fer centinui ty , 
cemputed en the numbers result in a value ef 1.08 with ene 
degree ef freedem. Fisher's Exact Prebability 'J;'est pre
vides the prebabili ty ef .15 ef ebserving this ecc,urrence 
er ef an even mere extre~e eccurrence. 

By inspecting percentages, ene ebserves that 16 percent 
ef the Rebbery I cases were dismissed cempared to 50 per
cent ef the Rebbery II cases. Thus" accerding to. ,the 
stated ebjective, the District Atterney's Impact effice 
attained the ebjective in reference to. the rebbery cases 
handled, as 16 percent is less than the 25 percent cri
teria (criteria der,ived frem ebjective ef 50 percent lewer 
than fer the cemparisen cases). 

The reader is cautiened that a literal interpre'catien ef 
the figures indicates that the ebjectivewasattained. 
Cenversely ,the applicatien ef statistical tes,ts indicate, 
that ,th.e prepertien ef cases dismissed de net differ 
significantly. 

Objective 6: Maintain an arrest to. trial peried equal to. 
the cemparisen effense cases. 

The mean and median number of days from arrest to. trial 
perio.dferthe two. effices are presented in Table 21. 
Because ef the inadequate sample size ef cemparisen cases 
that went to. trial, the central effice figures reflect the 
arrest to. trial peried fer all feleny cases tried, 

The figures' indicate that based en the median (th~ mid
peint of the distributien) there is.virtuallyno difference 
in the number ef d'ays; 51 days in the Impact office 
cempared to. 50 days fer the centraleffice. Hewever, the' 
mean nUmber ef days fer the Impact efficeexceeds the' cen-. 
traleffice by·thirteen days. 
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TABLE 1 

BURGLARY IN DWELLING (IMPACT) ANDBNID AND 

BURGLARY II (COMPARISON) CASES'DECLINED BY 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR COMPARABLE TIME 

PERIODS IN 1972-73 AND 1973~741 

BID(Im ~ act) BNID (Com arison ' :"Btir 1arII 
To-tal No. : - Number ~-l 2 

Considered: Declined I % 
Total No. :, Number -~ 2 -tbtal NO.TNumber~:-' 

Considered 'Declined 1% ~ Considered I Declined (~. 
I 

--- -~ 

'I 

" I , 
I , ' 

0, 
" 

,41 I 1° I 
1973 

-- --- --- ~--- - ~---. 

I I I 
I ~ I 

65 I 25 : 38 14 , 
I , 

----- ~~ -
I, I I , , 

I 
I 18 66 37 ': I , I 

I I 

95 I 43 145 32 : , , 1974 
-- ---------

, ~ , , 

--------~--~---
" .I ~ 

lThe eight mont~s from November.through the 'following June. 

'2P'e~cent,declin:ed of total,number COi'lsideredfor specific offense and ,. .. ~ ".- ." . '.. -;'. - -- ' .. , ~ ; 

, , 

e.g. 25 of. 68 equals 38 percent. 



'1973 

1974 

TABLE 2 

ROBBERY I (IMPACT) AND ROBBERY II, (COMPARISON) CASES 

DECLINED BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR COMPARABLE TIME 

PERIODS IN 1972-73 AND 1973-741 

Robbery I (Impact) Robbery II (Comparison) 
Total No. Number 

Considered Declined %2 
Total No. Number 

Considered 'Declined %2' 

E28 12 

23 '74 

13 

I 12 

5 

16 

lE1ght months time period from November through the following June. 

2 
;Percent declined of total number considered for specific offense and time 
period •. 

1973 

1974 

TABLE 3 

THEFT I CASES DECLINED BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR 

COMPARABLE TIME PERIODS IN 1972-73 AND 1973-741 

Theft. I (Impact) 
Total No. Number % 

Considered Declined Declined 
.. 

7 

I 5 71 

I 15 5 33 

1 Eight months time period from November through ~he following June. 

;i t », 
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IMPACT OFFENSES (BIU & ROBBERY I)A1ID 

COMPAgISqN OFFENSES (BNID, BURGLARY II AND ROBBERY II) CASES 
r 

" 

DECLINED.BY DISTRtCTATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR NOVEME:R,i973-JUNE, 1974PER1COD 

Comparison' Offenses . 

"', 

'. ' . 

. Imp~ct Offenses 
BID & Robbery I BNID,Burg. tI, '& Robbery II" ,;< 

No. of Cases Declined 

.No. of Cases "Otherlf 
Handling 

. Total No. Considered 

" 

66 39% 

" 

103 61% 

169 100% 

90 

40 4;7%, 
-"-- , cc'"1,06,' " 

" 

< I;> 

45 33%' ,148 r. ~ •• " 

85' 100% 



Reason for Case 

,(! 
-

i-No Reason 
" 

~;"'Insufficient 

Evidence 
~;"No Corpus of 

Crime 
~;"'Discretionary 
:? Refusal to 

Prosecute 
p-Indispensab1e 
, Party's 

Refusal 
,Prosecute 

p-Search and 
Seizure 

;"'Unlawful 
'Arrest 
~Superceded 

I ,by a New Case 
-Transfer to 

Another 
," Jurisdiction 
~Restitution 
"'Made 
-.other 

" 

':, ' 

, TOTAL 
·'DECLINED 

TOTAL 
" 'CONSIDERED 

Burglary 

, TABLE '5 
REASON FOR DECLINJNG CASES BY OFFENSE FOR COMPARABLE TIME' PERIODS 

(8 MONTHS FROM NOVEMBER THROUGH JUNEl 

Burglary Not 
~ - -- -'6 -6' - -- .. - -- -b b 

1972-73 1973-74 1972-73 1973-74 1972-73 1973-74 1972-.13 1973-74 1972-73 
, : -r I I No 

I 
, 

I I ! % I I I 

No 19 I 25 I 4 7 I 3 7 " 5 3 I , 
%* 

I 
I 29, I 26 I 12 17 8 25 I 7 23 

No 1 2 ! I I 
I % 2 I 2 I 

I I I 1 
-r 

5 No 2 10 1 1 1 I I I % 3 I 11 I 2 3 4 7' 8 I 
I I I 

No 3 I 3 
, 

1 2 4 1 t I 
% 5 

I 
3 I 2 I 7 5 8 I I I 

I I I I I I I 

No. t I I I I j 

% I I I I 

No. I 
1 I : I I 

% I I 2 I I 
No. I I I 

I I I 
% I I I .! 
No. : 1 I I 1 I 9 
% 1 I I 

4 t 12 I I I I ' 
I I I I 

·t~o. I I I I 
I I I I % I I 

No. t 2 , 14 I 6 1 I 
I I I % 2 44 I 16 4 I 

I I I I 

N~~ 25 43 0 18 10 I 10 12 I 23 5 I I I %* I 38 I 45 0 I 56 24 I 27 43 I 31 38 
No. 65 

, 
95 14 I 32 41 t 37 28 I 74 13 I I I t 

1973-74 . , 
I 
I 

I 3 
I 19 I 

" 

_1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: 2 
I 12 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

J 

I 7 
I 44 

.J 

I 
I 12 
I 75 

1 16 

f~ .,~".,", " , 
,\,,**Percent of Total Nwnber Considered for specific offense and year, e.g. 19 of 65 equals 29 percent. 

c ',The, sum of the above percentages in column may not be equal due to rounding. 

~~, . 

- f _ ... _-- - -
1972-73 1973-7: 

I 
I 
J 
I 

4 I 5 I 33' 57 I 
I 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 

1 I 
14 I 

I 
I 

I ! 

I 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I:: I 5 .J 

71 I 33 
7 I 15 

.-1' 
0'1 
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TABLE 6 

BURGLARY IN DWELLING (IMPACT). AND BNID AND BURGLARY II (COMPARISION) 

CASES DISMISSED BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR COMPARABLE TIME 

PERIODS IN 1972-73 AND i973-741 

.---------.-----:--....-.~"""----------........ ~~"; . -- - BID-(rmpact)~ - -- - BNID(Comparison) - Burglary II 
-- Total No. ,- NUmb-er T 2 -Total No. I Number I . -.--- ---r-NUmDer -~"l 

Considered I Dismissed I % Cons.idered I Dismissed I % Considered J Dismissed. I ;%." 
~I I :, _ ,--e-
t 3 '5 
I I 

65 
--- --..----- -- -

I -

14 0 I 0 
i , 

t- ___ -

41 

.' 
32 1 I 3 I 

I 6 I 6 
. J I 

!-------'-------*----''-----:...-~----~--.----- ---~ 
95 37 

1 
The eight months from November through June. 

2percent dismissed of - total number considered for spec;ific 

e.g. 30£65 equals five p~rcent. 

2 
" 

5 

. ,··· ..... 5: .' -

r.~~: 

1.14. I' . -
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'TABLE 7 

ROBBERY! (IMPACT) AND ROBBERY II (COMPARISQN) CASES 

DISMISSED BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR COMPARABLE 

PERIODS IN 1972-73 AND 1973-74 

Robbery I (Impact) Robbery II (Comparison) 
'rotal No. I Number I Total No. I Number I 

Considered I Dismissed I % Considered I Dismissed I , 
. i 

r I I 
28 I 0 J 0 13 I 0 I 

L I I • 
I 

,.:.' . 

% 

0 

I I I 74 8 112 
! 111 16 I 2 

I I 
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TABLE '8 

IMPACT OFFENSES (BID & ROBBERY I) 

AND COMPARISON OFFENSES (BNID, BURGLARY II, Arm ROBBERY II) CASES 

DISMISSED FOR NOVEMBER 1973-JUNE, 1974 

Comparison Of.fenses 

',·'0' 

Impact Offenses 
BID & Robbery I BNID, Burglary II, & Robbery 'I! 

No. Cases Dismissed 14 8% 8 9% 

, 

No. Cases "Other" Handling 155 92% 77 91% 

Total No. Consider,ed 169 100% 
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.. Cases Tried 
a) Found Guilty 
b) Found NGI 
c) Found Not Guilty 

Pled to Charge 

, Pled Pursuant 
to Bal'gain 

Subtotal: 

" Found G~i1ty or 
pled to Charge2 

TOTAL CASES 
PROSECUTED 

(Impact) 
BID 

No. % 

6 12 
0 -
1 2 

34 65 

0 -
---

40 77 

r-' 
52 

TABLE 9 

DISPOSITION OF BURGLARY OFFENSE CASES PROSECUTED 

. FOR COMPARABLE TIME PERIODS!. IN 1972-1974 

·1974 
(Comparison) 1973 

BNID Burglary II BID BNID Burglary II 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

0 - 3 11 3 8 1 7 1 3 
0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -
0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 3 

4 29 7 26 3 8 2 14 2 6 

9 64 10 31 31 78 11 ]9 25 81 

r- - - - - - - -- - r- -. - - - --

4 29 10 37 6 15 3 21 3 10 

14 27 40 14 31 
--- -- -- ---- -----.-

·1 '.' '. . . . > Eight months from November through the following June. 

BID 
No. % 

0 -
0 -
0 -

2 7 

25 89 

---

2 7 

28 

:~P~rteIitages may not equal sum of above for the two dispositions due to rounding errors. 
- -:.;. . . 

..---., 

1972 
BNID 

No. % 
.' 

1 7 
0 -
0 -

0 -

13 87 

- - -

1 7 

15 

.-. 

.1 

Burglary II 
No. % 

i 

I 
I 

2 6 I 
I 

0 -
i 

0 -

10 32 

19 61 

- -- - -

12 38 

31' 

... 

j' 
It{) 
'0"\ 

0,:' 
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"'Cases Tried 
a) Found 'Guilty 
b) Found NGI 
c) Found Not Guilty 

Pled to Charge 

Pled Pursuant 
to Bargain 

Subtotal: 
,~r 

Found. Guilty o~ 
cPled to Charge . 

TOTAL CASES 
PROSECUTE)) 

~TABLE 10 

DI.SPOSITION OF ROBBERY '()FFE~SECASES pimsEctiTED 

FOR COMPARABtE TIME PERIODS 1 IN 1972-74 

1974 < • I. 1~73 

, ;~ 

< (,: 

I I Robbery I Robbery II 
No. % No. % 

, 
I I 1

25 
I 6 ,12 0 I - 4 1 ,12 

3 6 0" - 0 
I _ 

0 I I 4 8 0 I '0 I - 0 
I 

I I 
27 153 O. I _ 0 , - '0 

I 

2 I 4 2 150 
I 

] 1 88 12. I 75 
.1 

~_I.- _-t + I 
, 

I 
I I 

33 I 65 o ~ 1 - ~4 , 25 1 I 12 
I' I 

.. 
I 

51 4 16 8 

t \~lEight>inonths£~om November through the following June. 
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ~' ;,.,,"' ~ <', ~, , ' 
Percentages may not equal sum of above for the two dispositions due to rounding errors. 

, '". 

~"y.,..... 

l1;-~-~·~·t} 

Robbery 1: 
No. % 

-, -, 
7 ,I 28 
0 I -
1 4 

4 16 

12 48 
. , 

.;...---

11 44 

25 

{"'" I~'-'l ~ . • ... ~."~"':1 
.", ::' . 1 .. \,., ,:,',.'~~J 

\' :.'"-",, 

~:~'j::]~ .. ~ ~~~ C\·i, 1: ~ r: '~~~. ~ ~~ f::~~~:~i', t~"'~~b ~;t<'r::':"~ (':·~.~l.~·'·"~ C:"J. ',' r~'~" j,J;:<'~1 . ;'''',' '1 .~<. . 

1 
0 
0 

0 
, 
I 

8 I 89 

- -
I 

1 11 
·1 

9 

" 
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TABLE 11 

DISPOSITION OF THEFT I OFFENSE CASES PROSECUTED 

FOR COMPARABLE TIME PERIODS1 IN 1972~74 

Cases Tried 
a) Found Guilty 
b) Found NGI 
c) Found Not Guilty 

Pled to Charge. 

Pled Pursuant 
to Bargain 

Subtotal: 
Found Guilty or 
Pled to Charge 

TOTAL ICASES 
PROSECUTED 

1974 
-(Impact) 

Theft I 
No. %. 

I 
2 r 20 
I ,10 
0 1 -

5 150 , 
1 

1
10 

1-"'"- -I - -
, 

7 I 70 

I 
101 

I 

1973' 1972 

Theft I Theft I 
No. % No. % 

I I 

1 150 0 I-
0 I .:. 0 ,-
0 - 0 -

I I 
0 I - 0 I -

1 '50 1 '100 
I I 

- -I -- - -, ---
1 150 0 I .-, 

I 

2 I 1 I 
I I . 

--------

1 . . .... 
Eight months from November through the fo11~wing June. 

. c "~ ..... 

I 
i 

\ 

I 

C' 

r-,.. 
0'1 
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TABLE 12 
,,-:, 

DISPOSITION OF BURGLARY, ROBBERY, AND ,THEFT I CASES'PROSECUTED. . . - - . \\ 

\ .~-

Cases Tried 

, Burglary 1. D. 
1 Robbery ,I , 

Theft I 

No. 

a) Found Guilty 14 

% 

12 
4 
4 

b) Found NGI 4 
c) Found Not Guilty 5 

-j 
Pled to Charge 66 58 

Pled Pursuant 3 3 
to ,Bargain 

1'---1 
Subtotal: 

Found Guilty or, 80 . 71 
Pled ,to Char.ge2 

,TOTAL CASES 113 
PROSECUTED ' ' 

FOR COMPARABLE TIME PERIODS1 IN 197,2~1974 

1974 ' 
Burglary N.I.D. 
Burgi,uy II 
R~bbery II 

~~~/ 

No. % 

'3 7 
o 
o 1 

---' - -
11 I 24 

_1- _ 
21 I 47 

..:.. -'-1--

14 I 31 
I 
I' 

45 

,1~urg1ary I. D. 

-r-~~;~;i:ri ,I 

No. % 

8 I 14 
o 
o 

,!-,.- - - j 

3 J 5 

44 I 76 

1973 ' 
'Burglary N.I.D. 
'Burglary 11 
Robbery II 

No. % 

3 I 6 
o 

, 1 I 2 
I 

:--' -/'--
4:;, . 8 

43 I 81 

- ,- - -1- ~ -II~ ~ -'-,'-I ,'. 

I ," I 
11 I i9~""c;::7' ~I 13 

53 58 , 

I 
!' 

lEight months from November through the following June • 
2, ' 
,Per(~entages may not equal sum for the two dispositions due to rounding. 

'.r"\3 . <{~~:lY:~. ' L~ ',~tE71}' ~;J 

, (:''') 
)l.:i:;,~:~l 
~:~I::;j3 :\l:~1:1 .. '. {~1j,m -~~~}' 

\t'~~;l ·cr:G3-~ 

o 

r~,-~[) 1972 ~. 

II:' 

, 

'I, 

Burg Lary 1. D. , Burg Lary N. I., 
Robbery I Burglary II 
Theft I I Robbery II ' 

No. % 

7 
1 ~3 0 

1 2 - -, 

6 I 11 
- -/ 

38 '. 70 
", 

---..:.. -'-
I 

13 I 24 

54 1 

, 

: I No. % 

4 
o 
o 

I 7 00, , . -fO'l 
I ' 

1-"- -, --

I 10 '18' 
--1- _" 

40 I 73 

- -'1- > 

14 125' 

55 I'·' 
I 

.. !2Li:3,-_ '.l:J;:rl ,j~';r~~}~LS;~~;';; 
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TABLE 13 

IMPACT (BURGLARY I) AND COMPARISON (BNID AND BURGLARY II) 

CASES BY DISPOSITION 

Burglary I 
(Impact) 

BNID & Burglary II 
. (Comparison) 

Plea to Original. Charge 34 11 

" 

Other Dispositions* 18 30 
/,:', 

Total Cases Prosecuted 52 41 

x2 corrected' "" 12.15, 1 df, p<.OOl 

\\ 

" 

*Other Disposi.tions include: pled pursl.lant to bargain; cases dismissed; 
,,;: 

cases not true billed; and cases tried and found guilty or not guilty. 
'-", 

(! 

99, 

, .:. 

. 
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TABLE 14 
, 

IMPACT. (ROBBERY I) AND COMPARISON (ROBBERY II) 

Plea to Original Charge 

Other Diapositions* 

Total Cases Prosecuted 

CASES BY DISPOSITION 

Robbery.! 
(Impact) 

27 

24 

51 

Rob1:.u':ry II . 
(Comparison) 

4 

Fisher Exact ~robability T~st =.06 . 

*Other Dispositions include: pled pursuant to bargain, cases .dismissed;;· 

not true billed; and cases tried. and found gui~ity or not g'!lilty. 

100 
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TABLE 15 . 

IMPACT (BURGLARY I & ROBBERY I) AND 

COMPARISON (BNID, Bl:1RGLARY II & ROBBERY II) t 

CASJi;S BY DISPOSITION 

Burglary I 
and'Robpery I" 

BNID, Burglary Il' 
and Robbery II b 

Plea to Original Charge 

Other Dispositions* 

Total Cases Prosecuted. 

I", 
\.} 

:' 
61 

42 

103 

'. 

II 11. 

" 

~4 
':. 

45 

*Other 'Dispositions include: pled pursuant to bargain, cases dismissed; 

billedj'and cases 1=ried and found guilty or not guilty • 

. ·101 
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TABLE 16 

• • 1, .• , 

COMPARISON OF, BURGLARY IN DWELLING CASES 

PLEAINGTO ORIGINAL 'CHARGE IN 1974 WITH THO YEARS: BASELINE 

1974 
(Impact Office) 

1972& 1973 

Plea to Original Charge 34 5 
", 

\; 

Other Dispositions*' 18 " 63 

.. 

Total Cases Prosecuted 52 

x2 corrected = 42.63, 1 df, p< ~OOl 

O' , 

\.'; 

*OtherDispositions'include: " pled pursuant to bargain; case di~:iSsed;, n:9t 

, true billed; and cases tried arid found guilty/not guilty. 
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TABLE'17 

COMPARISON OF ROBBERY I CASES PLEAING TO ORIGINAL CHARGE -

IN 1974 WITH lWOYEARS BASELINE 

" 

1974 1,972 &1973 

'Plea., to Original Charge 27 4 

Other Dispositions* 24 37-

Total Cases Prosecuted 51, 41 

x 2 corrected = 17.09 I df,p < .001 

(J 

: 

*Other Dispositions include~ pled. pursuant to bargaj;'~; case,dismissed; not,',' 
~ ;t : . 

",' 

and cases tried and found guilty/not guilty.' 
(.,,' 

'" 

"r! 
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TABLE 18 

COMPARISON' OFTBEFT I CASES PLEAINGTO ORIGINAL CHARGE' 

IN 1974 (IMPACT) WITH. TWO YEARS BASELINE (1972-73) 

Plea, to Original Charge 

Other Dispositions.* 

Total Cases Prosecu'ted 

1974 
,(Impact) , 

5 

. 5: 

10 

Fisher's Exact Probability Test p a .20 NS 

'*Other Dispositions .include:pled pursuant to 
II 

{7 

.c 

not true 'Silled; arid cases tried and found guilty or' notg\~ilt:y • 
• '.1,. 



TABLE 19 

COMPARISON OF BID (IMPACT) AND BNID AND 

BURGLARY II (COMPARISO~) CASES DISMISSED TO TO:AL CASES PROSECUTED 

BID. BNID & Burgla:ryII 

',;' 

Dismissed 6 6 

.. 
Other Dis.positions* 46 35 

Total Cases Prosecuted 52 41 

xl corrected = .02 NS 
:. J" ~ 

. *Other~~sposi.tions: ~nclude: pled pursuant to b.argain; ca.se dismissed;.not 
} I . . 

true. bliled;. and cases tried and found guilty or not guilty_.· 

">'."' • 

'>." ~l05' 



TABLE 20 

COMPARIS()NOF RO~BERYI (IMPACT) AND ROBBERY II (COMPARISON) 

CASES DISMISSED TO TOTAL CASES PROSECUTED 

Robbery I Robbery II 
(lmpact) (Comparison) 

DiSmiss'ed 8 2 
.' .. 

Other Dispositions* 43 2 

Total Cases Prosecuted 51 4 

x 2 corrected = 1.08 1 df' NS 

- Fisher's Exact Probability Test =.15 

*Other Disposit,ions include: Pled ,to charge; pled .pursuant to 

true billed; and cases tried and found guilty or not guilty. 
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TABL~ 21 

NUMBER OF DAYS· FROM ARREST TO TRI~~ FOR CASES 
PROSECUTED BY IMPACT AND CENTRAL OFFICE 

D.A. 's D.Ao "s 
Impact ,Central· 
Office " . " Of£ice' 

'Mean 69 . 54 

Median 51 50 

.107 
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APPENDIX A 

Multnomah.County Criminal Justice. System 

"The Police 

The two largest arresting agencies. in Multnomah Courity 
. that seek felony complaints from the District Attorney 
are the portland Police Bureau and. the Multnomah County. 
Sheriff's Department. ..' 

The Courts' 

For.felonies.,the District Court handles the initialar
raignmentand preliminary hearing. The Circuit Court 
handles pleas, motions, and trials~ 

The. Di'strict Attorney 

The Multnomah County District Attorney is;i:he focal point 
. 6f tllis study. The largest prosecutor's office in the state, 
it employs 45 Deputy District Attorneys, aI:ld covers 564,652 
residents of Mul tnomah County·.. ". . 

As shown in Figure I, the,· staff is organized tocarry.out 
a wide range of responsibi:J.ities.. In this study,;,we con .. 
centrateexclusively ,on the work of the Impact Unit who.sa. 
sole responsibility is prosecuting Robbery I, Burglary Ii 
and Theft by. receiving cases. These are the more serious' 
and most frequent.lmpact'offenses. 

FIGURE I 

District Attorney 

I Senior Counsel b - - - --
Circuit .. Court 

IInves.~ 

- - - ~ ~,-_P_O.l...;.1_·c_e_~ __ -, 

District 



~
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" 
," , 

, A primary difference between the operation of this project 
and the daily operation of the District At.torney's office 
is the total 'follow-through concept of processing cases. 
The p:rosecutor has the responsibility for trying those " , 
cases he, issues except where they must be divided to pro
vide equitable caseloads. From the point of issuance at 
the sentencing hearing, the prosecutor has total respon;';' 
s,ibilityfor his c2,se. In the .mainoffice eto handle the . 
large number of cas"es) deputies are ",di vided " into specialized 
units: Complaints'Issuance, Gr'and aury, pleas, and Trial 
Units. " 

, The System at Work 

Arrest 

The entry point into the .system for most defendants is by 
police arrest. After a ;felony arrest is made and the ar- .' 
restee is booked, any subsequent investigation is usually 
hangled by the department's detectives. 

Issuing a Complaint 

Within 48 hours after an arrest, the police must obtain a 
complaint from. the District Attorney or release the de
fendant. In most cases the police office seeking an eval";';' 
uation o'f a case will be the investiga.ting officer assigned 
to the case. 

When the police officer arrives at the appropriate unit, he 
is told which deputy to see; and sometimes the police can 
seek out a specific individual. 

The deputy handling, the case reviews the police report;15, 
the defendant's prior record, and talks with the offioJ9r 
about the case. If he thinks the case should be filed', 
he fills out a formal complaint and, the case proceeds. 
Otherwise he can reject it out-right, ·or suggest that some 
further investigation be performed and the case be " resl:1b
mi tted for filing.' ,'," 

Most .felony arrests are reject,ed for 'lack, of evidence ~ 
connecting the 'defendant to the crime or indicating that 
a crime w.as committed or because the offense is, not serious 
enough to warrant felony prosecution~, ' 

when he is deciding whether or not to file a case, ,the. deputy" 
does not apply some absolute standard. Most deputies would. 
ctgl:'ee that careful consideratioll is given to the chance 
of TN'inningthe cas.e in court. 

109 
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_____ r.....;..._~-·-an~d-p~r~;!iirci.inary Hearing' 

. . .... ,' . \~ .' 
The defendant's first enc·ounterwith. the court system comes 
at his initial arraignment in District Court where he is 
brougl1.t l?efore a judge who informs him of his constitu
tionalrights. At this heraring, the defena~nt qanapply 
for bail.or fOIF .releaseonhis own rt;cognizahce~ . 

At'the preliminary hearing stage, the deputy assigned to 
'. ~e court prepares to .present a fairlyc'ompletecas.;e. ", 

The pr~liminary hearing can then result in thedefendarlt 
being bound over' for the Grand Jury, reduction .of. the ' 
charge to'a misdemeanor, or dismissal ofthecase~ 

Circuit Court Arraignment and Trial 

At this arraignment the defendant isassignedcoUnseJ,., if 
he has none; has the "information" read to him; is given 
a copy of the preliminary transcript; isagai:n advised of 
his rights and is asked to.plead. ,. 

Cases reaching the Circuit. Court can be terminated with one " 
of four types of disposition:, diversion, dismissal, guilty, 
or acquittal.' . 

Guilty or' acquittal disposi.tions are ,obtained by four: 
different methods: plea, submission on the. transcript of 
the preliminary hearing ,court trial, or. jury' trial. 

.. i 
When plea bargaining occurs, the considerations thecle~ 
fendant receives in return for his guilty plea might. in.":' 
clude any of the fOllowing: ' 

-To drop some counts. .....' ,. ". 
-To accept a plea tOa lesser included offense. 
-To not file prior convic.tions., 
-To omit allegedly habitual offender pleadirlg. \~::. 
-To recommend',against ·consecutivesentehcing. 
-To recommend",\against prison time. '.' . 
,-Plea to charg,e for dismissal of a separatec~se. 
-Plcea ,to a sepiu"ate cas.;efor disnUssal of this chaJ:."ge • 
.,;.Pl'ea toa dif£el:'ent charge... .., .' 
-Torecommendcbmmitment toa particularins.;titution. 
-Torefraill fro~~ opposing probation at. the probation and 

s.;entemcing hea.r;ing.· . 

Probation and S~ntencing Hearing 

The final step ih adjudication for the guilty d'e':fendant': v 

isa.proba.tion and sentencinghea.ring, scheduled. ~fterhit='D 
guilt is determined .. A .probationand . sentenci,ngrepo;-t 
is.preparedtoass;i~tthe 'judge. Whether the defendiaiit 
is permitted to beat la~g)eor is held in'. custody 
left to the judge. 's discretion. . . 
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o consistent with other members of a set of measures in producing 

inferances 

o aOli:pZementa:ry to other members of a set of measures in contributing 

the intended information 

o i'1IpZementabZein terms of the cost and availability of data required 

to support the .measure 

Thesecrit'er:i:a edef±ned'-more'·fullY'in SecrionI-II)--afded in the selection 
. . 

of statistical performance measures for the issue-areas analyzed in the 

·.demonstration phase. Rather than merely listing the sets of selected perform

ance measures here, in the discussion of study findings to follow we discuss 

, the relevant sets we used in drawing specific inferences about performance • 

. (For the reader interested in a d~tailed discussion of the rationale for 

. , 

, 
, 
.I . 

sel~cting each measure or set of measures and the limitations or ambigUit~es . ' 

inhere~t in them, see Section III~) ~ 

5~.· 
?' 

FINDntcs: HOW PERFORMANCE CHANGED IN ONE JURISDICTION 

As an illustration, we her.e summarize,in largely qualitative, terms, 

. the specific findings on, year-to-year performance changes within one of the 

selected jurisdictions -- namely, Multnomah County. (Detailed quantitative 

findings for both Multnomah and Dade CO\1nties are found in Sections V and VI, 

. respectively. 

In M\1ltnomah, _~h~_ pe~!.0I'El~E-c.~ __ analysis is largely keyed to a preliminary 

, evaluation of the systemwide effects of a No Plea Negotiation Experiment 
>~. f "- .~~~-.---- .... -:-. , .. ----

introduced by the District Attorney's Office in late 1973 - early 1974. 

Funded partially through the LEAAas part of Portland's High Impact Anti

Crime Program, it pt~vided a special (additional) six-prosecutor trial unit, 

known ,as the Impact Uni;. Unlike other ~nits, Impact Unit attorneys follow 

cases-through. from ,issuance to final disposition. There were. three broad 

.• operating goals :' to impJ;ove the quality of cases coming' to trial by providing 

~egal.adviceand casework assistance to ,police investigators; to provide swift 
, . - ... ~. _. ,' ..... -....... -.... _--

.and appropriate prosecution of tCirget (Le., Impact) crimes'-- dwelling' . .' 
f .F'. ; ,-

.~,' -~;.........,'--:'-:'-~----=-~-~-----:-----~~.....:-;------',,::,.- ---.:.... : .:;,-

III 
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. burglaries, serious robberies and "fencing" --; and to reduce negoti.ated pleas. 

:.3~~ated pl!,!a_s were defined to be only charge reductions; no-menti;n-was made 

;~-. of other fOrDID ~ing, such as sentence agreements, agreements to 
i'! . 
, : drop other pending cases or reduction in counts (but not charge level). Nor .. ~, ..... 

':·-1 
,,-:-~ 

.,~, . . ..:-

:.-") 

- , 
I-

was any specific goal set regarding sentencing severity in Impact offenses, 

as compared with sentences imposed prior to the Experiment. 

Below we pinpoint our major findings •. For-each finding, we summarize the 

chang.es .. (o~ la.ck of change) in the relevant measures and the rationale for 

drawing the inference, and finally, where appropriate, indicate to what-extent 

each finding must be qualified because of the nature and sample size of the 

data or the limited success of the supporting statisti~a1 analysis (described

in Appendix E) or the inherent ambiguity of the performance measure(s). 
I ,.~ 

., 
._,. ... 

" ......... 
1" : . ,'"'' 

: -

ONE • CASE QUALITY OF IMPACT OFFENSES IMPROVED SIGNIFICANTLy(l) Ie 

Rationale 

For Impact crimes, the Experiment resulted in relatively little change 

in overall rejection rates and felony filing rates on the most serious charge, 

but ~ch less frequent rej ections by reason of evidence deficiencx. •. Moreover, 

within this broad rejection reason category, the frequency of cases rejected 

because they needed more police investigation declined markedly; this was not 

so for a comparable non-Impact crime. On the other hand, rejections for both 

proper non-evidentiary reasons and for purely discretionary reasons rose, but , 
the latter increased much less relative to the decline in evidence-deficiency 

rejections. Also~nonconv1stion rates (dismissals and trial acquittals or 

mistrials) declined significantly for Impact crimes, but not for a comparable 

non~Impact offensa. From these indicators we can conclude that both the 

quality of individual cases (better police investigation) a"tui- th~ relative 

frequency of good cases (tightened charging standards) were enhanced. 

~ali£ications 

From these indicators it is not ,pOSSible to distinguish the iDmrovement 

of police investigations from the elevation of the screening threshold. 

* Performance measure sets relevant to the first twelve findings are listed. 
in the footn.otes at-the end of' this Summary and Conclusions. 

.. ~ ........ 
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"Two _ .• " PLEA BARGAINING OBJECTI-VES OF THE EXPERIMENT WERE SUCCESSFUL 2 

:.Rationa1e 

'Guilty plea convictions on reduced charges were virtually eliminated and 
. . 

plea convictions at the highest orgina1 level increased markedly for Impact 

offenses. But one comparable non:""Impact offense showed weaker, but simi1ar,

'changes-- indica.ting some spillover effects of' the Experiment. Moreover, 

"the District Att'orney -achieved -the plea -bargaining .obj.ectivesof the 

"E~perimentGith noappare,nt attempt to re~uc:~ the booking. charge leve~o£ , 

a potential Impact case (which would have made it a non":'Impactc,ase on which I 
~ ", 1 

f 

plea. bargaining was not constrained bythe·Experiment).This is supported 
{ 

by th~Lf~cLthat. filing rat_es (0£ Impact-defined cases at booking) on lesser' 
- ---- .--~~ 

cbarges decreased markedZy during the experilD.ent. .1 

THREE • CHARGING STANDARDS'WERE TIGHTENED FOR IMPACT CASES3 
, 
I 
! 
t ,,.... .. ~ -':~'''-:' 

t . ~ 

i __ ,.;.;-"·'-~·~ .~ .. -" 
.- . . 

.. Rationale 

Since overall rejection rates for one Impact offense remained unchanged 

and the relative frequency of rej ectionby reason of evidence.' deficiency 

declined, it is reasonable to conclude that the charging' threshold was raised 

antlthat poiice investigations improved. (This'assumes that the proportion 

of cases rej ected on non-evidentiary (purely,) discretionary grounds did not 

change materially; in fact, this proportion did increase somewhat', but 

relatively little ,compared to the decrease in rejections by reason of eviden

tiary deficiency.) Had the prosecutor not tightened his standards, he would 

have rejected a smaZ7..er proportion of cases. during the Exp.eriment, other 

things equc:ll. 

FOUR • '. CHARGING, ACCURACY DID NOT LESSEN FOR IMPACT CASES4 

.One ambiguous indicator of possible improveIJent in charging accuracy or 

police investigation is trat npn-,conviction rates (dismissals ,trialacquittals; 

113 
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f( ..... . 
(~·1fst'rials) fell markediy for Impactc1;imes, but not for one comparabie non-Impact 
:,:' '.' . 

,;;.::,..rime .. ·· B.ut this f11dicator alone cannot disclose whether one ot:' bO .. th are respon
[:;(. '.' . "'; "f.·, , • . . .' 

L.~~bie~(From the case audit of burglary guilty plea cases we. c9ncluded that 

~<case,$trength was high . before and during the Experiment.) Changes in other 
f';' .... .... ". . ". '. .... 

&:,m~s~res n~rmally relevant to charging accuracy (lower charge-bargaining and, 

i hfgJ'ler straight-plea rates) must be attributed to the policy groundru+es of 

rtdieExper.iment. T.hus t we can conclude only that charging' accuracy did not:' . 
ri' . 
--tessen. 

n 
UFivE • THERE WAS A YEAR-TO-YEAR SHIFT IN THE PLEA BARGAINING BALANCE: 

SYSTEM GAINS INCREASED AiIV CONCESSIONS TO DEFENDANTS DECREASED5 

r: Rationale 
r ... ; 
(};; 

Systemwide gains and -other operational impacts included the following: there 

were lower dismissal rates and higher plea and overall conviction rates f9r1mpact· 

crimes; a 'large rise occurred in the proportion of defendants incarcerated 
,\ ( Fi; and in Sentence Severity imposed for Impac.t crimes and some non-!mpactcrimes 

U . as. well); most of ,the observed increase in the Sentence Severity Score .. of 

. .".. .Robbery I cases and all of the observed increase for Burgiarylc.aseswere 
\; . 
IJ" attributable to the Experiment (perhaps resultingunintent:f.onally); and 
"-' 

r~"':·"" > • 

~~ ..... 
r·~' 
L~. 

although delay for felony cases as a wholesh9wed' a year-to-year increase, 

Impact crimes were moved more expeditiously. Compared with straight pleaders ~. 

systemwide oi::mcessions per convicted defendant fell markedly forbc)th Impact 

crimes.{Convicted defendants here include those convict¢d at trial as. well 

as' those who receiv,ed, a pl,.ea baZ'gain .• ) 'Concessions granted robbery d.efendants 

who ente.red a charge-bargainor count-bargain showeq little year-to"';ye.ar 

change, no matter which Sentence Severity IndeX is applied; the direction of 

. year:-to..-year changes in concessions granted burglary plea l>arg'ainers depended 

on. which Index was used, because the frequency of non-incarcerationsEmtenc~s' 

Were. relatively greater in th~latter year and the different Indic.es apply 

different relative weights to ,non;"incarceration as opposed to incarceration 

components. 
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. ' . '. ' .' - - " - (I, . . _. ". ,. . 

.SENTENCING VARIATION'.REMAINED RELATIVELY CONSTANT FROM YEAR-TO-YEAR . . '. ~. . - . - " "'" , . - . '. -

JiITir "iLLEGITIMATE." FACTORS HAVING LITTLE EFFECT INONE OFFENSE . 

. . s4ND' DECREASING EFFECTS 'IN ANOTHER6 . 
'~ .' '. . .' , ,_. ,1. 

Rationale 
" 

" "Although the average S,entence Severity Score rose in Impact offenses., 

:.andone non-Impact o£fense as well, the variabiiity of· the scores showed , 
:J!ft:tlecha~ge. -In.,·Burglary L·-cases-:, "·i-llegit.imate" faS'tors: contributedG' little 

;'eosentence'variation in both years, indicating evenhartdednessin senten·c:ing • 

. rnRobbery leases, "illegitimate" factors, particularly pretrial custody status 

;and the choice of a bench or jury trial (compared with a: straightplea)aceounted 

for a large, but decreasing over time, portion of the variation of the Sentence 

Severity Score explained in our analysis. In both crimes the nature of charges, 

and counts accounts for a large portion of the total varia,tionexplained,and 

prior record is next .in importance in I explaining 'that variatfon due to "legiti

mate" factors. 

~VEN • DISPOSITION AND SENTENCING WERE RATHER EVENHANDEr; AND BECOMING ' 

\ ' 

·Rcfti'onale 
I. 
'\' . 

MORE SO? 

\' , . . 
\ Ml,.no!'1, ty Status: 

- ." 

Black )Jurglars or robbers in the early year had higher 

dismissal ra.tes and lower plea and overall conviction rates, suggesting either 

overarrests; overprosecut,ion or the application of a double stand,ard. .' (Our 

. data. could not discern which hypotheses best explained the. observed differences.') 

Thesedlfferences disappeared in 1974 Burglary I cases..Mixed effects or 

,minority status on the Sentence Severity Sco.reexisted in 1973, dependingon 

offense, but these differences disappeared in 19.74. 

PretPiaZ Custody Statu.s: Some mixed effects ·of custody status (in Jail 

,or; not) on dispositions existed in 1973, but these. differences were reduced 

:'~r di'sappeared in 1974, depending on offense. There were .mixed effects of 

f:;cu,s.tody status on the Sentence Severity Score, depending ,?u offense and year; 

>hence,fhese data, must be interpreted as' being . iti~onclusive •. 
;:.::, ;:',' 
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.. Type6fOefense Attorney: Although 'there were some dispositional ~nd 

····sentencing .. outco1:les that" were somewhat more favorable for defendants havi~g 

public d'e£e~de;: representation (higher dismIssal rate, lower ove~all convic

'tion. probability inFobbery,lesssever,e seP,tences in robbery), our general' 

b ··con~lusion is that tYpe of defense attorney had little effect.· We have no 

[' 

rr-··-· Ll, . 

reason to believe that, taken as a group, public defenders, retained counsel 
"(/ 

and court-appointed attorneys were not equally ·effective. 

-. T1>i'at 17epsus-Btmight ,Ptea: Conviction by trial seems to· result in 

little or no penalty in;;:.the Sentence Severity Score compared with straight 

pleas. 

~. Qualifications 

"J >: 

The observed differenc.es attributable to minority status and trials are···· 

based on small sample sizes and sometimes on simple cross-tabulations, which 

r.";~· .. L 

IC: 
I .. 

~ ... 

\.; . 
1 

means that inferences cannot be co~fidently dr~wn. The "trial effect.," 

especi~lly,. needs to be analyzed in more depth, using a large sample of 

defendants who go to trial. 

EIGHT • DEFENDANPSWITH MORE SERIOUS PRIOR RECORDS FARED NO W9RSE IN THE 

ADJUDICATION PHASE, BUT ONCE CONVICTED, THEY WERE SENTENCED MORE 
'SEVERELy8 . . 

Rationale 

No consistent differences in dispositional measures associated with 

prior cr1-minal.record showed up in either year, suggesting little or no 

effect of prior record either before or during the Experiment. More serious 

prior records, however, tended to be associated with higher' Sentence Severity , 

Score in. both years, suggesting that no, special effect was associated.with 

,the E:?,periment. 

,NINE • ELAPSEDTIME.MEASURES SHOWED YEAR-TO-YEARINCREASES FORTHEGE'NERAL 

.CASEIOAD, BUT IMPACT CASES WERE EXPEDITED. ONLYTYFE OF ATTORNEY 

'AND COURTCALENDAE CROWDINt;SHOWEiJCONSISTENT EFFECTSON.DELA:A 

,)', 

. ,') 
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!l1),Most elapsed time and continuance measures exhibited 'year-to-year increases 

nd~: a, slgriificanc fractio? of cases exceeded the 60-d~y standard for the felony 
~~"'. ' « ' ' ' ~s~load in general. However, most delay measures fOFlmpact offenses showed 

~~tle" or no year~to-year change, indicating that special efforts were made to 

xpedite Impac1: cases~JThere were either no effe,cts or mixed effects on delay 

~soc~atedwith pretrial custody status and type of disposition ,(dismissa.l, 

lea, trial), indicating that these effects on delay-are' inconclusive. Represen

~a-tion by private attorneys and the increasingly crowded court calendar generally 

~troduced more delay. 

'EN • BASED ON THEIR MAIL SURVEY RESPONSES, THE USE OF VICTIMS AND OTHER 

WITNESSES SEEMED TO BE REASONABLE. ON THE OTHER HAND, JUROR IDLE,.. 

NESS WAS EXCESSIVE. 10 

~tionale 

Almost all victims and oth~r witness indicated they cooperated with the 

prosecutor when requested. Average number of appearances per disposition were 

between 2.5 ,and 3.0 for victims and other witnesses and each appearance averaged 

about 1. 8 to 1. 9 hours. Although jurors 1 time seemed to be relatively equally 
--~-': '. 

split between civil matters, criminal matters and simply waiting, during ,the 

period of duty sur;reyed, they spent a significant proportion of their time 

in idleness. 

'Responses are based on memory and do not often properly account for all 

the time,a lay participant spent. 

ELEVEN • NO CONciuSIONS CAN BE DRAIv'N REGARDING BOW EFFICIENTLY PRACTITIONER 

(JUDGE, PROSECUTOR, PUBLIC DEFENDER) TIME IS UTILIZED
11 

,; 
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. _ Rationale ~c-

,No data were available to estimate such measures for the District Attorney's 

Office or the Public Defender's Office. Altho~gh some relevant data were avail- ," 

able and were collected for the Court~ seri()us shortcomings (inaccuracies, 

incompleteness) made it infeasible to make adequate estimates .' (W~ desc,ribe 

in S,ectionV the results obtained and the reasons why we rej ected.them.) 

TWELVE 

Rationale 

• ON THE 'WHOLE, PERFORMANCE IMPROVED FROM YEAR-TO-YEAR:ONLY DELAY 

FOR THE ENTIRE FELONY CASELOAD WAS SOMEWHAT WORSE~ BU,T, PERFORMANCE 

ON ALL OTHER ISSUES (FOR WHICH DATA WERE AVAIUflLE) WAS EITHER 

BETTER' OR NO WORSE.o ADDITIONAL SYSTEM COSTS INCURRED WERE MODEST. 12 _ 

Given the findings mentioned above. it seems reasonable to conclude that', 

on the\olh01e, performance improved between 1973 and 1974; that the NO.-Plea 

Negotiatio'i.l Experiment's goals were largely achieved; and that this Experiment 

had a, substantial effect in improving overall performanC?e. These overall 

performance gains were achieved at a cost increase of about 25 percent in 

prosecutoria1 staff assigned to felony cases, or about a 13 percent ,in (istaf£ 

for the entire Office. There was no evidence of additional costs incurred in 

the Court orin the Public Defender's Office as a result of the Experiment. 

THIRTEEN • THERE WAS NO DISCERNIBLE YEAR-TO-YEAR SHIFT TOWARD EITHER POLAR 

MODEL OF THE CRIMINAL PROCESS IN THi' COUR:r~ 

Fina1ly~ one can ask whether there was a discernible shift;between 1973 

and 1974 in Multnomah County. toward one of the two polara!'iminat proaess 
. ." * ~ 

models de.veloped.by.Packer and Coldstein~ (See Tab1~6 and the accompanying 

'" ....,. ", " . 

*a •. Packer, The' LimitfJ> of the Criminal Sanation"St~nford .U~i"el:~itypr~S~t; 
. Stanford, 1968. . '. ,tV . **. .' .... .' .. , .' . . .-....... . 

A. Goldstein, "Reflections on Two Models: ... ,Inquisit9riaJ. Themes: .in 
AlllericanGriminal Procedure, "StanfordLaw Review,' Vol. 26,. May 1974. 

i18 
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. discussion in. ·Section III for an attempt to translate the values expressed by 

theCrime'Cdntto1/Inqui~1torial Models and the Due Process/Adversarial Models 

into implied 11lagnitude 'arid directions forperformance measures.) Since we 

~1'1alyzedori1ytwolmpact offenses and one non-Impact offense, we must limit 

the context of this question to these o.ffenses.· 

Between 1973 and 1974, some. of the performance measures for Doth IjIlpact 
. ' . .\.\ 

offEmses changed in a direction that would indicate movement toward a ~J~~me' 

Cotttrol }iodel. Other performance measures changed in a directiun ~indicating 

movement toward a Due Process Model. Still other measures showed mixed: changes 

among offenses in. their shift toward one or another Model. Given these mixed 

changes in the performance measures, one can conclude that no disaemibZe tl'end 

is present toward either-polar model in Mult.nomahbetween 1973 and 1974. 

expanded discussion in SectionlJ.) 

. FINDINGS: A COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE IN MULTNOMAH fu'W DADE COUNTIES IN 1974 

MultnoIriah and Dade Counties with ,their respective C.ircuit Courts differ 

'~in many essential respects. (See Section IV for a descriptive comparison and . 
~ ,,' 

. S'ection VIII for a quantitative comparison;) It is clear that th~comp.:lrison 

... of these two jurisdictions . ought not to. be approached as if one .were assessing 

.a ~ompetitionbetween two similar entities operating in like' environments and 
. ' 

:seeking to achieve well-defined, C01llII1ongoals. When. we observe differences i~ 
, 

the results of applying the same performance measures to the two jurisdictions " 

our interpretation of these differences must necessarily be cautious, for the 
'. ' 

'·.:aiffer7n~esmayreflectdisparities 'in the nature of the two systems and not 

their relative effectiveness. Nevertheless, comparisons ofth.~twojurisdic-
.".~ " .... 

may be,meaningful, at least from the point of view of the communid.es 

whom the out:putsofthese court systems have .impact. 

The comparisons made here are based largely ond~ta obtained' from the 

':;.exemplary~of f enses case samples -- tha.tis, from four samples each roughly 
..' . '. c'·· -, .. • -----....:.:.... . 

:;_.l1Umperin-glQ~se·swhich.involvethe twoe~eIIlplary offenses i;--the 

r£"d~,ct:iorisr.espe(!tivelY, Xn summary ,·we obse,rved fhe 
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V. APPLICATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

In Section IV we described in largely qualitative terms the orSani

zatioIl, operation, and policies of the court, prosecution,and public 

defender agencies in Mu1tnomah County ~ In this se.ction, using .data 

collected from the agencies' records and from mail surveys of victims, 

witnesses J' .and jurors, We. ap'p'],.ythe statisticai performance measures in. 

this jurisdiction. For i.llustrative purposes,our. analysis is largely' 

built around a preliminary evaluation of the systemwide effects of a 

"No-P1ea Negotiation Experiment" introduced by the District Attorney's 

,Office in late 1973-ear1y 1974. First, we describe briefly the objectives 

and nature of the experiment. Next, we provide the reader with a statis

tical overview of system resources defendant-related characteristic~ and 

the outputs of felony' proceedings before and during the experiment. Then,. 

taking each of the major issue areas discussed'in Section III, we attempt 

to show how' performance has changed between these twotiII1e periods and to 

what extent performance changes are attribu.tab1e to the experiment or to 

other identifiable factors. Finally .. we summarize these findings and . . 
comment on to what extent we find it possible to characterize changes in 

"overall" performance. 

THE DISTRICT AtTORNEY'S "NO-:-NEGOTIATION EXPERIMENT".-

Toward the end of calendar year 1973 a special ,trial unit;known as 

the Impact Unit. was formed in the District Attorney'sOffic'eand became 

fully ope,rational by January 1974. It was funded partially thrOugh the 

LEAA as part: of Portland's (Oregon) High Impact Anti-Crimep~og~am. 

There were three broad operating goals:' to improve the quality of cases 

.coming to trial by providing legal'j'advice and casework assistance to 
~ . 

police investigators; to provide swift and appropriate prosecution of 

. target crimes; and to reducen'egotiated pleas. The target (or Impact) 

crimes .were dwelling burglaries, serious robberies,and "fencing.". 

SiX;ldditiona1 deputy prosecutors and five, S)lpport. personsw.ere 
. . 

funded unot;'r the grantimd assigned to .the. Impact Unit. "In adepart.ure 

the u~uaL procedure employed with. cases other than targe~cr'imes. 

'.j 

j. 
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aC3semoves between DA units, an attorney in the Impact unit 

~etaiIis a case fromfilin~ t.o final disposition. Also, deputies work 

day-to-day basis, assisting with case preparation 

We observed two other departures from the usual 

procedures in Impact cases: case folders are in a distinctive bright 

orange (clearly conveying to. the judge and defense attorney that this 

is. an Impact case); and more extensive presentence investigation reports 

are prepared more frequently in Impact cases. 

"""1be program's goal of reducing negotiated pleas deserves some . 
elaboration. In this aspect of the experiment the District Attorney's 

objective was to reduce only plea agreements; involving aharge reduation. 

The program goals were silent on other fClrms of plea agree'lll:ents, such as 

to reduce the number of counts (but not the charge level), to recommend. 

or not to oppose -specific sentences, to n,ot file or not prosecute other 

cases pending against the defendant, or combinations of the foregoing, 

in return for guilty pleas. 

More specific objectives within the broad goals were also·specified • . 
These included maintaining a high "original charge" conviction rate of 

85 percent, maintaining a rate. of negotiated pleas (1. e., . charge-reduc

tion plea bargains) of less. than 5 percent, reduction of the.dismissal 

rate for insufficien~ evidence, and maintaining an arrest-to-trial period 

for Impact offenses equal to that for a comparison group of offenses ~ " 

. Since the nature of any plea bargain is 'recorded in a special form filed 

with the court and since we captured this information in our data col

lection effort. it was possible (as is discussed below) to determine 

how plea bargaining changed during the experiment. as compared with before 

it~ and to trace its consequences on other outcomes. 

A STATISTICAL OVERVIEW 

In Tables 13 through .18 we provide a· statistical overview of caSe

loads and dispositions il!rfhe Circuit Court .. inmate population of Oregon 

felony~()rrectional .. it;1stitiit'ions. and a variety of defendant-related and 

,other characteristics. The information was collected from two sources: 

. frqmstatistj,cs provided by various c~iminal 3ustice agencies in Multnomah .. 

Co.untyar;jthe State of Oregon, and from data samples collected by research· 

te~mTl'lembers .fromagencyrecords. The collection procedures· for thelatt~r 

i 
. i 
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'charactei-istics of the' court, prosecution, and p,:,bHc 

defender agencies"a~e summarized in Table 13. Most of the infl.l.nnntion 

stimmarfzed is t9keriit Jrom the descriptions provided in the prccc.·.t\lngsec

tion. criminal:~ase", filings and backlog (Le., pending or op~n cnses). 

in Circuit Court are ~hoWn in Table 14, .and felony inmates conf1ned in 

Oregon correctional institutions are shown in Table 15. 

Table 13 

'CHARACTERISTICS' OF 'PROSECUTION, . DEFENSE, AND' COURT AGENCI C:S 
IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

CIRCUIT COURT 

Number of courts 

Number of felony caseS fi1ed/yr 
Number of felony trials/yr 
Method of electing judges 

Juries 
Term of dutyi' 
Pool of venirepersons 
Jury size 

Sentencing 
Statutory maxima,by felony level 

;; 
Court discretion 

Typical percentage of imposed 
sentence actually served (all 

. felonies) 

DISTRICT ATTOfu~EY'S OFFICE 

Number of prosecutors 
~ Tota1'(fe10nies + misdemeanors) 
Felonies only 

Number of felony cases filed per 
year7 number of felony-assigned 
deputies 

PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
Number of felony case adjudic?tions 
Number of attorneys 
., Total " 

. Felonies o!ily 
,~umlierof felony cases adjudicated 

per'year: number of felony~ 
as~igneddefend~~s 

1 Chief Criminal Court (no trials 
except. on stipulated facts) 

10 civil/c~iminal trial courts 

2500 (approx.) 
300 (approx.) 

Nonpartisan; 6-yr term 

4-5 weeks 
200 
12 

Life: life, no minimum 
A': 20 yrs. 
B: 10 yrs. 
c: .5 yrs. 

May impose m~:dmum lower than statu"; 
tory maximt.m:; concurrent or con
secutive 

33 % 

50 
27 

100 (approx.) 

1400 

12 
8 
175 (approx.) 12~ 

.. '. 
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Table 14 

CRIMINAL CASEg'lFILED AND PENDING IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY 
CIRCUIT GOURT, 1971~1975 

Pending Cases 
Ff Filin s Date (Backl0 

1971-72 2466 
1972-73 2928 December 1972 
1973-74 3250 December '1973 
1974~75 3657 December 1974 

November 1975 

alncludes crimina1:: appeals from lower court 
Source: Circuit Court, Mu1tnomah County 

. Table 15 

597 
5:33 
714 

1008 

INMATE~CONFINED IN OREGON FELONY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
1972-1975 (selected dates) 

Date 

January 1, 1972 
J~ua.ry 1, 1973 
Jan.uary 1, 1974 
Jar!uary 1, 1975 
June 30,1975 
December 1, 1975 

. Number of Inmates' 
Confined 

1899 
1595 
1659 
1886 
2054 
2205 

a Excludes inmates'on work release 
Source: Oregon Department of Correctj"ons 

, -"----.. 
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Notice that. case filings havest~adi1y increased. between 1971.and 

'1975 and that backlog doubled between end-1973 and end-1975. The number 

·of felony' imntites in Oregon's correctional institutions (excluding ,those 
I 

on work relea.se) declined somewhat between 1972 and 1974, but increased 

st~adi1y thereafter. By June30,1975, the number of inmates (2054) ex,;;;. 

ceeded the single cell capacity of 1918 beds (including work release in-

. mates), in the, entire system, and by December of 1975 inmates exceeded 

rio ,capacity by almost 300. During thepastfe'W years there has been no 

tJ inc:t;'ease in state correctional facilities forfe10riy inmates. Multnomah 
," 

:~; 
" '-~" 

,h;~j. 

County facilities (Rocky Butte Jail) were nearly 'full, too. Until mid,.. 

1973 the average daily count ran somewhat over 400 inmates. After a' 

remodeling in mid-1973, which reduced capacity to 340, in 1974 the aver,.., 

age daily count rose to near-capacity (288 in August and 335 in December). 

Table 16 displays the mix of fel~my cases, by offense type, closed 

in 1973 and 1974. <?ffenses against persons in other than robbery declined 

from 16 percent in 1973 to 9 percent in 1974., Offenses against property-

, also ~eclined during that period--45 to 37 percent--mainly due to a de-· 

crease in burglary and theft offenses. The relative proportion of dru~: 

offenses, however, increased sharply from 26 to 38 percent during that·, 

period. (However, none of these changes were statistically significant:.) 

Table 16 

DISTRIBUTION OF FELONY CASES BY OFFENSE TYPE IN' MULTNOMAH COUNTY 
(Entries in percent of all cases) 

,,', 

,Offense Type 1973
a 

1974
8 

Offenses Against Persons 25 20 
Robbery 9 11 
Other 16 9 

Offenses Against Property 45 37 
Burglary 21 16 
Theft 16 13 
Other 8 8 

Drug Offenses 26 38 

All Other Felony Offenses ':::..>, 4' 

5 '* --
Total 100 100 

" a 
'. .Based, on a random sample of') 100 felony cases in each year 
,,(the' "g¢neral" samp1es~""see Appendix D). 
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Table 17 we display trends in the characteristics of felony defend-
,- -\ 

'a~ts-processl1:d in Circuit Court. Compared with 1973, burglary and robbery 

d~~fendants in .1974 tended to be somewhat younger and less educated and had 
" 

rf~sided lenger in Multnomah County, although these differences were not 

statistically signif~cant. In 1974 few~r burglary and robbery defendants 

w~re Black. I'rior records of these defendants changed only slightly over 

the two years; ,about half had no prior record and 15 to 17 percent had prior 

prison records. In 1973 about half of all felony defendants had public 

defenders whereas in 1974 only a third did. In 1973 over 80 percent of all 

felony defendants made bailor OR, whereas in 1974 only 70 percent did. 

'. 

Table 17 

, SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTNO~~ COUNTY FELONY DEFENDANT 1973, 1974 
(Entries in percent of all defendants) 

" .a 
Age 

Under 21 
21-29 
30· and over 

Defendant Characteristics 

Ethrrl.c Groupa 
Black 
Spanish surname 
Other minority 
Majority 

Transientsa 

(i.e., <2 years living in county) 

Less than High School Educationa 

"" , a 
7lr·ior Record 
'- ' ~ "':. 

None 
Minor 
Major, 
Prison 

Type of Defense Attorney:b 
Public Defender 
Private (court appointed or defendant retained) 

b Pre-Trial Custody Status: , " c 
In jail (or jail and bailor OR) 
Released on bailor OR 

I 

1973 1974 
-'~- ------

40 46 
47 39 
13 15 

--- ---

45 30*' 
4 0 
8 13* 

43 57 

15 11 

57 50 -----

47 52* 
20 12 
18 19 
15 17 

-

* '50 33* 
50 67 

* 17 . 30 
* 83 70 

offense in each period, 
shown in Table'16. 

,aBased on laO-case random smaples for each exemplary 
~pdweighted by their rela tive frequency of occurrence as 

b , Basedoll alOO~case random sample of all felony defendants. In each period. 

CIne defendant is in j ail part of the time and free part of 1;he time. 

" * Statisti~ally, significant change between 1973 and 1974 at the 95 perce~t 
level, "i.e. thereisa . 5% chance that a, differe~ce at least this large, would occur 
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'..8 we· present an .overview of felony case diSpos:i.tions, 
. . 

sentences and >ctelaybased on' an . examination of a random sample of 

almost. 100 Circ.uit Court case folders in each of the two years. 

Pretrial d:!g~issalrates l:emainecl relatively constant over the two 
years at. 35-38 percent, although the proportion dismissed for,o.ther 

reasons (as compared with those dismissed for-insufficient evidence) 

declined significantly in 1974 compared with 1973. The trial rate 

also declined (but not significantly) from 13 percent in 1973 t07 

, percent in 1974; this decline was fairly evenly split between jury 

and court trials. Trial conviction rates ~ however, rem.aitred·fairly.' 

constant. 

For all felonies, the overall rates of pretrial guilty pleas ... 

(52-53 percertt) showed little change over the two years-and the relative 

proportion pleading guilty to original charges as opposed to lesser 

charges also showed little change over this time period. (However, 

as we. shall demonstrate below, .the picture for the specific Impact 

offenses of Dwelling Burglary I ~:md Robbery ~ was verydi£ferent~) 

. With ,pretrial dismissal, guilty plea and trial conviction 

'rates fairly constant over· the two years, overall convictioll. rates· 

too, showed little change--remaining at roughly 60 percent of all 

felollY dispos i tions. ' 

Somewhat over 60 percent of all felony defendant sentences were 

non-incarcerations--i. e., probation, fines J r.estitutions, etc. or 

combinations of these elements--and little chang~ in thes~rates 

occurred over 'these two years. Of the 32 to 39 percentinca.r~erated , . 

the relative proportioJ;l receiving jail sentence~ (compared with prison 

sentenc~s) d~clined significantly :i:n 1974 compared with 1973. Although 

we cannot demonstrate it conclusively J this phenomenon maybe telated. 

to the fact that the total number of confinements in state felony 

correctional inStitutions was rising rapidly (see Table 15) during 

th{speriod 2tld. approaching the single cell capacity of the entire 

system. (Again, as we shall demonstrate below,the seJ;ltencing picture 

for· felony defendants chargedwith,Impact offenses· was very different.) .... 

Median elapsed timefrcjmarr,est to trial andfram arrest to final disposi~ 

tion increased by 50 and 25 percent ,respectively, between 1973 and 19740\ : In.· 
, .'''' ' 

. 1973, the median arrest;;..to-tria1 period was barelywit,1:11n the. statutory stand-
:~, 

days fOr individual cases, but in.1974 it rose to 84.dayS. 

126 I: 
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Table 18 

FELONY CASE DISPOSITIONS, SENTENCES. AND DELAY 
, INMUL'l'NOMAH CIRCUIT COURTa .. , 

(Entries in'percentof all dispositions) 

Pretrial dismiss,als 
For insufficient evidence 
For·' other' reasons 

Trials 
Jury 
Court 

Trial conviction ratesb 

Trial acquit'tal rateb 
Trial dismissal, mistrialb 

Pretrial pleas of guilty 
To original charges 
To lesser charges 

.Overall conviction rate 
N (dispositions) 

Sentences 
Suspended sentences 
Non-incarceration (probation, 

fine, restitution, etc.) 
Incarcerated 

. Jail (and any lesser) 
Prison (and any lesser) 
, N (convictiollsor sentencings) 

Median elapsed, time (days) 
FrqlIl arrest to trial 
Fro1l1 arrest to final dispostion 
From arraignment to final disposition 

.. 

1973 

35 

13 

75 
25 

0 

52 

62 
(94) 

2 
66 

32 

(57) 

56 
62 
34 

16 
9 

5 
8 

22 
30 

11 
21 

1974 

38 

7 

72 
14 
14 

53 

58 
(95) 

0 
61 

39 

(53) 

84 . 
77. 
63 

8 
30* 

2, 
5 

19 
34 

28*. 
11 

aBased on random sample of,lOO felony cases ,from each period. 

bBased on number of trials •. 

.. . " 

* ,Statistically significant difference between 1973 
the 9 5% I,eve'l. 
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. ,evellmOreSi&Aificance· for the operation of the Circuit Court 

'. ,itself', the 'me?iarttime from arraignmeritto final disposition almost 

; doubled between 1973 a.n<i 1974. As we shall indicate below in our, 

moredetaileddiscu~sioil. of the delay issue,partofthetise in 

rel~ted .to the steady. rise in. the IlUmber', " 

For example, betweenelldof 1973 , '., . . filings 

of 1974 

(see Table 14) .. 

the number of cases pending, rose by almost so percent 

Finally, to provide a general context for'the subsequent ~nalysis 

of each issue, we show i~Figs. 1 and 2, what happens to robbery 

.' an,dburglar)r arresteas at' the various stages between arrest and 

.. finald~~position for the two years (1973 figures in italics and 1974 
: ~I 

figures in normal typeface). Our focus is on the flow of those, 

defendants who are originally arrested on t?ese charges t then charged 

by the prosecutor with at least one count of these offenses, and 

arraigned in Circuit Court. 

PROSECUTORIAL SCREENING 

Here we apply the performance measures to the two prosecutorial 

issues discussed in Section III--the charg±,~g threshold* and charging 

. accurac~y. 

Charging Threshold, 

In, Tables 19 and!l20 we present performance measu:r:es relevant to 

gauging changes 'in pt~secutorial' charging threshold. Table 19, shows 
, " . 

the screening actions ,taken in 1973 and ,1974" by thel'rosecutor's office 

on cases booked'bythe police in which the highest police booking, charge 

was Robbery I'(an Impact offense in 1974). Some cases contained only 

one Robbery I count, others contained mUltiple Robbery I counts'and 

still others had one or more Robbery I counts plus one or more lesser 

charges~ Table 20 shows similar data for cases booked. by the police in., 

which~hthe highast booking charge was Burglary I • (In Oregon, Burglary I 

includes all dwelling burglaries as ~ellas some non-dwelling burglaries.) , 

, .As ,mentioned above, the No-:-l?lea Negotiation Experiment focused on 
I! • " 

burglaries in 1974. However, because,police booking,re¢ords 

the case stI'ength that suffices for thefiling.offelony 
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* Includes cases 
t}:iaJ. op amoUofi by 

Rejected by DA 
42 
51 

Pretrial Diversion 
o 
(). 

as Robbery I 
34 
41 

FlIed as lesser 
felony or misdemeanor 

24 
" 

.. ~ ~ ... 

Pretrial 
dismissal* 

15 
5 

All Convicted b Conviction$ Arraigned in guilty plea " ""16 
Circuit Cour 14 Convicted 32 

~4 25 2 

::::"::: 

41 7 
Trial 

5 
11 Not Contricted 

3 

',";i 

charged as Robbery lor Burglary I that are dismiseedin lower court orin CireuitCourt before 
the, prosecutor o~, after ahearirig on amotion by the defense. 

i 
r 

" '** Includes incarcer~\~o~ se!1tences imposed. bU.t suspended.' 

~" 

~ 

~ 

""'\". 

\'~~S\. \: 

Fig. I--Movement of Robbery I cases from arrest through final diSPOsition 
in the, Circuit Court of Multnomah.County, 1973 and 1974 

. (in percept of arrests) 

.. 

[~$:\h~f:;~tm;~:~mJt':':~:i~~rm~;ir~tt;!t,~1gd~~;~~~t\~117li'.iil~r:6k~;,~~1::'" ....... ,.: ,~ ._' •• # 
"'+~~;i:,t,;\;~~"~'~"'''':~';' .. ~~.;.L, .. ,;..,;:";~".",!;.;",,,.-.M:"-;,.· .. ,. 
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'glary.··l, 
,elHnS ~ .. 

dw¢lling) 

'~ .. 

.... ft:yJ ···:::~~ro:01:q·c ."~:>. 

Pretrial Diversio 
o 

",0 
(:'" 

as Buiglaryl 
45 
46 

. Filed as lesser 
felony or misd'eiueano 

'·14 
22 

r;":J : . ,t;;~,~ • ....:.:.~ ,', '~1J--' ·'_:~~·~::::X/· ~E~~~~.:~J, r't:"8 
(.~~ ... ~J.~;J 

Dwelling .. 

30 

Non-Dwelling 

16. 

Pretrial 
Dismissal· 

4 

NotConvictedr 1 . . 

o 

1" 

Not' Cl:mvicted 
1 
1 ., " .. . ' . .. '.. . . ,'. ' 

Includes eases charged as Robben; lor Burglary 1 that are d:Lsm1ssedin lower. court or in qitcuit Court before trial on a motion by the 
rosecutor Or after a hearing ona mQtion by t::he' defense • 

. .•. ,' ..... , '.... .."; .' 

Includes incarceration sentences, imposed. but·s!l~pen~ed 

Fig. 

~..) 

2--Hovement Of Burglary-Icase9fromarrest throug~ Unal,dispoSition 
.,in the Circuit CO\lrt ofHllltnomah .County.19Uand 19.74 

(in v¢rcentof urests)· . 

• 

I 
I"~ 0'1 



Table 19 

PROSECUTORIAI. SCREENING ACTIONS, ON CASES BOOKED BY POLICE ON AT LEAST ONE 
ROBBERY I CHARGE 

MuLTNOMAHCOUNTY, 1973 AND 1974 

(Entries Are Percent of All Police Bookings) 

Year 

outright 

······'Pretrial- '(fiverslon 

.Filed on;(at least) the most seribus 
charge (Felony A) 

'Filed on lesser felony charge (Felony 
Bor C) or charges ' 

Filed as a misdemeanor 

AlI'police bookings (N) r 
I 

1973 

42 

Oal 

34 

2~] 24 

100 (58) 

1974 

51 

o~~ 

41 

':18* . 
100 (100) 

a '. 
!l There are no pretrial diversion programs in Multnomah. County 
* . Statistically significant charge between 1973 and 1974 at the 

.95% level 

Table 20 

PROSECUTORIAL SCREENING ACTIONS ON CASES BQOKED BY POLICE ON AT LEAST ONE 
BURGLARY I CaARGE' 

MULT!lOMAH COUNTY, 1973 A!ID 1974 

(Entries Are Percent of All Police Bookings) 

-:, ReJec'ted outright 
o 

Pretrial diversion 

Year 

'File'd on (at least) the mo~';t serious 
. charge (Felony' A) 

.<. : Filed on lesser felony charge (Felony 
B or C) or charges . 

. Filed as a misdemeanor 

(N) 

1973 

,41 

Oal 

.45 

8 J l~ r2 
100 (112) 

1974 

.32 
" SlI a 

46 

16 
] 22 

6 

100 (112) 

diversion programs· in MultnomahCounty 
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dis,tinguish between. Dwellin$ Burglary I a~d Nondwelling 

"'I we couldnotprese:~t screening actions 'for each suP;'" 

·offensec~tegoryseparately. 'The dat~, are based on samples for each'~ 
- ,'. , . ," . . ~. . . 

y~a~and ~ach ,o.ffense takenfroUl polfcebooking records. Data, ort 

," p£o~ecutoria:J. ,screening actions on cases 'in whi,ch an info~tion 

was' filed was gathered from card, ,files in the District,Attorney's, 
.. '. . .. - ~--:;:;;:;:;::::::':~:--, 

If a card was missing)ourinterpretationw~~;::that'ti1~,'c::c-0:=::::::>, 
~ . ;,,)', ", . -~"" 

been rejected outright by the prosec,1,l,tor.i/ "~~" 
".,.- -'~-~:,:.d-;: -; "-;,;~ 

\'::, 
,.Turning .. first~,to,police-booked Robbery t ca.se~, we see that 

betweeenl9'73 and 1974 , th~re was no statistically significant 

change in either the outright rejection rate or in the filing rate 

on the Ulost serious ch~rge.' Taken atone these two performance ., 
measures suggest that no major changes in prosecutorial charging 

policies and standards for Robbery occurred as a result of the 

No-Plea Negotiation Experiment. 

Given one of the objectives of the eX1leriment--to reduce 

dramatically the rate of guilty pleasinwhic.h,charges are reduced 

inImpactcases--it has been suggested that an improper way. ,~f 

furthering this objective is for the prosecutor to screen out potential 

Impact cases at the charging stage by reducing the booking charge 

from a Robbery I to some lesser charge. These cases, then enter the: 

system as non-Impact cases, and even if they weresubseq'uently 

charge-bargained, they would not b'7, counted, as 'Impact cases that 

werE! charge-bargained. The fact that the filing rate on lesser . 

charges (Le. t Felony B,FelonyC or misdemeanor) deczoeased. 

significantly (from 24 percent in 1973 . to 8 percent in 19.74) suggests, 

at the very least, that there was no attempt by the prose:c:,u~or's 

office to. use this subterfuge. 

Turning next. to Burglary I bookings,. we see tha.t no statistically 

signi~icant changes occurred in any of the prosecutorial filingaciions 

o.ver the two year period. Based on these performance measures· alone, 
, o • 

,we infer that the charging threshoid for Burglary I as a whole. did 

not shift materially. (But since the data could not be estimated separately 

for dwelling· and non-dwelling burglaries~ we cannot make inferences 

;'~ 

, 



Table. 21 

FREQUENCY OF REASONS GIVEN FOR. REJECTION IN BOOKINGS BY POLICE 
. AS ROBBER'lIA4;D DW~t:G~G BURGLARY I CASES 

·~'LTNO~AP. COUNTY, 1.973 A~ID 1974 

(Entries Are Percent of All Cases Rejected) 

.' Highest Police-Booked Charge 

Year 

Evidence Deficiency 

Insufficient evidence and 
absence of indispensable 
parties 

No corpus of crime 

, 'Evidence inadmissible 

Good case but needs more 
'inves tiga tion 

"Proper'Reasons Other Than 
Evidence Deficiency 

Interests of Justice (discre
tionaryrefusal ,to prosecute) 

Robbery I 

1973 1974 

53 40 

0 0 

0 0 

31 15** 

84 55* 

8' 19 

8 26** 

1973 

59 

0 

0 

30 -
89 

7 

4 

1974 

60 

2 

1 

20 \ 

83 

7 

10 

) 

All rejections (U) 100(13) 100(48) 100(27) 100(80) 

* Statistical1ysignificant change between 1973 and 1974 at- almost 
a 95% level ,of confidence 
**" . Statistical1ysignificant change between 1973 and 1974 at slightly 

over all 80% level of confidence 

,~ " 
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fI'oll~thesedata apout IIIhether the Impact experiment affected charging 

staridards'in dwelling burglaries differently from non-dwelling burglaries.) 

However, the results of the case auditing exercise (see'Section VII), 

in wb.ichsmallsamples of dwelling and non:-dwelling burglaries were' .. 

examined, revealed .that for bO,th years and both types of burglaries 

there.wasno discernible change in ,the strength of the average case. 

The audit'suggested that almost all of the filed cases were strong. 

However, the case audit was desig~ed primarily to illuminate plea 
'. \ 

bargain:1.ng, and since no rejected c,ases were audited, it cannot be used 

to assess adherence to charging standards. 

, Recall that in Section III we argued that to illuminate the 

charging thresh'old issue one should examine the changes in the 

relative frequency of reasons for rejection. If, for ~tample,the 

relative proportion of outright rejections by reason of evidence 

,deffciency declines, while the overall reject~on rate remains relatively 

constant between, two periods of time, i.t is fair to infer that thepqlic.e 

investigations have improved 'and that the prosecutor has raised his 

charging threshold. Had the prosecutor not raised it, he would have 

rejected outright a smaller proportion of cases in the latter time period,. 

other things equal. 

In Table 21 we display the relative frequency of rejection reasons 

Robbery I and Dwellin~ Burglary I in the two time periods. These 

data were gathered and classified (by study team members) from narratives 

in "prosecution declined" memorandums onfi~e in the prosecutol:"S o·ffice •. 

Notice first that t'he percent of rejections calling for more investigation 

declined (although not statistically significant for the small .sample size) 

for both Impact crimes in 1974. This is a strong indicator that one 

of the experiment 's goals wa:;; being achieved--namely, itnproving "the 

quality of cases presented by' the police. by providing legal ,advice and 

assis.tance to police investigators. Notice futher that robbery rejections 

for evidence d.eficiencies declined dramatically, from 84 percent in 1973 

to 55 percent in 1974. (Statistically significant at almost c:- 95 percent 

level ofconfidence)~ Proper non-evidentiary reasons were more frequent 
" 
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"., 
1i'l:9}4'a~, was the pure exercise of discretion by the prosecutor, but 

b:~'latterrose only. frou!' 8 to 26p~rc~ntbetween years--much less 

_{ahthedecline. in evidence deficiency rejections. This coupled 

lththefact that overall rejection rates and filing rates at the most 

:~t-i-C)us'charge level. remained relatively consistent, indicates that 
:~>.,~:,">~ /.,. . " . " , . ,: 
he-charging threslt0ldfor Impact robberies was raised as wel1. 

:or Dwelling B~rglary I the. evidence ~s more ambiguous: since 

'eJections for evicl'ence deficiencies declined only slightly in 1974, 

this one indicator· seems to suggest that the charging.threshold is 
r,>. 
~o,t noticeably higher under the experiment. But as we noced above, 

the,data were not available to estimate overaZZ. rejection and filing 

rates 'for dwelling burglaries separately, so we cannot tell whether 

they have risen, declined or remained unchanged over the time period. 

A~l we know is that such performance measures showed little change 

for aZZ Burglary I's$ However, as we noted ahove, the case audit 

conclusions support the inference that the charging threshold for 

both dwelling and non-dwelling burglaries was high, but did not change 

mat;erially over the two years. 

We have drawn inferences about changes in charging standards from 

,our obs~rvations of year-to-year changes in the performance measures. 

: But some.oftheobserved changes in the penormance measures might be 

'explained by changes in factors othexa than cha7ging standards, such 

as arrestee-related characteristics. For example, if it is thought 

,(;hat the arrestee's prior record or. age might affect the prosecutor's 

's'sreening actions and if these characteristics change from 9ne year 

:to the next for the ·average burglary or robbery arrestee, not all of 

,the observed changes in the performance measures could be attributed 

'to charging threshold, differences. It is here that one needs statistical 

• tools such as'multivariate allalysisto reveal such effects if they 

,exist. Although we apply such tools below (see Appendix E for results 

.:.andame1:hodological discussion) in attempting to explain conviction 

probability, sentence severity and elapsed time, we were not able t.O 

apply them to the analysis of prosecutorial screening actions. The 

,."~ea.son is that little, if any" data are collected by the court or 

[",:prosecutorialagencies on back?round characteristics of ·arres'tees 
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cases are l'ejectedby the prosec1.1tor. 

Charging ACC~i!..E acy 

Turning next to the issue of charging accuracy, we display in 

Table 22 a set of performance measures discussed in Section III as being 

relevant to this. issue. The measures (disp()sitions subsequent to 

screening actions)' were calculated from samples pf data collected 

from Cir.cuit .. Cout:t #£elo.nycase files ?nd.".oth~r.co1.1r1; .•.. prosecutor and 
,. 

public defender agency records. Approximately lOQ cases in which 

the highest charge of Burglary I was filed by the prosecutor wer.e 

selected for each year; similar samples were collected for cases in 

which the highest charge was Robbery 1. Measures for dwelling and 

non-dwelling burglaries are shown separately, because the former 

is an Impact crime in 1974 where.as the-latter isnot-. 

What inferences can we dra.l~'as to changes in charging accuracy? 

One ambiguous measure is the propo'rtion of dei"endants not convicted. 

For the Impact crimes of Robbery I and Dwelling'Burg1ary I there was a 

dramatic reduction in non-convictions, particularly in the robbery 

pretrial dismissalratej for the non-Impact crime of i{on-Dwel1in~' 

Burglary I there was no such decline. This is one cleal:' indicator 

that the case quaii ty "fImpact crimes improved markedly in J.974 compared, 

with 1973, whereas no such change seems to have occurred. iIi non-dwelling 

burglaries. To what extent better case quality is a resul.t of better 

police investigative work o.r improved charging accuracy cannot-be 

ascertained from these data. From an examination of. the reasonS. for 

reJectio~ we concluded above that police investigati"n did improVe. 

But whether charging accuracy improved also' is unclear. The case audit 

exercise (see Section VII),. at least ~ sugges,ts that the stren~thof 

both dwe1iing and non-dwelling burglary cases did. not .faZi from year to 

year. To the extenr:. that subjective judgments by practitioners regarding 

the strength of case$ is .~ measureo£ charging accuracy, we can at least 

conclude that charging accuracy didnot.dec1ine in 1974. 

The fact that Robbery I and Dweiling Burglary I.convictions on original 

charges ros.e IIiatkedly in 1974 and concomitaIltly,' convic tions on reduced 
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Table 22 

CHARGING-ACCURACY PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

II 
11 
'1 

,Ii 

l'lUJ.iJ:4'1Ufi£l:J:i l,;UU1;'J':X· ,DUl<.liL.AJ:<.X J.. fu~JJ KUD,DcKX .L l,;A::'~~, J.':JI:; &lIiJ)1':J14 

(% of a'11 dispositions) 

Offense Robbery I 

Year 1973 "1974 

Not Convicted 

Pr.etrial dismissal 

T.rial. acquittal, 
dismissal, hung jury 

Convicted on All 
Original Charges 

By guilty plea 

By tria,! 

Convicted on at Least One 
Most Serious Original 
Char e (with n <3,.. 
and/or Counts Reduced 

By guilty plea 

By trial 

COtlvict,ed on ,Lesser Charge(s) 

By guilty plea 
By trial 

44 

9 

53 

10 

6 

16 

7 

o 
7 

24 . 

-.-Q. 

24 

All dispositions (N) 100(95) 

. ** ! Trial conviction rate . 35 
Trial acquittal, dismissal, 

mistrial rate * . 64 

* .12 

12 

* 24 

* 54 

13 

* 67 

4 

o 
4 

4* 
1 

* 5 

100(86) 

52 

'48 

Dwelling 

Burglary I 

19-73 

1.4 

3 

17 

19 

11 

30 

11 

3 

14 

39 
o· 

39 

1974 

* 5 

* 67 

12 

* 79 

* 12 
2 

* 14 

100(64) 100(56) 

82 100 

18 0 

Non Dwelling 

Burglarv I 

1973 1974 

33 38 

9 6 

42 44 

6 

O· -
6 

:3 

o 
:3 

* 23 

3 

* 26 

o 
o 
o 

* 49 27*. 
o 3 

·49 30 

100(33) 100(32) . 
q 50 

50 50 

* ., . Statistically significant differences bet\Jeen 1973 and 1974 at the 
95% level. 

** . Based 00. number of trials 
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,-,charges declined, must be ateributed ~o the policy 'ground rules of the 

No"';'PleaNegot:tation Experiment and not to improved charging accuracy. 

(On the o the .. · hand, i~ the same year to year changes in all of these 

. performance 'J.·~asures had occurred tJithout introducing such an experiment, 
, 'i 

one could conclude that charging accuracy had indeed impr~ved dramatically.) 

Of some note also is the fact that non-dwelling b~rglary convictions 

ort original charges alao rose in 1974, but not as greatly as .for dwelling 

burglaries. And convictions en reduced charges also declined'in 1974. 

This pattern ,.seems to suggest that some spillover effect was at work in' 

n,on-~mpact crime cases, even though the non-dwelling and dwelling burglary 
'/ 

cases are handled by two different units within the prosecutor's office. 

As discussed in Appendix E, we attempted to explain and predict 

conviction probabilities (no conviction, i.e. dismissals; conviction 

on original charges; conviction on few~r counts, with no level reduction; 

and conViction at reduced charge level) as related to non"':accuracy factors 

such as defendant-related characteristics, number and level of original/ 

charges, and so on. But the attempt was unsuccessful in that none of the 

factors we chose seems to be related to conviction probability. If CUI: ,., 

technical approach was correct, this suggests that variables or factors 
II 

other t\\an the ones we hypothesized may be related to the probabilityof-' 
" II 

convictit?n and that future. research be directed along these lines. 

°1' 

r"', PLEA BARGAINING 
[ ; ~J 

We turn now to the measurement of the effects of plea bargaining. 

[;. Before w~ display' the sets of performance measures (discussed in Section 111) 

for gauging the extent of concessions to defendants, on the onehand,and 
1-' 
i, 
U 

. .' 

the operational impacts or "gains" to 'the system, on the other hand ,. it is 

instructive to show in some detail the changes in the nature of plea 

bargaining as affected by the No-Plea Negotiation Experiment. In other 

words, we must first show to what extent the major policy objectives of the 

experiment have;, been implemented -- reducing charge bargains to virtually 

zero and increasing dramatically guilty pleas to, the highest original , . . 
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~h.~t"ge.- Recall 'chat the experiment's goals were silent on other types 

c,;'fplea, bargai.£'U!.? $uchas, ,reduction in the number of counts of lesser charges, 

;bereducd.on i;n number of counts (of highes:t) original charges, sentence 
.-'-. ' 

~greements, or agreements not to prosecute other cases • 

. '. 'In Table 23· we display how guilty plea rates, by type of plea, changed 

between 1973 and 1974 for thet\io Impact offenses (Ropbery Ia~d Dwelling. Burg-
" 

lary I) and the non-impact offense of Non-dwelling Bur~lat:Y I. The mos;t striking 

change is that negotia.ted ple~s in Impact cases in which ,the . charge was 

.z,t;duced from the onginal, te'lJeZ (with or without other bargain types such 

as sentence agreements or agreements to drop other cases) dropped dramatic-

~ally in 1974. In the case of robbery the charge reduction rate dropped 

frOm 59 pe:rcent in 1973 to only 6 percent -- essentially meeting the 

• experiment t starget of 5 percent. In the case of dwelling burglary the 

't'at'e declined from a similar level in 1973 to 16 percent -- somewhat in 

eXcess of the 5 percent target, but, a dramatic ,decline nevertheless. For the 

non··Impact offense of non-dwelling burglary. there seemed to be a spillover 

effect; whereas 85 percent of pleas were charge-bargained in 1973, only 

53 percent were so disposed in 1974, and all of the decline was in charge, 

<bargains with other types 'of plea bargains. 

Concomitantly, straight plea rates with or without other plea bargains 

rose significantly in 1974, not only for the Impact offenses, but for the 

non-Impact offense as well. In 1973 straight pleas with. or without other 

plea bargains accounted for roughly 25 percent of robbery or dwelling burg

laq guilty pleas .. In 197.4 they accounted for over 80 percent, and roughly 

.. ··SOpercent involved sentence agreemeIl:ts oragreement$ tod,rop other cases. 

Asiinilar, but less pronounced,' i.ncrease occurred in 1974 non-dwelling 

bUrglary guilty pleas as weil, .indicating the presence. ·of a ,spillover 

effect .to non-Impact offenses. Incidence of count bargaining--aguilty 

plea to at least one count of the highest original charge,but where the 
~', ~, } 

,·\.~number of counts of highest original and/or original lesser charges is 
Y' , . ' ," 

.. '\-educed --was low fo:r all three offense categories and showed little year-
\1 

II 
, to-year 

. ,)\ ' 

, \1'\ • .' .( .In 

change. 

sUtnIllB:ry, implementation of the n~w. No-Plea Negotia.;ion pol-icy'z::esulted 

lower incidence of:ithC)lrge. bargaining, a much higher incidence of 
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Table 23 

~ .':' RESULTS OF PLEA BARGAINING IN MULTNOMAH COUNTy. 1973 AND 1974 

Offense 

(Entries are percent of all pleas of guilty) 

Robbery I 
'Dwelling 
Burglary I 

, Non-Dwelling 
Burglary I 

,,:~;~---------------+---------I---""';'~----+"""'----~--
'~~1 Year 

'::'vel of Plea :·,1 

'~:~No Plea Bargairts of Any Kind 

,:~ Straight Ple:as (to aZZ 
hf;1 original charges & counts) 

~-::>Straight Pleas with Other 
f::'! Plea Bargaln Types 
L:} 

Sentence agreement 
r,'l""':' Agreement, to drop other cases d Combinat:l.on of the above 

WPlea to <.it Least One Count of 
1::2 Most Serious Charge, with Other 
.,.:..:' Charges and/or Counts Reduced 
1·"-m': 
U 

With. no additional plea bargain 
types 

,W1,th sentence agreement and/or o ;lgreement to drop other cases 

C!lea to Lesser Charge(s) , 

:<," With no additional plea bargain 
," types 

[/1' With seu',tence agreement and/or 
U agreement to drop other cases 

n, 

19731974 

5 

° 18 

° 18 

5 

13 

18 

13 

46 

59 

* 11* 
28. 
6 -. 

45 

2 

4 

6 

4 

2 

6 

* 

* 

* 

L--------_____ ~ ___________ ~-----------
All Guilty Pleas (N) 100(39) 100(53 

* 41 61 ,.G j Gross ,Plea Rate (Nt!! disposition 

1973 '"1974 

11 

5 
9 
2 -

16 

° 
6 

6 

16 

41 

57 

100(44) 

69 

• 28. 
22 
2 

52 

° 
2 

2 

8 

• 

.-!.~ 
16 • 

100(46) .: 
82. 

--1973'1974 

5 

° 0* 
5 20 

° ,0. - .. ", 

5 20· 

0 0 

5 ° 5 ° 
21, 20 . 

64 33· - • 85 53 

,100(19) 100(16) 

58 50 
" ·":....--,.,---=-_______ n ___ ,;"";,,.. ___ --...J----..;.....,;---.:..-------.,--~_... ___ ------------. 

:V:' , ·Statistically significant change bet1veen 1973 and 1974 at the 95% level 
~~ 

> •••••••• ''', 
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at. least one count of the highest original charge and a sizeable 

;:.iricrease in ot.her forms of plea bargaining for the Impact offenses. In 

:.~omparison, one non-Impact offense showed similar spillover .tendencies. 

Given this changed pattern of plea bargairiing, what Wc9.S the pattern of' 

'systemwide concessions and "gains"? Tables 24 and 25 sunnnarize these impacts 
:, ,', . '.:. '. 

in gross. terms. In Table 24 we display ~ set of performance measures of the 

systemwide impacts or gains; these include dispositional, imposed sentence 

severity and delay measures. '''The experiment's. effect was -to significantly 

•.... reduce dismissal rates and· significantly increase overall guilty plea and . 

conv.iction rates for Impact offenses, whereas these measures showed little 

year-to-year changes for other felony offenses. Only ro~bery trial rates 

'. increased signi,ficantly, whereas other Impact of non-Impact offenses showed 

little change. We cannot explain why only robbery trial rates increased 

except to speculate that if 1974 defendants were aware that robbery sentences 

had risen significantly (see b~low), they were more willing to ,go to trial 

on the chance that they would be acquitted. 

We have displayed five measures of sentence severity imposed: the 

percent incarcerated (in jailor in state prison) and the Sentence Severity 

Index scores for all four sets of weights described in Section III, (but 

sentence severity values are not shown separately for-dwelling and non-

"': dwelling burglaries). A greater proportion of defendants pleading guilty 

,to robbery charges were incarcerated .in the later period and received stiffer 

sentences. Defendants pleading guilty to either dwelling or non-·dwelling 

. burglary charges al,sQwere more likely to be, incarcerated (not;:icet.hat 't.he year

,to-year 1'at~of increase in percent i~carceration is greater for non-dwelling 

burglary) and receive more severe sentences. Even though a greater propor.,.· 
I; • " 

"'tion of dwelling, as compared with non":dwelling, burgla,rs were incarcerated in 
. . 

;the later period, the multivariate regression analysis using Sentence. Severity 

Index A (see Appendix E) showed that the independent;:¥ffect of burglary in 

a dwelling on Sentence Severity Index score was not significant. 

The experiment.'sgoals were silent on sentence severity. That is, no 

", explicit policy was' enunciated, calling for more severe or less' severe 
\.::.~:: 

.. :sentencing in Impact off~nses. Nevert~eless, it "is of interest. to. ask 

'i,.whetheror not there was a discernible effect on sentence severity . that 
~.(~~ .. , 

:.~c()uldbe:attributed to ,the experimemt .,.- that is , were judges sentencing 
.~'1 
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MEAsURES OF OPERATIONAl. IMPACTS OR GAINS ASA RESULTOFrt.EA»ARGAitli~G 

, , 'IN MULTN(}HAH COUNTY, 1973, AND 197~ " , " 

, Offens~ Type 

Year 

,Dispositional Measures 

Dismissal rate (X) 

Trisl rate ,(~) 
Guilty plea rate (X) 
Oversll convicti,on rate (X) 

Sentencesevedty Measures 

% of gulltypleadere 
incarcerated , 

Sentence severity imposed' 
(Index A' f!core) 

Sentence:severitybipo~ed 
(Index l!score) " 

Sentence sev~rity ~po~ed 
(Index C 8core). . 

Sentence severity imposed 
(Index Dscore) .... 

Median Elapsed Time Measures 
Days 

Arraignment to gul1typ1ea 
Arraignment: to trial ' 
l\rrafgnment to final 

disposition 

,Robbery, ,I 

19731974 

44 
15 
41 
47 tc 

67 

** 12 
** 

27* 
61u 
77 " 

" ,87 

* 16.] 26.5 

• 20.9 43.9 

* 25.0_ 61.2 

" '" 43.6 116.5 

37 
35 

71 

21 
52 

64 

. Con,lnu.nc •• 'Wl, ....... ...,,~7{ 

_. ,Nih dayscont'd/totfi1 ·no. 
Peruncpnt~stedca8e 

, ·Per trial 

Dwelling 
BUi:glary I 

1973 1974 

14 

17* 
69* 
83 

36 

33 
30 

68 

\I( 
5 . 

13*", 
82*", 
'95 

67
1f 

31 
79 

68 

Non-Dwelling 
Burglary I 

1973 1974 

33 

9 
58 
58 

15 

29 
25 

61 

38 

13 
50 
56 

53* 

21 
72, 

61 

'\' 

All 
Burg1aryl 

1973 

20 '" 
14 
65 
75 

'33 • 

11.4 

10.4 

9.4 

19.0 

31 
30 

58 

-: 

19]4 

." 
17 

13. 
70' 
80· 

64
11 

'" 16.9 

'" 20.4 

* 23;9 ' 

47;0* 

29 
76 

66 

Felonies 
, 

1973, ,1974 

35 

13 
52 
62 

32 

23 
30 

34 

,7 
14 

38 . 
], 

53 
58 

39 

29 
49 

63 

9 
13 

*Siilt1Btically significantchl1ngebetween 1973 and 1974 at the 95%leve1. . .... -- --. 
**' ' " ", ',' : " , -", " , " "~' " ,-,",' " ' , 
.' .Statistically significllnt change between al.l ~elon:le8 and the indicated, offense at the 95X leVel, ,within the 

sameyesJ:" 
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Table 25 

~CONCESSIONS' AS i\RESULTOF PLEA BARGAINING IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY, 1973 AND 1974 
.' . 

~1:'essed as Reductions in Sentence Severity Index Score from Straight-Plea Score) 

.' , 
,Sentence Bur!l;lary I' Robberv I 
$everi.ty .... 

...... index Type of Defendant 1973a ' 1971b ' 197)c 

.. 

A 

B 

-

C. 
;. 

D 

Per convicted defendant 
(including those tried) 5.2 2.1 9.1 

Per defendantwitb. charge 
bargain 9.3 9.3 12.4 

Per defendant with count 
bargain NS ' NS 16.8 

Per convicted defendant 
(including those ~ried) 6.8 15.1 23.0 

Per defendantwith charge 
bargain 12.2 18.0 31.2 

Per· defendant with count 
bargain. NS 34.9 43.8 

Per convicted defendant 
(~ncluding those tried) 8.5 23.,4 41.0 

Per defendant with charge 
bargain 15.1 26.8 49.9 

.. Per defendant with count 
bargain NS ~.57 .3 70.9 

Per convicted defendant 
(~ncludingthose tried) 17.0 37.7 57.8 

,Per defendant with charge 
, 

bargain 30.2 50.7 72.6 
Per defendantwith count 

bargain NS 86.7 126.2 

a56%of those convicted pled to reduced charges .' 
15% pled to reduced counts at same level 

b . 
"23% of those convicted pled to reduced charges 
. 30% pled to reduced counts at same. level 

" 
c·51% of those convicted pled to reduced charges 

'. 17% pled to reduced counts at same level . 

d 6% of those convicted pled to reduced charges 
3% pled to. reduced counts a tsame. level 

'.' . 'J' . • • 

Iiot.significant1:ydifferent froIqzero at tb.e 90% level 
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1974
d 

1.3 

10.7 

22.2 

1.9 

31.3 

NS 

3.1 

51.9 

NS 

NS 

NS 

NS 
. 

'I' I' 
I 

.1 . Il' 
I ' 

I 
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.

V1.ii.:'.: . d;f.ferently because of the presence of the experiment. To answer this 

l'-' . question requires that we adjust for year-to-year changes in the population c.· 

.~ ... ' 

',~ 
!: '<1 
9' 

Ii 

F) 
1_;,;; 

.~! . 

characteristics of defendants and cases. Using Sentence Severity Index A., 

,which is closest to the weighting scheme :devised by the California. Bureau 

(t~f Criminal Statistics, we can estimate what the mean Sentence Severity 

Index score would have been had there been no.plea.bargaining policy change. 

To do this, we apply the 1973 sentence severity equations (shown in 

. Appendix E) .in co~junction with the 1973 average charge bargaining rate 

(no policy change) and the 1974 averages for defendant and case. character

istics to estimate the 1974 predicted score had there been no policy change. 

We hypothesize that the 1974 predicted score will be lower than.the 1974 

observed score -- the difference being attributable. to the effect of the 

experiment. 

Table 26 swmnarizes these results •. For Robbery I, it appears that the 

observed increase in Sentence Severity Index score was 9.8 (or 37 percent of 

the 1974 observed value), but after adjusting for changes in defendant and 

ca~e characteristics, the increase attributable to the policy change was 5.2 

(<?r 20 percent of the 1974 observed value). For Burglary I asa whole the 

observed increase was 5.5. (or 33 percent of the 1974 observed value), but 

after adjusting for chang~s in population characteristics,the increase 

attributable to the policy change is slightly larger (5.8), or about 

35 percent of the 1974 observed value. Thus, our hypothesis that the 

experiment did indeed (albeit perhaps :unintentionally) induce more sever.e 

sentences is confirmed. -'-.. -
Returning to other plea bargaining impacts on the system, Table 24 also 

indicates, that,. by anq) large, the experiment had little ef.fe.ct. on cmedian elapsed 
•. '~"'j , " ' 

times c:from arraignment to guilty plea or from arraignment to ·final disposition···· . 

for Impact offenses. But for felony ca~es as a whole, the period to final 
~. . , 

disposition almost doubled, p~obably '~~i~[/a consequence of the growing caseload 

and backlog pressures noted above. This suggests that Impact c~ses (ancl 

Non-dwelling Burglary I cases'as well) were treated more expeditiously than 

the average felony case. The arre-st-to-trial period, however, increased by 

SO to 100 percentforoff.ense catego'ries shown, but the estimates are ~ased 
" ....:~.~ 

on very' small samples. 
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ltis v~ryclear that, in Robbery I offenses, the amount· of Sentence 

S:~v:eti:tyconced~d.: per aonvicted defendant (measured by any of the Indices) 

te,ll dra~tically in 1974. In any given year it i5 also clear that a 

;,robbery defendant who is successful in obtaining a reduction in charge 
'71.. :.< .' '. ~ 

.'.!evelin return for a plea of guilty receives more of aconc.ession than 

·~theaverage convictee. 

For reasons we cannot' explain, count bargaining in Robbery I seems 

t'oproduce even greater concessions than charge bargaining. There also 

seems to bea littleyear-to-year change in concessions per defenda.nt .who 

enters a charge bargain or count bargain,which suggests that the effect of. 

tneexperiment was 'not to change the concession for any specific type of plea, 

bargain, but to change the proportion of defendants. pleading within each 

type. We note further, that compared with pure straight pleas,our statis

tical analysis revealed no significant independent effect of other plea 

, bargain types (sentence agreement or agreements to drop pending, cases) on 

* sentence severity. This is perhaps to be expected for the latter but not 

for the former, for the very nature of a sentence agreement plea bargain 

should be to reduce the expected severity. But in our data collection we 

eould capt.ure only the fact that sentence agreements were reached or- th~t 

the prosecutor agreed not to oppose a defense,reconunendation, ndt the actual 

sentence discussed by the practitioners involved (since these were never 

.' recorded). This suggests that. such da1;a be recorded routinely in court 
" ..files if their effects are to be analyzed and intet:'preted •. 

; In our statistical analysis we also found that independent effect 

of' the number of original Robbery I (or other charges of equivalent level) 

"charg\ks~ was positively related to Sen~ence SeverityScore,but that the 

'number of additional charges at,lesser 'levels was not~ (Theindepel1denteffects 

of other variables such as defendant .background characteris~ics, prior 

record, custody status and type of defense attorney, on Sentence Severitx 

Score will be discussed below when we address the issues of sentence dis.parity . 
j) . -

and E!venhandedness.) \\ . 
\\ : 

The seritence conceSSion results for 'Burglary I are SOlllewhat 

,','notedabove that the. independent, effect' of bu'rglaJ:+ in. a: dwelling on' 
II 

~:; ... " ,*Irt dis~ussing the independent eff:cts of oc.hettypes of: plea bar~aiI1.s, 
~,'r .• ,nuirt~e~,.of, or:i:ginalchargesat' each level of seriousness , e.tc. on, sentence 
~'Y:~~'leritY~"W:fa\~:use,theestimatesbased on, Sentence 
,'.;;;:" .: ativ,e<,6f' the,. (),thers~ . .--:"-" 
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Score was not significant. It is apparent from Table 25 that 

'the amount of concession per convicted defendant as measured by Index'A 

fell signi:fi'.:',~·mtly in 197 4 compared to 1973, but rose when measured by . 
'. ' 

the ather three indexes. Index A weights non-incarceration sentences 

(years of probation, dollars of fine) relativelyhi~her compared to jail 

or prison sentences. than the other three indices. Apparently more burglars . 

who obt'ained a charge bargain or a count bargain in 1974 were receiving non

incarceration sentences; since these receive less (or zero) weight in 

Indexes B, C and D the amount of conc.essian measured against straight 

pleaders (who were receiving incarceration sentences more frequently) 

rose. As with robbers who pled guilty, burglars who obtained a charge 

bargain or a count /pargain received less severe sentences than straight 
..:.1 

pleaders. An4the/same pattern existed, in that count bargaining in 

burglars seemed to produce even greater sentence concessions than charge 
''-' 

barg~ining. As with robbery, the sentences of burglars who pled guilty 

and were able to have other cases 'dropped or to make sentence agreements 

were not significantly different from those of straight pleaders. Unlike 

robbers, the number of counts of original felony charges (at any level) 

did not affect Sentence Severity Score •. 

SENTENCE VARIATION 
i) 

Addressing the issue of sentencing variation, Tables 27 and 28 

display the frequency of sentence type and amount imposed, by conviction 

level, for Robbery I and Burglary. I cases in both periods. Fo£ clarity, 

sentence categories have been aggregated into two non-incarceration, 

categori'es (pr'obation alone, probation plus other -- i.e. fine, ,resti-.'" . 
. . . J 

tution,community service, or rehabilitation progr.am) and two incar.cera-. . ,... f .' 

tion categories (j ail alone or' with any non-incaf:ceration sentence~ prison 

alone or with any non-incarceration sentence). In addition, we show the 

average Sentence Severity Score for Index A and a measure of its variability 

(the standard deviation). 

F9',r Robbery I cases, in which all defendants were initially charged 

with at least one count at the Felony A level, notice that in 1973 about 

of the defendants were convicted at the Felony A level, whereas in 

almost all were so convicted. In 1973, 16 percent of those convicted 
-:,~ 
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Table 26 

DIr7i.,o~'RENCES IN SENTENCE SEVERITY' IMPOSED ATTRIBUTABLE OF THE 
NO-PLEA.NEGOTIATION EXPERIMENT IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

Average Score of Sentence Severity Index A 
for defendants pleading guilty Robbery I Burglary I 

1973 observed score 16.7 11.4 

1974 observed score 26.5 16.9 

1974 predicted score, assuming no policy 
change but 1974 defendant and case 
characteristics 21.3 11.1 

1973 to 1974 total observed increase 9.8 5.5 

1973 to 1974 increase attributable to policy 5.2 5.8 

Some rise in continuance-induced delay was apparent in uncontested 

cases (from 7 days pe~ average~case in 1973 to 9 in 1974), but for the 

few trials such d'elay declined slightly between these two years. 

Turning next to plea bargaining concessions, Table 25 displays three 

different ,concession measures, all expressed in terms of Sentence Severity 

Score reductions from straight pl~ascores. (Our statistical-analysis using 

Index A revealed that electing. a court or jury trial did not generally 

affect sentenc,e severity when compared with that received on a straight 

plea'. However, our trial s,ample was very small and we cannot make 
, . 

accurate estimates of this hypothesized effect.) Using each of the 

SentenCing Severity Indices, we show in each year and for both Robbery I 

. and Burglary I the average amount of Sentence Severity Score conceded per 

aonviated defendant (those who plead guilty and those are are convicted at 

trial), per defendant who pled guHty to lesser aharges3 and per defendant with 

aaount bargain (Le., a plea to at' least one highest original charge,. but 
" whe.re one or more. counts of any original charges is dismissed in return 

'for a guilty plea). (Concession values are shown only if theydifferr;d from. 

the 90 percent significance level.) 
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Table 27 

c:::J, . (~~~~::;~~)' ("; .. ,3. ,...-'-Cj. 
(~~~ _Q~····0~} . Ie;} 

IMPOSED SENTENCE TYPE AND AMOUNT BY CONVICTED CHARGE LEVEL IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY ROBBERY I CASES, 1973 AND 1974 
(70 o~. all convicted at a given'level) 

-
Probation,rc ·Jail Alone lmd Prison Alone and Sentence Severity Score. 

. #I Ind~ •• \ 'SentellceType Pr.oba tion Only and other Jail & Other'" ,Prison & Other'" , ' \ I'. 

;)L"'lln .. r:~ 
Sentence Amcunt (Yrs.) <2 2-4 ~5 <2 2-4 ~5 <6 6-11 ~12 <2 3-4 5-10 11-20.~21 Mean Deviation 

Convicted Charge Level . 

,. Felony A 
. 1973 (N - 19) - .. -:- - - 16 - - 11 - 21 47 - 5 20.8 '11.0 

1974 (N - 59) - . .,. - - 2 5 2 2 9 - 2 44 32 2 . 26.8 10.9 

. Felony B 

1973 (N - 9) - - ~ 11 - 22 - - 33 - 11 22 - .. 16.8 8.9 

19.74 (N - 2) - - - .. - 100 .. - - ' 
.. .. .. .. - 10.0 -

Felony C . 

1973 (M - 10) .,. .. 10 - 20 20 .,. - 20 10 20 .,. - .,. 12.3 8.4 
1~74 (H - 2) .,. .. .. - - - .. - 50 - .,. 50 .,. .,. 22.5 0.7 

.. 
': M1sdellle~nor , 

1973 (N - 2) - .,. - - .,. - 100 - .. - .,. - .,. .,. 5.5 6.4 

1974 (N - 0) - - .,. .,. .. - - - ..: - .,. .,. .,. - .. -
#I . 
Jail sentences in monthsi probation or prision aentencea in years. 

Note: Total number of convictions: 1973 •. N - 40; 1974 •. N - 63: 
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'tabla 28 

OOoS£!, ,S.EHtENCZ T'I'P! AIm A!t:lUllT lI'l' CoNVI~ CllAAGE LEVEL DI lIUl.~ collll'ri l!II!CL.U! I CloSES, l.!i73 AIID In .. 

(Z . of aU c01S'!1cud _e _ 11YQA l .... el) 

.. ~rob&d.o ... JUl A10t1& .Dd P1:1aoa .\1011e aDd 5antonc .. Sever it» Sc:.ou.,..lnd"" A 
Prob_d.on Only aad other Jall • Otber" 

. Smeaee "-'DC (I ... ) <2 2-4 ?,.S ~2 2-4 ?,.S <6 6-11- !12 1<2 

ll!!illi!!J, Burs1a;:! I 

Collrictad Felony A. 

1973 (li - 28) - 3 U - 4 '18 4 7· 21 
19.74 (N - 4~) - 2 7 - - II 2 - 22 

-~;... 

Cimncte4 lelaDY a 
1973 (N - Z) - - - - - 50 50 - -
1914 (If • 0) - - - - - - - - -

Cmtv1.ctad 'PelO11Y C 

1913 (N ~. 13) - 23 - 8 23 15 8 - 23 
1974 (If - 5) - - 20 - ~() - 40 - -

Co-arictad IUsd."..,&DOr 

1913 (II - 8) 13 12 - 63 - 12 - - -
1914 (N - I) - - - -100 - - - -

lfoo-OWel11ns 6ut'llSi.cc Z I 

Co1rI1~tad !elony A 

1973 (Ii • 3) - - 33 - - 33 - _. -
1914 (II - 7) - - 14 - - 14 30 - 14 

\;i .. 
Co1lvic:tad r .. lo~y I 

1915(II • 2) - -" - - - 100 - - -
1914 (N • 3) - - - - - 33. 33 - 33 

Cmtvlctad Felon,. C 

1973 (II- 9) - 22 - - 33 22 11 - U 
. 1914. (II - 2) - - - :.. 50 - 50 - -

eoa.lctad lIi.d.,.eanor 

1973 (ll .. 4) - IS - 50 IS - - - -
1974 (II - 3) - .. - - 67 - 33 - -

'All aurata" ·1 

CoIior1c:tad 'dony A 

1913 (II a 31) -. 3 13 - 3 19 3 7 19 
1974 (11- 52) -, 2 8 - - 11 6 - 21 

. Cot\nc:tad 'd011, a 
1973 (N • "4) - - - - - . 75 IS - -
1914 (li u 3) - - - - - 33 33 - 33. 

.C~1c:tadFel0tl1 C 

1973 (II- 22) - 23 - S 27 18 9 - 18 
1914 (II- 7) - - 14 - ,·43 - 43 - -

. ~lc:ted !Us'deoieanor 
" 

1973 (II- 12) 8 17 - 49 8 8 - - -
1974 (ll- 4) - - - IS so - IS' - -

" Jail. sentences in mooths: pt'oba~1on or priloa. .entenees in years'. 
"-" denoted, ze'ro . : ' > 

1IOtl';: Toeal nwlber of coa",1c:ciona: Owellins Burglary I: <1973,. 11-51; 
. Noadve1l1ag· Burglary!: 1973, !I-IS, 

1974, !i-51 
1974, 11-15 
1974, 11-66 All Buralary I: 1973, :1'-69, 
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Pru01l , Otber" I ~ 

3-4 5-10 11-20 ?,.21 Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

- 28 4 - I 17.7 7 ,flo 
U 41 4 - I 20.4 8.1 

I 
I - - - - 13.0 4.2 - - - - - -

- - - - 9.4 6.8 

- - - - 8.4 3.0 

- - - - 3.7 2.9 - - - - 4.0 0 

- 33 - - 16.0 10 •. 4 

- 14 14 - 13.S 11.7 

- - - - 10.0 0 

- - - - 9.6 9.3 

- - - - 7.6 .5.9· - - - - U.l 6.9 

- - - ~ 3.6 1.9 - - - .- 4.3 2.9 

- JO 3 - 17.5 7.7 
10 36 6 - 19.3 9.0 

- - - - U.S 3tO - - - - 9.6 9.3 

- - - - 8.6 6.4 

- -. - - 9.2 4.0 

- - - - 3.7 2.6 

- - - - 4.3 2.4 
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h"," 
lu.were given non-incarceration sentences, whereas in 1974 this category fell 

t07 percent. Concomitantly, sentences with some prison time for Felony A 

level convictees rose from 73 percent in 1973 to 80 percent in, 1974. The 

average Sentence Severity Score increased about 30 percent from year to 

year, but" the standard deviation showed little ,charige over. that period. 

In 1973, 33 percent and 50 percent of defendants convicted atthe'Felony B 

'and C levels, respectively, received non-incarceration sentence~. 
'. 

For dwelling burglary cases, in which all defendants.were initially 

charged with at least one count at the Felony A level,about 55 pe1:cent· 
-"l;. c/ .. ~;~! were convicted at the Felony A level, but in 1974 a1mos'~ ,)OJ~' were so 

,-" '-'': ',., 

convicted. At the Felony A conviction level, the percent non-incarcerat,ed 

fell from 36 percent in 1973 to 20 percent in 1974; there was a corresponding 

increase over the two-year period in percent prison sentences imposed •. 

But the average Sentence Severity Score rose only 15, percent over the tim~~: .J~ 

period, with some increase in variability (as measured by the standard 

deviation). 

Different trends in, average sentence severity and sentence variabil:tty 

were apparent in non-dwelling burglaries. Most 1973 non-dwelling Durglars 

were convicted at lesser charge levels; in 1974 most were convicted at 

the higher charge levels. At the higher conviction levels, year to year 

,average Sentence Severity Score decreased or remained relatively constant, 

whereas at the lesser conviction levels it increased. 

For dwelling and non-dwelling burglaries together" convictio.n. at 

the highest level rose from 45 percent in 1973 to almost 80 percent in 

, 1974, with an accompanying rise in average Sentence Severity Score 

and variability. 

Es:sentiQ11y, Tables 27. and' 28 display what happened in sent.encirig. 

Now we turn to why, Le., how much of the observed variation in severity 
, .' 

is accounted' for by various "legitimate" and "illegitimateH factors. , 

:r.able 29 sununarizes these results, which are taken ft:om AppendlxE., : ,,- . 
'.(In this discussion we focus only on how much ,of 
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~; Table' 29 
:'N '. 

':liIANCE IN SENTENCE IMPOSED ACCOUNTED FOR BY SELECTED FACTORS 
~,.'MUtTNOMAH COUNTY ROBBERT lAND BURGLARY I CASES ,1973 AND 1974 
~: (%'~fVariat{(!n in Se~tence Severity Score Index A accounted for&) 
i!;~ 
'''' ' 

t····, ,,". 
Offense 

',j':;, '. 

):."Legititna.te" F:.actors . 

•. , Age 
Prior criminal· record 

Minor. 
Major 
Prison 

COJllIllunity ties 
Nature of charges and counts 

Total variance explained 

. "Illegitimate" F.actors 

Minority, status· 

Black 
Other 

Pretrial custody status 

In jail 
On. bailor OR 

Defended by private attorney 

Defendant-retained' 
Court-appointed 

Convicted at trial 

Court 
Jury 

Proxy for correctional 
facilities crowding 

explained 

Total Var:Lail~e explaineq 

Burglary I 

'1973 1974 

1 

1 
1 
2 

0 
20 

'25 

1 
NS 

2 
o 

NS. 
NS 

NS 
NS 

NS 

3 

3 

1 
NS 

5 

4 
15 

28 

NS 

NS 
NS 

NS 
NS 

1 
o 

6 

7 

Robbery I 

1973 1974' 

·3 6 

1 NS 
1 11 

11 9 

2 4 
30 .18 ' 

48 48 

1, NS 
1 NS 

3 -5 
9 3 

1 NS 
1 NS 

:{ --,~. 

11 NS 
0 NS 

...l. ..1 

29 11 

" . (including d~atfrom. 
l" · .. noI'l-~ignific~llt~~~riables 
:;~ and,thecon~ tan~~)ertn) 

:n 79 61' 

::0\';< . _____ -~---~ ....... ......;.,.;---__ ~------------,.:--.;...-----____ ....;...---~---__ ---__ --

~i;}'.. .,l!E~tri~~OnlYforvariableSinregreSSibn equations which were statis~ 
}{{r.:,,:t;.ic~ilysignifj,<:ant at .the . 95%> level and in . which . the .regr.essioncb'ef:ic:Lent· 
;t.:;:>?\'qn:tha~· variaQle~as:statistic,,clllY. significant at ~he 50% level; entryNS. 

ft~;;s~~r~;i;~~~~::;~n~}Q~herWb~. . . . . .. ~ ; 

" 

~ 

" 

I 
I 
I 

: .' 

f 
I 
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l' * for by each f;lctor; when we discuss 'the evenhandedness issue below we. 

show the d'i2~'Pation(i. e., more or less severity) of the effect Cis well.) 

Our sta::istical ~nalysis of senten,c1ng varia,tionin Robbery" I cases 

shows that a very large percentage of the' total, varia'tion (79 percent in 

1973 and 61 percent in 1974) is accounted for by all of the factors that 

we included. About 48 percent is accounted for by "legitimatelt factors " 

.in both years. The nature and number of ,original charges and the nature 

of plea bargaining were,·the- most"import-ant .:of .these. '~legitimatelt_JCictors 

in 1973, accounting for 3Q percent; in 1974 they,accounted, for 18 per'cent. 

Prior criminal record (compared with no prior record) explained 13 percent 

of the variation in 1973, but it explained 24 percent in 1974. Apparently 

prior criminal record contributed more to sentencing disparity in the later 

period.- This was also true for the factor of age. 

"Illegitimate" factors as a whole accounted,for less of the variation 

in robbery sentences than did Itlegitimate" factors and their effect de,creased 

over time, (falling from 29 percent in 1973 to 11 percent in 1974). Minority 

status, or the fact that a defendant had a private attorney (either'retained 

or court-appointed) accounted for little or none of the, disparity. Compared 

with defendants whose, pz:etrial custody status included both time 'in jail . ' 

and time on bail or OR, being in jailor on bailor OR exclusively accounted 

for a significant proportion of the variation explained by "illegitimate" 

factors. Compared with straight pleas, electing a jury trial had no 

significant effect on disparity. But electing a court trial did account 

for- 11 percent of the variation in 1973, whereas in 1974 it had no effect. 

Our proxy for. crowding of the correcti,onal facilities accounted fora small 

amount 'Of the' sentence variation. 

The results of our an'alysis of Burglary I cases were quit:e different. 

The factors used in the statistical analysis were able to explain a smaller 

perc,ent of the total variation in sentencing (31 and, 38 percent'~,in the 

* The reader will note that in Table 29 we have employed rather weak 
standards for gauging statisticalsignif{cance of the factors affecting 
sentencing variation., We have included effects that are statistically 
significant at the 50% level or higher (i.e." the chances are better -than 
even that a particular factor has an effect that is not zero). Had we 
applied .Stricter standards, such as a 95% level of confidence (i.e., the 
chances are ,95 percent or higher that the effect is not zero), more of 
,the entries wouj,d'be shown as not ,statistically Significant (~S). 

, , 
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i'~year~,~respe~tlveIY) than in our' analysl.s of Robbery I cases. (This 
".-.:-:-. -, \'. " 

v-l(:al:~s tha.tfactiOrsexaZuded from' the burglary analysis account for 
ii·;':'::"·-: -', " '. " ,'. - \, . " 
·r,i',:,~:,·- ,:" ",~. " '. '. . 
'i~ftl:te variat!,,·m.) . But 'most of the account~d~for variation is 

:=J..a::t.rted 'by "legitimate!! factors (25 and 28 p'ercent in two years} and the 
~.:.~,}~~< .. ~;-;(.:-: . '.':. ':.',;' ~ . .,/ . ", 

cec.t()f"illegitimat:e" £:act~rs is either very small or not significant 
~ . 

7.,}alL The ria.tureof ~he charges and counts expl~lins almost all of the 

1.egit,imate" variation a:~co~mtedfor in 1973 and over ha.lf of it 'in 1974; 

..... prior criminal ·record. .. also accounts for a significant portion in 1974. 
'~':'. .... '. "., '. 

f .. Insummary, we fe~l that sentencing variation. per"formance"measures . 

. ·e.~seful and that appropriate statistical analysis helps to reveal the 
;~ 
,xtent to which various factors account for that variation. In Multnomah 

ltinty,.we found that "illegitimate"factors accounted for little or none 

~ofthe sentenc.e disparity in burglary cases in both years-- indicating' r· . .... 

I· '" enhandedness in. sentencing. .In robbery c.ases, however, "illegitimate" 

~ .. :actor~(particularly, pretrial custody status and election of co.urt trials) 

,It :.cc~un~ed f~r a large, but decreasing over time, portion of the sentence 

•. ar1at1.0n; such outcomes should trigger judges' attention. If these effects r : 
,r::::n~:n;:v:: :ei::::a:~:.of inconsistency or lack of evenhandedness 
f<::s,~ , 

>II~DEDNESS 
~ '. 

I .. ' .Inthis discussion we focus exclusive.ly on the effects on dispositional 

I'outcomesoand sentences imposed that are attributable or related to 
F"" ...... ; '.. .' * 
i' illeg1.tl.IIlate" facto.rs. If "illegitimatelt factors are influential in 

1'0·· .. ...•. .. . . . 
) .. ", ' 'Wedp not .here. ~consider "evenhandedness" ofdel.a:y, since delay (or 
;1. ,'elapsed time between, important stages in adjudication) is j oinely. determined 
r: by ,f9urt system characteristics (e.g., calendarerowding and management), by 

.1';.·.·· ... :. :;io~~~~~~~~~te~e~:~~:~~~d a~~ .. ~hed~~~~~~~t~;n;l~:~~~d~~~ti~it~~~~~~e~:~~r are 
deiibe'rateattE!mpts toslow .downproceedings .in the belief t;ha.t itwouldre

j' dound to thedefenqant'sadvant~ge (e.g., the hope that a prosecution witness 

I"· · ........ 101. O.ll1.d b. eunav. aila .. ble .. ~ft.er. t. h.ecase .. hasbe .. ~n .•.. co.n .... t~nue .. d .... severa.l tim.:~) .. ~·Th.·.US, 
, One could not say whether the court system loS or l.snot evenhanded· l.n the 

;i,!.t'~pe~dinessof, justice, if much 'of the .. variation .in delay is defendant-induced. 

,kl,'f.;.,.,;,'~An. 'das.we show in the. diS.CUS. sion of, t.'he delay ... i.· .. ss,~e above,. a large proportion 
'." pf· cCint.inuances granted. are requested by the defense. ) 

Iljf~+.\: .. . . ~ .. 

I' , 
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affecting theseperfortnance measures one can conclude th!1t like-situated, 
, ,;) 

defendants ar~;~ot being treated consistently or evenhandedly. 
{~ {') 

1_,'-- , 
> _0'-1 'O',:I 
, ' .~ "' 

, --r-, 'Di:sposi tionalMeas ures 

"b',·~,' "', ., 
~'\, 

t 

'We turrifirst todisp~sitiona1measures, such a::; rejection rate 

at screening, felony charging rate, 'disnli~sal rate, trial. rate,straight 

, 1'1earate,charge bargain rate, acqu~ttal rate, etc., For these measures 

we postulate that the following are "111egitimate"fac.tors: 'ethnicity 

'.' , (or minority status) ,pretrial custody status and, type of defense counseL 

Few would argue that ethnicity alone should be a legitimate influence 

on dispositional outcqmes under our system of justice. Most would agree·, 

that pretrial custody status should not affect wheth~F an arrestee ,is 

charged or rejected or whether a defendant is dismissed', pleads guilty, 
., 

or is convicted or acquitted at triaL However, the fact thata,defend-

ant is in jailor out on bail orQR may actuaUy be related to disposi

tional outcome. One argument holds tha.t defen4ants out on baiLor' .oR 

can help built a better defense by seeking out witnesses'.' Another coutE'nds 

that defendants held in jail have more incentive to plea bargain,rather, 
. ~ . . 

than demand a trial, especially in cases for which theprohabi1ity' of 

receiving a non-incarceration sentence ,is high --since this is away of 

spending less total time in j ail (pretrial and post conviction).' Most 

would also agree that whether a defendanc has the services of a public 

defender, a court-appointed attorney or retains counsel hi!Dse1fshou1d 

not influence his disposition. Aga.in, the, type, of defense attorney 

maY act;uaZZy influence outcomes. on~ai"gumentistha:t a wealthier 

defendant. who retains p,rivate counsel may be able toprpvide more resources 

in building a defense., Another is that ,public defenders JIlay be, able 

to achieve better (from the defendant's viewpoint)outcdmes.because' they 

know 'the system and the practitioners more intimate1y~ Whichever 

vie'Jfsone nolds, it is clearly useful to'test'wl1etherthese. effects are 

ptesent in a jurisdiction and, if so, how they are changing over, time. 

As we mentioned previously,' our multivariater~grEission'analYsis 

succe~sful in revealing the, independent 'effects of;various 

"illegitimate!' factors on the proba.bilityof dismissal 

, .: 
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various levels). Thus, we must turn to cross-tabula-

an Analytical device for disclosing the presence or absence of such 

keeping in mind the caveat that any such observed .effects may, 

be partially due to other factors •. In .Table 30, we show disposi~ 

* .tioria1meas1.lres by pretrial custody status. In cases of robb.ery, most· 

'. ,.; ,".;' 

were held in jail during both years. First we note that the.re 

to be some differences in disposition ratlPs associated with jailor non ... 

status, but differences between non-Jail categories (bail or OR) are . - . . .. ' ' . , .-., . 

:'stllall, exc~pt for trial, conviction rates. (The latter are basad on ver,y 

•. smalttrialsample sizes, however, so we cannot place much confidence in 

these estimates.) There are year-to-yeardifferences in straight plea rates; 
. ' 

in'1973 jailed defendants were more likely to plead guilty than non-jailed 

de·fendants, whereas in }974 the differences were small. I~ 1973 

jailed defendants were more likely to have their case dismissed, whereas 

.in 1974 the reverse was true. ,And in 1973 jailed ·defendants were less 

. likely to be convicted (by any means) whereas in 1974 they were more likely 

to be convicted. 

In burglary cases s:i:milar observations to those made for robbery 

cases held for straight plea rates of j ailed defendants in both yearS. 

In 1973 jaile~ defendants were 'less likely to plea bargain, but in 1974 

the differences are stat.istically significant. For most of the other types 

of dispOSition, custody status does not seem to 'have much effect. 

Table 31 shows similar .. dispositional measures by tyPe of attorney. 

Public.de~enders seem to be able to do better for defendants at burglary 

. or robbery trials. ,(in terms of fraction of dispositions that areacquitt<lls) 

than either type of private attorney , .but. again, most differences' are riot 

l: ..statistically significant~ Public defenders seem to do marginaliy better 
. . .-

forthe:1rclients than 'retained counsel, in terms of lower overail robbery 
It 

in both dme periods; in burglary cases, this seems to 

.hC)ldiil. 1974'; but not (in 1973. However, the differences are generally 

not statistically significant 0' eIn general, overailconvictioll rates for, court 

* .... . '. . Table 30, as well as Tables 31 .and 32 .below, do not include' 
·'jie.Jectionrateby any of the "illegitimate,i factors 0 . Ethnid.t'yand 
pi:etriaicu~ tody status is "usually notre~orded in,courtdr prosecution·, 
agencYfiles;~or .rejeceees~and ofc'enasuspectmay not have an attorney 

'at,.the when the screening deCision to reject is made.' 

n.- :,., 

' . 

...' .' ' 
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EVENHANDEDNESS: THE RELAT.ION,SHIPBETWEEN PRETRIAL Cl)STODY STATUS AND llISPOSITIONAL HEASURES IN 
tiUL'rNOMAH COUNTY ROBBERY AND 'BURGLARY CASES. 19n AND 1974 

(% of all defendants 1n a custody status'category) 

i 

Off"UII8 I Robbery ,I .ul Bura!ar'y i 
1973 1974 1973 

, ',' - \ 

Bail jail 
. 

B:.aU Pretdal,CuBtodyStatua Jail OR Bail OR Jail Bail OR Jail 

-NotConv1cted 
7* :Pretrial dielll1ual 46 23 3S 14 20 24 :;;9 15 I 17 2S 

-,' Trial acquittal. dialll1saal, lIIiQtrial' 9 15 10 10 14 13 9 (I 2 2 13 
,55 38 4S ·lr 28 33 33 29 17 19 3ii 

Convicted 
ot ot . ~9t * 47* 46* Straight, plea, _ 19 511 20 0 13 50*' 

,Rece:1vedpleabarg41n (reduced 
,sot 0* 63t 0* chargee,and/or counts), " 22 47 ' 9 14 36 71 25 

Gross plea rate (lpleas t N) 7J 4f So ~ 71- 47 56 71 7~ 71 -
At trial 4 IS 5 1St (I 20. 11 0 7 10 12 

at 
, 

Con~ict1on Rats (11 convictionstN) 4s 62 55 n 67 67 7i' 83 ii 62 
AU iUspositionaO'l) 100(54)' 100(13) 100(20) 100(58) 100(7) 100(15) 100(45) 100(7) 100(40) 100 (40), 100(8) 

~ 

Trial, conviction -rate (# trial 
convictionj,il trials)' 29 50 S 33 60 0 60 55 0 78 I 83 48, 

t ' ~'" , 

01 

R 
(I 

14 

58* 

11*' 
,75 
11 

86-
100(36) 

100 

, Stat,1~tLcany s1gnifican~ change between 1973, and 1974 In the same custody s!:a~ulI category at the 95% level, 

tSt~tiat1c~llY Significant change between the !ndicab;d pretrial cUB~odY,Btatua categoJ:y and,jail wHbin a given offense/year combination at the, 
95% level. ' , , 

" 

,., .. 

- .~ 

" 
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Offenae 

Year 

e of Deft!RseAttorne 

plea' 

('p1eaa 

t.ria1 

'<':(lIlVlction rate (I convic-
. tions!. N) ", 
All, di'tipos1tiona . (N) 

13 

t 
48 , 0 

I 48 100(54) 

r).~;-;I ~1-~'~"';;'~1 

T&lb1c;31' 

. TIlE RELATIOMSHIPBETWEEN TYPE 0 .. ' DEFENSE ATTORNEY AND . DISPOSITIONAL ~U~ES IN. 
KULTNCWJf COOlffY ROIIBERY .1 AND BURGLARY I CASES, 1913 AND 1974 

(% qf :a11 d~fendanta in a defense attorney category) 

1974 

Public I court-I D!!fendant-I Public 
Defender Aootd _. Retained Defender 

12* I • 

I -, 
38 13 12 ,17 
0 !!!. ..1. 0 4 

38 30 20 IT 'IT 

4 I 0 ~1 • 60
it 

38 20 

<I 

.. 
li ..l J. ~ .ll 

130 I 61· 39 56 63 71 

9' 23 I 14 13 25 2 

10· I' 80* I 88 1- 19 1 39 1 62 .100(23) 100(13) 1QO(43) . 100(30) 100(8) 1.00(54) 

35 100 44 65 33 

1973 

18 
9 

2~ 

() 

n.. 
27t 

46t 

All 

Defendant 
Retained 

. 30 
7 

31 

7 

~ 

55 t 

8 

731 63 
100(11) 100(27) 

83 50 

22 'I 5 
2"i 

49·' 

• 19 

68 

5 

73 
100(41) 

50 

between .. 1973 and 1914 in the lIamedefena.att9rney category at the 95% level. 

15-
0 

15 

49 

:: '1· ' :: 
18 10. 

85 I 90 
100(33) 100(10) 

. 100 100 

8ignl~lcant. c:hanle bet)ieen .the. Indii:ated type l,)fattorn~y and th~ public defender: within a given offenae/y~ar combination a, the "51: level. 

' . 

.. ; 

;,.-':." :...~ 
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attoT.lleys ar.e somewhere in between. !sto overall trial 

··ra~.e·s (L e. ,the st.un of trial convictions and trial acquittals, 
. . , 

dismissals ar~i~ .mis trial cas e~ inT able 31) , nocansis ten tdif ferences 

of defensecounsei,~mplyingthat attorney 
i.' 

. fee, compensation systems (described in Section IV) do not seem. to 
. .' . - . . 

influencedisposit:ionaloutcomes. But one cannot make high confidence 

inferences from .such small samples.' (The number of tr:ials in our 

's'amples varied between 2 and 11 f'or a given combination 6f offense 

* type,. year and type of attorney.) No consistent differences in 

s~raight plea or plea bargairiing rates seem to be associatedwi.th 

at,tarneytype either. 

"Table 32 shows the effect of minority status on dispositional 

outcomes., Since in Multnomah, over half of the case files do not 

identify defendant ethnicity, sample sizes arequi.te small. 

means th~t only very largedifferen,ces in dispo.sitionalrates among 

ethnicity groups .will be statistically significant. Cc>mpared with 

1 .. l.:: ... 'ma.iorft.y de. fendants. 
\.; '"'\ .. 4,.;.:> ciismissal rates, are somewhat less likely to plead guilty, and are 

Black defendants tend to have higher pretri~I 

Q 
~;:~ " 

less. likely to beul.timately convicte~ in such .cases. However, 

'the differences generally are not s·tatistically sigIlificant. Year 
. ~I • 

. . to .year changes in these disparities for robbery are smalljbut in 

1974 burglaries the effect of minority. status disapPears. To the 
'. ' . 

(~. . extent that such small samples permi.t~any infer.ences.,these findings 
/. ... 
,*:' . suggest '. either. that cases against. Blacks' tended ·to· be weaker, 
':,):: 

r.eflectiI;lgover~arrestsby; the police or oVer-tirosecutiqn by the 

.. *" ;;r . It is .worth mentioning that manual' data collection for rare hi,' .eventsthat would illtlminate;say,theeffeCt.:of attorney type on . '" 
trial rate or ,the effect of trialconv±ct:i.ons (comparedw.ithsttaignt. 
pleaco~victions) on sentence severity (discussedbelqw),orthe ',r'." 

r~~ffect oftrials';m>anyother performance measure. is very expensive.\~ 
For example, if. one wanted to b~ certain to .obtain .i sample .. of at. ,.' 

··.·least 20burg1ars in 1973 who were defended at t:rfalbycourt7' . .... '. '. i 
appOinted attorneys ,;and if burglaries,represented ·20%0£a11 fel(.')nies, 

.. cOllrt-appointedattorneys represerited20% of a11burglarsandonly· 
10%.of all burglary cases went to trial, one would need to examine. 
5000 felony case reco.rds occurring in a. one year period, on the average. 
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Table'32 
':-~ 

. EVENHANDEDNESS.: TIlE RELATIONSHIP BErWEEt~ MINORITY STATUS AND DISPOSITIONAL MEASURESl~ 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY. ROBBERY AND BURGLARY CASES. 1973 AND 1974 

(% ofAl1 Defendants 'in an Etltn~Lc Categ~ry) 

~"~:!:,:l .. 1..-

,Robbery 1
8 ~ II. ,,11 JSurglary I ' 

, 

1973 1974 /,' 1973 
-~...-....;;,. 

1974 

Majority .Black 
Other Black 

Other ' 
Black 

Other . ' Other 
Hinority!Majority Minorit' IMajority Minor1t:' Maj od ty Black Hinorit, hrtl« Category 

·t~C6nvic ted. 
'Pi:etr!al'dismissal 
c)Tii~iacqu1ttar.di8m1BBal. hung jury 

onvfcted 
,:,'Stra1ght plea. ., 
'R,ec,e:l.v¢d plea bargain (reduced 

.. charges and/ or <:ounts) 
",G1'055 plea:rate (il. pleas f N) 

,~oriv1c~ion rate (tJconvictions f N) 
"'~ll. d!sposltions(N) 

,iia! c,?nV1ction rat~ (il trial 
'convictions "fil, .trials) 

...-

36 
21 
57 

29 

14 
43 

0 

43 
100(14) 

0 

'" 63 25 5 ' 
6 25 23 

68 So : . 28 

19 0 58 

13 50 5 
32 50 63 

0 0 9 

32 50 n 
100(16) 100(4) 100(22) 

0 0 28 

.+ 
50 0 9 42 0 

0 ~ 9 8 0 
'So 0 18 SO 0' 

50 ,50 18 17 0 

0 0 46 16 100 
50 50 64 33 100 

0 50 18 17 0 

50 100 82 50 100. 
100(6) 100 (2) 100(11) 100(12) 100(1) 

0 100 ., 67 67 

~ote: . In Mu1.tnomah C6unty, vellover half 9~ the casEl. files anc:t other recorda. do not identify defendant ethnicity. 
1c" , . '. • . " . ': ' , . . .. .: '. . ' 
~'S~atis~ically si,gnificant change b~tw~en197~ and 1974 in the sallie ethnic.category at tll,e 95 percent level. 

,tStatistlcall~significant change between 'tihei.ndicated ethnic category' and the Rajoi'ity categot'Y,within a given 
:.':off~nsel year combination at the ,9'5. percertt.level. 
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25 25 .. 100 
0 0 0 

25 25 100 

50 37 0 

8 * 25 0 
58 62 0 
17 13 0 

75 75' 0' , 

lOO{l2) 100 {8l . 100 (1) 

100 
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[1", Distri.ct Attorney's Office·, or that a double standard is appl;ed to 
(;', 
.,..~' Black defend,mts. Given the data at our disposal we could not resolve 

the question of which hypothesis best: explainstheobse~ed differences •. ' 

Moreover,one ,must keep in mind the caveat that whatever differences· 
" 

are revea,led by cross-tabulat:l.ngdisposition rates by ethnic group~ 

L:, .. , some of the observed differences may' be due to other factors. 

('-u .' 'Sentence'Severlty--Me-asures 

8 
G 

In the: previous discussion of sentencing disparity we showed 

(among other things) how much of the total variation explained in 

our statistical analysis was attributable to/each of the,"illegitimate" 

·factors. (These factors included the threeexamiIi.e~f,oaboveunder 

.' dispositional evenhandedness--ethnicity, custodys tatus, attorney type 

as well as conviction at triaL) Here we t:cy to. show, in addition, 

the magnitude and direction of each significant effect. That is, 

we address the question: What is the magnitude and direction of the 

'change in average Sentenc~ Severity Score (for Index A) associated with 

.a given illegitimate factor? Table 33 summarizes the results of the 

multivariate statistical analysis for both offenses- and both time 

periods. This procedure makes it possible to hold constant the 

influence on sentence severity (as measured by 'Index A) of all 

specified factors other than 'the factor being examined.. Thati$, 

we can estimate the independent effect- OIl SentenceSeve;rity ,Score 

imposed, for example, of .having obtained apre,trial rel!aase, while' 

holding.constantthe. influences. of other potential causative factors-

c:hargesand, counts,age; prior. r.ecord~ type of counsel, method of 

conviction, etc. For each independent causative factor, Table 33 , . 
i.ndicates both the. direct,:1onof influence and its magnitude,expressed 

: <' ',: ~ , 

:as a" pro.portion of the average Sentence Severity Score (Index A) .imposed 

in the given offense/yearcombination~ 

No c.leartrends emerge with regard to minority status in 1973., 

partly because of the small samples. alack burglars'fared 24 

than Wlii't~ burglars .in 1'973, but Black. robbers ,fared 

.,J 

. t· 

:;" .. , .1. 
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-
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Table 33 

,,",.~!ffit\NDEDNESS IN SENTENCE SEVERITY IMPOSED: THE INDEPENDENT EFFECT OF 
EsItlMATEFACTORS. INMULTNOMAH COUNTY BURGLARY AND ROBBERY CASES, 1973-1974 

-"<.' ,-",. 

.(%. of change i-+~ average Sentence Severity Index A Score associated 
with a change in a given factora) 

Offense 
Year 

'. b 
Jlority Status 
. Black 

Other 
~. c 

Bur8l~ry I 
1973 1974 

'* +24 (57%) NS 
NS -

Robbe; I 
197T 1974 

* -24 (71%) -NS 
+4D (71%) NS 

* * ~ * +39 (96%)* +50 (86%) NS +111 (93%) * 
.retrial Custody Status 
·:In .. jai1 
'On bailor OR NS NS +250 (90%) +50 (72%) 

. . d 
~fendedby Private Attorney 
'Reta;i.ned NS NS +37 (85%)* NS 

.~ Court-appointed NS NS +20 (61%) NS 

. e 
-,:mvicted at TrJ.al 

Court 
J.ury ]+8e ]-L ]_ge 

- + ~ Sentence Severity Score increased 
-'= Sentence Severity Score decreased 

a Entries only for variabies in regression equations which were 
~sta.tistica1Iy significant: at the 95% level and in which the regression 
. coefficient on that variable was statistically significant at the 50% level; 
entry NS (not significant) otherwise. 

"0 Measured against White (majority) status 

~easured 
~" ~a;u~ed 

e 

against mixed pretrial custody status 

against defense by public· defender 

Measured against straight-plea conviction. Entries computed from 
~matching pairs of defendants and cases similar in most respects, except 
,:that one was convicted at trial and the other pled guilty to all original 

charges (see discussion in text). ": , * -
_ . Entr.ies in parenthesis are the level of statistical significance of 
~'y. the regression coefficient. 
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q ... '"." '. '>, ' 
t~'" bette.r.in terms of avera.ge Sentence Sev~~rity Index A score. Other 
,"'~ ,;; '. .",~.:..~ .. , .... -~"- ,.' ,." 1,f 

:"'·minorities (mainly Oriental and American Indian in Multnomah County) 

:~J' were treated the same as Whites in 1973 burglary cases ,but fared 
:' ", 

40 percent worse inrobhe';Y"'::'cases. However, 1974 minority status 

Jwasnot significanttY related to s~n~ence severity in either off.ense, 

suggesting, more evenhanded treatment of offenders ~ , 

-Independent effects of pretrial custody status are mixed too. 

Compared with defendants who spent some of their tilIle in jail and 

part in OR or out on bail, 1973 burglars who were in jail all the time 

fared 50 percent worse, whereas defendants who were never jailed 

fared no better or worse. In 1974 burglaries, custody status had 

no significant effect. In robberies, jaileesfared worse in both 

years, but inexplicably, those on bailor OR all the time fared 
'\ 

,:,,3 even worse. These data must be interpreted as being inconclusiv,e 

c~, ' 
'-:-

in gauging trends in evenhandedness in sentencing as 'affected by 

custody status. 

Compared with bu:rglars defended by the Public Defender's Office, 

those defended by, either type of private attorney fared no bettiar or 

no worse.inboth years. This was also true for 1974 robbery defendants. 

But 1973 robbery defendants had' sentences imposed that were 20 or 37 

percent more severe if they ,were def.ended by court-appointed or 

retained counsel, respectively. From these. data we can conclude 

that type of defense attorney had little independent effect on Sentence 

Severity Score. 

Unfortunately the number of t.rial convictions included in our 

) yearly random samples of 100 burglaries and 100 robberies wasyery 

small; therefore, we cannot rely on the regression results reported 

in . Appendix E. Alternatively, we attempted to select matched pairs 

of con vic tees in each sample differing only ,in whether they were 

convicted at trial or pleaded, guilty to all original counts and 

Charges. These cases were matched exactly on the following characteristiGs: 

,162 
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Y4!~r~offense (burglary, whether dwelling or non-dwelling), number 

-p-'andi le'vel of original and' convicted charges, and priorcrimina1. record 
,.;- . 

category. In a:ddition, if possible, the cases were also .matched on 

?defendant custody status and age. We then computed the percentage 

difference in lIlean Sentence Severity Score for the group convicted 

~at trial and the group who made straight pleas of guilty. These 

. results are shown in Table 33. Note that because of too few trials, 

'~e could not make.meaningful estimates for 1973 robberies. For the 

other three entries, numbers of trials (both court and jury) varied 

between six to eight. From these small samples it would seem that 

cpilvictions at trial result in an increase in sentences,everity of 

about 8 to 18 percent, over those imposed on straight pleaders. 

However, this "penalty" imposed by the court ~ystem does not account 

t for the probability that a defendant will be acquitted at trial or 

have the charges reduced (presumably resulting in a lesser sentence) • 

For 1974 robberies, the trial effect is to slightly reduce sentence 

severity. Thus, to the limited extent we can conclude anything from 

these small samples, it would seem that trials have little effect on 

sentence severity compared with straight pleas. 

* * * * * . .* * 
In summary, our findings regarding evenhandedness of dispositional 

and sentencing outcomes as affected by minority status, pretrial custody 

status; type of attorney and choice of trial versus straight plea are: 

Minority StatuS: Because ethnicity data were not. recorded 

in well over half of the cases examined, sample sizes by 'ethnic 

group were quite small and statistically reliable inferences 

are difficult· to draw. For these small samples, Black 

r.obbery defendants in both years tended to have higher 

dismissal rates and lower guilty plea and ,overall convictibn 

rates, suggesting either over-arrests by the police or over-

prosecution' by the Dis t.rict Attorney's Of ficeor the app~ica:,tion 

ofa double standard. Given these data, we could not resolve 
- '. , - ... - .' '. . 

~hequestfon oi'which hypothesis best explai~' the obs'erved 

··'~':;di.£ferences. .Tnesesame ethnic differences were also present 

:l.n1973:iburglaries'butdisappeared in1974, indicating a trend. 

.'toward.'more e-irerihandedness iridisposi.ti()~!:. Imposed sentence· 
.:: --:~~ :.'.:' .... "':"d~ \-. ' 

''; " 
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severitY-differen.ces associated with ethnic group were mixed 

1973 but these differences disappeared 

a trend toward more evenhandedness in 
. '. . 

sentencing. 

Pretrial, Custody.Bta£US: Some differences in dispositional 

rates associated with being in custody or. not (out on bailor 

OR) were observed in 1973 burglaries and robb.eries.But 

. these. differences~.generally.dis~ppearedin 1974, indicating 

a movement tow~rd more evenhandedness in dispositions. 

Jailed burglars and robbers tended to have more severe 

sentences imposed in 1973, but pretrial custody status had 

no effect in 1974 burglaries. Ho\tiever I custody status effec'ts 

were mixed in 1974 robberies. Consequently, these data must 

be interpreted as being inconclusive in gauging custody status 

effects on the evenhandedness of sentencing., 

. Type of Defen~e Attorney': Compared to private'attorneys, pu1l1ic 

defenders seemed to achieve higher dismissal rates for ))urglary 
• I \. . ~ . .\ l ' 

and robbery defendants in 0YI:.:h year.s and somewhat lower like1i-:-

hood of overa!.l c.{,mviction in robbery cases, but little d'i·£ferences· 

associated 'with typa:.of attprney were observed intr~al or 
straight ~uilty plea b't plea bargain.ing rates.' As' to Sentence 

Severity /~(~pre, no differences between type of attorney were, 
. -~ . . 

p;resentin burglary cases in both years arid in 1974 robberies, 

but 1974 robbery defendants defended by privateattot'1leysr.eceived 

.. somewhat1l'1ore severe sentences •. In short" although there were 

and sentencingoutc,omes that were. somewhat 

defendantshavingpublic'd~fender 
conclusion is tha.t trPe of:;defensea'ttorney had. 

Straight P~ea13:. '. To the limited extent we can 
,'. .- I." 

f re,m our small '. samples of defendants con vic ted" 

seem that con~ict£onattrial:iJnposedlittleorno .' 
" ;"" '.' '" ',' ," 

"". cc ",. ' - ," _ _ > " • " ,_:; 

penalty in. terlliS .of seritencesev.:~rity ~mposedcompared ,w.ithsimilar., 

d~felida.ntslllakiri~ st'~aightRJ.ea~ of guilty .A'tiiQre~r,at;~t{caJ.iy' 
reliable larger samplesi2:es of. 
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,,)llOW THE. COURT SYSTEM TREATS DEFENDANTS WITH. PRIOR CRIMINAL. RECORDS 

i;'c':cAlthough <not an issue that fits neatly into cine of the se~'eral 
"i~sue categories w~ have' addressed in this study, it seems useful, 

jurisdiction trea.ts defendants with prior criminal 

tecords-·~as,< compared_with those with no. prior record.:' National 

r~'-~th the broader issue of the "habitual offender" or the 
,~ 

"'career criminal" is evidenced by recent LEAAaction grants aimed 

f'at focusing ~pecial prosecutorial reSO\1rces on the career .criminal 

inseveral jurisdictions, and by at least one LEAA research grant 

r aimed ,at examining the nature and number of habitualo.ffenders, 
F" 

i ' their impact on criminal be~avior, thei~ contacts w~th public agencies, 
." -.' 

the impact of public agencies on their behavior, and alternative 

deali~g with segments 'of the habitual offen~er popula.tion. 

'Dispos i tionalMeasures 

In Table 34 we, show dispositional measures by the four crindnal 
*. . 

record categories (none, minor, major, prison) employed by the 
, ' , 

California Bureau of Criminal Statistics~c.""\f\s indicateq,in,the 

disctlssion: o~ the eve~handedness issue, we show only dispositional 

measures for defend..;mts. arraigned in Circuit Court.' Prosecutorial 

rejection rate, by prior record, i~ not shown because data. .onthe' 

~uspect~' ~'prior criminal record are generally not present :in the 

prCise~\ltQr's f.iles for those whoarerejcted. Again,one must,keep 
, ' 

"11ludnd the. caveatthat"observed differences shown incross...;.tctbulations' 

ofperforma.nce measures by pti,or record may ,in fact, bepar:tiaify 
{j 

, due to other factors • 
, . ..: 

From Table 34 :i.t appears that the only statistically significant 

'di~ferenceassociated with prior record ,is that 19{4 robbery defendants 

;::::.: :'W:1"tli-:.more ,·s·er·'~ous- prior" ,r~co~ds .. a-r~ .. _;" n<;lt .,c~.i1.victed· Jlldr"e o~ten than -'thcise, 

;1}:~';:~::i~~:;,::ri;:;m r;::::s ~4. o:~::~:. i: b:::e:o d::::::::es "ere ~ ~ 
~~t~r;:;~:~,"~' ........ ___ ~ __ .;....... 

defJnitions.ofthese 

1 ~~ 
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Table 34 

EVENHANIjEDNESS: TlIERELATIONSlIIP BEnlEENPRIOR IlECORDAND DISPOSITIONAL MEASUlI.ES .IN 
WlLTNOHAIlCOUNTYROBBERY '!<rm !lURGLARYCASES, 1913 AND 1974 ' 
,(%6f all,de~endant8 in priorcr~lna1 record category) 

~obber.y I All Burglary I 

1913 1914 1913 

,Prior Criminal Re,cord None HinorHajor Prison ,None' Minor Major Prison None Minor Major Prison None 

'Not 'Convicted, • * Pq'trial'dismissal 39 41 32 31 12 21 9 6 17 28 1 33 17 14 11 27 
'l'r,ililacquitta1, d!smil\sa1, 

mistrfBl 4 20 16 0 5 21 9 11.t I 0 11 14 9 2 0 0 9 
41 67 ' 48 31 17 42 Iii 11 , 17 39 li i;2 19 14 TI 16 

Convicted I " • '" .' :;". StraightJ>lea 1 6 15 23 65 31 82 55 15 6, 36 8 52 43 66 ,28 
Recel"edJ>leabargain 
',( reducedcharg6s "1-; ",,<- • • and/or. cOlJnts) 46 2; 37 31 6 7 0 11 62 44 36 42 21 14 11 21 

" dros.splearate 
~.' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

, (lpleastN) 53 33 52 54 71 44 82 66 11 50 12 50 13 5.1 83 55 

At tria'l 14 11 * ~ .Jl .Jl IS l! .Jl 17 ,.,! ..1. -.! '-.! l! ~ ~ 
Conviction rate 

* ~~~: .<1 convic~ions!N) 51 33 52 ' 69 8358 82 83 ~ n " ~ In ~ 89 64. 
,"'" . '-C;~Ail""d ls P'{IiJ, H0.os '(N), lQO(26) 100(15) 100(19) 100(13) iOO(34) 100(14) 100(11) 100(18} 100(41) 100(18) 100(14) 100(2) 100~48)100(.1) 100(18)100(11) 

.. :. 

,Trial conviction rate ('trial 
condctiQns l ,ltria1s) I, 50 ' 0-, 100 67 40 60 I 100 50 33 50 80 100 50 

,the 95% 1ev,el withill 8 glven prior record category/offense combhtlltion. 

the weighted average of 'rHajorand Pr'lson" categorieliallltth~weiglltedaverageof "None and . 
C01Dl>:tMi::!on.'~:: . . . . , 

}j 

• ~c 
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-,::~~'criminaiiecords a~dn~' imRrovementsin conviction rate or convictl.o~ 
:;~i:{'~'ie~elof,thes~ defenclantsresulted in either year. ,ltis true tha,t, 

,",.- -. ." ", '. "' . - .', 

~}~-'higherconvict:f.onrates and higher conviction levels ' resulted for 

l;'" czZZ, burglary and robbery defendants in 1974 and were associated 

':",,' 

! ". 

'I 

w:f.t:hiheNo-PleaNe.gotia,tion Experiment (as we~ave shown in the 

:abovediscuss:'.on of the" issues of Screening Accuracy and Plea 

'Bargain·ing). But 'the' Experiment did not set, out, tof_ocus special, 

at,tention 'on defendants with heavy prior criminal records ,andthus 

one should not have expected differential treatment by prior record 

to result. 

Sentence Severity Measures 

In our discussion above oD the Sentence Variation issue, 
(" .. 

(saae Table 29), we showed, of the total variation in Sentence 

'Severity Index A Score' explained in our statistical analysis, the 

percentage that \-Jas accounted for by prior criminal record category, 

among ,other factors. In Table 35" we showth~ size and direction 

,oithe independent effe~t of prior record; in terms of the percent 

change in Sentence Severity Score (Index A) associated with ,a minor, 

The change in Sentence Severity Score is. 

measured against defendant~ wi,th no prior criminal record. 

In robbery cases in both years~ th¢ effect of ,prior record 

was to 'increase Sentence SeverityS,core by 30 to 69" p,ercent, depending 

on year and category of prior record. Although there were·someincon

sistencies,' the 'more serious prior records tended to be associated 

w:f.t~,hfghe.r Sentence Severity Sco,re. This observation also ,~eld.for : 

"1974· burglat'y defendants .,Compared with defendants with no prior 

recQrd, '1973 burglaryde,fendantswith a minorpriot re,cordreceived 

somewhat more severe sentences, b.ut,defendantswithmore serious prior 

This latter anomalous result 

in.terms .0£ the gross data we collected~butone 

f01: 1973 burglary ·defendantsw:i.t:h pri9r major o.r 

other mitigating'aircumst;anaes 

, 
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Table 35 

THE INDEPENDENT EFFECT OF PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD ON SENTENCE SEV~ERITY 
IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY BURGLARY' AND ROnBERY CASES, 1973 AND 1974 

(% Change in Sentence Severity Index A Score a associated with a given category of prior record), 

Offense Bur I . ·,'Robbe 
·Year 1973 1974 1973 

Prior 
. b 

Record 
Minor +20 +19 .+39 NS 
Major -33. NS +30 ,+54 
rrison -44 +59 +69 +45 

a Entries only for 'lariables in regression. ,equations which were' 
statistically significant at the 95% level and in which' t:heregression 
coeff:i;cient on that 'variable 'was statistically significa,nt at the 50% 
level; entry NS(not significant) otherwise. ' 
, 'b .' , 

Measured against no prior record. 

". 
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their-background, case or behavior that would 

for their higher'sentences. 

* * 

','. ,.", 

In summary" then, dispositional outcomes in burglary and robbery 
. -

{{c~seswete generally not, affected by defendant prior record in either 

In te'rms of sentences~verity iIIlPosed thel;e was a trend toward 

more severe sente~ces for defendants with some prior. criminal record, 

,the more serious the prior record, the more severe the 

This kind of analysis is useful in establishing "current 

with regard to treatment of "habitual offenders" in a 
Jurisdiction. Ifa special program were introduced that focused on . 

'of~enders with serious prior record, dispositional and sentence outcomes 

program could be evaluated by' comparing them with "current 

outcomes. 

-Uerewe_ apply several performance measures that illuminate the 

i·speediness of justice from a-variety of- viewpoints. First we illustrate 
,;, 

wh~t happened in Multnomah County, in terms of three measures' of elapsed 

major events--mediCiIl number of days , minimu.m number of 

longest 10 percent of cases,and the percent of case$" 

e*ceeding someelapsedtinie standard..;-and in terms of" continuances. 

to analyze why--that is, we estimate the magnitude 

the change. in ,one elapsed, time measure associated wi th 

that we hypothesized wou~d influence the speed~nes.s 

36 <Hsplays the several meaSt,1res of, delay fqr four offense 

'categories (a random sample of ,allfeloni.es, robberies, dwelling and 

:_:~n.on-dwellingbl.lrglaries)in both·years • For' all felonies , median number 

'6f:daysarrest, or arraignment to dismissal., to gJ.lilty plea and 

169 
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.showed· fairly consis tent. year-to-year increases. 

'Very '.largeyear-t~yearincreases in' time between convictidn~nd 
sentencing"arealso apparent, probably largely due to the more 

[~: ~fre<luent use~fpre~entence inve~tigation reports in 1974, , particularly 

'in.themore serious offenses. Median, number of days ,between arrest; 
t:' E~ " and trial, arid between arraignment and trial also rose consistently 

from year'to year. And the minimum time, for the longestlO percent 

r-0 "of cas.es .. also ,showed .fair,ly copsis tent year-to-year increases between 
.- ... ~ 
~.' major events, although the small sample size (e.g. the longest 10' 

Pi " 'percent of 20 cases dismissed in a give offense-year sample = 2 

WI cases) makes for low confidence in this statistic. 

r::-'!' . 
r< t 

U 

For the two Impact offenses of robbery and dwelling burglaries, 

year-to-year trends were mixed. Some elapsed time measures showed 

year-to-year decreases or nocllange (e.g. medi~ time between arrest 

and diSmissal, from arrest or arraignment to final disposition 01: to 

guilty plea for robberies; from· arrest or arraignment, to guilty plea 

and from arraignment. to final disposition for dwelling burglaries). 

Still other rose'in .1974 such as arrestor arraignment--to-trial 

m periods.' Dwelling' burglary elapsed time measures behaved in ,3 similar 

,i...:;. way to elapsed time measures for all felonies. 

" ' 

[>1, 
' '.' 

. ' ... :' .' 

The major point to note"':hereis that Impact offenses did not 

'generia~ly contribute to year-to-year increases in delay experienced 
. . ~.--~ 

for the felony caseload as a whole, suggesting that Impact. cases 

were expedited consciously or unconsciously • 

In Table 36 we have also included a measure oithe -extent to 

which the 60-day time, standard ,is being me,t.Thest,andardactuall,y 

aPl>lies only to the arrest-to-trial pe:r:iod (of individua1c~ses); 

however, it is useful to show separately the percent, of cases exc~eding 

60 days from arrest to dismissal, to g~ilty plea, t.o. trial and to 
"final adjudication" (1. e., dismissals, guilty pleas .and trialstoge.ther, 

~. . . 

Final disposition is taken as the date 6f: dismissal, ndn--convictiori' 
trial" or sentenc;ing' as a result of a guilty plea ora, convid:ion 

.. !f .' , . 

erial. 
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"'Table .36 

~_..sURES OF ELAPSED TIME IN MUI..TNOMAH COUNTY FELONY CASES, 1973 AND 1974 , 

pse 

:cArrest to: 
d.iari/f d-a s) 

Dismfssal-
. Guilty. plea· 
Trial . 
Final disposition 

.Minimum .If days' for 
longest 10% of cases) 

Dismissal 
Guilty plea 
Trial 

.. Final disposition 

(%',Cases exceeding 
60-day standard) 

_ ." Dismissal 
.Guilty plea 

,Trial .b 
-All cases 

mArrainment to: 
.Me~ran IFdays) 

Dismissal ' 
Guilty plea 
Trial 
Final disposition 

. ,(Mitl:(.mum .11 . days' for 
. longest 10% of cases) 

"Dismissa1 
Guilty plea 

), .. ~ric;tl . 

. -:",-
'Final disposition 

All 
Felonies 

1973 1974 

29 - 41 
57 ;;1 
56 84 
62 77 

197 
90 

107 
. 159 

31 
48 
50 
42 

29 
23 
30 
34 

184 
85 
53 

145 

154 
93 

149 
151 

38 
44* 

100 . 
46 

46 
29 
49 
63 

110 
82 
92 

'130 

Robbery I a 

1973 1974 

63 . 26 
65 54 
51 81 
86 86 

-.-

51 t 
38* 

66 t 
34*t 

36t 69 
57 42* . 

Dwellin~ . a 
Burglflry I 

1973 1974 

.42 47 
65 Sl 
52 93 
85 97 

--

40 . 
52 44*t 
38 83 
50 46 

----

79 
37 
35 
71 

.21 
52 
64 

78 
33 
30 
68 

'--

- . 

31 
79 
68 

Non;" 
Dwelling '·a 

Burglary I. 

1973 1974 

17 71 
66. 82 
61 118 
61 97 

-~ 

25 55* 
58 63 

46 61 

69 84 
29 21 
2S 72 
32 6.1 

,~~--~~--~~------4---------~~------~--~-r--~~--~--~----~~--
'_nVicti.t:>n ,to Sentencing 

(Median If days) 2 .34 41 3S 19 33 31 
~'i'~ . ",.'.": ~~_.;;:-.,./ 

':, .. ,.;J;:,.;.:,~ .. ,:..' . _____ .-,;.--:..~ ____ --.L~ ________ L_..:...., _____ ...,.;....--L-__ ---'---~~------

;a'~ . . . . 
".' Entries for minimum number of days for longest 10%0£ cases omitted becau.se 

r,Q~,. sinal1 samp1~size. 
:;';:~b •.•........... 
"',;:.;·Ex,clud ing elapsed time between conviction ancisentencing. ; 
~* ' ~.' . . 

G iic;:;>,,:,S.tatistica,lly . significant:' change between 1973 and 1974 at the. 95.% level 
~y~ln:;a.<giv en off ensecat egory ,; 

(;"",?f ...•.• '. ..... ..... . .... '. 
;~:l',St9-,tist:icallysignificant change at the 95% level between the i I1dicated 

;/!;,H~~etise,:ca;~got;Y;'f1hd,JiAl~Felonies" Within a given year ~ 
.~,.'.,~'~;'._:'{j',,-~.;\;. ,,'~···:··'>~ .. ~u.,~.,·, .. ~;,:, "." ' ....' ," ,,'," ,-' ...... , 

~: "'1. ;. , ;" , 
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time between conviction and sentencing). . Notice 
.. 

the median number of days from arrest to dismissal, 

····guiltyplea or 'trialw.i$less than 60 days for all felonies in 1973, 
"'" _.'. .' -_ . . -... ...:.. ' 

31, 48a.nd 50 percent of those dispositions , respectively, 

the' 60-day standard. And in 1974 iargerfractions of those, 

dispo'sitionsexceeded the60-day standa,td. 

In,.gi:.mera1, a greater fraction of 1973 robbery' and burglary 

~T -·di'spoSi:~±on5 'ex~eeded,-the .. standar.d ,compared wi thall felonies taken 

·together (although the diff'e;rences betweenburglariesatl,d all· felonies· 

were ~otstatistically significant) • In 1974 fewer robbery di~positiOnS 

exceededtihe time standard. One point of interest" is that in 1974.: . 

most trials fo.r robbery ,dwelling burglar:i.es ,and all felonies exceeded 

thest:andard, whereas half or less did so in ~973.The main points 

ar'ethata very large proportion of adjudicated cas~s, exceeded the 

time standard and that., in general, delaywa.s wor~e during 1974. 

Although they provide only ,indirec,t measures of overall delay J. 

continuance measures provide aciditiona1 insight,particularly With' regard 

to;~hich classes'of practitioners are responsible fOr delay and how.·· 

continuance policy is being applied. Table 31 di~playsanumber of' 

"continuance measures, by contested (trials) "and uncontested dispositi9n, 

fora11 felony cases in both periods. For.un-~ontested,-cases,.. about· .. '.' 

one-third ~~ .all cases were continued' ill both periods, ,put the average 

nUmber of continuanc;es per case rOse in 1974. Sj;nce the.average·contin--
. .', . . . ", 

uance involved i5 t~ 16 days in both periods, . th.ismeant that the average 

.nUmber Qf continued days per uncontest¢dcase (continued andnon-coritinued) 
. . 

rose'from 7 in19n to 9 in. 1974 •. Althoughhalfotmore: (t£'the,corit:i,.riuances 

were attributed to the defense in, both periods, those attributed t;o:the 

. ' prosecution declined in 1974. 

For contested cases, the picture was somewhat different. 

·~i.th uncontes~edcases, a ,greater fraction· of contested caSes 

and more continuances are granted in, the ~vetage case; moreover ,both'. . .... 

!:J . 

. r9se in 1974 over 1973. But ~incethe.averagecontiIiua.ri~~cdecli.ned 
days over the two years,the number .o~continu~d:.days 

~.:," ,; 
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Table 37 
. . 

CQNTINUAI-iCEMEASURES IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY, 1973 AND 1974 
(Basedona'~OO-case sample of all felony cases in each period) 

. Year 

For Uncontest.ed~·· Cases 
(N) 

If c:ases continued f # cases 
U continuances ~ II cases 
II days continued f /I continuances 
II days cont:inued-i- if cases 

%of total number of continuances 
attributed to: 

defense 
prosecution * 
court and 0 ther 

For Contested Cases 
(N) 

# cas~s continued ~ # cases (%) 
II continuances f II cases 
1/ days continued.;. /I continuances 
II days continued .;. il cases 

% of total number ,of continuances. 
attributed 'to: 

defense 
prosecution * 
CQurtand other 

*. '. 

1973 

(73) 

'3.3% 
.46 
IS" 

7 

57% 
26% 
17.% 

(20) . 

45% 
1.00 

14 
14 

25% 
35% 
40% 

197.4 

(80) 

,31% 
.59 
16 

9 

49% 
,15% 

36% 

(15) 

60% 
1.40 

9 
13 

29% 
19%' 
52%· 

Attributed to court alone, defense .. and prosecution~ 
.jpintly; and unidentified attJiibution. 

.. :~ , 
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'average contested case remained relatively constant. Unlike uncontested 

cases, only about 25 to 30 percent of trial case continuances are attri

butableto the defense; that attributable to the prosecution declined over 

time. In contested cases, a large proportion of continuances are 

attributable to the court and jointly to the prosecution and defense 

i~ both periods. 

Next, we turn to an analysis of what affects delay. Weselected 

average elapsed .time between arraignment and final disposition asa 

'reasonable overall measure of the delay introduced into felony proceed

ings in Circuit Court. We hypothesized that four factors co'uld influence 

* this measure of delay. P~etrial custody status .could affect elapsed 

. time; defendants on bailor OR might seek to delay p-roceedings for their 

advantage, whereas defendants in jail might have less incentive to ask 

for continuances, so as to minimize pretrial jail time. Type '0£ defense 

attorney could affect delay, especially if one category of attorney tended 

to know the system better than another; however, we had no prior hypothesis 

as to which type of attorney would be associa~ed with longer or shorter, 

elapsed times. A trend over'time toward heavier caseloads (or court 

calendar crowding), we hypothesized, should result in increased delay. 

Finally, the type of disposition --dismi:ssal, plea bargain and trial -

could affect delay. Compared with straight pleas, we hypothesized that 

dismissed cases should be shorter and cases disposed by plea bargain and 

trial should be ~onger on the average. 

Table 38 shows these results for arraignment-to-final disposition 

period .in all felonies and in robberies for both periods • Custody status 

had little or no effect on court delay overall (1. e., for the entire 

felony cas~load) in both years. Compared with robbery defendants who 

spent part of pretrial time in jail and part time out on bailor OR, 

* ' Since we had no prior hyptheses as to why factors other than the four 
selected should influence delay,.we do not show their effect. The results 
of the statistical analysis displayed in Appendix E, does, however, include 
the effects of other (control) ~ariables'onelapsed times. 
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. Table 38 

. iNDEPENDENT EFFECT OF HYPOTHESIZED INFLUENTIAL FACTORS ON AVERAGE ELAPSED TIME 
,'FROM ARRAIGNMEN~;: TO FINAL DISPOSITION FOR ALL FELONIES AND FOR ROBBERIES IN 

MULTNOMAH COUNTY, 1973 ANI! 1974 

(%. cha~e in average elapsed time associated with a given factora ) 

All Felonies Robbery I. 
------- ----.~---- 19-73 1974 1973 1974 

··1 custody status b 
-13 • NS +95 +44 

~ or OR NS NS +74 +88 

d by private attorney 
c +76 +48 +84 -37 

d 
of disposition 
·ssal NS -93 NS - 66 

_ 9argained NS -68 +98 +110 
ea.;- -60 +51 -67 + 98 

·or court calendar crowding + 9 + 5 + 7 +. 2 

t of variance explained (12) (18) (26) (33) 
_1 factors considered 

-.-.- - -- -

a Entries only for variables in regression equations which were statistically 
ignificant at the 95% level. and in which the regression coefficient on that 
vari~le was statistically significant at the 50%, level j. entry NS -(not significant) 

therwise. 

bMeas~red against mixed custody status. 

CMeasur~d against defense by public defender. 

~easured against straight-plea conviction. 
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defendants in jail exclusively or out of jail exclusively tended to have 

, more delay, and the relative effect varies from year to year • In 1974, 

being out on bailor OR introduced, more delay than being held in jail. 

In 1973, the effects were inexplicably reversed, but the difference in 

magnitude was small. 

The independent effect of being represented by a private attorney 

(whether retained or court-appointed) 'compared 'with 'public defender 

representation was to lengthen the arraignment-to-final disposition period 

by approximately 50 to 75 percent (depending on year) in all felony cases. 

~n robbery cases, this effect was present in 1973, but was reversed in 
vEt 
f;i:il' 1974. In general though, tie can conclude that private attorneys introduce 
L~J 

more delay in felony proceedings. Two hypotheses come to mind to explain 

these findings,: either private attorneys deliberately ask for, and are 

granted, more continuances in ,the hopes of more favorable (to the defendant) 

sentences or they ask for, and are granted, continuances because of 

more calendar conflicts among cases they handle. Given these data, we 

cannot choose between these hypotheses. 

We found that there was a ~all, but a highly (statistically) signi-
, ' ' 

ficant positive effect of court calendar crowding on elapsed time. This 

effect varied between two and nine percent depending on year and type of 

offense. Since backlog and filings steadily increased over this two year 

period (see Table 14 above) our hypothesis is confirmed. ,However', the 

small size of the'effect is somewhat surprising. 

Having a case dismissed, compared with a straight plea, had no 

effect in 1973 for either robbery cases or all felony cases, but in 1974 

there was a, large decrease in ~elay associated ,with this type of disposi

tion -- confirming our hypothesis. Plea bargaining was associated with' 

more-delay in robbery cases in both periods, but in the average felony 

case the effects were mixed (no effect in 1973, but Zess delay in 1974). 

Inexplicably, for both offense categories, going to trial was associated 

with Zess delay in 1973, but more delay in 1974. Overall, :therefore, 

these data must be viewed as inconclusive with respect to 'the independent 

influenc. of type of disposition on delay. 
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USE OF VICTIMS, WITNESSES AND JURORS 

As indicated in Appendix D, ,essentially no data were recorded in 

available court records that would allow us to estimate measures of the 

use of victims, other wit'nesses and jurors. The sole exception was data 

* on the number of victims and witnesses called per trial -- only one 

ingredient necessary for E:stimating number of witness and victim appearances 

per disposition. Co::\sequently,.·>we .used,_t:es,ponses from these lay partici

pants to our mail survey questionnaires as a basis for making'rough estimates 

** of such measures. 

Table 39 displays the resulting measures of the use of victims and 

other witnesses. The data reflect cases that were active during March

'August of 1974; we selected older cases to be certain that they would 

have been closed by. the time the mail surveys were administered (early 

'fall of 1975), since we were interested in the victims' and witnesses' 

knowledge of the case outcome, among other things. 

The survey responses indicated that the overwhelming proportion of 

victims and other witnesses were cooperative in the proceeding (about 

90 percent) and'on1y a few pe~cent indicated that they were not asked 

for their cooperation. The average number of appearances per victim 

(2.5) was slightly higher than for otherwitne~ses (1.9). But since the 

number of victims called per trial (about 1.0) was less than the number 

of other witnesses called per trial (2.5), the resulting number.of victim 

or witness appearances per disposition were 2.5 and 2.9 respectively. 

And average victi~ time per appearance (1.8 hours) was about the same as 

that of other witnesses (1.9 hours). 

Table 40 displays measures of the use of juror time; juror,s who served 

during the month of August 1975 were queried. The major point to note is 

that 'about, '40 percent of juror time on the average was spent unproductive1y 

'w,aiting in the jury room or elsewhere. About half their time was spent on 

* Data were not recorded on number of witnesses or victims called per 
uncontested case. 

** Since the mail surveys r~ly on the memories of victims; wit~es~es and, 
jurors, the measures must of necessity be viewed as very rough approximations 
Which, cannot be checked for accuracy. 
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Table 39 

.MEt~SUttES OF. THE USE' OF VICTIMS AND OTHER WITNESSES IN . 
MULTNOMAH COU~, MARCH-AUGUST 1974 

---~- -- ----~~ 

Lay Participant Victims 
Other,.Witnesses 

(Mainly prosecution witnesses) 
U !. \ \ ~~> 

__ ~ __ ~.j,;.;..r'_· ------------~-----~I__-------...;.,..._-.;..---~"'---
,:;. .. ./i/ 

~ .. ' operatl, Y!':.£l~s!. 
(.~- \~ (~/ . - -- '"." 

% cooperative 
F1"not cooperative 
C not asked ~. 
;" . Total r~sponses 
. . 

(N) 

E}era.ge nUL~er of appearances per 
,- 'victim or other witness 

f1erage number of victim and other wit
Gness appearances per disposition 

g-:me per victim or other witness appear-:
,lianc.e 
C .. -.- . 

%,less than 1 hour 
'q,!(,1-2 hours 

.. •. ~J3 hours (all morning or afternoon) 
6 hours (all day) 
. Total responses (N) .......... 

r,~· 
'1" ",--1erage time per appearaIl.ce (hours) 

h 
r.' 

89 93 --. 

6 3 
5 4 

100(105) 100(89) 

2 • .5 1.9 

* ** 2.5 2.9 

2.4 14 
SO 48 
21 34 
5 4 

100(93) lOO{S5) 

1.,8 1.9 

t ~ 

Li~,'·----------~--------------~----~---------*----~~------~----------~ 

Source: Responses of victims and other witnesses to Rand mail surveys, except 
'for number of vict~.ms or other witnesses called 'per trial (see below). 

* Assumes one victim per disposition x 2~5 victim appearances per victim = 2.5 
victim ap~earan'7~2s per disposition 

** ~ 1.5 witnesses per trial disposition (calculated from trial court records) x 
1.9 witness17Ppearances pel:; witness = 2.9 .witness appearances per disposi-
,t'io.n. (i 
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MEASURES OF THE USE OF JUROR TIME IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY, JUNE 1~7S' 
(% of jurors r.esponding, except final column) 

\~ 

Less than 
ercent of Time Sent 
-~;. 

None 25% 25%-44% 50%-74% 75%-100% 

," 

.. :fn jury ro om 
-ewhere 

(N=163) 

~ction - criminal (N=159) 

- criminal (N=173) 

civil 

- civil 

(N=155) 

(N=168) 

r'::: 

0 29 

0 70 

6 46 

3 71 

18 50 

37 26 8 

24 3 3 

31 12. 5 

.20 3 3 

23 5 4-1 • . c, 

J.':"? 

(~" 

j~~t 

% Time 
spent 'in 
activity 

41 

22 

28 

?O' "-" "," \ " . 
19 

... ",:: 
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. criminal cases, split fairly evenly between voir dire and in tria,L And 

about 40 percent of their time, split':'evenly between voir dire and in trial, 

was spent on Civil cases. (Notice that the average time per activit)', when 

summed over all activities, is in 'excess of 100 'percent; apparently respopd

ing Jurors neglected to allocate their time accurately across activity 

categories.· -·Thu;;;·,:·ra·tiosbetween ca.tegor.iesis.a more.meaningful measure. 

If we take time in civil .trial as an index of 100 percent, jurors tend to 

sp~nd about the same time in voir dire.for civil trials, about 220 percent 

as much time in voir dire for criminal trials, 280 percent as much time in 

criminal trials and about 400 pe~cent as much time waiting unproductively. 

THE USE OF JUDICIAL TIME: THE WEIGHTED CASELOAD APPROACH 

One objective of our stuay was to analyzG the use of judicial time 

in various court activities occurring in felony criminal proceedings. The 

analysis is described below, but we rejected the results because of 

deficiencies in the available raw data. These problems will be explained 

after ·the analytical approach has been described. Our' experience illustrates 

how difficulties can be encountered. in working with court data senerated 

for another purpose. Our failure to obtain acceptable results does not .. 

imply that the objective was infeasiblC!, but rather that its implementation () 

required data collection efforts beyond the means of our ·study!. 

The vehicle of analysis was the so-called "weighted caseload" approach 

,(described ,in Sec. III), a procedure in which various activities comprising 

acrimina'i. proceeding .are measured by. their respective average durations 
\ " 

and frequel\:~ies of occurrence per proceeding,; These in turn are combined 

into. a perf;~rmance measure termed the average' time (ju.dge-time in this study) 

:required· to pro(.';.::ss ..z case to disposition. 

One use of W'eighted-caseload analysis is to determine the impact of 

policies that alt,er the relative mix of activities .within th~ proceeding 

(e.;~g., the impact ofa change in plea bargaining policies, 'aJ:ld a consequent, 

cha1:lged in tile frequency of related activities). Another use is to translate 

180 
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aproj'ection of future case loads into requirements for practitioners and 

yother 'cOllrt personnel.' And a third use is to estimate the impact of 

-pt:ocedural changes (e.g. J the adoption of omnibus hearings) that may alter 
l. ~ t·~· . 

the average time consumed in affected court activities. 

Weighted caseloadanalyses have been and are being performed in a 
'" * - number of jurisdictions. Our planned work was to goa step further than 

" pr-ior -applications 'of ,this,·'apPl:oach, since.·we _undel:took" to .. separate the 

-calculations by broad offense classes. These more detailed result's coutd 
, 

then be used to deal directly with ch:atiges in the mix of offense types. 

~i 

Data Collec.tion 

The Circuit Court in Multnomah County does not ro~tinely collect data 

of the type required' for weighted caseload analysis. Nevertheless, we 

hoped to collect data ourselves from at least a sample of judges. for a 

period of one or two months. It turned out that a logging procedure for 

court clerks had been initiated in June 1975 to collect data that .would 

help to resist County efforts to reduce (clerk) personnel. This procedure 

required clerks to log their workday activities both in and out of the 

-. court room, to record the ,time for each activity, and to'indicate whether 

theactivitj was related to a civil or criminal'matter. Since the court 

'clerkmus t be present when the judge is on the bench and since we knew 

the kinds of activities that the judge must preside over, it .was possible 

to :tnferfrom the clerk logs how judges used their courtroom' time. It 

was possible also to infer the amount ,of judicial time consumed off the 

bench, presumably in chambers, but its allocation to various matters could 

not be ascertained. At best, the off-bench time could be p~o-rated between 

criminal and civil matters on the basis of the corresponding division of 

time on the bench. 

The Chief Criminal Court ~- which handles all pre-trial matters, as 

p {Iellas guilty pleas and sentencing flowing from guilty pleas -- was ,not 

in the clerk logging progl:am. However, a daily ~cheduleroutinely 

* .'., . 
The Judicial C9uncil of California, for example~ has implemen.ted 

judicial weighted caseload analyses for the past ten years or more. 
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showed for each activity. therein: ~/prepared for" that courtroom 
? .'.~. , 

N .. _ •.. : .•. ',J .. ".·.· .... c.· •• scheduled time:, defendant' s name, case number, type of activity, and 
L1defense 'counsel. 
~( /', ',' . 

Offense type, an item of information that we needed,wasabs.ent 

B from the clerk,'s.logs and the schedule. of the Chief Criminal Court. 

,But;. wecoulcl obtain this information. indirectly from a daily schedule of 

h:"' c~urtappearances .. routinely prepared by the Office of the. District Attorney. 
~;, 

J [""' .. ' 

'J': 

This schedule could be matched with the Chief Criminal Court schedule on 

the basis of defendants' names. The match. with the trial court clerk logs 

could be made on the basis of the type of activity, but ambiguities would 

sometimes arise when a day's activities .in a single courtroom were numerous. 

Difficulties .in using these reports notwithstanding, copies of the 

Chief Criminal Court schedule and the prosecutor's court appearance schedule 

were obt~ined for each judicial day in July 1975. Trial court clerk logs 

were available ,for only 119 of the '185 judge-da'ys during that month. 

Weighted ,case10ad calculations were made separately for the Chief Criminal 

Court and th'li,'. '. trial courts, both because of the missing' data problems and 

because o,f differences in activities between the two. 

The gross number of dispositions for the entire Circuit Court' during 

the montho£Ju1y 1975 was taken from the monthly criminal statistics 

prepared by the Chief Criminal Clerk. Benc.h warrants, which are inc1~ded 

among disposition~'iior the Court's.reporting purposes, were excluded for 

our purposes. 

Analysis 

We aggregated court activities into seven types, namely: arraignments, 

motion hearings, plea hearings, other hearings, court trials, jury trials, 

and sentencing hearings. The average duration of each .type of activity in 

of. the .. t:wotypes of courts was calculated. The relative f£equ(e'ncy' of 
. ·.It·· 

type of activity per d~,:;posi·tion. was also calculated. Theptoduct of 

two measures that is, the a:verage bench-time-per-specifie:d-activity ... 
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type times the average frequenc~es-per-disposition-for-a-specified

activity-type -- provided the total bench time per disposition for that 

. a,ctivityi type. Summing these bench times over all activity types then 

provided the total judge-time consumed in the courtroom (Le., the bench ., . 

time) per disposition. Total time in chambers for trial judges was 

prorated between civil and criminal mattex-s on the basis of the identi

i.i fiable spiit of bench time on civil and criminal matters. Time in . 

chambers for the Chief Criminal Judge was estimated to be 10 percent 

of bench time. 

The results of these calculations for felonies as a whole are displayed 

in Table. 41. Simi~ar results, not displayed, were obtained for foUr feZony 

types. Some of the entries in Table 41 have questionable magnitudes. The 

rates of occurrence of plea hearings and sentencing hearings seem unduly 

low, .~or example. The combined judicial time per disposition of 118 minutes 

is Zess than one-haZf of the average time reported for Superior Courts in 
~ 

CaUfornia. These questionable results underscore the doubts that we had 

about theadeq~acy of the data available to use for these purposes, as will 

be next discussed. 

Data Deficiencies 

The most serious shortcoming in the data sources was the sJ,lbstitution 

of the clerks' logs for direct records of the use of judicial time. While 

clerks' logs enabled us to inf.er how judges' bench time was distributed, 

they gave no indication as to. how the judges employed their off-bench time. 

- And even for the purpose of estimating the use of bench time, ~he clerks' 

logs were of uneven quality. Some appeared to be complete, to the paint of 

exp1·icit1y· identifying the parties in both civil and criminal cases. Others, 

... howe,.,er t contained only a few, crypeic eneries per day. (We did not use 'the 
" .'., 

~latter1ogs, since the inference was strong that some courtroom activities 

had simply not been recorded.) Between these two extremes, some clerks. 

failed to designate whether the noteda,ctivitywas a civil or criminal 

* . . Final Report, JudiciaZ-Weighted CaseZoad.System Project for the Judic.iaZ 
CounciZ of CaZifornia J Arthur Young and Company, May 1974. 
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. WEIGHTED CRIMINAL CASELOADANALYRIS 
CIRr.nTTCOURT ,MuLTNOMAH COUNTY',. JULY 1975 

(feLonies plus misdemeanor appeals; 

Activit 

Arraignments 

Motion hearings 

Plea hearings 

Other'hearings 

Court trials 

e 

Jury trials 

Sentencing hearings 

all time entries in minutes) 

Average 
Bench Time 

eR" Activit 

* CCC 

11 

23 

17 

20 

20 

58 

--
24 

101 

394 

20 

CCC 

.88 

.09 

.48 

.14· 

.15 

TC 

.02 

.16 

.03 

.• 07 

.16 

Total bench time per disposition 

Estimated off-bench time per disposition, 

E~timated total. judge-time per disposition 

Av~rage Bench 
Activity-Time 

Dis osition 

CCC TC Total 

'10 '10 

213 

8 8 

3 4' 7 

3 .3 

.2828 

33 6 

26 39 

3' 50 

29 89 

65 . 

S3 

118 

8 * CCC = Chief ,Criminal Court. 

**TC = trial 1courts. 
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.\ 
tt'wasu~ually possible for us to make. this fdenti~ication by 

Vi:t.J,.Uil!o.· the Dist~ictAttorhey's sched~le of courtappeara~ces, but even so, 

'20 percent of total bench time remairied·unidentified •. This data . '. ,. -. . . . . 

·defectc.ould have produced a significant'undercountingof criminal case 

..... ·.~ctiyities "wh.ich iriturn c8ul"d have cl3.usedasubstantial underest:i.mat~ 
,,0£ ~udg~-time consumed per criminal disposition. Also, some clerk logs ' . 

, . for somecqurtrooms were missing. !hesedata gaps might have b.iasedth~ 
, . 

JIlix of bench activities in our data base, since we obserVed that types of 

cal;les and' types of activities within cases tended not be uniformly 

> d:fstributed" among judges. 

Our estimates of th:e frequencies of some types of courtroom activ.ities 

could not, unfortunately, b.e compared with similar items. reported in the 

Court's monthly criminal statis.tics since their definitions of these 

activities differed from those used .in the logging procedure. 

The Chief Criminal Court schedules were deficient for our purposes 

.7, . because theyc~ntained saheduZed times for activities .rather than aatw2Z 
1;;imesaonsumed. In some instances, we elected to tlsestilndard,time factors 

""'prepared by the chief criminal' clerk rather than using. scheduled times .. 

We took the count of dispositions directlyf.toDi the~Circuit court's 

... monthly crfuinalsta,tistics summary. Since. the' Court does not report 
( , '. . . ',' . - " . 

dispositio'ns by offe~se type, we estimated the. distributions for July by 

offense type by means of a sample of 400 dispositions selected from all 

.•... disposi.tions occurring during' the first .ten lI10nths of 1975'. (The sampling 

was <made by means:of the Cumulative Status Report, which specified the' 

type of offense but not the, date of' disposition.) 

Other data shortcomings wo~ld have been avoidable if our resources 

had ,permitte~ us to collect da,ta over a ionger:'::'period Jor over several 

period~). One.month's·dat~were too few to permit analyses of.relativel:y 

:unco~on offen~e types or reliable estimates of the· dura'tion 9f a relati;~lY 
::~in£requent activity such . as. a otriaJ... . Also,. more extended dat~ cdllectio~ 

'.facilitates the statistical analysis of courtroom activit~estendto' 
;':'" . 

. ,. 

, . 
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be cyclical. For example, when a trial judge takes his turn as Chief. 
" , " I. ' , 
Criminal Judge,his case disposition rate imri1ediately increases about 

twentyfold, but the increase i~ his sentencing hearings lags because of 

the period of time required to prepare presentence investigation reports. 

Thus, one would expect sentencing heari~s to be relatively infrequent 

'during the ,first.month of a new Chief Criminal.Judge.'s term. The month 

that we studied, July 197~, was the first month of this term. 

Concluding Remarks 

Most of the data barriers that we encountered could, be readily 

overcome in a future weighted caseload analysis effort. Modest changes 

in logging procedures and their supervision would markedly enhance the 

quality of those data sources for weighted caseload,' analyses. 'While 

the data collection period should be lengthened to at least several months, 

the relatively frequent activities need not be exhaustively reported. For 

example, ten percent of the arraignments over a period of three months 
\\ 

should probably suffice. On the other hand, trials should be completely 

reported because of their infrequency. 

The principal open question is how to obtain reliable data on the 
Ii 

amount of off-bench time judges devote to various matters, given their-

sensitivity to "monitoring." Their cooperation probably hinges on being 

persuaded beforehana of the value of weighted caseload information. It 

could be helpful if a data collection'scheme were devised to preserve 

anonymity of information about individu,al judges. 
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""GAUGING OVERALL PERFORMANCE; S1JM!of.ARY AND COMMENTS 
,~~: >-.~ .-, ~ 

·'Here: we summarize ourtindings ill qualitative, terms. Each major finding 

or inferenc~ is stated, together with a discussion notingtheyear-to-year 

:changes(or lack of change) in the relevant, set of' performance measures. 

,Where appropriate, we also indicate to what extent, and why,each find:ing 

'must be qualified, given the nature and samplesi~e of.thedataand the 

'success of, the supporting statistical analysis described i~ AppendixE. 

Finally,we discuss whether there was a clear discernible trend, toward 

one or another of the polar models (Crime Control or Due Process) in 

. Multnomah County • 

. Findings Relevant to Whether the No-Negotiation Experiment Achieved its 

--:.I' , 

Ii Objectives 

I. Case Quality in Impa(J~ Crimes Improved Sig?1iiicant7,y 

Rationale,: 

Qualifica
,tion: 

For Impact crimes,tbeexperiIuent resulted in 

relatively little change' in overall rejection 

rates and felony filing rates on the most serious 

charge, but much less frequen~ rejections by· 

reason of evidencede~iciency. Moreover" within .' '. 

this broad rejection, reason category, th.e frequency 

of cases rejected oecause they needed Illore police 

investigation declined;. this was not so for 

a comparable non-Impact crime. ,Also, nOn-, 

conviction rat;es (dismissals and trial acquittals, 

or mistrials) declinedsignific~n;ly for Impact, 

crimes, but not' for a, comparable non';'Impactoffense~ 

From these indicators we can conclude that b9th 

the quality of individual cases (better'police 

investigation) and the relative frequency of good 
·l ". 

c2~ses_ (tightened charging standards) impr~ved. 

" .'\"' 

Fl:om these indicat,orsit :is. not 

the 
the ,elevlition .. of 

, ... ~ 
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APPENDIX E 

DESCRIPTIONS.OF VARIABLES AND RESULTS OF 

. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

In this Appendix we defin'a all of the variables .used in the multi-

"variate regression equations,presentthe means and standard deviations 

for all variables, and indicate the results of the multivariate analysis 

for conviction probability, sentence severiti and case duration. ,A final 

section presents the formulas used to evaluate the statistical significance 

of differen'tes between means and proportions for tables in the text •. 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 

Table E.l describes each of the variables used and indicates how each 
I 

was constructed. It will be noted .thatmost independent variables were 

transformed into dichotomous zer%ne ~ummies. We experimented. with a . 

commu~ity ties index t~' measure how estCiblished a defendant was .in the 
I . ' 

. I' . 

loc.al i community, which we hypothesized wO'.lld. influence the sent~:tce 

:i:mposed on him, and other outcome as welL Its construction is explained 
! • 

in No~e I to Table E.l. Methods used to collect the samples and defini";' 

tions 1of the offense classification are given in Appendix D., 
I 
! 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 

TablesE.2 through E.~ contain the means (ll) and standard deviations 

(0) of all variables utilized in the multivariate analysis by jurisdict~on 

and year. Three dashes (~--) or a blank indicate that the variable did 

not apply (e.g., OFF INDWELL. for Robberies), that information was not 

available. (e.g. , SENT. BARG. in Dade County) or was not collected (e.g., 

ORIG. A (1 0
) CRGS ~ for All Felonies L A single. zero (0) .indicates that 

the event did not occur in that particular sample (e.g. ~ JURY TRL\!. in· 

Dade County B & E Offenses, 1975). Statistics for'a sub-sample of 

convictees only (by plea of guilty or by trial) are shown for the: 

.... , <exemplary offenses since the. sentence severity equations were estimated 

for these defendant~otily~ " . 

,,~ .. 
. .\ 

-. 

RESULTS OF. THE MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES ...•. ,,," 

'TableSE~6£llrough E:Z5present the results for themul.tivariate . ." 

u~lIig. ordinary;eas·tsquare~ estimation. A,lJ,. variables 
. . 

-'. ;,'" j', ':.,.':: 
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were run in their linear forms since we had no,,, theoretical justification 

for transforming them., 

The column headings indicate the regression coefficient and its T 

value. 11 is the elasticity, evaluated at the mean, and shows for each 

variable the percentage change in. the independent variable associated with 

a one percent changa in the independent variable. 

The values for the dichotomous variables should be interpreted as 

"the effect of the variable listed as compared to a situation in which the 

exaZuded variable obtains. For example: 

Included Variable Excluded Variable 

BLACK Non-black 

OTHER MINORITY 

MIN. P.R. 
MAJ. P.R. 
PRISe P.R. 

JAIL CUSTODY 
BAIL 
O.R. 

CT. APP. COUNS. 
DEF. RET. COUNS.' 

OFF. IN DWELL. 

CHG. RED. BARG • 
·COUNT. RED. BARG. 
DISM. & TRI. ACQ. 

SENT. BARG. 
DROP OTH. CASE BARG. 

COURT TRIAL 
JURY TRIAL 

PUB. DEFDR. 

PROP. OFF. 
DRUG OFF. 
OTH. OFF. 

} 
} 
} 

} 

Black or Majority 

No Prior Record 

Combination of Jail 
and Bail or O~R. 

Public Defender 

Offense not in dwelling 

Conviction on all 
charges and counts 

} No such bargain 

} 
No trial for conviction . . 
and duration eqns;straight 
plea for sentence eqns • 

. Private Counsel ,.0., 

.} Remaining offense types 

R2r s , adjusted R2r s an4 the F statistic for each equation are given 

at the foot of the tables. Whether or not the regression equation is 

significant (i. e., whether the composite of independent variables explains 

more of the variance in the dependent variable than random chance alone) . 

,,- .. 
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can be evaluated in terms of the F statistic with the appropriate degrees 

of freedom (D.F.). For reference, the F value must be at least as high 

as 1.93 for D.F. = 20, 70 and at least as high as 1.84 for D.F. 25, 50 at 

the 95 percent level of confidence. 

Determinants of Conviction 

Our purpose in running these equations was to estimate the effect 

of the hypothesized iudependent variables on ,the probability of con

viction at the three alternative levels plus non-conviction which'are 

indicated in the column 'headings. The independent variables reflect 

characteristics of the defendant, his pretrial status and type of counsel, 

the o~iginal charges filed against him, whether he was tried, and the 

influence of the case backlog (a proxy variable for which is MO. FIN. 
~ 

DISPO~) These regressions are based on samples of all defendants. 

Adjusted R2's are mostly under 0.10 and rarely exceed 0.30. In only 

13 of 32 equations was the F test met. We therefore tend to place little 

faith:in the model we developed to explain conviction level. 
, , 

Determinants of Sentence Severity 

Qur purpose in running these equations was to estimate the contribu

tion ~f the hypothesized independent variables to a score which indicates 
I 

the severity of the sentence imposed on the de.fendant. The sentence 

score was generated according to four alternative indices (see Section 

III). In addition to the independent variables employed in the conviction 

equations~we added the type of bargain (and, therefore, type of disposition.) 

* the defendant had. The samples of course contained only defendants who were 

convicted. R2's (except for the 1974 Dade Robberies) were mostly in excess 

of 0.40. Six out of 32 equations failed to meet the F test but four of these 

failures were for 1974 Robbery cases in Dade County (TaQle E.20). There does 

appear to be .a good deal of volatility in the siz.e, signs, and significance 

. or-the coefficients on independent ,variables across indices, years, offenses 

and jurisdictions; more work on the sentence severity model thus seems 

indicated. 

* In these equations'the variable MO. FIN. DISPO. is best interpreted 
as a proxy for crowding in county and state correctional facilities which 
built up steadily over time in both jurisdictions. 
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The Determinants df Case Duration 

Ourpurp~seinrunning these equations was to estimate the contribu

tioi\l of the hypothesized independent variables to case elapsed time 

meaSured from ar~'.aignment to final disposition •. We used samples of All 

.,Felonies, for which we had fewer and somewhat different data elements, 

as well as samples of our exemplary offenses. Adjusted RZ,s mostly, 

exceeded 0.20 and never fell below 0.10 for those equations it was possible 

to estimate. (Time truncation in the sample of All Felonies for Dade in 

1975 :precluded the calculation of meaningful estimates; the estimates for 

the exemplary offense samples for Dade 1975 should be treated with great 

cau..:ion as welL) The F statistics were acceptable at a 95 percent level 
• I 

of confidence in seven equations out of eleven. Since the estimates do 
If " 

not behave very consistently in magnitude and direction across years, 

offenses or jurisdictions, we feel that more work on both model specifica-

tion and data improvement is necessary .• 
I 
t 
I 

" 
• 

..... 
T'EST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STATISTICS 

...... :. 

,11In performing. statistical tests of the 

* portipns, we used the following formula: 

difference between two pro-

t 
! PI Pz 

T = -lp::- .. .. 
+ p q 

HZ 

where Pl = the proportion for the first sample 

Pz = the proportion for the second 

Nl = the size· of the first 'sample 

NZ = the size of the second sample 

PINl +PZNZ 

p" = ----------------Nl + , N2, 

q'" = l-p" 

* .. 

sample 

'. 

: 

.; -

Adopted from P.G. 'Hoel, Introduationto Mathematiaal. Statist.ias, New', 
York, Wiley, 1974, pp. 148-151.' , ['( " 
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In performing statistical tests of the difference betwet;nt:wo means, 

we used the standard formula,' i. e.: 

III - 1I2, 
T = 

where 111 = the mean for the first sample 

, 112 = the mean for the seco,nd sample 

,0"1 = the standard deviation, of the first sample 

,0"2 = the stal:ld~rd deviation of the second sample 

!Nl = the. size of the first sample 
I ..... " , 

;N2 = the size of the second sample 
t 

i 
T statistics were evaluated at the 95. percent level of confidence. Tests' 

of di~ferelices between proportions or between means wel:'e applied to all 
1 . 

year-eo-year. comparisons and sometimes to other comparisons such as pr~ol:' 

record classes within a given year or race/ethnic classes within a given{ 
" 

year dr'to jurisdiction comparisons (e.g., proportion of Robbery:. defendants' 

obtaiding pretrial dismissal) within a given year. 
f 
I ." .! 

..... 

", 

.. 
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TABLE E.! 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 

DESCRIPTION 

A proxyvar,iable 
constructed to reflect 
the strength of the 
defendant's community 

,ties .. 

Age of defendant 

Race of defendant 

Ethnic category of 
defendant 

jJ 

CONSTRuctION 

Adjustedscor,~ based on a 
principal components 
analysis of variables re';";' 
flee, ting defendant's socio- , 
economic and family 
,attributesl . 

Less than 20 yrs. old' = 0 
20-30 yrs ~ old =1 
Over 30 yrs. olel= 2, 

Other race = 0 
Black = 1 

Anglo", Black =,0· 
Spanish surnam~, Asian, 
Am~ricanIndian= I' . 

, . 

----------~--------------+-------~------------------+-----~----------~~ 
'2 MIN. P.R .. 

2 'MAJ. P.R. 

, , 

Defendant has minor, 
prior c:riminalrecord 

lil 

Defendant has-major 
_ '~prior criminal record 

No record", major pr 
prison record =0 , 
minor record::;: 1 ' 

No record, minorar 
prisonreco'rd= 0 
ma}orre,cord ,= 1 

~----~----------~------4~~--~--~~~------~----+-~~----------~--------
PIUS.P.R. 2 

.. JAIL "CUSTODY .-r.:: -

Defendant has prison 
prior criminal record 

Defendant was confined 
to.jailprior to case 
,disposi tion 

Defendant ,was,out'on 
'". ,'f 

bail prior to c,asEl' 
disposition 

Defendant was out on 
,..;;,) 
y' own recognizance prior 

to disposi tion 

Bail,'O'~R.; o~ combination 
of"bail10~R.,and jail ' " 
Jail= 1 

\\ /j. 

O.R., jail os combination 
of(';baillO.R. 'and jail, '0" 
D.ll .. )= 1 

, .. ' "(l',"',,"~" , ',," 
Bail,' jail, or combination 
ofbail/Q.R. and jail =,0 
D.R. =iI" 

) 

II 
, \, 
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TA:SL~fE.l 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES (Cont.) 

i\ 

DESCRIPTION 

Defendant wr~,s repre':" 
sented byc'ounSel . 
appointed by the court 

Defendant was repre
sented by counsel. he 
retained himself 

A level (Multnomah) 
or fir.st degree (Dade) 

. charges, originally , 
filed against 
defendant 

Blevel,(Multnomah) 
or second degree. (Dade) . 
<;harges .' originally 
filed against 
defend,ant 

, . 

Public defender or 
defendant.,.retained . 
counSel =0 ' 
Court app()inted 
counsel=l . 

PUbl;;;Lc. defender or' court, 
'appointed counsel =0 
Def~ndant-retained 
counsel = I 

Total' number of 
'at that 'level 

'l'otaln,umber of 
that, level, 

Fj,' -~--:"--~---I--~--"----.;..;.,.........------+---:....,.,...-~,-;.------,.;---~~: 

d ORIG .• C (3°) CRGS. 

, ORIG •. MISD~ CHGS. 

C level (Multriomah> 
or third .qegree (Dade) 
charges originally .. 
. filedagainst.· . . .' 
defendant 

, . ". '.' 

M:isdeinean,or charges 
originally fil~d 
against defendcint 
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INDWELL. 

;·CHG. RED. BARG. 

COUNT RED. BARG. 
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TABLEE.1 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES (Cont.) 

DESCRIPTION 

The Burglary (Multnomah) 
or Breaking and Entering 
Offense (Dade) took 
place in a dwelling . 

The charges(s) upon 
which the defendant was 
convicted by plea (or 
at t~ia1) was a~ a 
level or a degree lower 
than that at which he 
was originally charged 

The defendant was con
victed by plea (or at 
trial) on' fewer total 
counts than originally 
filed against him but 
at the same' level 
(degree) as the 
or~gi]lal-cnarges 

,1hedef endant nego~ 
tiated. ariagreement 
on or was given. an 
assurance as to. his 

.' sentence in return for 
a plea. or pr.osecutor 
agreed not to. QPpose .; . 
a-.sentence recom-
m~dationmadeby. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Not in, dwelling = 0 
In dwelling 1 

Convicted.anall charges 
or at same level (degree) 
as original, chargesoI:. 
not convicted =0 . 
~Convictedat reduced 
charge level. (degree)-l 

Convicted on all charges 
or at a rtaduc~d charge 
level or not. convicted.= 0 
Convicted on fewer counts., 
same level (degree) =1 

Did not get sentertc~ 
};)arg~in'i=O 
Did get sentence 

"bargain =1 

defense ~ 
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-.---~ •. -.~;cr~~~~ . 

The prosecutor agreed 
,to drop' other pending. 

c: cases(s) . against de
fendant in rethrn for 
a.gui1ty plea in th~s 
case 

195 

Had no other cases 
dropped "0 
Had other' cases 
dropped .. ) .. 

(\ 
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TABLE E.l 

. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES (Cont.) 

DESCRIPTION 

Defendant was tried by 
judge (i.e., no jury) 

Def endan t was tried py 
jury 

Month in'which final 
disposition of the 
case occurred 

Defendant wasrepre- .. 
sentedbythe Public 
Defender-; 

CONSTRUCTION 
to 

Did not have court 
trial =0 
Had c.ourt trial=.l '. 

Did n .. ot have 'J" Jlry' 
, . '/I' 

trial = 0 .' 
Had jury trial == 1 

~G 
\: Numbered .sequentially by: 

.month beginning Jam.tary,> 
1973. ' .. 

.' . 
waS not: represented by' 
Public Defender =; '0" 
Was represented by 

'. .~~ .. -~ 

~:~\ 'Public Defender=!.,· 
~ ___ '~~I ______ l~~-~~~ __ ~--____ ----...~~~~~--~ __ ~~~~~~ 

. NO~ DEFS. 7,8" Number of defendants To taL numb,er 
. I involved in case 

PROP. OEF7. 
" 

, ....... '7. 
DRUG:o.OFF. 

,¥elonyoffenses· .. 
"against property 
(e.g., theft, lal:'cenY 
burglary)' , 

~) 

Felony offense in
~lo'lving sale or 
possession' of drugs~. 
etc. 

Offe~se against: pet"so.n,·.' 
property, or other' .. 

"'o~fense type, =' 0. 
Offense involving 
drugs·. = ! ." 
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CONY. ON ALL eRGS. 
. -& COUNTS 

TABLE E.I 

DEFINITION.oF VARIABLES (Cont.) 

DESCRIPTION 

All felony offenses 
other than against 
persons, property, 
or involving drugs 
(e. g., fli.ght to 
avoid prosecution, 
bribery, etc.) 

The defendant was 
convicted on all 
charges and counts 

CONSTRUCTION 

Offense aga.inst persons, 
property or involving 
drugs = 0 
Oth~r offenses = I 

Convicted on reduced 
charges or fewer counts 
or not convicted == 0 
Convicted on. all charges . 
and counts = 1 

originally filed 
ag~linst him 

----------------------~----4_----~~ \:\ " 
CONY. ON FEWER COUNTS 

. CONV. ON ·RED •. CRGS. 

. . DISM. & TRI. ACQ. 

l 

I 
. SSI A 10 

SSIB IO 

"sst n lO 

SE~\j"CdUNT RED. BARG." VARIABLE 

SEE "CHG. RED. BARG. " VARIABLE 

Defendant was dismiss~d, . 
nol prossed or diverted 
before trial or trial 
ended in acquittal, 
mistrial,ordismis'sal 

Score for defendant on 
Sentence Severity 
li\ld.exA 

\\. ".' 

Score for defendant on 
Sentence Seve,rity , 
Index B 

. Score flJl~ defendant" on 
'Sentence Severi ty . . 
Score C 

Score for.defend~mt 
on Sentence Severity 
Index D 

The duration of the 
case 

Defendant was con,
vic ted = 0 
Def eT,ldan t was no t 
convicted = 1 

f:} 
Value of score 

Value of score 

Valqe of score 

Value of score 

The no •. of days elapsed 
;rom arrc'dgnment· in. .' . 
CircUit Court 'to final " () 
disposition, .. {e. g.,' . 
dismissal, acquittal, 

19'7' _-___ ~~ ___ ~~s_e_n_.~_en_c_"in_·· ..,..g .... -~_. __ ~ ___ ...,...,._ .. "--_ 
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NOTES 

(TABLE E.l) 

I). p:-in,: 1j;.1.1 components analysis Vlas performed in order to devise 
<l Vi,ri.\hlc vhlt':.h ... ould reflect the strength of the defendant's ties to the 
.C:.~.J{';!.t~ In \ihich he lived. The variables included in the analysis were: 

. Construction 

------------------------------~--~r_~----~~------~----~~------------~ 
Less than 2 years residence 
in county = 0 . 
2 or more years residence,= 1 

Unemployed, disabled, ill, out of 
;labor force = 0 
Operative, laborer, service . 
worker = 1 
Sales, craftsman and foreman, 
opera tive, student, armed 
forces = 2 
Professional, technical, manager, 
official, proprietor, = 3 

I 
--~~~~'~~------------------------~~~~--------~--~--~----~~~~~~-----

t ... t !Ojf~t ~ ~'lt'iUolll Income 
~ . 

l 

0-$4,999 = 0 
$5,000-$9,999 = 1 
$10,000 andover = 2 

.. 
t.~ .. j;; .IH 1. ~ 1 14 t a1 n::sen t Not a high school graduate =,0 

High school graduate ;:1 
-.~----------------------~--------~~--~~--~--~~----~~--~----~~---

Never married = 0 
. Ever. married ="1 

~r C!, 

t:,.!; /W.~~ ~.H .. Ji- ~ ~ " .' ". . 
, . .' . ,,0 e,endant data on these varial:f!,es wereavai1ab1e~ . In those 

. ;~:~:: ! .. ~;:';'~.4 ;:,:r~~='lH~ of the variab1eforthe appr0:I>riat~ samp,Je-~e~g~, ~974. 
_, ":t. '., ...•. ' -~1n D.:ide County--was used for each defendant for.whomthe 
" . no. <, • ..J''''i "':.:.~ ,!:L"s1ng.) ,'. On.1Y one .im.p. ortantcolIl.ponent w. asextra.cted .•... , An 
~ i' ~ft ~ .to • .(. ~ ,; 'it":l, ·ri~ - '-r~ 1 i '., -', 
""'~" ,'~ ". '. ......f! at ans 1;latweert the variables in that <:0m.ponentandthe 

• '-.!-. ~,~:; ~'~ ~;. ;~. ,~.~~:~:sfor the variables indicated thatai~Ya~ia.bles .S~ould 
" "~ ""'.: '<7'~J.:,~.ni~'..l~ing,ascorefor the component.~esJ.mplealgeg.ra~c . 

. • ' •... '~ ;. ••.• a .. ' : . ('t.:scoreS,c9nsti.tute. d . an,' adeq~Lat.e.,· estJ.m .. at,e. 0.£ ..... th.·e.·.·c .. om .. p.on .. ent.·~ 
.'r._,-~" 4"~J': l~cd i h . ' '-, 

· ... t .~.il~ •. ~L'!.~ •• ~ t~;'~, . '01. t.· the,weightin& coefficients)leI'e ,takeIlinto,acc()U!lt 
~~';'et • .t?4 . '~jlotlent, '.Le.'v.ariablesassofiated r.rlt,hn:e~ative (,weights 

. tnac: .ahigh Score reflects s~rongcommunityt~~.$. 

:"\. 

-, 
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NOTES (Cont.) 

(TABLE .E.l) 

l 

;/ 

2Based on California Bureau of Criminal Statistics Cri;~~ia for prior 
record categories. See Section. III (p. 71). --.,..=3'';/ 

3For the samples of All Felonies, both categories of pretrial release 
were combined into a single variable, i. e., "Did not obtain pretrial 
relea,.se" = 0; "Did obtain pretrial release (Le'., Bailor O.R.)" = 1. 

4 For Robbery and Burglary (B & E) offenses only. 

5 Data on this variable not available in Dade County. 

6Variable is a proxy intr~duced to reflect the steady build-up over 
time in the felony case backlog and the crowding in correctional facilities 
(county jails, state prisons) which occurred in both jurisdictions. 

ii 
'Ii 

7 \1 For All Felonies sample only. J).', 

8Data on this variable not available in Multnomah County. 

9 Offenses against persons include homicide,rape, assault, robbery, etc. 

lOSee Section III, especially Table 5, for details of ~~rmulas for indices •. 

ii 

;i 
. H. 

\\ 

199 
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TABLE E.2. 
\... 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
MULTNOl1AH COUNTY, 1973 

"~-'F-E-NSE- -~-- --- -- --- ROBBERIES- . T~--- -- BUR~~~ES ALL 

'SiJB,...SAMPLE ... ____ ~ __ ~1. .. DEFENDANTS_ C_ONV~1:_TE!-!S -ALL DEFENDANTS! CONV"ICJ~E1i_~ _~El-QNI_ES~ __ _ 
t!.:=HEAN' u-,?]:D • ~.EY_"

'In.<lepenciant Variables 

u CJ 
-- '---

CJ CJ 
------

U __ : ...... ·CJ'---_--.-___ CJ_--c:--

COM., TIES INDEX 
t-:'AGE: 
I,: BLACK 
L~J: 

OTHER MINORITY 
\~;MIN:. P.R. 
,;MAJ. P.R. 

",;J 
. PRISe P.R. 

.:.. JAtLCUSTODY 
1~1 BAIL 
.... .) O.R. 

CT •. APP. COUN. 
~~ DEF. RET. COUN. 

___ :, ORIG A (1 0) CHGS. 
ORIG B(2°)CHGS. 

\10RIG. C(3.0)CRGS. 
J ORIG. MISD. . CHGS • 

• OFF'. IN DWELL 
..:..; *CHG. RED. BARG. 
A *COUNT. RED. BARG. 

..:). SENT •. BARG. 
DROP om. CASE BARG. 

-;:;;. COURT TRIAL 
~. JURY TRIAL 

MO., FIN. D ISPO • 
,"> PUB • DEFENDER 

> 
.,." 
'-' PROP'. OFF.· 

'··DRUG-· OFF 
O'OTH[:R: OFF • 
Dependent Variables 

I,);bnvoon) ALL CRGS • & COUNT 
'If(conv.on) FEWER COUNTS 
,~.(conv'. on) REDUCED CHGS. 
ISM~& TRLACQ. (Le., 

~. no conv.) 
~SI; A, 
~'SI B; 
!is! C 
;SStD 
~~J~~r : AFD . 
','."", 

,", , 

·0.011.98 
1. 76 0.63 
0.18 0.39 
0.05 0.22 
0.14 0.35 
0.20 0.41 
0.14 0.35 
0.59 0.49 
0.13 0.34 
0.24 0.43 
0.27 0.44 
0.14 0.35 
L.34 0.82 
0.06 0.24 
0.07 0.30 
0.04 0.19 

0.25 0.44 
0.08 0.28 
0.09 0.30 
0.22 0.41 
0.06 0.24 
0.06 0.24 

16.78 4.42 

0.16 0.37 
0.08 0.28 
0.25 0.44 
0.51 0.50 

8,.26 11.23 
10.31 18.59 
12.35 27.17 
21. 64 64.82 
61.18 54.41 

0.09 
1.69 
0.12 
0.05 
0.12 
0.22 
0.20 
0.51 
0.20 
0.27 
0.22 
0.17 
0.51 
0.12 

'0.09 
0.07 

Oi.51 
0.17 
0.20 
0.44 
0.05 
0.07 

11.20 

2.36 
0.64 
0.33 
0.22 
0.33 
0.42 
0.40 
0.51 
0.40 
0.45 
0.42 
0.3a 
LOS 
0.33 
0.37 
0.26 

0.51 
0.38 
0.40 
0.50 
0.22 
0.26 
4.86 

0.32 0.47 
0.17 0.38 
0.51 0.51 
0.00 0.00 

16.73 10.65 
20.86 21.98 
25.0034.48 
43.80 71.87 
73.29 55 .. 99 

-0.00 
1. 72 
0.13 
0.01 
0.19 
0.14 
0.14 

·0.41 
0.07 
0.44 
0.13 
0.30 
1.11 
0.08 
0.06 
0.07 
0.65 
0.41 
0.11 
0.14 
0.30 
0.07 
0.06 

15.36 

1.84 
0.69 
0.33 
0.11 
0.40 
0.35 
0.35 
0.49 
0.25 
0;50 
0.33 
0.46 
0.38 
0.31 
0.23 
0.30 
0.48 
0.49 
0.32 
0.35 
0 .• ,46 
0.25 
0.23 
4 .• 10 

0'.22 '0.41 
0.11 '0.32 
0.41 0.49 
0.26 0.44 

8.43 8.72 
7 • 70 12..4.3. 
6.97 17::49 

14.07 31.64 
·55.0164.15 

0.03 1.80 
1. 70 0.68 
0.09 0.29 
0.02 0.12' 
0.15 0.36 
0.14 0.35 
0.11 0.31 
0.35 0.48 
0.06 0.24:' 
0.49 0.50 
0.12 0.33 
0.25 0.43 
L12 0.41 
0.08 0.27 
0.08 0.27 
0.09 0.34 
0.72 0.45 
0.55 0.50 
0.15 0.36 
0.18 0.39 
0.40 0.49 
0.060.24 
0.06 0.24 
5.65 4.11 

..... 

0.29 0.46 
0.15 0.36 
0.55 0.50 
0.00 0.00 

" 

11.41 .8.30 
10.42·13.46 

9.43 19.81 
19.0435 .. 56" 

.63.2863.30 

·0.15 0.36 
}0.83 0.38 , 

--- ~ 

---
}0.30 _ 0~46 

0.060.24 
0.08 0.27 

13.786.03 
0.50 0.50., 

0.44 0.50 
,0.29 0.46 
0.01 0.11 

'0.28 0.45 

}O.30. 0.46". 
0.43" 0.50 

" 

, ;-~ 

,.;, 

~~ .. ,. *The same '.Tar-iab1e was used::"~~ an independent. for sentence and duration equa.tions,and ..... 
~~s adepeI.1dentforconviction equations, Le.: .. 
:"~>' > CHG •. RED. BARG. :: (conv • on) RED .CRGS • 
il.:~; , 

',~,; \, \" j. ,- , ., 

i_~_~. .,...._' , , ..... ~ .•.. ". ,"'-'~ 
1:''C'v;rt:'l) f"i"\T.TI(T'T'<:':· .,_ .. _ .... -- ...... _-

,' ... .,..::. _~_~..:.......:~.:...:.....:.~~---'-'.----'-'---'..c:....:..-~~"-'----'--~-~~ 
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TABLE E.3 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY 1974 

~ -- ---~ ~~~ .- -- ,- - -- --- ~--~- -~ -
,~.' OFF .ENSE ROBBERIES' BURGLARIES 

----------- ~ - ~ -------- -- -- --

-Sa:m Ie All Dafandants- Convictees All Defendants Convictees 
~----~-- -- ~ 

a=ST.DEV. 
~ ~-

entVariables 
ES INDEX 

fINORITY 
P 

.~ p 
.R. 
.·R. 

s. P 
CU 

.. 

.. R. 
STODY 

.. COUN. JlP 
RE 

G A 
T~ COUN. 

(1 O)CHGS. 
. ~ B( ZO)CHGS. 

3°)CHGS. 
SD.CHGS. 

C( 
v.HI 
.IN ; DWELL. 

RE .... D. BARG. 
RED.BARG. ,,,,.IT .• 

T •. B ARG. 

r 

: 

1 

. 
I 
I 

I 

! 
I 

OTH .CASE BARG. 
_ r TRIAL 
YTR 
'FIN 

TAL 
~. DISPO. 

DE FDR. 

. 0 
OF 

aO 

FP. 
F. 
FF. 

I 
I 
1 
I 

nt Variables 

)ALL CHGS. 
OUNTS 

.. v.on 
.&C 
ltv. Otl)FEWER 

S c~COUNT 
,co.nv: /~on)REDUCED 

C RGS • 
... & TRI.ACQ. 

no conv.) 
A. 
B 
C· . 

" " , . 
,D 
. £0 

* 

-----~~-, ~ 

\.I cr 

0.00 1.96 
1.88 0.74 
.0.06 0.25 
0 •. 03 0.16 
0.18 0.39 
0.10 0.31 
0.21 0.41 
0.60 0.49 
0.09 0.29 

.. 0.19 0.40 
0.37 0.49 
0.09' 0.29 
1.05 0.36 
0.04 0.19 
0.04 0.19 

0 
--- --
0.05 0.22 
0.03 0.16 

. 0.08 0.27 
0.19 0.40 
0.12 0.32 
0.15 0.36 

24.73 8.87 

0.69 0.46 

0.03 0.16 

0.05 0.22 

0.23 0.42 

20.40 14.43 
33.74 31.57 
47.09 49.59 
89.59 10'.34 
40.92 47.82 

See note to Table E.2. 

~- ~---- - --- ---

1-1 d 1-1 (J 1-1 (J 

1-0.18 1.85 0.01 2.21 0.05 1.88 
1.88 0.78 1.59 0.68 1.55 0.65 
0.03 0.18 0.10 0.30 0.09 0.29 
0.03 0.18 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.00 
0.13 0.34 0.09 0.28 0.09 0.29 
0.12 0.32 0.22 0 .. 42 0.24 0.43 
0.22 0.42 0.13 0.34 0.11 0.31 
0.65 0.48 0.34 0.48 0.35 0.48 
0.08 0.28 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.27 
0.17 0.38 0.44 0.50 0.47 0.50 
0.40 0.49 0.40 0.49 0.42 0.50 
0.10 0.30 0.11 0.31 0.14 0.35 
1.07 0.41 1.02 0.22 1.03 0.25 
0.05 0.22 0.02 0.22 0.00 0.00 
0.03 0.18 0.06 0.24 0.05 0.21 

0 0.04 0.25 0.05 0.27 
--- --- 0.63 0.48 0.74 0.44 
0.07 0.25 0.18 0.39 0.23 0.42 
0.03 0.18 0.02 0.16 0.03 0.17 
0.10 0.30 0.20 0.40 0.24 0.43 
0.25 0.44 0.22 0.42 0.27 0.45 
0.05 0.22 0.05 0.22 0.05 0.21 
0.15 0.36 0.09 0.28 0.09 0.29 

26.70 5.73 25.32 9.01 25.83 8.84 

0.90 0.30 0.60 0.49 0.74 0.44 

0.03 0.i8 0.02 0.16 0.03 0417 

0.07 0.25 0.18 0.39 0.23 0.42 

0.00 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.00 

26.52 10.33 13.62 10.95 16.92 9.63 
43.87 29.14 16.43 18.94 20.41 19.10 
61.22 48.27 19.23 28.26 23.89 29.69 

116.87 lO6. 30 37.80 56.75 46.97 .59 ",8Q . 
. 50 9749 45 41 01) 4R 00 4ft "i"i 4R11 

201 

ALL 
FELONIES 

1-1 (J 

--- ---
--- ---
--- ---
--- ---
--- ---
--- ---
--- ---
0.29 0.46 

} 0.~9 0.46 

04-- ---.. -- ---
--- --
--- ---
--- ---~ 

--- .. --
--- ---

} 0.35 0.48 

--- ---
--.... ---
0.09 0.2.9 
.0.01 0.11 

25.40 8;92 
0.33 0.47 

0.33 0.47 
0.42 0.50 
0.03 0.16 

0.24 0.43 

t.35 0.48 

0.41 0.50 

-

44.10 50 79 
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'.''"r 

:JFFENSE 
SUB-SAMPLE 

i 
I 
~?=MEAN, a=STD.DEV. 

.... , . 
Indel2endent Variables 

.. , 
COM. TIES INDEX 

:iAGE 
BLACK 

~ OTHER MINORITY \ 
L jMIN. P.R. 

MAJ. P.R. 
.., PRISe P.R. 

J JAIL CUS'rODY . 
:; BAn. 

O.R. .. ',' 

~CT. r 
G 

APP. COUN. 
'j 

~i DEF. RET. COUN. 
ORle; A(l°) 

~ORIG. r 
I 
L ':tORIG. 

,; 

ORIG. 

B(2°) 
C(3°) 
MISD. 

CHGS. 
CHGS. 
CHGS. 
CHGS. 

. OFF. INDWELL. 
~*: CHG. RED. BARG. 

*COUNT. RED. BARG. 
'~ 

i' ,--

j COURT TRIAL L 
, JURY TRIAL . 

--; }fOe ( 

b 
FIN~ DISPO. 

. : PUB. DEFENDER 
NO. DEFS. 

'1 PROP. OFF. 
LDRUG OFF. 

oJ. OTHER OFF. 

~eEendent 

f 

C 
[ 

Variables 
., 

·'conv. on) AU. eHGS. 
&: COUNTS ... (conv. on) FEWER COUNTS 

, :(cotiV. on) REDUCED CHGS. 
DiSH. & TRLACQ. (i.e., 

t. 

"no··conv.) 

;;SI A 
~-- ,---, 

·55!. B 
}1STC 
:[?Sl'nb 
:l~C:.:r. : AFD jf 

"J ~.~ '. " 1,' 
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TAl3LE E.4 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
DADE COUNTY, 1974 

ROBBERIES B & E OFFENSES 
iALL DEFENDANTS CONVICTEES ALL DEFENDANl'~ . CONVICTEF,!=; 

II a II a II a II cr 

0.00 1.65 -0.16 1.69 0.00 2.35 0.07 2.64 
1.66 0.70 1.63 0~68 1.68 0.72 1. 73 0.69 
0.70 0.46 0.70 0.46 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.50 
0.09 0.28 0.08 0.27 0.13 0.33 0.11 0.31 
0.28 0.45 0.32 0.47 0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37 
0.12 0.32 0.14 0.35 0.17 0.38 0.21 o .4:~· 
0.08 0.27 0.06 0.25 0.06 0.24 0.05 0.23,1, 
0.84 0 .. 37 0089 0.32 0.24 0.43 0.26 0.44 : 
0.09 0.28 0.05 0.21 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.50 
0.02 0.15 0.03 0.18 0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37 
0.05 0.23 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.16 
0.11 0.31 0.13 0.34 0~18 0.39 0.16 0.37 
1.20 0.68 1.30 0.82 0.03 0.23 0.04 0.26 
0.33 0.54 0.35 0.54 0.89 0.54 0.95 0.55 

. 0.10 0.36 0.08 0.33 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.77 
0.02 0.15 0.03 0.18 . 0.20 0.47 0.19 . 0.49 - --- --- -- 0.55 0.50 0.52 0.50 
0.12 ' 0.32 ·0.17 0.38 0.08 0.28 0.11 0.31 
0.12 0.32 0.17 0.38 0.19 0.39 0.25 0.43 

0.09 0.28 0.03 0.18 0.08 '0.28 0.08 0.28 
0.11 0.31 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.16 

21.52 8.93 23.41 6.16 20.57 7.90 22.11 5.36 

I 
0.44, 0.50 0.65 0.48 0.49 0.50 . 0.64 0.48 

J 0.12 0.32 . 0.17 0.38 0.08 0.28 0.25 0.43 
I 

I 0.12 0.32 0.17 0.38 ' 0.19 0.39 0.11 0.31 
0.32 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.42 0.00 0.00 

13.06 14.75 19.28 14.18 10.04 9.90 13.06 9 .... 38 
21. 72 29.49 32.06 30.88 11.23 16.25 14.62 11.16 
30.38 45.,82 44.84 49.57 12.43 23.84116.1826.09 
58.45 99.54 86.29110.73 17.94 45.18 1:23.36 50.36 

110.43 93.92 b24.83 93.24 78.46 89.9281.26 94.24 
" * I,., ., 

,~'ee note to Table E •. 2 .• 
202 

ALL 
FELONIES 

lJ. cr 

"-0:-

-- ----- --- ,--

--- ------ --- . -- --- ---- ---- ---
0.20 0.40 

} 0.72 0.45 -

--- ----- --- ---... ----- . -- -f-_ .. 
---- --- . ' 

--- ---
} 0.11 0.31 

,),. 
,-. 

0.07 0.25 
0.08 0.27 

22.03 8.47 
0.67 ' 0.47 

.-;;, 

0.,82 0.78 
0.48 0.50; 
0.20 0.40 
0001 O~10 

-, 

" 

0.55 0.50." ' 

} 0.11 0.31 
0 .. 34 0.4~ -, ~ 

, 

"-, ,~ 

92.63 87.97 
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TABLE E.5 t 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS, OF VARIABLES' 

DADE COUNTY, 1975 

~NSE ROBBERIES. B & E OFFENSES ALL 
. ~'SA.MPl.E ALL DEFENDANTS LL DEFENrA.~S CONVrCTEES FELONIES 
EAN~:-cr;;,-st6. DEV : U(J)l (J )l (J )l (J )l (J 

-------~--~~~~~~--+_~--~~~-----~--~~~~~~~_4--~~~--~ 

, endent Variables 

~QM. T,IESINDEX 
E 

--ACK 
'THER'.MINORITY 

N·.P .R. 
~.J., P.R. 
.lUS.P. R. 
"ILCUSTODY 

IL 

, ~. '. APP. COUN. 
f. ,RET. COUN. 

.. "IG' A (1°) CHGS ~ 
RIG B(2°) CHGS. 
It; C(3°) CHaS. 

_-,IG. MISD. CHGS. 
FF..:., IN DWELL. 
. ~HG.RED. BARG. 

_UNT • RED. BARG, 

URTTRIAL 
uB.Y TRIAL 

•. FIN. D I SPO. 
_.' DEFOR. 

_.DEFS. 
ROP;" OFF. 

_GOFF. 
_il,. OFF •. 

I 
I 

~;ndent Variabies 

v •. onJALL CRGS. 
;COUNTS. 
"ri".on)FEHER COUNTS 
.lnv. on)REDUCEDCHGS 1 

~"& TRLACQ. (Le., '. 
. ;',C(),~~. ) , . ..1 

~ '. I' 
,:",,5,,-'/ 

:,':0,' 
i\. ;. 

0.00 2.29 
1. 79 0.66 
0.66 0.48 
0.05 0.23 
0.26· 0.44 
0.15 0.36 
0.05 0.23 
0.85 0.36 
0.02 0.15 

, 0.01 0.10 
0.04 0.20 
0.13 0.34 
1.14 0.38 
0.47 0.67 
0.11 0.34 
0.01 0.10' 

0.13 0.34 
0.15 0.36 

0.07 0.26 
0.03 0.18 

31. 71 9.85 

,,0.46 0.50 

0.15 0.36 
'0.13 0.34 
0.27 0.44 

14.75 12.59' 
19 .• 13 20.20 

.23.51 29.66 
41..7169.59 

0.03 2.50 
1. 71 0.64 
0.64 0.48 
0.03 0.17 
0.30 0.46 
0.13 0.34 
0.07 0.26 
0.S8 0.32 
0.01 0.12 
0.14 0.12 
0.04 0.21 
0.10 0.30 
1.10 0.30 
0.46 0.70 
0.10 0.35 

0 

0.17 0.38 
0.20 0.41 

0.03 0.17 
0 

33.65 6.09 

0.62. 0.49 
\\ 
'\'~ 

0.20 1\0.41 
.. (1 

0.17 ,; 0.38 
0.00 ' 0.00 . 

2,0.09 10.39 
26'.06 19.36 
32.03 30.43 .. 
56.82 75 .. 84 

-0.00 2.19 -0.03 2.28 
1.74 0.'64 1. 77 0.65 
0.55 0.50 0.55 0.50 
0.11 · 0.31 0.11 0.31 
0.23 0.42 0.22 0,.42 .... --
0.18 0.39 0.20 0.40 
0.09 0.28 0.10 0.30 
0.37 0.49 0.40 0.49 0.32 0.47 
0.37 0.49 0.35 0.48 I} :~:4 

. 0.48. 
0.18 0.39 0.18 0.39 
0.·03 0.18 0.02 0.16 
0.07 0.25 0.06 0.24 -,...~ 

0.02 0.15 0.02 0.16 
0.83 0.51 0.82 0.52 
0.95 0.73 0.98 0.74 ---
0.20 0.43 0.21 0.44 
0.53 0.50 0.52 0.50 
0.05 0.23 0.06 0.24 } 0.16 0.37 
0.27 0.45 0.30 0.46 

O.OJ · 0.18 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.18 
0 0 o ~ 

33.12 · 7.24 33.80 5.57 34.18 3 .• 96 . 
..0.63 . 0.48 

0.68 0~47 
I 0.44· 0.50. 
I .... , 

P .1?;'~0.38. I I 
i 0.080 •. 28 
i 
i 
I 

0;51 0.50 0·63 0.48 O~53 r 
I 
I 
! 0.27 0.45. 0.30 0.46 . 

O.OS 0.23 0.06 0 .• 24 
0.11 0.31 .0.00 0.00 
,".' . 

".~ 

11.74 9.31 13.17 8.85 
, 14.04 15.64 15.75 15.73 ,': 

16.34 22.81 18.34. 23.40 I 

I 

26.80 42.68 30.0744.13 I '. . . 
66.89 ·39.06 71.51 30.70 '56.86 52.89 54.07 41.06 !49.$4 43: 62 • \FP. ~. ;" ---c'--'---:-~~~-~_~~':":"';"''::'';'';:~~:o.:..;;_----::~,::":",~,,:,,,;:,;'-..l.::.'':''':'';:'':'-'-:''::''=-:::'::''''----.l''''':'':'':''-:''~':::'''':'':::'::'''_ 

;'~~:'~~--

203 

;,!~ 

, ) 

"', 
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TABLE E.6 

THE DETERMINANTS' OF CONVICTION FOR BURGLARY DEFENDANTS 
;'MULTNOMAH COUNTY ,1973 

"-'(Multivariate Regression Equation Re~ults, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) . 

------ - --

All Chgs. & Counts· Fewer Counts ReducedChgs,. 

:'. I 

Dism. & Tri .Acq. _'. 

CoefT f . "'?~;'.!~ ___ ---r-----' I~T Coef Coef T 'Coef' T 
~- -- -- ----'--~~ -=--"------'-----c----' 

f . 
- --

t . 

0.00 0.130.00 .0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.11.0~00, 0.01 0.,37 -0.00:; 
-0.04 0.48-0.28 0.02 0.62 0.34 0.03 0.37 0.13 . 0.020,.23 ;';'Od2 
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o 

0.01 1~190.S4· 

--~---'-:'~~--'-~'""T""~~--::"-::::-----"T'=~---="'""='~~~-t; 
Fewer Counts Reduced Chgs •. 

Coef . T Coef T 

o ~ 000. 00 ~O'. 00· 0.00 0.19 -0.00 . '0 .000 ~ 2l.~o~bd . 
-0.44 0.S4'-0.28 0.06 1.51 .2.07: ",;o.036.5S..,.b~49·' 
0.01 0~12 0.03 0.030.55 ", 0.33 0~02 0~'2s,o;id 
O.lS 0.79 0.06 '-;()~07 0.68 -O.l:l .. 0.13 1.d3·O;~12 
0.·03 0~27Q.03 ;,..0.06 1~00 -0.27 ":0.02 0.18 ·"';0~0.1 
0.10 0.710.07 -0.08 1.11 '-;(). 28,,;,0 .030.27,;O.()4 

-0~17 Q.8S -O.OS ~0 •. 060.55-0~09·:..0 .. 15 1.07~0~12. 
,0.07 0.360..10 ,.' O.OS 0.46 0.34·. -0.28.1.98.,:;;;0..91." 

.,..0.03 0.15 -0.04 0.07 0.700.49 -0.1~ '1034·~0~:6?; 
0.14 0.640.09 0~08 0;700.27 -0.171.17"<0.30 

-0. 3S1. 29 ~O. 04 0.27 1.830.16.(). 311.5,8 .0~09 
0.28 1.41 0.07· -0.07 0.68 ''';0.09 0.12 0.83.~o.67: 
0.01 0.03 0.00 -0. 04 0~21-0.02 "';0.04 ().18-0.Ql 
O. 060 ~ 61 .. 0.20. -0.07 0 .3S-0.30 '-0.030. 39 -0~22 .. ' 
0.18 2.\5S.0.62 0.OS1.22Q.78 -0..07 1.49·-O~.63· 
0.:26 1. 99 0.19 -O.OS 0.79-0.20 -'0.09 0.94 ... 0.15 
0 .. 10 0.96 0.20·0.06 l~lO" 0.61. 0.02·0.28'0.10' 

, .';" "",' 

0.07 
o 

0.0.0 

0.24 

0.31 

0.01 

0~26· 

-O.OS 
0 

0.00 0.S6 

'ji~t:~nt: ___ · --"-~-,-.,-~~O~' .:.-:4~5;....;o.;;~~1::..:.:.::1:::.2 ___ --+_-.:::.0.:.:.1::.:3::....'.....:::.0:,.:.3:.!:7_· _~.-...r--...:O::.,::.-=2.::;1---=1:.:. •. -=10=--_--.-+-~=--....::.:.=~ ___ ~ 

~~jlO~Mu1tico11.n. '. 
";:;l:cfR.egresso.rs 
~:i2 '. ,... . . 

,.~~d~t:d·Error 
:~~tis tic ·(D.F • ) 

\ i~~:' ,',' 

.0.23 0~16 
, 0.; 03 -0. 02 . 
0~,20'0.18 

. 0.030 • .06 
0.440.23. . 

1.14 (19;}2) Oa4.(19,72) 
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'TABLE E. 12' . 

THE DETERMINANTS OF CONVICTION FOR ROBBERY DEFENDANTS ", ·",T·_ 

DADE. COUNTY,' 1974 

(Multivariate Regr~ssion Equation' Ref;ults, ' . 
. Ordinary Least Squares 'EstiDlad.on) 

All Chgs.& Counts 

Coef T. ·n 
----

-0.03 0.78 -0.00 
0.01 0.13 0.04 

-0.33 2.S5 ';"0.52 
-0.50 2.17 -0.10 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.33 1.93 0.09 
0~09 0;.43 0.02 
0.47 2.07· 0.90 
0.32 1.21 0.06 
0.14 0.35 0.01 
0.18 0~76 0.02 
0 .. 07 0.36 0.02 

-0.03 0.34 -0.07 
:::'0.14· 1.51 -0.11 
-0.43 2.50 -0.09 
0.48 1.22 0.02 

.{l 

-0.13 . 0.66-0.02 
-0.29 1.78 -0.07 
o • 02 3 . 06 O. 94 

-0.05 . 0.17 
-- - --_ .. 

0.38 
~0.01 

0.39 
0~22 
0~44-

2'.35 (19,73) 

.. 
Fewer CouQ,ts 

,\. 

Coef T 
;,) 

T} 
- ---~- --

-0.01 0.65 -0.00 
. -0.04· 0.76 ';;0.54 

0.08 0.97 0.46 
~0.04 0.27 -0;.03 
-0.04 0.6.0-0.10 
-0 .• 00 0.04 -0.00 
-0.01 0.04. -0.00 
-0.15 1.05-1.06 
-0.21 1.27 "':0.15 

0.24 0.94 -0.04 
-0 • .32· 2.17 -0.14 

0.02 0.21 '0.02 
0.16 3.34 1.61 
0.13 2.26 0.38 
0.41 3.86 0.34 
0·~06 0.26. 0.01 

Reduced Chgs. 
(~' . 

Cdef T Ii 
- '.' - --- ---

0.010.390.00 
0.09 1. 51. 1.21 

. 0.16 1.72 "0.92 
O. i81.ilO .13 

-0.010.09-0.02 
-0.12 0.97"'-:-0.12 
-0.20 L38~0.13 
-0.14 0.87-0.99 
~0.28~1.52 ~0.2i 
0.76 2.67 0.14 

-0.05, 0.30 -0.,02 
0.03 0.190.02. 

-0.04.0.75;..0.40 
0.00, 0.04" 0.01 
0.01 0.11 O. 01 

.-0.17 0~62 ... 0.03 

.' . 

0 .. 031.020.00 . . " '" 

~o. 060 .79. ;-o~30>. 
O~100,. 84 .' 6.21:' 

'0.36.1.7.6 .0.10',\ 
'.' 0.05: O. 48 0.'4·3' 
""0. ·'211' :37' ''':'0''0'8< 

• ' .- ;"., .•... ,1 

'0.120.62' ,'0 .. 03\· 
-0.19' 0.91-0.48".' 

. 0.17 0.72 O.OS'>. 
-0.67 1.82'~O.04 .. , 

0.19 0.890.03> 
-0.120.69.;.,0.05~: 
~O.09L35 .;..O.Jlt 
o. 01.6 ~ 08>0>. oi'~, 
0.00 0 ~(f3' 6 ,-oit; 

~O.37· 1.06 '-0. Of; 

-0.11 0.90-0.08 .;..0.10 0.74 ~0.070.34 1.94·0.09 
~0.03 0.34 ~0.31-0.06 0 . .53 ';;0.05, 0.382 •. 65. 0.13 
-0.11 0.32 ~0.23 0.000.69 0.55~O •. 02 3.75 ~L4Q;" 

0.07 0.35 
---~---- --

0.43 
0.10 
0.33 . 
0.29 
0.27. " 

2.94· ·(19, 73) 

0~010.02 
--- --- ~~- --------;---~-

0.29 
0..07 
0~21 . 
0 •. 10 . 
0.31 

1. 56 (:19,73)' 

.A. 
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·TABLE.E.13 

THE DETERMINANTS OF CONVICTION FOR ROBBER~' DEFENDANTS 

",-," , 

TIES INDEX ." 
, .,".' 

,:. 
0; ••.• 

.CK, . 
cR.MINORITY 

._ ... P .R~ 
;.P·.R. 

··CUSTODY 
:L 

APP. COUN. 
... RET. COUN. 
·.A (1°) CRGS •. 
.•• .B. (2°) CHGS. 

-i."C (3°) CRGS. 
G'. MISD. CRGS. 

. RTTRIAL 
"': TRIAL 
:FIN~ DISPO. 

lstant 

,ueto Mu1ticolin. 
leR~~:Reg.ressors 

.i1<lard Error 
j;ati.stic (D.F:) 

DADE COUNTY, '1975. '" 
.. 

(MultivariateRegr~ssionEq~atioIi Results, 
'Ordi"naryLeast Squares Estimation) 

All Chgs .&Counts Fewer Counts . 
" Coe£''- T.n CoefT n 

0.03 
-0.06 
-0.10' 
-0.53 
-0.03 
-0.14 
-0.05 

0.03 
0.35 
0.47 
0.13 

-0.11 
-0.10 
-0.16 
-0.26 

0.23 

.1.17 0.00 
C. 67-0.24 
0.81 -0.14 
1. 95 -0.06. 
0.25' -0.02 
0.89 -0.05 
0.19 -0.01 
0.15 0.05 
0.80 0.02 
0.890.01 
0.43 0.01 
0.63 -0.03 
0.68 -0.26 
1. 88 -0.16 
1. 49 -0.06 
0.36 0.01 

-0.13 0.85 -0.06 
~O.OO 0.05 -0.04 
-0.12 1~50·-0~53 
0.362.03 .0.13 

~O.OB ,0.89 ~0.13 
0.02 0.24 0.02 
0.35. 2.20 0.12 
0.10 0.81 0.58 

-0.05 0.19 0.01 
0.09 '0.26 0.01 
U:05 0.24 0.01 

-0.07 0.58v-0.0~ 
-0.11 1.16 -0.88 
0.19 3.59 0~61 

. 0.16 ,1.36 0.11 
-0~35 0.82 -0.02 

-0 .• 24 .1. 05 -o~ 04 -0.13 0.85-0.06 
-0.39 1.03 -0.03 -0.07 0.27 -0.01 

0.01 1.01 0.39 0.01 2.20 1.71 

0.73 2.26 

0.27 
0.03 
0.24 
0.08 
0.48 

: 1.44 (19,74) 

-0.08 0.40 

0.39 
0.01 ' 

.0.30 
0~24 
0.31 

2 .• 54 (19~ 74) 

'. Reduced Chgs ~ Dism .& Trio 

T n 

-0.01 0.52-0.00 ~O.OO 0.27 ":0.00> 
-0.05 0.75 ";0.6.7 0 .111. 54, 0.72< 

0.09 h05 0.47 .0 .13 1.31 .0.32' 
0.08 0.44 0.030.090.41 0.02 
0.23 2.46Q~45 :~O .12 1.120.11 
0~07 0.67' 0.090.040.330.02 ....• 

-0.07 0.42 -0.03 -0.23 1~19-0.05:·· 
-0.050.37 -0.33 ":0.09 U.52;;"O~26 
-0.06 0.19 -0.01 -0.24 0.,69 ~.0.'o2· 
-0.360.98 -0.03-0.19.0.47-0.01 
-0.20 1.00 ~0.07 0.030.13 0.01 
0.03 0.28 0 • .03 0..14 1.020.07 
0.18 1.67' 1.58 . 0.04.0.34·' 0.~7· 

-0.01 0.24 -0. 05~0. 02. 0.36-0.04 
0.18,0.51 0.15 -0.08.0.56 -0.03" 
0.11 9.24 0.01' O~OO 0.00 ,0.00 

-0.08 0.47-0.04 . 0.45 2 .. 42'0.13 ' . 
-0.31 1.16 -0.08 0.762'.53 0.09" . 

0.00 0.83 0.81 -:-0.02 3.79 -2.02"~,· 

-0.17 0.75 

0.20 
0.00 
0.20 
O~OO 
0.34 

1.00 (19,74) 

- .52 2 ;.;..'::!:;g~l".,.,... __ 

'0.41 
0.09 
0.32 
'0.26 .. , 
0.38 .... 

2.13' (19~74) . 
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TABLE E.14 

THE DETEru1:rNfu'lTS~ OF SENTENCE SEVERITIFOR 'BURGLARY CONVICTEES 
MULTNOMAHCOUNTI, 1973 

.. (Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

SST A SSI,B S5I C 

n 'Coef T n 

S5ID 

Goef 
. T ·n ...... . 
-~---O~~f;I~~~'.~~~S~~~~-r~c~o~e~f __ ~T~~~-r_c~o~e_f~~T~!, 

,~.~:,~ .. rIES I!IDEX -0.39 0.69 -0.00 -1.71 2.04-0.01 -3.04 2.47-0.01.3.40L320.0L 
'~A::t' 1.65 0.98 0.25 5.56 2.23 0.91 "9.48 2.60 1.71 16.62 2.171.49' 
F\~~~c;:. 2.770.79 0.02 5.87. 1.120.05 8.96 . 1.17 0 .. 0918. 24 L140~;09 
t:t;1~r.:::'~t~ORl!Y -2.58 0.29 ~o.oo "';1.440.11 -0.00 -0.30 0.02 -0.00 .-3.99 .0.10' -O.O,g.'! 
~~~~~.R. 2.25 0.72 0.03 2.780.60 0.04 3.32 0~490.05 8.20 0,58 O~OI 

-3.75 1.04 ~O.05-8.83 1.64 -0.12 -13.91 1.76~0.20 -25.97 ·1.51"';O~19 
-4.97 1.35 -0.05 ~7.48 1.37 -0.08 ~10.00 1.25 -0.11.-6.18' 0.170.03 
5.73 1.50 0.18.12.87 2.26 0.44' 20.01 2.39 0.75 32.511.860.66: 
0.42 0.07 0.004.62 0.53 0.03 . 8.83 0.69 0.06 41.78 1.56 0.13 
1.34 0.33 0.06 6.11 1.000.29 10.87 1.22 0.57 24.92 1.34 0.64 

-1..71 0.45 -0.02 -2.77 0.49 -0.03 -3.83 0.46 -0.05-12.32 0.71 "'0.08 
0.49 0.21 0.01 2.22 0.63 0.05 3.95 0.77 0.10 0.69 0.06,0.01 

-1.30 0.30 -0.13 1,.89 0.290.20 5.08.0.54· 0.60 18.32 0.93LO~ 
4.44 0.96 0.03 '10.90 1.57'0.08 17.35 1.71 0.14 35.28 1.66. 0,~14 
4.79 1.28 0.03 2.38 0.43 0.02 :"0.04 0.00 -0.00 2.45 0.14 0.01 

-6.12 1.65 ';"0.05 -8.1.4 1.58 -0.08 -11.36 1.40 -.;0.11 -19.87 1.17-()~10 
0.58 0.24 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.00 -0.48 0.09. -0.04 -.;1.37 0.12 -0 .. 05 

-9.33 3.66 -0.45 -12.22 3.21 -0.65 -15.10 2.70.-0.89 ... 30.19 2.59-0 • .BaJ 
2.02 0.36 O.O~ 1.24 0.15 0.02 0.45 0.040.01 -S.08 0.31 ... 0.07 
0.01 0.00 0.00 0~94 0.22 0.02 1.88 0.29 0.04 ~2.28 0.17 -0.02 

-0.42 0.18 -0.01 -0.05 0.01 -0.00 0.32 0.06 0.01-11.65 L08-0.~4J 
-0.90 0.19 -0.00 3.48 0.49 0.02 7.85 0.76 0.05 5.27 0.24,0.02" 

3.08 0.57 0.02 9.93 1. 24 0.06 16.79 L43 0.1111. 83 0.48 0.04 
0.11 0.45 0.15 -0.27 0.77 -0.41 -0.65 1.26 ...1..08 -LIB 1;10 -0.97"j 

1.40 0.12 
--

0.64 
0.29 
0.36 
0 •. 43 

10.15 
3.03 (24,40) 

. -7.79 0.45 

0.65 
0.25 
0.39 
'0.44 . 

14 .. 88' 
3.06 (24,40) 

~ " .' 

-13.11';"0.36 

0.52 
0.12 
0.40 
0.23 

31,11 

.--1: 

1.82 (24,40) 
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. TABLE E.15 

. THE DETERMINANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FOR BURGLARY CONVICTEES 
/(" 'I MULTNQMAH COUNTY, 1974 
-,\~, 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

------- ---- ---~ 

SSI.A SSIB 
;;~tbh~s;; Coef T n Coef T n --

; 

.. ' 

~ . 
~.MINORITY . 

'P.R. 
. CUSTODY 

(.). 

P.COUN. 
,ltET.COUN. 

A(lO)CHGS. 
B(2°)CHGS. 

,·C(3°)CHGS. 
·MISD. CHGS • 
~NDWELL. 

;,~.BARG. 

t RED. BARG. 
BARG. 

dOTH.CASE BARG. 
"T,'TRIAL 

.TRIAL 
J~DISPO. 

1.44 
-3~83 
-0.20 

0 
3.15 
1.83 

10.02 
-0.14 

2.94 
-2.7,3 
1.56 
1.85 
5.49 

0 
-3.68 
.1.16 
2.69 

-9.29 
-12.55 
-0.88 

3.02 
-4.73 
2.61 
0.30 

2.11' 0.00 2.30 
1.76 -0.35 -6.55 
0.05 -0.00 -8 •. 77 

0 
0.87 0.02 4.69 
0.65 0.03 1.17 
2.39 0.06 24.58 
0.03 -0.00 1.52 
0 •. C)5 0.01 7.12 
0.68 -0.08 -6 •. 56 
0.65 . 0.04 7.74 
0.59 0.01· ~.52 
1.24 0.33 16.22 

0 
0.58 -0.01 1. 72 
0.22 0.00 3.06 

. 0.99 0.12 1.52 
'.' 3.40 -0.12 .,.18.03 
l.50 -0.02 -34.90 
0.29 -0.01 -2.24 
1.04 0.05 2.73 
0.91-0.01 -6.24 
0.68 0.01 0.83 
2.57 0.47 0.45 

ant 7.63 1.05 1.75 
~~,---C-___ ~ ___ ._. ~ ___ .. 

_ to Multicoli;n. 
to Regressors 

:R2 ..' 
'ldard Error 
·t~stic(D!'F. ) 

0.62 
0.23 
0.38 
0.42 
7:34 

3.13 (22,43) 

1.73 0.01 
1.55-0.50 
1.23 -0.04 

0.66 0.02 
0.21 0.01 
3.02 0.13 
0.18 0.03 
0.68 0.03 
0.84 -0.15 
1.68 0.16 
0.58 0.02 
1.89 0.82 

. 0.14 0.00 
'0.30 '0 •. 01 
0.29 0.06 
3.40 -0.20 
2.15 -0.05 
0.38 -0.03: 
0.49 

.0.62 
0.11 
1.93 

0.12 

0.63 
0.24 
0.39 
0.44 

14.24 

0.04 
... 0.01 
0.00 
0.56 

3.36 (22,43) 

S5I C 

.Coef T n 

3.16 1.51 0.01 
-9.27 1.39 .... 0.60 

-17.34 1.54 -0.07 
0 

6.22 0.56 0.02 
0.50 0.06 0.01 

39.14 3.06 d./1.7 
3.17 0.24. 0.05 

11.29 0.69 0.04 
-10..40 0.84 -0.20. 

13:.93 1.91 0.25. 
5.20 0.54 0.03 

26.94 1.99 1.16 
0 

7.12 0.37 0.01 
4.95 0.31 0.01 
0.35 0.04 0.01 

-26.78 3.21. -0.25 
-57.26 2.24 
-3.60 0.39 

2.43 0.28 
-7 •. 75 0.49 
-0.94 0.08 

0.59 1.61 

-4.12 0.19 

0.62 
0.24 

·0.39' 
'0.43 
22.43 

-0.07 
-0.04 
0.03 

-0 •. 01 
-0.00 '; 

0.63 

3.22 (22,43) 

Coef 

~0 •. 31 
0.86 

-14.p7 
0 

2.1~ 
~8.17 

.52.04 
6.39 
4.50 

-20.38 
25.30 
-8.73 
73~·32 

0 
24.21 
92.34 
5.63 

-50.67 
-86.69 
'-9.00 
l~36 

,.;.~O.19 

-1.58 
' 0.70 

, ~. 

T n 

0.0]-0.00 
0 • .060.03 
0.65-0.0~ 

0 •. 10 . 0.00 
0.46;,,;O~04 
2 .• 01 "'0.1: ; 
0.24 0.05 1 
0.14 0.011' 
0.81 -0.20 
1. 72 0.23

1 -0.45 -0.03 
2 •. 67 1.61i ...... 

r .. 
, ."-

0.61 0..02r .'. 
2.85, '0.09 .• 
0.34b,O~r 
3.0r} -0.25' 
1.;68.~O~061 
0.48 .. -0.05 

. O.'410.0Lo- .. 
0.63~0.02· 
0.07 .,.0.0(; 
0.96 
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. TABLE E; 16 
, , 

THE "DETERM:rNANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FOR ROBBERY CONVICTEES' 
MULTNOMAH COUN,TY, 197~' 

~. .'" 

Q 
Variables 

r:.;3~~ .. TI~ I~ix--'--
L~E " 

" :' , , 
:nt.ACK 
rEHr;R'HINORITY 
L}N.,P.R. 
MAJ.P.R. 

i:'RIS.P.R. 
,:Sr.L." CUSTODY 
AIL 

O'~R. 

J.APP. COUN. 
r:; ';F. RET • COUN • 
JRIG A(lO) CHGS • 
f;IG .B(Z:)CHGS., 
urG C(3 ) CHGS " 
JR:IG HISD.CHGS~ 
(,3 
; ·lr. RED' '~A DG 
·i', '.",~~' '. """":Ut. • 

.:::UUNT RED. BA...~G ~ 
_·,~'iT.BARG •. 
i;:OP • OTH • CASE BARC. 
~JURT TRIAL ' 
IJRY 'TRIAL 
-(\FIN. DISPO. 
k.ii 
l:J 
'onstant 
... ' 

UJ~toMUltico1in • 
Due .toRegressors 
""."'J' R2 '.' , . . .. . , 

Llndard:Error . 
;.StMistic (D. F •. ) . . 

'ri~ ....... . 
L ,. 
'~~ 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 

Coef 

0.99 
~5.74 
-4.03 

6.61 
6.53 
5.12 

11.39 
18.58 
26.80 
14.65 

3.32 
6~'22 

4.00 
.;.0.87 

2.45 
-0.34 

-12.44 
-16.80 
-10.83 
-5~94 

-35.94-
1.49 
0.52. 

Ordinary Least Squares Estilllation) 

SST A SS.:r B SSI C 

.T 

'SSID 

Coef .. T ~'J:_ 11 Coef 

1.580.01 1.6] 
1.96 -0.58 -11.10 
1.08 -0.03 -6.10 
1.10 0.02 7.46 
1.17 0.05 11.71 
1.31 0.07 15.40 
3.59 0.13 22.43 
1.97 0.57 13.93 
3.03 0;31 25.20 
1.55 0.24 9.79 
0.89 0.04 3;86 
1.50 0.06 5.28 
2.38 0.36-10.62 
0.20 -0.01. 4.11 
0.68 0.013.68 
0.05 -0.00 -1.38 

3.31 -0.38 -31.15 
3.11 -0~17 -43.80 
2.48 -0.13 -6.17 
1.84 -0.16 -9.29 
3~66 -0.10 -60.67 
0.25 0.01 15.40 
1.63 0.5 n.34 

T n Coef -- - --

1.40 0.01 2.:35 L2-3;-(0~01L28 0.330.00 
2.00 .;.0.90 .... 16.45 L85'..,.1.11 -33.98 L87 .:1.31 
0.87 -0.04 -8.17 0.72 l!:O.04 --29.81 L29-0~68' 
0.65 0.02, 8.310.45 0.·02 ":37.70 1.01 ;"'0.04 
1.100.07 16.90 0.99 0.08'48.411.39' 0.13' 
2.08 0.16 25.68 2.16 0.23 74.303.06 O~37 
3.73 0.21 33.48 3.46 0.26' 92.78 4.70 '0:41 
0.78 . 0.34 9.28 0.32 0.19 3.6.73 0.63 0.43>: 
1.50 0.24 23.60 0.88' 0.18 41i.~90.76 0.15~·: 
0.55 0.13 4.93 0.17 0.05 40.89 0.70 . 0.~25, 
0~55 0.04 4.40 0.39 0.04 -4.06 0.17':"'0~(j2 c 

0.67 0.04 4.35 0.35 0.03 -15.530.60 ":0.06&' 
3.34 0.77 17.24 3.37 1.04 47.17 4~52-L6j' 
0.49 0.02 9.09 0.68 0.04 30~22 1;10' -O."()S/ 
0.5.4 0.02 4.90 0.45 O. 02 ~20.29 b. 91-0~O~: 
0.11-0.00-2.42 . 0.12 -0.01 -(+9.03 1.19 .... 0.08' 

2.44 0.19 

4.38 -0.76 -49.86.4.36-1.02 -72.58 3.11':0.8.5<' 
4.29 -0.36 -70.86 4.31-0.48 -126.23 3. 76 .;.0~4:9 . I 

0.74 -0.06 -:1.50,0.11 -0.01 -16.410.60 -0.07 
L 52 -0.20 -12. 64 1.,28-0.22-45~89. 2'.2.8, -:0 .• 46 1 

3.27 -0.14 -85.39 2.86 -0.17 -146.99 2.41 -0 • .16: 
1.37 0.05 29.32 1.62 0.09 57.86 1 .• 56 0~10., 
0~56 0.28 0.16 O.l,li 0.11 '-1.75 0.88 -0~69"1 

22.18 0.89 41.92 1.05 77.58 0.95' 

0.86 
0.07 
0.79 
0.67 
6.11 

'4 •. 54 (23,17) 

0.88 0.88 0~88 
0.210.24 0.15 . 
0.67 0.64 ...0.73 

:· .. 1 
.' 

0.72 o~ 71 '0.72' 
11.57 18.60 ... 37~98\, ............ . 

5.53 (23,.17) 5.24(23,17)·5.49(23~17Y 
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TABLE E.17 

THEDEIERMINANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FOR ROBBERY CONVICTEES 
MULTNQMAH COUNTY, 1974 

, 
~., " 

bies 

iTI~S INDEX 

:'R MINORITY 
•. R. 
.R~ 

.' ~P. R. 
CUSTODY 

P.COUN. 
..ET.COUN. 

'" A(lO )CHGS. 
G, B(2 0) CRGS. 

C (3°)CHGS. 
'. MISD. CRGS • ! 

RED.BARG. 
TRED.BARG. 

I 

.T.BARG. I 
OTH.CASE BARG. 

'.TTRIAL i 

..:rTRIAL 
' •. ~IN. DISPO. 

.... tant 

:to Multicolin. 
~e .toRegressors 
'~'R2 . 

{dardError 
... tadstic . (D •. F.) 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 

Coef 

1.44 
-5.37 
1.49 

-3.96 
1.32 

.14.31 
11.90 
10.27 

8.14 
5.22 

-1.37 
-2.97 

7.16 
17.39 
1.46 
o 

10.74 
22.15 
-5.61 

3.37 
-0.19 
1.59 
0.38 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 
-- ----_. --- ~----~----' 

SSI C SSID SSI A 

T 

SSI B 

Coef T Coef T I Coef T I 

1.77 0.01 4.1Y 
2.38 -0.38 -13.19 
0.18 0.00 1.49 
0.50 -0.00 ~10.60 
0.31 0.01 1.32 
3.15 0.06 42.72 
2.77 0.10 31.38 
2.15 0.25 23.09 
1.29 0.03 13.53 
1.02 0.03 4.34 
0.50 -0.02 -2.53 
0.57 -0.01 -7.62 
1.99 0.29 19.58 
1.64- 0.03 54.07 
0.15 0.00 4.05 

o 

2.04 -0.03 -31.33 
1.71 -0.03 -61.43 
1.24 -0.02 -17.10 
1.02 0.03 6.63 
0.04 -0.00 -1.43 
0.33 0&01 4.91 
1.60 0.38 0.83 

--- -- ---- -- --- ---

1.72 0.02 6.78 
1.99 -0.57 -21.02 
0.06 0.00' 1.50 
0.46 -0.0117.24 
0.11 0.00 1.33 
3.21 0.1171.14 
2.48 0.15 50.85 
1. 65 0.34 35.91 
0.73 O.O~ 18.92 
0.29 0.02 3.46 
0.31 -0.02 -3.68 
0.50 -0.02 12~27 
1.86 0.48 3'2.00 
1.73 0.06 90.76 
0.14 0.00 6.65 

o 

2.03 -0.05 51.93 
1.61 -0.0500.71 
1.29 -0.04 28.60 
0.68 0.04 9.89 
0.09 -0.00 -2.66 
0.35 0.02 8.23 
1.20 0.50 1.28 

; ----- --~--~;-

1.69 0.02 14.84 1.55 0.02 
1.89 -0.65 -36~20 1.36 '-0.59 
0.04 0.00 8.09 0.08 0.00 
0.45 -0.01 ~2B.24 0.31 ~0.01 
0.06 0.00 -1.20 0.02 -o.~oo 
3.19 0.14 143.05- 2.68 6.14 
2.400.18 88.91 1. 76 0.17 
1.53 0.38 63.68 1.14 0.36 
0.61 0~0353.91 0.72 0.04· 
0.14 0.01 -6.880.11 ~·0 • .91·. 
0.27 -0.02 -7.56 0~23 ~0.03 
0.48 -0.024.60 0.08 0.00 
1.81 0.56 .57.881.37. 0.53 
1.74 0.07 212.68 1.70 0.09 
0.14 0.00 -14.74 0.13-0.00 

o 

2.00 -0.06-93.94 1.5i-0 .05 
1.58-0.05-3..27.33 0.83 -0.04, 
1.29 -0.05 -60.29 1.13-6.05 
0.61 0.04 32.77 0.84 0.07 
0 .. 10 -0.00 ...,4.37 0.07~0.OO 
0.35 0.0218.45 0.33 0.02 
1.11 0.56 3.11 1.12 0.71 

.7.50 0.94 0.37 0.02 

0.55 
.0.01 
0 .. :54 
0.28 

-6.76 0.17 ~39.23 0.42 

0.59 
0.03 
0.61 
0.34 
8.40 24.67 

- ----- -- - ~. 

0.54 
0.02 
0.52 
0.27 

41.34 

0.46 
0.05 . 
0.41 
0.13 

" 98.90 
2.37 (22,37) .' 2~06 (22,37) 1. 98 (22,37) 1. 4.2 (22,37), 
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(r;3IG B(2°)CHGS. 
~jIG'''C(3 0) CHGS . 
ORIG<MISD.CHGS. 
q~F·. IN DWELL. 
~, •• (G. RED • BARG.· ., .,. . . 

CuUNT RED. BARG. . , 

p .. 
LUR~TRIAL 
JuRy TRIAL 
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l);'J. FIN .DISPO. 
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Lt..· 
Constant 
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. TABLE E.18 

THE DETERMINANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FORB & E CONVICTEES 
DADE COUNTY, 1974 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

~ -- ------- -----

SSI A 

Coef T I 

0.3.0 
0.78 
2.86 
6.65 
3.91 
8.52 
8.50 
3.36 

-1.08 
-1.09 
6.79 
3.34 
9.80 
0.96 
1.26 

-1.84 
2.82 

-6.47 . 
-0.48 

----- -

0.66 0.00 
0.48 0.10 
1.23 0.11 
1.75 0.06 
1.33 0.05 
3.03 0.13 
1.82 0.04 
0.89 0.07 
0.29 -0.04 
0.27 -0.01 
1.05 0.01 
'1.12 0.04 
2.38 0.03 
0.49 .0.07 
0.81 0.07 
0.78 -0.03 
1. 230.11 
1.89 -0.05 
0.16 -0.01 

. SSI B 

Coef T 

0.97 
·1.44 
3.68 
8.06 
7.71 

_3.73 
9.64 

12.35 
1.71 
2.82 
3 .. 48 
2.79 

1.25 
0.53 
0.94 
1.26 
1.57 
2.91 
1.23 
1.96 
0.28 
0.41 
0.32 
0.56· 
4.70 
1.45 
0.18 

0.00 
0.17 
0.12 
0.06 
0.09 
0.19 
0.04 
0.22 
0.05 
0.03 
0.01 
0.03 
0.09 
0.30 
0.02 

32.42 
4.71 
0.47 

-3.35 
3.11 

-7.62 
0.95 

0.85 -0.04 
0.81 0.11 
1.32 -0.06 
0.19 0.02 . 

Coef 

1.63 
2.10 
4.50 
9.46 

11.51 
18.94 
10 .. 79 
21.34 
4.50 
6.72 
0.17 
2.24 

55.05 
8.46 

-0.31 
-4.86 

3.40 
-8.76 

2.39 

"- -' 

5SI C S5I D 

T Ceef T 

1.42 0.01 2.41 1. 23 0.01 
0.52 0.22 1.40 0.20 0.10 
0.78 0.14 7.27 0.74 0.15, 
1.00 0.06 18.55 1.15 0.08 
1.57 0.12 26.12 2.10 0.18 
2.71 0.24 29.56 2.48 0 •. 26 ' 
0.93 0.04 12.35 0.63 0.03 
2.28 0.34 36.31 2.28 0'~40 
0.49 0.13 8.81 0.57 0.18 .. 
0.66 0.07 14.'60 0.84 0.10 
0.01 0.00 0.16 0.01 0.00· 
0.30 0.02 2.220.18 0.02 
5.38 0.14 133.76 7.68 . 0.24>' 
1. 75 0.49 20.96 2.55 0.85 
0.08 -0.01 -0.36 0.06 -0.01 
0.83 -0.06 -5.00 0.50 -0.04 
0.59 0.11 0.61 0.06 0.01 
1. 03 -0.06 -14.31 0.98 -0.07 
0.33 0.04 0.44 0.04 0.00 

0.26 0.07 0.00 3.31 0.53 0.02· 6.35 0.68 0.03 8.40,0.53 0.03 
10.47 1.70 OD02 14.57 1.41 0.03 18.67 1.22 O.OJ 25.63 0.98 0.03 
-0.88 0.43 -0.15 -0.20 0.59 -0.31 -0.32 0~63 -0.43 -0~56 0.~4 -0~53 

4.88 0.68 ~2.98 -0.25 -10.84 0.60 -24.26 0.79 
---- --- -~------_._- - ~ - _._- ---

LJue. 'to Mtil tico1in. 
.Due to Regressors 

f;~j: .~2 '. 
Lnndard Error 
¥'Statistic (D.F.) 

0.50 
0.12 
0.38 
0.28 
7.93 

2.30 (22,50) 

0.58 
0.15 
0.43 . 
0.·40 

13.30 
3.18 (22,50) 

0.60 
0.15 
0.46 
0.43 

19.74 
3.44 (22.50) 

0.69 
0.14 
0.55 

. '0.55 
33.61 

5.08 (22,50) 
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TABLE E.19 

THE DETERMINANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FOR B & E CONVICTEES 
DADE COUNTY, 1975 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

SSI A 
Coef T n 

ssr B 
Coef T 

SSI C 
11 Coef' T n 

ssrD 
Coef T n 

... - - -~-~~--~.-----+--~------Ir-------"",,----f."'-;'-...-------"""""'~ '---0 
--- - ----- -----

CK 
'R. l1INORITY 
P.R. 

·~P.R. 

CUSTODY 

:. 

,PP • .cOUN. 
_~T.COUN. 
C,"4(1 0) eHGS 

R(2°)CHGS 
,·C(JO)CHGS 

g:MISD.CHGS 
-~ IN .DWELL. 
'RED.BARG. 

1 ... $ . RED • BARG • 

__ T TRIAL 
X TRIAL 

IN··DISPO. ,.,. . 

ue'to Multi
colinearity 
e' to Regressors 

'. R2 
ndardErrot 
~·tis tic (1). F. ) 

.,..1.00 0.23 -0.00 -0.18 
0.81 0.57 0.11 1.59 
1.78 0.90 0.07 2.39 

-1.97 0.59 -0.02 -1.21 
3.52 1.53 0.06 4;50 
5.59 2.22 0.09 7.48 
9.06 2.56 0~~7 18.15 
4.13 1.05 0.13 7.83 
1. 26· 0.33 0.03 -0.20 
0.85 0.21 0.01 -3.13 
7.38 1.27 0.01 10.02 
1.08 0.28 0.01 . t~79 

- 4.41 0.75 0.01 1~j~.\61 
-0.43 0.24 -0.27 1.05 
1.42 1.12 0.11 1.83 

-0.63 0.27 ~.01 -3.08 
6.42 3.39 0.26 11.31 

-9.33 2.42 -0.04 -12.28 
-0.89 0.43 ~.02 0.11 

11 

0.07 0.01 0.00 -0.98 
a 0 

-0.29 1.82 -0.75 -0.64 

12.00 1.54 18.54 

0.26 -0.00 -0.27 0.27- -0.00 0.99 0~47 
0.70 0.18 2~36 0.71 0.23 1.18 0.17 0.07 
0.76 0.08 2.99 0.65 0.09 ~6.a7 0.71~0.lj 
0.22 -0.01-0.440.06 ;"0.00 -5.340.33:'"0~02 
1.22 0~63 5.46 1.02 0.07 13.96.1.24 0.10 
1.86 o.ng 9.35 1.59 0.1020~021.63 0.13. 
3.21 0.11 27.22 3.31 0.14' 45.8a2~66 0.15 
1.24 0;20 11.55 1~26 0.2516.6~0.87 0~22 
0.03 -0. 00 -1. 65 0.19-0.03 -1. 831. 00-0.02 
0.47 -0.04 -7.10 0 .• 74 -0.07' -18.,42 0~92~0.1~ 
1.08 0.02 12.64 0.93 0.02 6.190.22 0.01 
0.29 0.01 2.49 0.28 0.01 ':'4.260.23 . .,..0.01 •.. 
2.08 0.03 34.81 2.54 0.05 83.14 2.900.07 
0.36 0.05 2.53 0.60 0.11 4.42 0~500.12 
0.90 0.11 2 •. 24 0.76 0.122.740.44 0.09 
0.82 -0.04 ··5~53 1.02 ;"0.63. --12.73.1.12 -0.09. 
3.73 0.38 16.18 3.67 0.46 25.29 2~75 0.44 
1.99 ~.05 "15.241. 70 -0.05 -23.381.25 -0.05 . 
0.03 0.00 1.09 0.23 0.02-1.080.11 -O.OL 

0.13 0.00 -2~04 0.18 0.00 -5.6i 0.2.4 ':'0.01 
0 0 

2.50 -1.~7 -0.98 -1.~8 2 .• 11 -1.89 

1.49 25.08 1.39 

0.49 0.58 0.60 .0 .51.': 
.. 

0.11 0.22 0.25" :0.18 

0,37 0.36 0.35 0.33 
0.31 O~44 0.46 -. 0.-34 
7.37 11.79 17.15 " 35.85 

2.71(21,60) 4 .. 00 (21,.60) 4.3'2(21,60) '2.99(21,60) 
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TABLE'E.20 

. THE DE~~RMINANTS OF SENTENCESEVERIl'Y FOR ROBBERY CONvICTF;ES . 
. I' . 

~Driables ~ 
COM.IIES.INDEX 
'['"!E 
fiACK'- , 
OTHER MINORITY' 
,l:".,.1t.T .. p. R r ~;: P:R: 
.:{ '. 
PRIS .~. P. R. 
:1AILCUSTODY \ ..... , . 

),'-"'IL 

t~~lt. 
CT·... APP. COUN. 
flF:. RET. COUN. 
L~~:tG A (1 0) CHGS. 
ORIGB (2 0

) CHGS • 
'[~'1IG: .. C (3 0) CRGS. 

}IG • MI,SD .CHGS. 

.... 8" 0: •. RED.' . BARG • 
•. .·lUNT· RED. BARG. 

(. . . . . . 
.".:1. . 

f'JURT-.TRIAL 
L.JRY TRIAL 
MO.FIN.DISPO. 
l1, . 
lJnstan t_ ~ _____ ., i2 ,. 

f)ue to Mu1tic.o1in 
t:lue to Regressors 
Kdj~ R~' .. 
:p:;andardEr-ror .' 
kjs.tatistic (D.F.) 

.crr J', ) 

. II .. DAnE COUNTY.) 1974 . 
. k . . 
.l(Multivarfate Regression Equation Results, .. 

1:1· Ordinary Least Squares. Estimation} .. : 
\1 -

1\ 

Ii 
rSSIA~ 

"jl 

Coet: T T] Coef T T] Coef·.· "n Coef T' ."'" .; 
\'! - --J~---''---''-----+--'-''--'''''''''----~'--+--~- . - ------;-. 

-0.54
1
, 0.42 ';"0.00 -1.\)5 0 • .39~O.01 -1.55· 0.36 ~0.01'-2.080.21-0.00·~ 

L 78f .0.52 0.15 -3.,90 0.42 -0.15 -7.77 O.68:o;.O"t8 -19.93 0.77 ~0.3~ 
-4.92;. 0.99 -0.18 ~10'J:07 0.97 -0.22 :-15.22 0.9,,2 ~0.24·~36.56 0 •. 98-0~3Q 

-22.25, 2.19 -0.09 -48t64 2~29 -0.12 ';"75.03 2.2L-0.13 '150.44l.96.;..pi14·':' 
-3.82 0.88-0.06 -20~~13 2.22-0.20 -36.44 2.52';"0.26--88,.90 2.71-9~33· 

6.36 0.97 0.05 -6.63 0.49 -0.03 -19.63 0.90 -0.06 -51.73 1.05~0.0~· 
1.31 0.16 0.00 -1..75 0.10 -0.00 --4.800.18-0.01 -16.750.27 ... 0.:0.1, 

18.61 1.53 0.86 24.14 0.950.67 29.67 0.73 0.5947.630.52,0.39/. 
2.30 0.16 0.01 -10.35 0.35 -0.02 -23.09 0.49 -0.02 -60.110.56"';()~03 

14.78 0.86 0.02 14.990.42 0.01 15.21 0.27 0,.01 .~'. 27.010.'21: .'O~Pll 
4.62 0.32 0.00 12.81 0.43 0.·01 21.010.44 0.0146.950.4.3 .0.91 

-1.93 0.27 -0.01 -4.01 0.27 -0.02,-6.10 '0.26..;0.02 -23.340.44"':().34 
1.33 0.52 0.09 6.15 1.15 0.25 10.97 '1.28'0.3226.'49 L3~',.,o.;4.o',. 
1.58 0.42 0.03 ~2.21 0.28 -0.02 -6.00 '0.47:-0.05 '. -11-.05 O.}B ... O·~04:i 
0.09 0.01 0.00 3.190.18 0.01 6.29 0.22 0.01 . 18.62. O.29'.0~02 
8.97 0.63 0.01 -7.50 0.25 -0.01 -23.98 0.50 --0.02 , ~77.48· 0~72 :..tr~o'3: 

'I . . ...• , •...•. ' .. ,;, 

-1('.8B, 1.89 -0.09 -24.20 2.01 -0.13 :-37 .5~3 1.95 -0.15 -82.20·1.·8B.;..0.17: 
-6.75 0.95 -0.06 --18.381.33 -0.10 -~30.4~r 1.39 -0.12 -'79.22i.59~O~,J.6: 

-6.75 
-3.,91 

0 •. 37 

:!' 
0.56 -0.01 -34.22 1.36 -0.03 -61,.69:; 1.54-0.04 -130.j41~44,-0.Q;5. 
0.35:-0'.01 -14.750.63 -0.1.5 ,-25.59,: 0.69 -0.02 ~60.12 0.71";'0.22; 
1.010.45 . 0.85 1.10 0.62 I~321.08 0.69 2.83 1.02' 0.77'1 . '-,'. _. 

-3.16 0.17 15.950.41 35.05 '0.56 9:i~ 98 0.66 
--.'-c---. ~.-'I 

0.42 
0.17 
0.25 
0.13 

13.24 

0.47 
·0.16' 
·0.31 
O~20 

27.70 , 

~ -- --. 

0.47 
·:.O.l3 

-'0.34 
"0.21' 

0.46.··.·· ...•.. :.,. 
0.09 '. 
··0·3··7···/t.···· . " 

• ,'. • a - -' •• '" 

'. O.lB· 
. 100.24 

1.44 (21,4J..) 1.72 (2'1,41.) 
44.17< 

1.77,(21,41) 1 ~ 65.· (21 ;41.). 
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'J?ABLE E.21 
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. THE DETERMINANTS OF SENTENCE SEVERITY FORROBBERYCONVICTEES 
DADE COUNTY, 1975 

, ;~ 
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'K 
AER MINORITY 

. P .];to 
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·eCUSTODY 

.10. ,. 

APP.COUN. 
,RET. COtJN • 
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··C,qO}CHGS 
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·'.REP .BARG • 
:r RED. BARG. 
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FIN .. DISPO. 
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e:to Regressors 
~~R2 ..•. ' ... ... . .. 

.ndardError 
~: ;at1stic(D.F.) 

, . 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordina,ryLeastSquares Estimation) 

SSI A 
Co.e£ ,T " T). 

SSI B 
Coef, T T} 

SSI D 
T 

-0..17 
4.87 
5.64 

10..23 
-7.43 
-3.14 
-4.95 
8.08 
0..90. 
3~51 
0..34 

13.39 
0..18 
3.4~ 
0..87 

0. 

-3.19 
-1.11 

0..37 -0. •. 00. 0..58 0..67 0.00. 1.33 0..94 0..00. 5.65 1.520.0.0. 
2.77 0..41 8~13' 2.42 0..53' 11.40 2.10. 0.61 14.49.1.0.1 0..44, 
2.16 0.,,18 9.67 1.93 0..24 13.,69 1.690..27 30..911.45 '0..35 ' 
1.46 0..0.1

1
21.,61 1.61.0..02 32.981.520..0.3 70.37 1~23 0..0.4' 

2.,83 -D.ll.!-11.73 2.34:"'-0.14 ";16.04 1.98 --0.15 -31.371.46 -0.17 
0..93-0.. 02\-10 ~ 98 1. 70 -0..05 -18.831. 81 -D. 08 ~22 .. 78 0.8;3 ";0..05 
L16-0.021 -2.23 0.27 -0..01 0..490..04 0.00 70..152.0.0.,0..09 
2.14 D.36i 14.28 1.98 0.48 20..49 1.75 D.5j4Z.2Z1.3~~.66 
0..09 0.651 8.19 0..42 0.0.0. 15.48 0..49 0..0.1 ~9,.59 0.12 -0.0.0. ' 
0..39 D~DD! 2.44 0.14 0..0.11.37 0..0.5 0.0.0.. 10~9J o.~15 0.70.0. ..... . 
0..0.6 D.OOi -2.0.2 0..19 -0..0.0. -4.37 0..25 -0..0.1 12.SCtD.28, O.Dl. 
3 • .34 0..071·21.69 2.82 0.0.830..0.0. 2.41 .1.0.0. 69.51.2.12 0.12', 
0..0.5 0..0.11-13.68 2 .1"0.-0..58 -27.5(~ . 2~62 -0..95, -70..43 2.5.3-1~3T 
2.0.4 0.0.8

1 
8.44 2.63 0..15 13.46 2~6D'D.19 22.411.64 0.18' 

0..27 0.0.0.1 -4066 0..75 -0..0.2 -10.,/9 1,,0.2 -0.03-39
0
98 1.51 -0.0']' 

1.0.7 -0..03/ 2.90 0..51 0..02 8.99,.0.98 0..05 '19.510..800.0.6> 
Q~ 35 ... Q.Dl! -8.25 1.34 -0. .0.6 -15.38, 1.55-1.0.0., -39.43,1.50, .. 0..14, (,; 

5.17 0.86 0.01 -2.63' 0..23 -Q.QQi .. 10..44 ~o..56 , ... 0..01 :"20.940..42-0..0.1/" 
o 0. o 0. 

0..0.1 0.06aooz l, -0..24 0.74 -0..31-0.49 0..93 -0..5'2 ";1.0.90.. 78 ";D~64 

0..721. DO. 16.58' 

0..59 
0.~19 

0..40. 
0..43. '.' 
7.88 

3. 65 (19 ,49) . 

i 
i 

. I 
I 

\ 

0..56 
0..12 

0.44 
0..39 

.. 15.0.9 
3.32(19,49) 

0..45 
0..36 

24.40. 
2.99(19,49) 

0..40. 
0..28 

; 64.47·· 
2.37(19,49). 
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TABLE E.22·-

, " " ',* 
THE DETERMINAN:TSOF CASE DURATION FOR ROBBERIES, BURGLARIES, ALL FELONIES 

MULTNOMAH, COUNTY, 1973' 

(Multivariate Regression, Equation ResUlts, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

Robberies Burglaries All Felonies ,- , " , ' Variables 
:y,..;;a;;.;:;t.;;;i.;:;;.ab~l;;;..,e;..;;:s_' --,-~_-+-_C_o_e_f __ T _-.-!J,._+-_C;;;.;o::..:e:.::f:--_T=-____ .;....u..--1~(.;;..co:;;.;;n::..:t;;-.,;'..;;;,d£...) ..--'-+--..:::..Co::..:e:.;:f~_T.~ __ L.L_.o.f 

LOM~'TIES INDEX -0.32 0.10 -0.00 -0.66 0.16 -0.00 PtTB.,DEFDR. -24.3·3 
AGE 18.77 1.54 0.54, -8.19 0.75 ... 0.26 NO.DEFS., 

I"P,LACK " 7.51 0.48 0.02 23.07 1.09 0.05 l?ROP.OFF. -15.511.09-0 . .20 
t.:·~THER MINORITY 5.11 0.17 0.00 8.02 0.11 0.00 DRUG OFF. -9.96 0.60 ":;0.08 
,MIN;. P.R. -23.44 1.27 -0.06 16.60 0.82 0.06 OTHER OFF. -35.33 0.10 ~0.01 
, JAIL CUST. -13.34'0.35, -0.06 : MAJ. P.R. -7.57 0.46 -0.03 3.67 0.16 0.01 
fPRIS. P.R. 0.42 0.02 0.00 14.09 0.58 0.03 BAIL(&OR) 0.190.010.00 
CAILCUSTODY 58.95 1.77 0.57 -36.18 1.31 -0.,27 CRG.REP.BAR: -8.19-0.54-0,.07 
'BAIL 41.11 1.13 0.09 -35.00 0.87 -0.04 COURT TRIAL -19.24 0.68 -0.04' 

f
'"1.R·;' - 47.97 1.55 0.19' -20.72 0.66 -0.17 JURY TRIAL -5.680.20 -Q.01 
Jr.APP.coUN. 45.11 3.29 0.20 -0.87 0.04 -0.00 DIS&TRLACQ --10.940.39 -0.14 
DEF.RET.COUN. 57.62 2.87 0.14 27.94 1.70 0.15 MO.FIN.DISl' 3.253.411.32 

}!)ftIG-A(l :)CHGS. -6.19 0.67 -0.14 -13.92 0.50 -0.28 ' 
I, _RIG ~(2 )CRGS. 0.14 0.01 0.00 22.44 0.94 0.03 
(OkIG, C(3°)CHGS. -39.64 1.93 -:0.05 52.69 1.73 0.05 
ORIG'MISD.CRGS. -4.03 0.11 -0.00 -33.16 1.14 -0.04 

ULlOa Rrn ~BAAG. 16.82 0.79 0.07 
"cOUNTRED.BARG. 58.44 1. 81- 0.08 rENT .. BARG. ' -11. 77 -0. 43 -0. 02 
tijtOP OTH.CASE BAR 15.67 0.80 0.06 
,COURT TRIAL -26.30 0.99 -0.03 
'~1J.1R.Y'TRIAt ::"9.95 0.38 -0.01 
·.fSM.&TIU.ACQ. -6.72 0.34 -o.D6 
: '.FIN.DISPO. .3".,,1 2.77 1.07 
e"l 
f:_~nstant 
:R 

'I '-D.: '. ',u, e t. 0 ,~ .. u1tico 1i 
;)U~ to Regressor 
itdJ.R2· , .. 
Standard,Error 
g~statistiC(D.F ~ ) 

1.98 

0~48 

0.01 
O.in:: 
0.26 

46.71 
2;22 (24,58) 

~25.94 1.29-0.19 
,20.20 0.51 0.04' 
-22.54 0.97-0.06 
~20.13 2.:.04-0.11 
-42 .54,/;}1. 46 ':"0.05 

(I 

-42.5,Z,' 1.31 -0.04 
-54.{1j 2.51 -0.26 
,c:1:45 . .3.76 1.80 

~! 

29.42 ·0.54 

0.40 
0.00, 
0.40 
0.17 

, 58.27 
1. 77,'(24,63), 

time fromarraignmenttofitial disposition. 
, ,) 

26.81 0.63 

0.24 
,0.01 

0.22 
,0.10 

'47.64. 
"1.72 <12,67», 



TAB~EE.i3 '. 
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.\,;, . '.: ,'." 

':'. . :': . ",.' .' ,'. * .' 
:. THEDETERMINANTSCF CASE. DURAT:r:QNFOR RCBBERIES, ' BURGLARIES, ALL FELCNIES., 
'MULTNCMAH CCUNTY, 1974' ' 

,.'.' _., . 

a.bles-
," -' .... -' , 

1~,TIES INDEX' 

.~K MINCRITY 
Lp.R. 

P.R. 
• ..i.P .R. 
ILCUSTCDY 

,APP,.CCUN. 
'RET.CCUN. 
; A(l°) CRGS ~ 

G'B(2°)CRGS. 
':C(3°)CHGS. 
'MISD .CRGS. 

;:~ltED. BARG. 
. :'tRED • BARG .. 

,~:.~ARG. 
POTH~CASE ~G. 
'"T"TRIAL . 
_ ,:.~IAL 
'M.&, TRl .. ACQ • ,;,;,m. DlSPC •. 

Q . 

. (Multivar.iate Regression Equation Results, 
. OrdiIlaryLeast,Squares Estimation) 

Robberies Burglaries !,Variables 
Coef T ' Coef T (cont ' d) 

0'.24 0'.0'8 -D~OD -1.80' 0.58 -0'.0'0 PUB.DEFDR ... 
16.25 1.84 0'.75 -3.31 0.31 -0.13 NO'. DEFS. 
5.08 0'.230'.0'1 0'.17 0'.0'1. ,·0'.0'0 PROP. OFF. 

-12 •. 73 Dft38,...D.D1· ";9.26 0'.17 ""0.0'0' DRUG CFF. 
";3.22 0'.23 -0' .• 0'1 -38.61 1..99 -0'.0'8 CTHER CFF. 
,...8.66 0'.50'-0'.0'2 2.62 0.;180'.0'1 JAIL CPST. 

-16.71 0'.99 -0'.0'8 -19.710'.97-0'.0'6 BAIL(&C.R.) 
20'.40' 1.28 0'.30' 18.16 0'.88 0'.15 CHG.RED.BARG. 
19 •. 82 0'.84 0'.0'4 .(:j.?1 0'.26 Q.Q2 CCURT TRIAL 
41.0'6 2.13 0'.19 16.670'.,87 0.18 JURY TRIA;L 
-7.14 0'.66 ;..0'.0'6 .-2.0'8 0'.17 -0'.02 DIS.&TRLACQ. 

-15.02 0'.74'-0'.0'3 ,;,,13.71 0'.75 -0.0'4 MO.FIN.DISP. ' 
9.51 0'.63 0'.24 11.72 0'.47 0'.29 
8.31 0'.19 0'.0'1 24.57 1.0'1 0'.0'1 

40'.93 1.30' 0'.0'4- 10'.48 D.4a 0'.0'2 
a -39.261.31~D.Q3 

29.62 1.27 0'.0'4' -2~63 D~18 -DrDl 
55.14 0'.98 0.0'3' 114~28 2.460.0'7 
2.16 0.11 0'.0'0 . 0.12 0'.01 0.00' 

-2.94 0'.20'-0'.0'1 ;';'24.911.51 -0'.13 
34.18 1.92 1.DO~8. 92 0.33 0.,01 
32.86 1.92 D.1Z 48.50'2.46 0'.10' 

-46.19 3.35 -0'.26 -27.25 1.68 -0'.13 
liO'D 1.63 0'.60': 2.0'7 3.33 l~28, 

,sta=n:..::.t'--".--..,.--'-......-._-.-+-_4;..;;D;.,;. • .;;;15;:;..· -.,;;;1;.,;.. ~4 2;;;;.... __ 1-----.;:;.2,;;.0';..;;. 3:;,;;;5_' .;;.0'.;.,;. 5;;;.;.1~_~ 

. to'Mult:lco1in. 
~·i~.oRe~ressors, 
'lt2 .' "',' 

~ardError . 
~a~istic '.,(D.F.) 

.. ' 

0.53 
0.18 
0'.35 
0.33 

39.0'7 
2.67 (23,54) 

to Tab 1,0, E.22 •. 

O'~42 . 
D.G1 
0'.40' 
0'.17 

43.75 
1.69~(24,57) 

.. ; , 

. 4.0'7 0'.270'.03 
4.330.28 '0'.0'4 

24.85 0'.65 ',0.0'1 ... ' 
-1.8.12 0'.37 ::"0 .• 12. 
-1.6.30' 0'.34--.0.26 
-30'.,,761.98-0.24 . 

28 •. 67 O·~ 95b~D6 . ' .. 
173.98 1. 820.05 ' 

-10'3.47 2~D8-0.96 
. 2.JD3.62 1.21 •... 

' . 

. 0 •. 29 
····0'.'08· 

0.37, 
0'.16 . 

;,46.490 ., 
2~.24 (12,65)' 
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.' TABLE E.24 . . .', . .*' 
THE DETERMINANTS OF CASE DURATION FOR ROBBERI;ES ,B&E OFFENSES, ALL FELONIES 

, D~E COUNTY, 1974 

. ' 

~t;;t.riab1es 

L~M. 'TIES 
AGE. 

INDEX 

i= .. ,·AC:K 
I~'..r· 

~i~;rnER MINORITY 
~rIN~ P.R •. ft? P.R. ." 

j ius. P.R. 
£IAIL CUSTODY 
8AIL , 
F~R. '... 
L'lt.APP. COUN. 
"DEF • RET • COUN. 
r"'::UG. A(l°)CHGS. 
h~IG .B (2" ) CHGS. 
.OkIGC (3 0

) CHGS • 

I 

1 

10rIG MISD. CHGS. .1 

",.-Ie •. RED .BARG. 
~COUNT RED. BARG. 
n 
C; ", ., 
: COURT .TRIAL 
~,':'JRY' TRIAL 
t}SM.& TRIAL ACQ. 
}~()'.. . FIN. DISPO. 

r2bristant tif2' > ' 

'[·.· .•.. -.pueto HU1tleo.lin .• 
:[)ue t.O Regressors 
f.~tlJ • R,2 .... 
>~tandard Error . ' 88 tat~s tj,e(D~F.) 

* . 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimatiori) 

Robberies 

Coef T 

10.53 2.16 0.00 
-32.18 2.61 -0.49 

2.58 0.13 0.02 
37.57 1.06 0.03, 

-13.82 0.81 -0.03 
14.58 0.56 0.02 
18.91 0.60 ' 0.01 
39.63 1.15 0.30 

111.77 2.77 0.09 
25.05 0.39 0.00 
12.60 0.36 0.01 
-2.63 0.09 -0.00 
13.29 1.10 0.14 
10.520.73 0.03 
20.17 0.72 0.02 

102.27 1.76 -0.02 

-12.71 0.49 -0.01 
-46.96 1.63 -0.05 

10.01 0.34 0.01 
15.54 0.62 0.02 

-39.021.89 -0.11 
'5.85 5.75 1.14 

-12.54 0.24 

'0.64 
0.28. 
0.36 
0.52 

64.83 
5.59 (22,70) 

B&E Offenses 

Coef T 

-3.97 0.96 -0.00 
11.99 0.91 0.26 
46.73 2.33 0.29 
61.18 2.14 0.10 
3.63.0.15 0.01 

32.20 1.29 0.07 
4,.000.11 O. 00 

-65.80 1.99 -0.20 
-58.35 1.83 -0.38 
-18.85 0.52 -0.04, 
18.57 0.31 O~OO 

45.45 1.81 0.10 
-10.75 0.27 -0.00 

-2.56 0.15 -0~03 
1.90.0.14 0.02 
0.58 0.030.00 

30~95 0.94 a.03 
-4.23 0.16 -0.01 

.31.43 1.16 0.04 
33.95 .0.69 0.01 
31.07 1.34 0.09 
,5.93 5.00 1.56 

-73.11. 1".41 

0.41 
0.04 
0.46 
0.24 

78.63 
2.32 (22~72) 

" Variables 

(eont'd) 

PUB. DEFDR. 
NO. DEFS.' 
PROP. OFF. 
DRUG OFF. 
OTHER OFF. 
JAIL .CUST. 

o BAIL (&O.R.) 
HG • RED • BAR. 
OURT TRIAL 
URY TRIAL 
IS.&TRI.AC 
O.FIN .DISP. 

See .note ,to ,Table E~22. . , 
' . 

. : 

222 

A .... 

'. .'" '-, ,,;.' ,.,.' ~.: ,: - . 

All ,Felonies. 

Coef.T 

5.72 0~32 
1.61 O. 09 O~Ol 

~18.81 1.07 -1.00 
~20.55 0.92 ... 0.04 

-130.08 )..80 -0.02 
19.22 0 •. 63 -0.04 
~1.37 0.05-0.01 

"':27.48 1. 66~ .03 
30.46 0.9~0.OZ 
22.95 O~ 66 '0,02 

• ~20.32 0.68 ~0.07 
6.196.07 1. 47 
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\.: 
. TABLEE. 25 . . 

. .. * . ... " 
~~~ DE~{INANTS OF CASE DURATION FOR ROBBERIES AND B & E 
~.... . .' DADE COUNTY, 19i5**' . 

'. 

f.~ 
!~£~ ~:-~·Uty 

~*' ,'~·$i .• 
'::. t.,{. 

1 *,~.;. CL~-S. 
~fr ~~~' ~ CGl1; • 

:;~ ,,~.:.;.' J (:lGS. 
1_":·,, -': i ! .. jc.~GS. 

E·" ~ :. .... i' ~. C";GS • 
~ 

•• ' ~-< :~i:. ~ • C£GS • 

" '!",'. " ... ··spo §. ~ -, ..,. • 

;'(f('i"'"'" r A' CQ t ',- . c ~ • • .• 

,'l~?'~J 1 t leolin. 
!.~' ·r-r 1 •• ~t'esso,rs 

;!" 'l'" 

·:'i'·~" ~if £no r 
(i:~$n·~' (D.,P.) 

(Multivariate Regression Equation Results, 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimation) 

Robberies 

Coef T n 

3.34 2.24 0.00 
6.38 1.13 0.17 

-6.18 0.81 -0.06 
0.78 O.OS 0.00 

-5.04 0.60 -0.02 
18.75 1.96 0.04 
-3.62 0.23 -0.00 
17.78 1.50 0.23 
-1.68 0.06 -0.00 
44.52 1.38 0.01 
10.82 0.60 0.01 
22.51 2.10 -0.04 
2S.42 3.00 -0.48 
2.16 0.40 0.02 

18.50 1.68 -0.03 
97.33 2.44 -0.02 

-0.32 0.03 -0.00 
-0.57 0.51 -0.00 

20.70 L41!/ 0.02 
00.51 4.19- 0.05 
1.88 4.96 0.89 

-9 .• 93 L07 -0.04 

1,7.85 0.89 

0.58 
0.07 
0.50 
0.44 , 

29.13 ' 
4.:37 (22,71) 

B&E Offenses 

Coef 'T n 

-0.22 0.09 0.00 
-2.78 0.34 -0.09 
9.60 0.87 0.09 

12.19 0.65 0.02 
lS.70 1.55 0.08 
-6.0S 0.44 -O~02 
25.88 1.28 0.04 
15.71 0.77 0.10 
42.22 2.16 0.27 
60.78 2.82 0.20 
06.0a 3.68 0.06 
10.59 0.52 -0.01 
19.80 0.57 -0.01 

7.63 0.72 0.11 
0.93 0.13 0.02 

-5.01 0.37 -0.02 

16.58 0.74 -0.02 
15.62 1.29 0.07 

6.45 0.22 0.00 
0 

2.64 3 .. 70 1.54 
34.1S 1.99 0.07 

86.18 2.22 

0.46 
0.02 
0.45 . 
0.30 

44.11 
2.90 (21,70) 

:}'..;.;,el!'to Table E.2Z. 

OFFENSES 

.Jt, 

f.~-.~~~rthe biases resulting from the time truncation in the sample of 1975 cases, 
'~:i~:.e1timateno regre'ssion eqUat~on for ALL FELONIES in that period • 

. ', :i"· . 

223 
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